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Chapter I

The uses and abuses of voicing

1 Introduction

Mainstream phonology, in its generative or optimality varieties, attempts to keep things simple. The joint number of features necessary for a particular purpose and the least number of statements are used to express alternations with maximum generality. Consequently, a phonological feature such as \textit{[voice]} is often employed for rather different phonetic facts, on the assumption that these facts receive a simple and economic treatment by requiring them as different instances of 'the same thing' (Trubetzkoy, 1939a; Kingston & Docherty, 1984). General principles or constraints are also formulated with reference to \textit{[voice]}, and the further intuitions are noted out by means of some computational device, be that derivational, parameterization or constraint ranking (Lotto & Stevanovic, 1995a, 1999). The different uses of the phonological feature \textit{[voice]}, together with the various alternations where this feature is involved, are investigated in this thesis.

The basic empirical and metatheoretic problems are introduced in this chapter, setting the stage for the exploration of these problems in the subsequent chapters. Let us review the basic facts first, is some proceeding to a more comprehensive introduction to the various problems that this thesis seeks to solve. The term \textit{voicing phenomena} will be used as shorthand for these basic facts throughout the entire thesis, even in cases where their explanations will be in terms of mechanisms other than voicing.

1.1 The ABC of the feature \textit{[voice]} in current thinking

\textit{[voice]} is a phonological feature used to distinguish between phoneme pairs such as the following, where the first member is voiceless and the second member is voiced:

\begin{align*}
(1) & \quad \{p - b\}, \{t - d\}, \{k - g\}, \{f - v\}, \{\theta - \delta\}, \{s - z\}, \{\theta - \delta\}, \{x - \gamma\}
\end{align*}

The feature has been known and used in phonological theory since the work of the Prague School (e.g., Trubetzkoy, 1939[1939]). Its phonetic correlate is generally defined
in terms of the actual presence or absence of vocal fold vibration during the articulation of (some portion of) the phoneme (Keating, 1990). It results in low frequency activity on the acoustic spectrum during the held portion of a sound. Alternative viewpoints exist though, such as Hayes (1985), who defines [voice] in terms of a configuration of the vocal folds, irrespective of whether they actually vibrate or not. The alternative approach is widely based on articulatory definitions, and tends to disregard acoustical properties. Such an approach will not be accepted within the approach to features adopted by Jakobson, the major figure in the development of feature theory (see Jakobson, Fant & Halle, 1952; Jakobson & Waugh, 1987).

In the case of fricatives, it is quite obvious what will qualify as the presence of voicing during the production of the phoneme. For plosives, however, a classification as voiced it assigned to sounds like [b, d, g] in Romance and Slavic languages, where the vocal cords vibrate during the closure of the plosive. But the same classification is frequently assigned to sounds like [β, d̪, g̪] in many Germanic languages, where the vocal cords start vibrating at or immediately after the release of the plosive (Keating, 1984a). Following Jessen (1990, 1998), the terms tenue and lax will be used as convenient shorthand for the members of these pairs, rather than voiced and voiced. This use of terminology should be kept apart from the technical use of these in possible distinctive features that can substantiate as complement [voice] in the inventory of distinctive features.

Two alternatives are well known where the feature [voice] is concerned. Regressive voicing assimilation occurs when an obstruent assumes the same specification for the feature [voice] than the obstruent immediately following it. Final devoicing occurs when an obstruent is devoiced in syllable-final position if regressive voicing does not affect such sequences (see Trommelen & Zonneveld, 1979; Lombardi, 1990). The abbreviations RVA and DVo will be used throughout this thesis for the processes of regressive voicing, assimilation and final devoicing, irrespective of the actual features and derived used to express the processes.

These facts are expressed by ortho- and/or ortho-phonological features (Trommelen & Zonneveld, 1979), while a variety of principles have been formulated within this
contemporany versions to express these generalizations (Lombardi, 1995a; Rubach, 1996). In optimality theory, constraints are formulated along lines very similar to the more recent principles of generative syntax (Lombardi, 1999).

These alternations do not occur in all languages, so either by parameter setting or constraint ranking, one must allow for the possibility of languages not exhibiting these alternations. There is also a rather smaller group of languages that do not appear to use employ one feature [voice] at all in its inventory of distinctive features. However, these two observations are not interpreted as problematic to either generative or optimality approaches.

1.2 The ABC of the complications

The rather straightforward basic facts are complicated by some kinds of observations. There are processes that occur in a very small proportion of languages that seem to require language-specific devices. Progressive devoicing, where a fricative becomes another obstruent, as found in Dutch (Froomes & Zonneveld, 1979) and Polish (Rubach, 1996), for example, does not seem to enjoy the same generality as RVA or FD. Even when comparing these two languages, the process does not seem to apply in similar fashion. The abbreviation PD will be used for progressive devoicing in this thesis.

Quite a few languages exhibit RVA and FD to varying degrees (Stein, 1983; 1986 and Burton & Robblee, 1977 for RVA; Port & O'Donnell, 1985 and Slowiaczek & Dissanay, 1985 for FD), thus posing problems for an account that approaches phonological data solely in categorical terms. This is particularly evident when the application of RVA across a variety of morpho-syntactic boundaries is considered (Loos, 1983; Wälz, 1987). A number of lexical or other exceptions to otherwise general processes are found in languages such as German (Rubach, 1990; Hahn, 1998). Alternatively, the exceptional application of minimization phenomena in languages where they do not occur generally, such as English, is also found (Cho, 1994; Lombardi, 1996). These alternations are generally regarded as consequences of the interaction between morphology and
phenology. The interaction between phonological voicing phenomena and higher levels of grammatical organization constitutes the third complication.

1.3 The phonetics and phonology of voicing in Afrikaans

Many of the basic facts and implications can be observed in Afrikaans. Voicing is clearly read as distinctive feature. Phonemic oppositions between *[p - b], [t - d] and *[f - v]* occur alongside the unaspirated voiceless obstruents *[k, x, s]*. The processes of RVA and FD are firmly established within a generative framework by Wissing (1982) and Combrink and De Stadler (1987).

However, phonetic research by Wissing and others indicates the incompleteness of FD (Wissing & Van Rooy, 1992), the gradient character of RVA (Wissing, 1993, 1992b; Wissing & Du Plessis, 1990) and the existence of PD (Wissing, 1990b). Furthermore, Lieben and Zonneveld (1986) identify the interaction between lexical phonology and FD as a complication at the level of phonology-morphology interaction. This precise understanding of the interaction has been subject to a rather lengthy debate in the literature, where the etymological focus is on the *[f - v]* phenomena (Greinshoven, 1987; De Villiers & Poot et al., 1987; Wissing, 1990).

2 Statement of problem

This thesis addresses a number of theoretical and empirical issues. At an empirical level, an attempt is made to interpret current results on the distinctive feature characterization and phonetic and phonological behaviour of the phonemic opposition between pairs of obstruents *[p - b], [t - d], [k - g], [f - v], [θ - ð], [z - ʒ], [j - ʝ] and *[x - ɣ]*. At a theoretical level, the means necessary to provide the most adequate account of the empirical material are explored, leading to the possible resolution of a number of existing problems in phonological theory.

The main insights that characterize the current field are introduced in this section, leading to an explicit formulation of a number of problems, which this thesis tries to solve. The first subsection addresses the general goals of phonological research. The empirical
material related to the characterisation and behaviour of the phoneme pairs is surveyed next, together with theoretical issues arising from attempts to come to terms with the data. Then the issues arising from research on voicing phenomena in Afrikaans are surveyed. Finally, the problems identified during the course of the discussion are formulated explicitly.

2.1 Goals of phonological research

Goldsmith (1995) identifies three questions the guide current phonological research in his introductory chapter to the comprehensive Handbook of Phonological Theory. The first question deals with the synonymous combination of phonological units. This area is traditionally called phonotactics, and is formulated by Goldsmith (1995:1) as the problem of determining what constitutes a phonological word in a given language. The second question deals with the differences in the phonological form of the same morpheme under various conditions and is traditionally known as the study of alternations. The third question deals with the determination of the phonetic differences that are contrastive in a go-en language.

Goldsmith (1995:2) notes that most of the everyday work of phonologists is focused on, the conceptual tools necessary to answer these questions, rather than on the questions themselves. These tools are divided into representational, levels and rules. Those three change far more rapidly than the basic questions.

The conceptual tools are provided by phonological theories. Within the phonological mainstream, at least two competences can currently be identified – generative phonology and optimality theory, abbreviated to GP and OT throughout this thesis. These two theories do share certain affinities and in a certain sense, OT can be regarded as a continuation of GP (see Zonneveld 1990; Libben, 1997 for this viewpoint).

The exploitation of the interaction between phonology and phonetics is a separate theoretical development within the field. Jespersen (1998) identifies the interface and integration approaches to this problem. The interface approach argues that phonology is firmly phonological, and an interface component converts phonological structures into
Phonetic ones. The integration approach argues for consistent two-way interaction between the two domains with less of a derivation strengths than employed.

It can be argued that both GP and OT attempts to provide answers to the three questions formulated by Goldsmith. The approaches that explore the interaction between phonology and phonetics also contribute to answering these questions. Frequently, these approaches attempt to align themselves with one of the two major theories. However, the precise nature of the relationship between phonology and phonetics as science of concrete sound and phonology as science of the (abstract) system of sound remain unclear.

In this thesis, the two major theories are compared for their success in dealing with voicing phenomena. In addition, the interaction between the phonological and phonetic properties of voicing phenomena is explored. Roach (1991, 56) identifies two procedures for doing this. He requires on the one hand that (theoretical) phonological predictions must be confirmed by (empirical) phonetic analysis, and on the other hand that phonetic hypotheses should be formulated in an attempt to account for aspects of phonological structure. Both of these procedures will be employed in this thesis. The one question to be asked is if the predictions of phonological licensing are factually correct. Phonetic data need to be surveyed to answer this question. Secondly, the possible insights into phonological phenomena gained by considering phonetic principles will be employed.

These issues need to be taken seriously, since there are certain unresolved issues as far as phonological accounts of voicing phenomena are concerned at the levels of factual correctness and explanation, as pointed out in the next subsection.

2.1 Voicing phenomena: data and theory

Voicing phenomena, including the feature representation of tense and lax observables and the alternating behavior of these observables conditioned by processes like R1A, T1P and PD, from the empirical basis of this thesis. In this section, the theoretical issues involved with an account of these phenomena will be discussed with respect to representations, levels and rules.
2.2.1 Distinctive-Feature Representation

The representation of the contrast between tense and lax phonemes is encoded by distinctive features. In classical feature theory, such as Jakobson (1949b) and Jakobson, Fast and Halle (1952), both voicing and sonority are recognized as distinctive features to express this contrast. The choice between these two features depends on the invariant properties of the opposition across all contexts where tense and lax phonemes occur in contrast with one another.

Linker and Abramson (1964) attempt to reduce all contrasts among phonemes to the feature [voice], allowing for three phonetic categories—prevoicing, short-lag voicing and long-lag voicing on the voice-onset-time dimension, measured as the time difference between the release of the plosive and the onset of voicing. The main criterion of features like [tense] is the phonetic vagueness of each label. This tradition is continued by Kratochvíl (1984a), who argues for categorical status of the three phonetic categories from which two are selected to implement a binary opposition between phonologically [+voice] and [-voice] phonemes.

However, soon after Linker and Abramson’s work, Kim (1965) argues for the reintroduction of the feature [tense] with reference to Korean phonemes that cannot be distinguished on the basis of their VOT-features. Although subsequent work has lead to the insight that the Korean case is solved by the introduction of the feature [contourd formant], or [checked] in Jakobsonian terms, a research tradition maintaining the use of the feature [tense] continued its existence. Particularly within the work of German scholars such as Kohler (1984) and his associates, [tense] is regarded as the distinctive feature and not [voice]. Laraki (1985) identifies a number of languages where obstruent contrasts cannot reliably be expressed in terms of VOT, aspiration or a feature [voice], and proposes to use the feature [tense] in a much more restricted sense for these languages.

The feature [spread glottis] or just [spread] also made its way into phonological theory after the work of Kim (1970) on aspiration. Kroetz’s 1990-model replaces her 1984-model by aligning the feature [voice] with the closure of the plosive, and the feature [spread] with the release. This innovation also makes it a net acquire to represent four-way
contrasts between voiced unaspirated, voiced aspirated, voiceless unaspirated and voiceless aspirated plosives, such as found in Hindi (Deepti, 1987; Davis, 1994).

More recently, Kingston and Dress (1994) refer to a position similar to Kayne's 1976 model by arguing for the wider use of the feature [voice] to capture phonological and phonetic similarities between languages implementing contrasts between prevocalic and short-lag voicing as well as between short-lag and long-lag voicing. The basic motivation for their proposal is the existence of phonetic properties such as systematic differences between the fundamental frequency of vowels adjacent to obstruents that are phonologically specified for [-voice] and [voice], irrespective of the phonetic categories that implement these phonological differences.

On the other hand, Jensen (1998) evaluates evidence for the itineracy [voice], [tense] and [spread] with specific reference to German. He concludes that there is no justification for the separate existence of [spread] and [tense] as it is argued for the parallel existence of [tense] and [voice] as distinctive feature options between which languages has to choose. German plosives are not specified for the feature [voice] at all, only fixatives carry distinctive voicing. He motivates his model primarily with reference to the notion of invariance that he develops within the laryngealism tradition.

Boostra (1998) presents a model based on articulatory modelling. The voiceless unaspirated plosive is taken as the most basic stop category in a language. From this unmarked plosive various modifications, expressed by the marked value of features, can be effective to change the quality of this plosive. One of these is glottal spreading, that leads to a delay in voice onset and results in aspiration. Another one is called tenseness, and relates to more or less tenseness in the supralaryngeal tract. Relaxing the supralaryngeal tract allows for pronouncing to take place, resulting in plain voiced plosives. This is an active change to the vocal tract and can perhaps be transformed as [tense]. He also acknowledges other modifications, such as are necessary for implosives, for example, but these do not concern us here. The point is that [spread] and [tense] are both regarded as dependents of a supralaryngeal category [voice].
Standard feature geometry, such as Kenniswicz (1994) or Clements and Brune (1993) acknowledge the existence of a laryngeal class index, with dependents [voice], [spread], and [constricted glottis]. Jespersen (1936) in particular, as well as Kirga on and Dieth (1984) and Borren (1990), challenge this picture.

Iverson and Salmons (1995) argue for the use of [spread], rather than [voice] as the distinctive feature for voice and lax obstruents in all Germanic languages except Dutch, Afrikanteen and Yiddish. They also acknowledge that their proposal corresponds to Kehler's (1984) proposal of the feature [lax]. We are thus faced with two opposing viewpoints on the correct feature specification of Germanic languages – a camp arguing for [voice] and a camp arguing for [lax] or [spread]. Furthermore, as pointed out above, Jespersen (1936) rejects the existence of the feature [spread] altogether and argues for a system allowing [voice] and [lax] as the options available to languages.

Another development within feature theory that relates directly to the feature [voice] is the question of its status as a privative or binary feature. Most early CSP-accounts assume bivalence, following a principle established very early in the development of feature theory by Jakobsen. However, Meira and Meira (1985) present a strong case for the privativity of the feature [voice], in terms of which only those obstruents marked for voicing participate in phonological processes. Voiceless obstruents are not marked for voicing, and do not participate in phonological processes. They have been followed by Cho (1994) and Lombardi (1996a, 1996b), but Rubach (1996) makes a very strong case against privativity. Many researchers still employ bivalence without acknowledging the potential challenges to this practice.

Keniswicz (1994:493) points out that evidence for the privativity of the laryngeal features [spread glottis] and [constricted glottis] is weaker, although it is difficult to state where it is not so obvious that [voice] must also be privative, since a number of exceptions remain. A review of quite a few of these cases suggest that reinterpreting the feature [voice] with [spread] along the lines of Ivanov and Salmons (1995) as the distinctive marker in the language in question solves this problem. Some other exceptions are located by Lombardi (1996a, 1996b).
On the other hand, Swensen (1996, 1998) argues that the use of the feature [tense], both in his conception and earlier versions, such as Köhler (1984) and Jakobson, Fine and Halle (1952), is crucially binary, showing reference to both positive and negative values.

We are thus faced with different and conflicting views on the distinctive features that adequately represent the tense–lax opposition. Therefore, the first problem addressed in this thesis is the nature of the distinctive features employed to characterize this opposition. A particularly salient aspect of this characterization is the tension of private vs. binary specification of the relevant features. Combined with this more theoretical problem is the empirical problem of the best characterization of specific languages and language families.

2.2 Alternations

The basic alternations among the voicing phenomena are RVA and FD. These processes exist in languages such as Russian (Halle, 1969; Hayes, 1984; Wells, 1987; Burton & Robbeets, 1997), Polish (Bethin, 1984; Gutmann, 1992; Rubach, 1996), Dutch (Trommelen & Zonneveld, 1979; Busch, 1981; Grijzenhout & Krämer, 1998) and Spanish (Harris, 1969; Cressey, 1978a) among others. There are also languages like Ukrainian that exhibit RVA, but not FD (Shavlovskaya, 1991), and languages like German with FD but no RVA (Lombardi, 1955a). In general, both CF and OT appear to present adequate accounts of the categorical aspects of these two alternations.

Complications arise when the results of phonetic studies are taken into account. Burton and Robbeets (1997) find that RVA in Russian is very close to complete, particularly when compared to Dutch (Sho, 1983, 1986), where it occurs in only about half of the possible cases where male and female speech are taken together. In addition, Van Damme (1991a) notes that, contrary to French, some dialects (1993b) compress clusters of adjacent tense and lax elements in Dutch and German. He finds that in Dutch, the voicing of a tense element before a lax one is not complete. He proposes to use the term assimilation to refer to the effects of assimilation, rather than voicing. In contrast to Dutch, the tense-lax cluster in German shows fortition effects on the lax element but no modification of the tense element.
The debate about the completeness of final devoicing in German (Fourakis & Everett, 1984; Port & O'Dell, 1985; Port & Crawford, 1979; Kahleen-Halstenbach, 1995) and Polish (Słowiński & Dimmen, 1985; Słowiński & Szymańska, 1987; Jassem & Richert, 1989) indicates that there is doubt whether complete equalization of the contrast between tense and lax obstruents really takes place, or whether it is simply weakened. Dimmen (1985) emphasizes the need to distinguish between complete or incomplete neutralization at both the articulatory-acoustic level and the perceptual level.

On phonetic grounds, therefore, the accuracy of phonological accounts must be called into question. Although these results are dismissed as "experimental artifacts" (Fourakis & Pfau, 1984), the most difference between the level of incompleteness in Dutch and Russian is a very significant fact that can hardly be ignored.

Beside questions of the factural correctness of the data on which phonological generalizations about RVA and FD are made, these are a number of other phonological processes involving tense and lax obstruents. Dutch (Trumpey & Zomerdijk, 1979; Biscuij, 1977; Geuteveld & Zalde, 1989) and Polish (Gusman, 1992; Hufschmidt, 1996) exhibit FD, where a fricative is claimed to derive after another obstruent. In the case of Dutch, any fricative in syllable-initial position that follows an obstruent in the final position of the immediately preceding syllable is devoiced, while Polish has a more restricted application of the process. In Czech, its is a lenited, voiced fricative, and when it devoices, it becomes [s], thus vedy 'weedy' is pronounced as [vedy]. An interesting diachronic difference exists when or is the rightmost obstruent in a cluster, however. In the regional pronunciation of Moravia the word short 'agreement' is pronounced as [rohu] due to the effects of RVA. However, in Bohemia FD takes place, resulting in the form [zado]. (Short, 1993:438). These processes are generally claimed to be phonological, but no phonetic data could be found.

Korean exhibits a process called lenis stop voicing. Jun (1994, 1995) argues that it is essentially a phonetic phenomenon following from a general lenition process on
Swunginal features in certain prosodic positions, the non-initial position of the so-called stressless phrase.\(^1\) VOT-effects for aspirated plosives see also shortened in this position.

She explains it as a case of general overlap between the phoneme and the following vowel. She interprets her data as suggesting that it is a non-categorical, gradual effect, because the various prosodic environments condition different degrees of VOT-shortening and voicing. Also, she finds that the length of the weakened consonant correlates with its degree of lenition.

Jan's interpretation is supported by Keating (1996), who emphasizes that this is evidence for the phonic nature of underspecification. If Korean phonemes are unspecified for (voice), then it is possible that phonetic features may cause voicing, but since it remains non-categorical, it does not achieve the status of a categorical process. However, Docherty (1995) argues that the study eventually raised the phonetic hypothesis, without providing positive evidence that the phonological non-categorical process is invalid. He suggests that the issue of phonological (independently controlled) vs. phonetic (as by-product of other processes) representation of vocalic voicing should probably be settled by investigating electromyographic data of the adductor and abductor muscles of the vocal cords. He challenges her concept of voicing, since her data do not show degrees of voicing, only voiced and voiceless outputs. It is only in the relation to consonant length that a scale of varying emerges. He also maintains that the distinction between phonetic and phonological rules is not clear-cut and dichotomous.

The same kinds of questions raised about the status of lenis stop voicing in Korean short probably also be raised about TD, RVA, and even PD. Are these processes phonetic processes that show gradual effects, or are they typical phonological processes that have a categorical nature? Besides being a question about the factorial correctness of the phonological data, it is also a question about levels, which will be addressed in the next sub-section.

---

\(^1\) A slightly modified version of the phonological phrase proposed by Jan to account for the Agglutination of Korean lenition effects.
As far as explanations for these phenomena are concerned, phonologists have offered a variety of generalisations within a variety of theoretical frameworks. Some of these are more descriptive, but some offer stronger explanations. Rule-based accounts, such as Trommelen and Zonneveld (1979) and Booij (1981), are essentially descriptive in nature.

Their explanatory efforts are directed towards rule ordering, an issue that enjoys very little serious consideration these days (Iversen, 1997).

The development of non-linear phonology emphasized the role that the syllable plays in conditioning FD in particular. For RVA, Rutte (1996) argues against a syllable-based account of Polish. Arguments for a syllable-based account of the Polish data are presented by Bethin (1984), Gussmann (1992) and Lambardi (1995a) among others.

The notion of licensing, and the general move away from rules tied with principles in generative phonology, contributed to the insight that voicing and other laryngeal oppositions might only be licensed in certain prosodic positions, particularly prominence positions within syllable structure (Lambardi, 1995a). This is combined with the notion of a parameter, where languages may either allow or not allow a particular principle to operate in the language. Both FD and RVA can follow from such licensing principles, but as noted by Zonneveld (1996), FD, in particular still requires rather language-specific machinery.

Within OT, constraints have been proposed to account for RVA and FD through the interaction of mark-ness and faithfulness (Lambardi, 1999). A fair number of problems remain, and these are addressed in various ways by among others Lombardi (1995b, 1998), Fosy (1998), Hahn (1998) and Grijzenhout and Krämer (1998). Their solutions often conflict with each other and are at times based on assumptions about the data that are not supported by phonetic research.

To summarize, the factual correctness of data on which phonological generalisations are based is suspect. Moreover, there are a number of conflicts in the explanation of the data. These apply to the general processes of RVA and FD and even more to the less general
processes, particularly PD. The conflicts centre on the universality or language-specificity of particular processes, as well as the role of other factors in the grammar.

2.2.3 Levels

The interaction between phonetics, phonology and morphology has long been subject to debate in a wide variety of theoretical frameworks. Within the generative tradition, the development of lexical phonology (Kiparsky, 1982, 1985; Mohanan, 1986) introduced a concern with the interaction between phonological processes and morphological processes. Such a concern has been retained as far as possible since the publication of Chomsky, Halle and Lascelles' (1956) account of stress in English and its subsequent elaboration in The Sound Pattern of English (Chomsky & Halle, 1968). Lexical phonology has been employed to account for a number of exceptions, as well as the ordering of rules, in Dutch (Zonneveld, 1983), German (Ruhstaller, 1990; Lombardi, 1995a) and Polish (Ruhstaller, 1990) among others.

Within OT, a variety of domain-specific constraints have been formulated to account for the effects of lexical phonology. The exceptions PD, RVA and PD are also addressed. This includes work by Lombardi (1995a) on English, Yiddish and Dutch, Forster (1978) and Hahn (1998) on German, as well as Geigenhauz and Krämer (1996) on Dutch. The viewpoints of Forster and Hahn directly conflict with each other—Forster argues for different constraints in different layers of the German lexicon, while Hahn sets up co-phonologies with different rankings for the same constraints. Geigenhauz and Krämer agree explicitly against the position advanced by Lombardi, where the former account for PD by means of domain-specific faithfulness constraints for laxives and the latter sets up a constraint specific to laxives to account for the same data.

The crucial theoretical question arising within OT is whether domain-specific faithfulness or co-phonologies should be employed, which domains qualify for domain-specific faithfulness constraints, and how to formulate constraints that capture observed conditions and surface well-behaviour with maximal generality. These issues arise not only from general theoretical discussion within OT, but also specifically within the current sources on voicing phenomena within OT.
On the other side of phonology, the interaction with phonetics has received attention from various sources. The standard view of phonetics in the Sound Pattern of English (Chomsky & Halle, 1968) is that everything that follows from non-controlled actions that implement speech sounds should be assigned to phonetics. Phonetics is responsible for converting categorical phonological strings into gradient phonetic ones. In general, the role of phonetics in phonology has been limited for most of the 1970's and early 1980's. More recently, this issue has received some renewed attention (see Beckman & Kingston, 1990; Rees, 1991; Kingston & Dieter, 1994; Ohala, 1993b; Jensen, 1996).

Kingston and Dieter (1994) make the important point that phonetics is not necessarily an automatic component that implements language-specific phonological structures in a language-unspecific way. Jensen (1998) further distinguishes between approaches that only allow for one-way traffic from phonology to phonetics (interface approaches) and those that allow for two-way interaction (integration approaches).

As far as voicing phenomena are concerned, the conflict between phonological assumptions about data and facts emerging from laboratory research has been noted in the previous subsection. In particular, the difference between Russian and Dutch RVA calls for attention. Furthermore, the process of less stop voicing in Romance also points to the need for careful attention to the relationship between phonetic and phonology. It is commonplace to assume that phonological processes are categorical and phonetic processes gradient in nature (see Kenting, 1996). However, it is unclear if there is a neat dividing line between phonetic and phonological processes. If so, that line has to be drawn, and if not, then assumptions about the discreteness of theoretical constructs in phonology should be re-examined.

In this connection, it is significant that a number of researchers, including Westbury (1975), Kohler (1984), Guaday (1986), Iverson and Salmons (1995) and Wiering and Rossa (1998) observe that languages with active control for prevocalic in phonetics, such as Slavic and Romance languages, as well as Afrikaans and Dutch, are languages that exhibit RVA. Languages where phonic voicing is probably a contrastive effect under the appropriate conditions, such as are Common languages (excluding Afrikaans, Dutch-
and Yiddish), are languages that do not have R.V.A. Gaustadlen (1986) links this to a
semantic drive to maintain the voicing in word-initial obstruents at the cost of voicing the
final obstruent of the preceding word. Parker (1989, 1981) presents a function-
perceptual explanation of why FD should occur, which also ties in with the semiotic perspective that Gaustadlen (1986) refers to as R.V.A.
Van Driel's (1963b) finding that Dutch has tension of a tense obstruent preceding a
lax phoneme, while German has tension of the lax phoneme after a tense obstruent in
the same type of cluster, illustrates this difference very clearly. However, the kind of tension
effect to which he refers has not been subject to much research. At the same time,
Dhondt (1977, 1978) finds that even in voice-assimilated Dutch obstruents, i.e., where a
tense-obstruent assimilates to the voicing of the following lax-vowel, or lax obstruents
devote before tense ones, some remnants of a difference between the assimilated
obstruents and non-assimilated obstruents in clusters that share underlying voicing can be
observed. Thus, differences are not in terms of their phonetic voicing, but other
properties that he assigns to a difference in their specification for the feature [voice].
It is thus clear that the exact interpretation of the processes that seem to be
shaped/behaved from the perspective of phonological theory requires re-examination
in view of their phonetic character. Such an undertaking also requires attention to the role
of semantic and grammatical factors. However, current phonological theory is
ambivalent as far as grammar is concerned, and reluctant as far as semantics is concerned.

2.3 Voicing phenomena in Afrikaans

The feature [voice] is generally adopted by Afrikaans phonologists, such as Wissing
(1982) and Coetzee and De Stijler (1987). However, Wissing (1990) and Wissing
and De Plessis (1992) suggest the possibility of a stronger role for the feature [voice] in
Afrikaans. They provide phonetic evidence to support their claim. On the other hand,
Wissing and Coetzee (1996) show that the feature [spread] is not necessary for Afrikaans,
since aspiration is not a consistent property of the language. The relationship between
voicing and [spread] has not been explored for Afrikaans.
Although Affixes is reported to exhibit (i) and RVA (Wissing, 1987; Combrink & De Stadler, 1987), phonetic research (Wissing, 1990a, 1990b, 1991, 1992b; Wissing & Du Plessis, 1992; Wissing & Roux, 1995; Wissing & Van Rooy, 1992) challenges the claims about the categorical nature of the phenomena. In addition, the discovery of PD in Texts as by Wissing (1990c) requires an examination of the relationship between RVA and PD. In various studies, Wissing presents a comprehensive phonetic characterization of the distribution and RVA and PD, while Wissing and Roux (1995) propose a phonetic explanation for the occurrence of R1. What remains to be done is to relate PD and RVA simultaneously to the various phonetic factors, as well as issues of phonological and semantic function in view of the proposed on the function of RVA across languages by Gunatillake (1986).

The interaction between phonology and morphology is invoked by De Villiers and Pondel (1987) to account for a range of exceptions to RVA and PD in particular, as well as the voicing of obstructions where such voicing is not present in the etymological origin of particular forms. Wissing (1987, 1989) presents a strong critique of their viewpoint, but acknowledges the existence of some of the exceptions, and argues that these should be handled in a way different from productive phonological rules. It does not elaborate on this, however. Lichard and Zonneveld (1996) also make use of the phonology-morphology interface, as formulated within the sub-theory of lexical phonology, to account for the distribution of [f] and [v] in word-final positions. They enhance current understanding of this phenomenon by indicating the systematic basis for the majority of cases, but the existence of a substantial number of exceptions (as presented in chapter 8) indicates that the systematized by these authors might be too strong.

It is clear that Affixes presents a fruitful testing area for any account of voicing phenomena. In terms of phonetic, phonological and morphological properties, substantial volumes of research are available, but a unified account is still forthcoming. This thesis attempts to present such an account as its primary empirical contribution.
2.4 Formulating the questions

In view of the preceding discussion, the following questions can be formulated to summarise the problems which this study is addressed:

- What are the character and properties of the features [voice], [spread] and [tense], how do they relate, and are they all part of the universal set of features?
- Are the relevant features gradable, binary or privative?
- How should the difference between tense and lax obstruents be expressed in terms of distinctive features in different types of language?
- How do phonological and morphological properties of voicing phenomena interact, and how should such interaction be expressed by phonological theory?
- How do phonological and phonetic properties of voicing phenomena interact, and how should such interaction be expressed by phonological theory?
- How do GP and OT differ in their explanations of voicing phenomena, and which one provides the more adequate account?
- How successful can GP and OT incorporate the problematic aspects of feature specification, morphophonology-phonology interaction and phonetics-phonology interaction?
- How successful can GP and OT incorporate semantic explanations of data in their accounts?
- What is the best possible explanation for voicing phenomena in Afikans?

From these various questions, four clusters of issues can be identified. The first one concerns the distinctive features used to express the distinction between tense and lax obstruents. Secondly, there is the issue of interaction between phonology and its adjacent domains, phonetics and morphology, and particularly they way in which these interactions are accommodated in phonological theory. Thirdly, the proper role of semantic factors in phonology needs to be determined. Finally, there is the issue of the most accurate and explanatory account of voicing phenomena. This final issue is obviously based on the first three. One can therefore reduce the questions above to the following four:
• What is the nature of the distinctive features that characterize the opposition between
  tone and its phonemes?

• How does phonology interact with phonetics and morphology as far as voicing
  alternations are concerned?

• What is the role of semiotics in phonological theory?

• How can voicing phenomena be explained comprehensively?

3. Objectives

The primary objective of this thesis is to provide an adequate account of voicing
phenomena. This objective is supported by the secondary objectives of determining the
most adequate feature characterization and of determining the most adequate
theoretical understanding of alternations, specifically in terms of the morphological,
semantic and phonetic factors within phonological theory.

The primary objective finds its expression in a comprehensive account of Afrikaans
voicing phenomena in chapter 8, but accounts of other languages, particularly Dutch, are
also explored along the way. In chapter 7, a unified, although not entirely comprehensive
account of Dutch is presented.

To achieve the secondary objective about feature representation, various existing feature
models are explored, and hypothetical models, based on some ideas present in a range of
works, are proposed alongside the existing models. This is done in chapter 2, after which
subsequent chapters consistently aim to verify or falsify these proposals.

A particularly salient aspect of the secondary objective about theoretical exploration is a
comparison between OT and GP. The accounts that these two theories provide for
voicing phenomena, are explored in chapters 4 and 5, after which a comparison and
evaluation are presented.
Theoretical arguments are developed during the course of the entire thesis. As such, no specific hypotheses are presented at this stage. The major theoretical solution proposed in chapters 7 and 8 is premised on ideas in OT and Creative Grammar (hereafter CG), and cannot be reduced readily to hypothetical formulas. The crucial aspects of this solution are an affirmation of the reality of constraints, together with a rejection of constituent ranking as device for resolution of constraint conflict, in favor of schematic networks.

CG (Lakoff, 1987; Langacker, 1987) developed primarily within the context of lexical and grammatical categories, and substantial work has been done in the field of semantics, syntax and morphology. Much less has been done within the domain of phonology (Bybee, 1994). The proposals made in chapters 7 and 8 are aligned with current thinking in CG. However, this thesis consistently aims to engage with the discourse of current phonological theory, and therefore no exhaustive attempt is made to engage with the discourse of CG. If this thesis can contribute to opening up a discourse across these two streams, then it will be a welcome outcome, but it is not regarded as a central objective.

4 Outline of study

The organization of this study is as follows: Chapter 2 deals with the distinctive features (voice, spread and tense), and attempts to establish the relevant phonetic correlates and phonological properties of these features. A rather comprehensive body of literature is available, in which features are approached from different angles. Frequently, these studies are directed at finding phonetic correlates of a given feature distinction. There are also a few studies that attempt to establish the most common feature for a given opposition, taking into account phonetic and/or phonological criteria of various types. The aim of this examination is to establish a sound concept of the features available for characterizing the tense/less opposition, to determine the relationship among them, their phonetic properties and the criteria for assigning a given opposition to one or more of the features. Chapter 2 is concluded with a presentation of four possible models for
representing the relevant features, which are subjected to verification in subsequent chapters.

Chapter 3 looks at existing phonetic studies of voice phenomena, trying to interpret these findings and relate them to the relevant distinctive features. The relationships among the features, their phonetic content and their alternating behaviour are explored to determine the extent to which the phonetic content of features predicts alternating behaviour. This links directly with the phonetically based feature representations proposed in chapter 2, and is very important in the context of the proposals made in chapters 7 and 8. Alongside these phonetic concerns, an exploration is presented of the semantic bases that relate to the functions of ID, EVA and incompleteness effects.

In chapter 4, existing generative studies of voice phenomena and their explanations are surveyed and evaluated for successfulness in their explanations, while chapter 5 is devoted to optimality studies and explanations. Current phonological studies are based on simplified assumptions about the data, and have various shortcomings, as pointed out earlier in this chapter. Nevertheless, they do contribute some valuable insights into various voice phenomena. These insights are identified alongside the shortcomings. In view of the diverse proposals in chapter 2, the possibilities for extending phonological accounts of voice phenomena are also explored.

A unified account of voice phenomena is attempted in chapter 6. This account considers the appropriate feature specification, phonetic and phonological explanations of voice phenomena, as well as the various problems that remain unresolved in existing accounts. While OT emerges as the more adequate framework for accounting for voice phenomena than GP, constraint-ranking is identified as the most important limitation in the OT-framework that prevents accommodating all the relevant insights.

Solutions for these problems are proposed in chapter 7, in the form of a modified interpretation of OT constraints, integrated with the concept of a schematic network as developed within the theory of cognitive grammar. This approach is applied to Dutch voice phenomena as an illustration of how it works. A number of issues are indicated as unresolved or tentative at the end of chapter 7, and are deferred to chapter 8.
The proposal in chapter 7 is tested and refined with data from Afrikaans in chapter 8. As pointed out earlier, Afrikaans exhibits a range of voice phenomena. Various phonological and phonetic studies are available, and the data from these studies are analyzed and supplemented with additional data, particularly as far as phonotactic distribution is concerned. This is done to test the validity of the explanations proposed in chapter 7, and to present a comprehensive account of voice phenomena in Afrikaans. The chapter ends with a conclusion to the thesis.
Chapter 3
Phonetic characterization of the phonological features

1 Introduction

The phonetic content of the features [voice], [spread] and [snes] is investigated in this chapter. The focus is exclusively on obstruents. The parallel use of any one or more of these features for sonorants and [+voice] is not explored. A phonetically accurate feature concept can assist in evaluating the phonological characterization of the oppositions in languages that are characterized by one or more of these features. In addition, acoustic criteria for these different features are identified to disentangle empirical results that seem to present cross-linguistic correlations on both feature specification and the representations of alternations. The problem of binary vs. privative specification of the relevant features is taken up in the subsequent chapters and will not be discussed in this chapter.

However, it is not a self-evident axiom of phonological theory that a phonetic characterization of distinctive features is necessary. It all depends on the concept of distinctive features guiding an investigation. These concepts range from purely formal, where features are regarded as classificatory devices, to purely phonetic, where features describe phonetic realities. In *The Sound Pattern of English*, Chomsky and Halle (1968) argue for the parallel reality of both these concepts, each one representing a specific function of distinctive features—the classificatory and phonetic functions. Jespersen (1908) points out that either of these two functions can be taken as the most basic one, and as a consequence the other one assumes something of a secondary status. Researchers with a primarily phonetic orientation, such as Ohala (1990a, 1990b) and Byrum and Goldsmith (1990), suggest the possibility and even necessity of performing both functions simultaneously. A discussion of the origin and development of distinctive feature theory, as well as a consideration of the ontological and epistemological status is consequently a necessary introduction to the subject matter of this chapter.

1Michael Jespersen comments on an earlier version of this chapter. His insights are gratefully acknowledged. Further remarks and suggestions are on my account.
Following this, a discussion of existing characterizations of voicing is presented. This should lead to a clear picture of what the possible phonetic interpretations of the concept voicing are. It emerges from this survey that there is a degree of overlap between feature oppositions based on voicing and those based on aspiration. To determine the degree to which these features have a separate existence, the feature [voice], which is usually employed to characterize a distinction based on aspiration, is considered thereafter. This is followed by an exploration of an alternative tradition, where voicing and aspiration features are replaced by the opposition pair [fortis]-[lenis]. In the case of each of these three feature oppositions, the acoustic correlates and the underlying articulatory gestures are discussed. In the final section, an attempt is made to sort out the relationship between the various features on phonetic grounds. The section is concluded with the presentation of four models for representing the relationship between the features. These hypothetical models are evaluated in chapter 7.

2 Distinctive feature theory: phonologic and/or phonetic

The theory of distinctive features can be traced back to the Prague School of the 1920's and 1930's. At its inception, the concept of the phoneme has already been established by the work of Saussure de Courthame and the Kazar School of the late 19th century. The particular interpretation of the phoneme concept is of some importance in understanding the theory of distinctive features and therefore this section starts off with a discussion of the origin of the phoneme, before moving on to distinctive features.

2.1 The concept of the phoneme: origin and metamorphosis

An unknown French linguist, A. Delrieu-Degremont, first proposed the term phoneme at a meeting of the linguistic society of Paris on 24 May 1873. The exact original interpretation is not known, but it has to do with a terminological essay where French linguists searched for French equivalents for a distinction made in German (Husserl, 1885). From there, it made its way into Saussure’s Mémoire 1906 à 1927.

3 Various works use different terminology for this distinction. As a general rule, the terms /h/ and /l/ will be used, and no be replaced elsewhere, to refer to the two kinds of oppositions, while the feature will be called voiceless. This should not be confused with the much more general and anthropological use of the term voice and refer to other kinds of voice features specification.
Primary des Voyelles dans les Langues Indo-Européennes (1968[1879]). In Szaszwai’s (1968[1879]:92) usage, the term refers to a historical unit, the hypothesized sound in the proto-language ancestral to a given family of languages together with its reflexes in the various languages. Anderson (1985:66) points out that the phenomenon can be regarded as a correspondence set in Saussure’s 19th century historical work.

Mieczyslaw Kraszewski, a student of Baoudoin at Kazan, interprets the term phoneme in synchronic terms during the 1890’s. He argues that each word consists of a number of non-alternating sounds and a number of phonemes, where the phoneme is regarded as a set of sounds that alternate synchronically in the pronunciation of the same morpheme in various morphological environments. A phoneme is thus a morphophonological unit and can be regarded as a synonym for the notion of an alternation (Anderson, 1985:66-67).

Baouodoin generalizes the term phoneme from the restricted sense of alternating sounds to the invariants of phonological structure, whether alternating or non-alternating (Jaisohn, 1990:397; Stankiewicz, 1976:26-29). (Baouodoin (1895:132) proposes the following definition of the phoneme:

... a unitary concept belonging to the sphere of phonetics which exists in the mind thanks to a psychological joining of the invariants resulting from the pronunciation of one and the same sound; it is the psychological equivalent of a speech sound.

According to Hather (1968:59), this is the definitive statement of Baouodoin’s concept. This version erodes the morphological basis of the concept that is evident in Kretzendorf’s work and emphasizes the psychological aspect. Like Baouodoin, Saussure (1959[1916]) also maintains the psychological interpretation of the phoneme in his notion of the sound image in the mind of the speaker.

4 The terms phonetics and phonology do not have their contemporary meaning before the Prague school, where they acquire a new formulation in the work of Trubetzkoy (1939[1939]) in particular. Baouodoin’s (1940-1942) distinction between phonetics and phonology is often in line with the modern distinction, but the terms phonetics and phonology is usually the reverse order when compared with contemporary context. In this quote use Laszlo Baouodoin, “phonetics” refers to metalinguistics, or phonology to contemporary sound.
The linguistic sign unit, not a thing and a name, but a concept and a sound-image. The latter is not the material sound, a purely physical thing, but the psychological imprint of the sound, the intuitions it makes on our sense (Saussure, 1916:69).

The notion of a phonological system is formulated by Edward Sapir. In his famous paper "Sound Patterns in Language", he poses the problem of the patterning of the phonemes of a language as follows:

This notion of "sound patterns" which is more elusive and of correspondingly greater significance for the language. This is the lower configuration of the sound system of a language, the intuitive "placing" of the sounds with reference to one another (Sapir, 1929:36-37).

True to his mentalist conception of language, which largely corresponds to that of Baudrillard, he tries to solve the problem by looking at the patterning of sounds in various allotations. The influence of his interpretation of GP is admitted by the elite of major works like Hallé's The Sound Pattern of Russian (1939) and Chomsky and Halle's The Sound Pattern of English (1968).

The Prague schoolmen effected an important change in Kazan and Saussean notions of phonology by shifting the focus to the internal structure of the phonological system. Unlike Sapir, who approached the problem from a mentalist perspective, Prague School Linguistics is characterized by a strong anti-psychologist stance (Jakobson, 1932; Tward, 1998:28), following the anti-psycholinguistic position in philosophy and logic advocated by Russell (1903:1901).

Trubetzkoy (1958:1939:37-38) argues strongly against Baudrillard's psychological interpretation of the phonemes, favoring a sociological approach. This impacts strongly on the Prague school version of the phoneme. Divorcing linguistic from psychological factors (Jakobson, 1932:232-233) defines the phoneme as "a set of those consistent sound properties which are used in a given language to distinguish words of unlike meaning" (also in Trubetzkoy, 1959:1939:33). The function of phonemes in

---

3 We deal here with Sapir's famous work on "Core", in the early years of the 20th century, as published posthumously in Core de Linguistique Generale, whose core-branch aspect is explored, still here the diachronic aspect is in his 1929* work. 
2.2 The origin of the notion distinctive features
Jakobson, Kravetski and Trubetzkoy (1928) discover that various phonemes can be characterized by an opposition that is constituted by the presence or absence of a particular property. They coin the notion of a correlation between pairs of phonemes and point out that the property forming the basis for the correlation exists independent of the phonemes that enter into a particular correlation (Jakobson, Kravetski & Trubetzkoy, 1928:3). Trubetzkoy (1929a) discovers that various types of vowel harmony can be reduced to a few essential properties. Of even greater significance, he finds that entire vowel systems can be classified on the basis of these properties. The correlative property therefore has a typological function.

Trubetzkoy (1936:189-190) points out that when isolating the properties that distinguish members of a correlation, one is led into a position that conflicts with the established viewpoint that the phoneme is an indivisible unit. It is this viewpoint, for example, that underlies Saussure's (1916:1946) idea in *Cours de Linguistique Générale* that phonemes only enter into paradigmatic relationships, but not into paradigmatic relationships like signifiers do.

Jakobson (1958:420) observes that Saussure's crucial mistake is defining the phoneme in terms of the impossibility of simultaneous implementation and then using this concept of the phoneme to argue against simultaneity at the phonological pole of language.

---

46 The term "feature" of the phonemic concept in OP (Halle, 1962, Prepared, 1964) is not, strictly speaking, identical to the present discussion, since it does not imply an "exogenous" origin of the distinctive feature concept. It is discussed later in this section in connection with the *generative* notions of distinctive features.

47 It is perhaps worthwhile to recall that much of the earliest literature on distinctive features was written in German, where the term for "features" is either Merkmale or Qualität. The term in English is perhaps more accurately translated as "property." There is in each case of a substantial *versus* a more extensive parasitic view implicit in the German term Qualität than the English *versus* which suggests that only finite sets. The French equivalent in the earliest literature, *... mer...* was not written in German equivalent in French as if the French academy of the late 19th and early 20th centuries are concerned - to Saussure's notion of elements differentiated, again emphasizing the informative nature of the distinctive features. The *... Merkmale*, on the other hand, refers to typological contentions, where the differentiating property is not required to exist in *versus* *merkmale*.
It is his assumption that the phoneme is the smallest, undivided unit of linguistic organisation that enters Sasseure into this corner. Similar to the discovery in physics that the atom is not the smallest unit of physical substance, phono logical theory in the Prague School moves beyond the level of the phoneme:

Linguistic analysis, with its concept of ultimate phonemic units, significantly converges with modern physics, which has revealed the granular structure of matter as composed of elementary particles (Jakobson, 1940:425).

The concept of phonemes (or as Sapir says, "the system of synthetic atoms") can be reduced to a set of a few distinctive features (a system, one might term it, of primary particles); this parallels the recent development of physical concepts in complex (Jakobson, 1969a:166).

This leads to an asymmetric interpretation of the phono logical system (Tzanou, 1995:146-147). The basis of such an asymmetry can be traced to the fact that correlations are characterised by the presence or absence of a phonemic property: a distinctive feature. This is particularly evident when archi-phonemes, that occur in neutralised positions, are considered. Here, the Qualifie that it used to maintain the opposition elsewhere is absent, leaving only the unmarked phoneme to occur in neutralised positions. (Trubetzkoy, 1939[1939]:166) for a detailed explanation of the relationship between features and neutralisation within Prague-school thinking.

Trubetzkoy maintains the distinction between the phonemic representation and phonetic realisation of phonemes, a position that remains evident in his last work Grundzuge der Phonologie, where distinctive features are mostly regarded as typological devices that bring order to phonological systems (see also Ambros, 1985:118). However, the development of this thinking is cut short by his death in 1938.

Jakobson's research on distinctive features becomes increasingly linked to technology when his flight to the USA. Alongside the concerns with the typological use of distinctive features that he shares with Trubetzkoy, he investigates the semiotic, acoustical and perceptual properties of each of these features. Jakobson, Faust and Halle (1952) are concerned with the "ultimate discrete components of language, their specific structure,
their inventory in the languages of the world, they identify on the acoustic and perceptual levels and their articulatory prerequisites."

Jakobson and Halle (1956:46-47) distinguish four levels of analysis: the articulatory, the sonority, the perceptual and the linguistic levels. The researcher proceeds from each level to the next through increasing selectivity. Each level utilizes only some of the properties of the previous level. However, these levels are conceived as part of a whole, and therefore the relationship between the three phonetic levels and the phonological level is very intimate. Nevertheless, *linguistic relevance* remains the ultimate criterion for selection of phonetic material for analysis (Jakobson, Fant & Halle, 1952:11). This position strongly disfavours phonological faxes definitions that are grounded only in articulatory properties and disregard acoustic ones.

Besides the concern with the phonetic reality of features, Jakobson recognizes a number of other important characteristics of distinctive features. He strongly emphasizes their binary character (Jakobson, 1939:303), which is motivated by concepts of information theory (Jakobson, Fant & Halle, 1952:9). He also realizes that features have a relational character. Features are not interpreted in terms of absolute articulatory or acoustic properties, but in terms of relative dichotomies that can be implemented differently in different phonological environments (Jakobson, 1949b:423-425).

Jakobson, Fant and Halle (1951:26, 56-57) and Jakobson and Halle (1956:42, 43) recognize both voicing and tenseness as distinctive features. Voicing is regarded as the superimposition of a harmonic voice source on the obstruent noise, with explicit mentioning of the actual vibration of the vocal folds (Jakobson, Fant & Halle, 1951:26; Jakobson & Halle, 1956:42).

---

13 Jakobson's notion of the relationship between part and whole is derived from the early [prephonememe-ological] work of Hockett. Jakobson cites as an example of the *Kindergebärde* of the *Kindergebärde* a passage from Hockett's *Linguistic Universals*. Puklitsa & "What is truly unifying are the relationships of universals. The notion of foundation is particularly significant in Hockett's book, where he says: "By a whole we understand the range of current which are all covered by a single/\text{a-universal} without the help of other universals." (Hockett, 1939:475). Hofmanna (1978:35-36) emphasizes the role of the notion of foundation in Jakobson's concept of the phonological system. The whole system is based on certain foundations, and these foundations guarantee the whole unit of the phonological system.
Tenessness is defined by Jakobsen, Fart and Halle (1951:36-38) as a property of sounds that display longer duration and more acoustic energy. They are produced with greater distinctness and pressure, more muscular strain affecting the tongue, walls of vocal tract and glottis, and higher overall tension in the vocal tract that results in greater difference from the neutral vocal tract settings. Perceptually they are characterised by increased auditoryness.

Five years later, Jakobsen and Halle (1956:45) describe tennessness as a property of sounds with a longer duration of the steady state portion of the sound, and sharper distinct resonance regions in the sound spectrum (this applies more to tense vowels than tense obstruents). More generally, tense sounds are characterised by a deliberate execution of the required speech gesture as against a more rapid one for lax sounds.

It is instructive to see how Jakobsen (1949b:423-425) applies a distinctive feature analysis to an opposition that is relevant to the subject matter of this thesis. He discusses the distinction between 'strong' and 'weak' allophonic obstruents in Danish. This distinction is maintained by the sounds [i] and [♀] in strong positions, but as [i] and [♀] in weak positions. The relational character of his feature concept is illustrated by his analysis, and, more importantly, he does not regard this as a voicing distinction, but as a strength distinction (i.e. fortis vs. lenis). Even though voicing is sometimes a feature that characterises the opposition, it is not a constant feature. The consistency with which a distinctive feature can be defined in terms of phonetic correlates is an important criterion in the Flegeaean tradition.

Jakobsen and Waugh (1987) emphasise two interacting factors that determine the activation of a distinctive feature in characterise a particular opposition. Apart from invariance, the tones of relativity should also be taken into account. In the example above, the invariant property of the distinction in Danish is a strong-weak binary opposition, but in physical terms, there is an amount of phonetic constant. The phonetic constant is located in the relation between the two members of each opposition pair – more force versus less force, even though the low-fused phones in the strong position is identical with the more free-laid phone in the weak position.
Jessen (1996:298) elaborates on Jakobson's ideas by proposing the principle of contextual stability as a criterion for deciding on the appropriate feature to represent an opposition. Both the relational and invariant character of Jakobson's approach can be observed here:

A distinctive feature (corresponding to six feature representation at the underlying level of the phonology) is assigned for a language in such a way that the opposition is to be represented with the distinctive feature is expressed phonetically by at least one correlate of the proposed feature in every context in which the opposition occurs in the language.

He also formulates a weaker version of this principle, where the requirement "in every context in which the opposition occurs" is replaced by the formulation "in the majority of contexts in which the opposition occurs." The significance of determining the appropriate phonetic correlate of an opposition is patent clear from Jessen's interpretation of Jakobson's ideas.

2.3 Generative concepts of distinctive features

Generative phonology, as canonized in Chomsky and Halle's The Sound Patterns of English (1968), combines Chomsky's notion of roles in grammar (Chomsky, 1957[1961]) for phonology; Chomsky, 1957[1956], 1957 for syntax) with the theory of distinctive features. Distinctive features are assigned a different kind of function in GP. The primary concern of GP during the 1960's is to develop a rule system that represents the knowledge that a speaker knows about the phonology of his/her language. One of the criteria for this endeavor is simplicity, where simplicity is interpreted as the one of the least number of symbols in a rule, together with the assumption that the most general rule must contain the least number of symbols. To meet this criterion, Halle (1962) and Chomsky (1964) strongly emphasize that distinctive features, and not phonemic representations, are required. They go so far as to reject any status or role assigned to the phoneme, and prefer a neutral pre-thermic term segment (see Wissinger, 1982:65-75) for discussion.

Chomsky and Halle (1968) draw a distinction between the classificatory and phonetic functions of distinctive features. It is the classificatory function that is the primary
function of distinctive features in terms of the organization of the phonological system, the "sound patterns" following Sapir. The phonology itself is a formal system of rules that operate on abstract objects, manipulating them without consideration for their inherent qualities (Chomsky & Halle, 1968:66). The phonetic function only becomes important after phonological rules have applied, to interpret the resulting phonetic representation in terms of the phonemic categories. The phonemic function is to assign articulatory and auditory form to the abstract categories.

At the level of the systematic phonetic representation, features do receive a physical interpretation (1968:5). These features are now regarded as instructions to the speech organs, and receive a full articulatory interpretation (1968:297). They emphasize that the phonetic representation is not an accurate acoustic record, but a summary of those properties that are controlled by the grammar in some sense (1968:294). In subsequent work on generative grammar, it is often emphasized that phonological structure is based not on phonetic content, but on phonological patterning. This is particularly evident in early work on feature geometry (Clements, 1967). Halle (1983) places a high premium on the evidence of a central nervous control system for speech, citing the work by Sapir in support. This nervous control centre is organized in terms of distinctive features, which are linked through motor controls to the articulatory correlates.6

More recently, Clements (1992) offers a critique of Brown and Goldstein's articulatory phonology. In articulatory phonology (e.g., Browman & Goldstein, 1986), the basic phonological units are not features, but gestures. Clements (1992:192) notes the possibility that phonological and phonetic structures might be "essentially congruent" in

---

6 He also states that the superposition of abstract features and concrete correspondences was prominent in the minds of Jakobson, Past and himself when they wrote Phonemes in Speech Analysis, a very interesting observation. This became particularly clear when considering a paper presented by Halle in 1954, whose he says the following:

"It is my purpose to show that a deep distinction between phonetics and phonemics cannot only be maintained; that phonetics actually makes use of considerations which are strictly phonemic; that physical criteria are an integral part of phonemics, and that a description of language at any level, from phonemes to syllables, cannot be properly evaluated without considering its consequences on all other levels." (Cited by Chafe, 1986:153.)
structure, but where differences still exist. Clements regards them as the result of Brown and Goldstein not taking the cognitive organization of phonology into account.

2.4 Features: phonology and or phonetics?

In the work of Prague School phonologists, distinctive features are real entities with concrete phonetic substance that also serve a typological function. In terms of this viewpoint, the phonological characterization of phoneme oppositions must be connected to questions of phonetic content. However, in GP, the classificatory function does not require strict phonetic interpretation of features. Only a pass key phonetic definition for feature implementation is required. Although phonetic issues are still considered by Chomsky and Halle (1968), subsequent work in GP has seldom been characterized by them concerns, until a more recent resurgence in phonetic motivations, as is evidenced particularly by the work of Stevens and Keyser (1989) and Keyser and Stevens (1994).

The differences between the viewpoints of Prague phonologists and generativists can be formulated as follows. Prague phonologists emphasize representational solutions to phonological problems in terms of its relation/representation dichotomy proposed by Anderson (1985). These representations are both abstract and phonetically grounded. They are abstract in the sense that maximal generality is sought to cover the widest range of data. However, any feature definition is grounded in some phonetic dimension (see Jespersen, 1998 for discussion of the abstractness-groundedness relationship). The classificatory/typological function of features is incorporated in the abstractness dimension, without diagnosing a feature from its phonetic grounding. There is therefore no need for a specific component that converts phonologically defined features into concrete phonetic dimensions.

Generative phonologists emphasize rule-based solutions. They argue for maximally reduced phonological representations that only capture the distinctive of signifiers at a lexical level. These are converted into various intermediate representations (see
Brembega & Halle, 1989 for a more recent defense of this early generative content) and are finally assigned phonetic interpretations. 13
The assumption that a generative grammar represents a mental reality (Lecu, 1957; Chomsky, 1965) is the underlining reason for the mentalist interpretation of features rather than a more concrete one as advocated by the Prague school. This contrasts directly with the anti-psychoanalytic stance of the Prague school and Jakabian in particular.
The assumption of most versions of CP is that the phonetic component is language-specific. This assumption is examined critically by Kingston and Diehl (1994). They distinguish between automatic and controlled concepts of the phonetic component. They point to a variety of observations about the implementation of the feature [voice] that indicate that phonetic implementation is a controlled act that meets a variety of articulatory and perceptual needs.
Obala (1990b) adopts an entirely different approach. He argues strongly against the interface-view of the phonetics-phonology interaction. This view is based on assumptions about the autonomy of the two domains vis-à-vis each other. In particular, regarding phonology as autonomous ranks a number of pitfalls, such as circularity, reification projection and mythopoiesis. He points to a range of precisely phonological observations that can only be accounted for from a phonetic perspective. At the same time, he shows that phonetic structure cannot be divorced from their phonological specifications. Therefore, he argues for an integration approach to the interaction between phonetics and phonology.
Jensen (1998) identifies the interface-approach with CP and the integration-approach with more functionalist orientations such as Prague school phonology. Jensen himself chooses for the functionalist approach, but concedes that assuming primacy to phonetic assumptions as he does, opens up the risk of missing certain phonological generalizations that might have more "elegantly/economically" by more classification-oriented approaches. However, both Obala (1990b) and Bremega and Stekelenburg (1990) argue

13 Although representational issues were dominant in non-Italian Gf phonetics, is still excluded, more or less by default, in a seminal paper like Clements (1985).
strongly against a disclaimer such as Jespersen’s. They suggest that an integration approach explains phonological behaviour better than autonomous phonological theories do.

This issue should be resolved empirically. Such resolution must be informed by the separate goals of phonetically accurate representation of lexical contrasts and phonologically accurate classification and representation of alternating behaviour. As indicated in the previous chapter, the integration hypothesis guides this thesis, but with the aim of showing, in line with the view of Ohala (1990b), that phonological behaviour can be explained even more accurately than it would be within assumptions of the autonomy of domains.

3 The phonetic characteristics of the feature [voice]

Given the guiding assumption that features must be defined phonetically, the section and the following two are devoted to an examination of existing literature about the phonetic correlates of the distinctive feature concepts under investigation. This section focuses on the feature [voice], while the next two will look at [tense] and [tense] respectively.

Lisker and Abramson (1964) investigate the possibility of reducing all distinctions between plosives that share manner and place of articulation to a single phonological feature [voice], which can be characterized by a single phonetic release, voice onset time (henceforth VOT). This is motivated by the assumption that their VOT-continuance can account for both conventional voicing oppositions and aspiration oppositions. At the same time, they suggest that this combined voicing/ aspiration notion can replace the imprecise teneness notion. Within the phonological system, voice can be assigned to one or more of the phonetically defined VOT-categories. The feature [voice] therefore obtains a very general interpretation for plosives, and can be applied rather easily to fricatives as well.

Research on the phonetic realization of voicing has yielded many more phonetic features of the distinction. These include possible spectral influences of voicing categories on the surrounding vocalic environment, intensity properties of the consonant itself and temporal distinctions that co-occur with the voicing distinction, particularly the duration of the preceding vowel, of the plosive closures and bursts and of fricatives.

Research on the phonetic realization of voicing has yielded many more phonetic features of the distinction. These include possible spectral influences of voicing categories on the surrounding vocalic environment, intensity properties of the consonant itself and temporal distinctions that co-occur with the voicing distinction, particularly the duration of the preceding vowel, of the plosive closures and bursts and of fricatives.
More recently, Keating (1990) reverses the trend and once more favours a more restricted interpretation of the feature [voice]. This is based primarily on articulatory evidence that voicing and aspiration are controlled by different mechanisms. In addition, Keating et al. (1983) show that in languages where the phonemic opposition between plosive pairs like /p/-/b/ and /d/-/g/ is caused by a short-/lag-long-/lag opposition in initial position, a lot of contextual variation results, with the same opposition being caused by the lead/short-/lag opposition in intervocalic position. Giattalio (1986) points out that these languages are subject to different constraints on their phonetic and phonological behaviour than languages with a stable lead/short-/lag opposition in all phonological contexts (excluding those where neutralisation has taken place, of course).

3.1 Vocal fold activity

3.1.1 Acoustic properties

The VOT-dimensions can be regarded as the most important factors that differentiate between voiced and voiceless plosives (e.g., Liuker & Abramson, 1964; Stig & Cohen, 1969a, b; Keating, 1984a, 1986). Liuker and Abramson (1964) and Keating (1984a) find that languages tend to group their VOT-values in three ranges: lead voicing (voice onset before closure release), short-/lag (voice onset shortly after closure release) and long-/lag (voice onset substantially after closure release).

The three VOT-categories can be represented schematically as follows:

(1) Lead VOT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oral tract:</th>
<th>Vocal folds:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Short-/lag VOT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oral tract:</th>
<th>Vocal folds:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The diagram above illustrates the typical range of VOT-values for lead and short-/lag voicing, as well as the extended range for long-/lag voicing.
Long-lag VOT

Oral tract: 

Vocal folds: 

The arrow represents the passive closure, the thick vertical line represents the release of the passive, the grey box represents the vowel and the three parallel dotted lines the vocal fold vibration. The intersected horizontal lines represents glottalization time. For each of the three VOT-categories, the activities in the oral tract, where passive closure, release and vowel production take place, are presented on the upper plane, while the absence and presence of vocal fold vibration are represented on the lower plane. These schematic representations are based on a simplification of the real-time difference between voice onset and vowel onset.

The two do not necessarily coincide—see Jessen (1998:806) for discussion.

Kesing (1984a:297) points out that the VOT-continuum is cut up into discrete categories, and that there is very little fuzziness. Liskur and Abramson (1964) find that the range of values for the lead voicing category is between -125 ms and -75 ms, with a median value of 100 ms. The short-lag VOT-values range between 0 ms and 25 ms, with a median of 10 ms. The long-lag VOT-values range between 65 ms and 100 ms, where 75 ms is the modal value. Kesing (1984a) establishes that discrimination peaks exist at about -20 ms and +20 ms along the VOT-continuum, even for speakers who speak languages where a particular discrimination peak is not utilised, e.g. German speakers who do not have load VOT-values in these positions. There is even evidence that the boundaries in the VOT-continuum have correlates in the perceptual behaviour of rhesus monkeys (Kesing, 1984a and references therein).

Most of the research on VOT deals with the word-initial position. In intravocalic positions, it is often the case that voicing continues throughout the entire closure for voiced phonemes, then making it unnecessary to specify a negative VOT-value. Some
effects of place of articulation have also been observed, with the general tendency that the absolute VOT-values are smaller for plosives produced further forward in the mouth (i.e., larger negative and smaller positive values correlating with frontness) (e.g., Linker & Abramson, 1964; Keating, 1984a, 1984b). However, research by Haug (1979) on German plosives in non-initial position does not concur with the general trend.

Keating et al. (1980) find that the short-lag plosive is the most common plosive category among the 55 languages they surveyed. Long-lag and lead voicing are found with equal probability, almost always in contrast to the short-lag category. A smaller number of languages draw on a three-way distinction in which phonological value is assigned to all three phonetic categories. However, they and Keating (1984a) find that the opposition between lead vs. short-lag voicing is far more stable than the opposition between short-lag vs. long-lag voicing (for example in English and other Germanic languages, including Afrikaans, Dutch and Yiddish).

According to Giusti (1986), languages with the phonetically unstable implementation of the phonological categories [+voice] and [-voice] consistently make use of what he calls non-phonemic aspiration. In word initial position, immediately before a vowel, and in absolute syllable-initial position immediately before a primary or secondary stressed vowel, aspiration is used to nullify the [+voice] value. This contrasts with the partially or fully devoiced character of the [+voice] phoneme if the preceding word/syllable ends on a voiceless obstruent. He argues for a functional motivation of non-phonemic aspiration, since by different phonetic means a single underlying phonological opposition is maintained.

Languages with a more stable lead vs. short-lag distinction include Dutch (Sils & Cohen, 1980a, Grossman et al., 1986), French (Lidero, 1996a, Ryall et al., 1987), Polish (Keating, 1984a) and Spanish (Deuchar & Clark, 1996) (see also the review in Wexler & Kosà, 1995). The actual VOT-value obtained in these studies confirms the range observed by Linker and Abramson (1964).

A comprehensive discussion of voicing in final plosives can hardly be conducted without discussing the widespread occurrence of final devoicing. For aerodynamic reasons (see Keating and
Linker, 1982; Vesthury & Keasing, 1986; Ohala, 1996a), it is difficult to maintain voicing throughout the final plosive closure. Glottal vibration can only take place if a sufficient pressure build across the vocal folds is maintained, i.e., if the subglottal pressure is sufficiently higher than the supraglottal pressure (at least 3 cm H2O – see Stevens et al., 1992). In final position, subglottal pressure drops towards zero in anticipation of the end of the utterance, while supraglottal pressure rises as a result of the articulatory closure. FD is discussed in detail in subsequent chapters.

In these languages where final plosives are distinguished in terms of voicing, the dimension of voicing into closure is the relevant one as far as low frequency properties are concerned (Coker & Umeda, 1974; Umeda & Coker, 1975; Crystal & House, 1988a). Phenomenally, this is the most significant cue to final voicing distinctions (Wechsler-Prinzhorn, 1982; Hillebrandt et al., 1984; El Lisbona et al., 1989; Flage et al., 1987).

An important finding emerging from acquisition research (Douthar & Carlt, 1996; Lauterer, 1996a, 1996b; Snow, 1997) is that third voicing is more difficult to acquire than long-pitched voicing, accounting for differences in the acquisition rate of English initial plosives as opposed to Spanish or French initial plosives. The acquisition data can be explained by hypothesizing that the acquisition of the glottal opening gesture is earlier, thus presumably more difficult, than the acquisition of timing differences. Deschais and Clark (1996) and Lauterer (1996a, 1996b) link it with the relatively low perceptual salience of prevoicing, if compared to aspiration. This distinction is much easier understood, however, if voicing and aspiration are represented by means of two separate features that are simply mastered at different stages of development. However, this possibility is not entertained by many scholars. Nevertheless, Johnson’s (1998) feature proposal incorporates this, and it is also incorporated in feature proposals A and B at the end of this chapter.

At first glance, it appears as if the Linker-Abrahamson proposal is a very helpful one, and indeed unifies a range of different phonetic oppositions into a single dimension. At an acoustic level, one can simply determine the points where plosives are released, or the onset and offset points of features, and then measure the difference in time between
those points and the onset and offset of vocal fold vibration. A variety of acoustic displays allow for this kind of measurement. It would probably be the easiest to measure this by combining a waveform display with a spectrogram. The schematic representations in (1) above are based on a spectrographic display.

One of the points that Linker and Abramson (1964) make in support of their model is that they can account for voicing and aspiration on a single dimension, as simply a difference in timing between the glottal and supra-glottal gestures. Keating’s (1984a) below model is also premised on the same simplification. Research on the glottal states of Kinyarwanda (Kirk, 1970), Hindi (Divvit, 1987; Dewa, 1994), English (Unsworth & Coker, 1974), Danish (Lund, 1985) as well as other languages (see Keating, 1990 for discussion) indicates the need to distinguish glottal states from the timing of voice onset to adequately characterize the possibilities for plosives. Aspiration tends as an open glottis, a phonetic fact that can be characterised by the phonological feature [spread], as argued in section 4 below.

Keating (1990) points out that this requirement needs to be expressed in terms of the release of the plosive. Thus, aspirated versus non-aspirated plosives are distinguished by the glottal state as well as the difference in timing. The Hindi data can be explained very well in these terms. Keating’s (1990) revised model makes provision for associating the feature [voice] with the closure phase of the plosive, and the feature [spread] with the release. Plosives are thus potentially specified in two ways, as represented by the following diagrams taken from Keating (1990:326) and reconstructed from her discussion of voiced aspirates (1990:329-330):

(2) Voiced unaspirated PLOSIVE

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[voice]} \\
\text{[spread]}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Close} \\
\text{Release}
\end{array}
\]
If this alternative viewpoint is accepted, then voicing for plosives reduces to a two-dimensional distinction between voiced and voiceless. Voiced plosives in this approach are defined as plosives where the closure is characterized by the presence of low-frequency periodicity from an acoustic viewpoint, and vocal fold vibration from an articulatory viewpoint. Voiceless plosives are simply characterized by the absence thereof. Such a definition is in line with the Jakobsonian conceptionalization of features.

The presence of some equivalent property in fricatives has been investigated in a few studies. Voiced fricatives are generally assumed to be produced by imposing a harmonic voice source upon the friction noise created by a constriction in the oral tract. However, research indicates that so-called voiceless fricatives in English are seldom fully voiced for the entire friction period (Haggard, 1978; Gedden, 1989; Sagiyeo et al., 1992; Forsby et al., 1996). Delcroix (1977) and Silf and van Houten (1989) report that Dutch lax fricatives are not always voiced. In fact, Silf and van Houten (1989) found voicing for more than 50% of all possible intervocalic realizations of [γ] and [ç]. The oral fricative [γ] is subject to simultaneous variation in Dutch, with western Dutch
In a very detailed study, Stevens et al. (1992) determined that voicing during the initial part of the fricative is the most important cue to its status as voiced or voiceless in post-vocalic position. Formby et al. (1993) established that VOT can be used for initial fricatives as well, and that an absolute VOT lag exceeding 60-70 ms will lead to voiceless perception of such fricatives.

One very detailed study of both voiced and unvoiced fricatives has been found in existing literature—the study of the voiced-voiceless distinction in Dutch obstruents by Silis and Cohen (1969a, b). They find that the voice for voiced fricatives and the presence of a low frequency property for voiceless fricatives are the dominant perceptual correlates of both categories (1969b). A slight difference in character concerns the exact temporal properties of the voice distinction in their perceptual experiments. For voiceless, the point of onsets essential is the dominant acoustic cue (also confirmed by Kohler, 1985), but for fricatives, the total duration of low frequency activity during the entire fricative is important (Silis & Cohen, 1969a).

However, what is interesting from these comparisons with data obtained in a large number of experiments on other languages, is that the low frequency property in Dutch is a lot more important and consistent than in Swedish. Removing this property systematically affects identification of obstruents in Dutch substantially more than in Swedish. Also, whispered speech in Dutch is not identified nearly as well as speech produced with normal voices (Silis & Cohen, 1966b). This finding supports the proposal above that voicing is the most important dimension along which the tense and lax obstruents in Dutch are distinguished. However, it must be called into question if the vowel distinction is operative in Swedish as well. Similar distinctions between Dutch and other Germanic languages are also reported in their distinction of voicing properties. The articulatory mechanisms underlying voicing in obstruent production are discussed next.
3.1.2 Articulatory properties

Substantial articulatory modelling of the production of voicing in phonemes has been undertaken by researchers affiliated with the UCLA Phonetics Laboratory. The most significant finding emerging from these studies is that voicing is an extra property that is added onto a phoneme. In principle, voicing is a complex process, since the requirements for voicing and passive closures are contradictory.

For voicing to take place, a sufficient pressure drop must be maintained across the glottis. Thus, the air pressure above the glottis must be lower than below the glottis (Keating & Linker, 1982-61; Westbury & Keating, 1986). In addition, the vocal folds must be sufficiently adducted (Westbury & Keating, 1986).

A fundamental difference between voicing and aspiration distinctions can already be observed here. For aspiration, adducted vocal folds are required, but plain voiceless phonemes can be produced with adducted vocal folds as long as a critical pressure difference below and above the larynx is not maintained. This is almost the expected scenario for plosives, since plosives are characterised by a complete oral closure, which leads to an increase in oral air pressure.

However, as observed by Westbury and Keating (1986), plosives are so prevalent in the languages of the world that it cannot be unnatural in any meaningful sense of the word to produce voiced plosives. They explore the possibilities for producing voicing in plosives in pre-consonantal, intervocalic and utterance-final position. They assume vocal fold position similar to that for vowels, where spontaneous voicing takes place, in intervocalic position, a closure of 80 ms will be accompanied by voicing during the first 40 ms, after which the pressure difference below and above the vocal folds becomes too small. In initial and final positions, however, the necessary pressure drop is not obtained during the closure, which suggests that closure voicing will not take place before release in the case of initial plosives, and closure voicing will cease within 30 ms after onset of a final closure. Bouma’s (1999) model of audible production predicts largely voiceless closures even in intervocalic position in the absence of other modifications to the vocal folds or oral tract.
Thus, to maintain voicing during initial and final closures, as well as maintaining it throughout an entire medial closure, it is necessary to make some adjustments in the oral tract. These adjustments involve the relaxation of the labiovelar or even active expansion of the oral tract. Such a process whereby the volume of the oral tract is enlarged allows for the maintenance of a larger difference in air pressure above and below the vocal folds. The necessary conditions for voicing to take place for a longer period of time are therefore created (Keating & Lister, 1982; Westbury & Keating, 1986). Silis and Cohen (1969b:148-149) emphasize the tension of the muscles in the pharynx wall in particular as the cause of voicing distinctions in both obstruent types. They argue that muscular control related to the voicing distinctions is independent from muscular control of obstruents closing gestures in the oral tract. This point is particularly important in view of Kohler's research, reviewed in section 5, that (for larynx in particular) the muscular control in the oral tract is co-responsible for the tense/less distinction.

There is at least one other important factor in phonic voicing, which has to do with the stiffness or slackness of the vocal folds. This factor comes into play to either facilitate vocal fold vibration or inhibit it (Silis & Cohen, 1969a). Vocal folds are stiff, hence they remain apart when air flows through them from below. If they are slack, then they can be manipulated by the various pressures and tensions caused by their position and the flow of air. This is in turn would facilitate the Bernoulli-effect, which is responsible for maintaining the perpetual opening and closing of vocal folds if the other conditions, approximation and pressure differential are met (Chomsky & Halle, 1968:306-307). Silis and Cohen (1969b) add that the larynx is lower for voiced sounds, assisting in the maintenance of a pressure differential across the glottis, because the same volume of air can now be spread over a larger area, thereby lowering the supra-glottal pressure.

Summarizing these findings, one can say how the fundamental articulatory property of the voiced/voiceless distinction in phonemes is the presence or absence of vocal fold vibration (Silis & Cohen, 1969a:146). The voiceless phonemes are the unmarked ones, since they are produced without any specific adjustments in the articulatory settings. To produce voiced phonemes, a variety of adjustments are made to lower the pressure above the glottis in order to maintain the aerodynamic conditions under which vocal fold vibration can
take place. Active control of the vocal folds as only or primary cause of vibration is ruled out by Sijts and Cohen (1969a, b) because the time it takes to execute serve movements for an opening and closing gesture is too long to account for the actual duration of voiceless obstruents (in Dutch).

A very important issue arises from the discussion of Sijts and Cohen (1969b). At various points, when they compare their findings for Dutch with those of studies on other Germanic languages, particularly English, Swedish and Danish, they find that voicing is not as important perceptually in this latter group. This obviously relates to the use of voiceless voicing in Dutch, which is not used (consistently) by the other languages. Furthermore, the results of measurements on movements directed at voicing control are not as clear-cut for the other languages. They note this fact frequently, but do not explore the possibility that it might be because these languages do not make use of voicing as primary distinctive quality between tense and lax phonemes.

Stevens et al. (1992) explore the production of the voiced/voiceless distinction in fricatives. Fricatives are more likely to be voiced at transitions between fricatives and vowels than plosives (see also Haugland 1978). This is so because a fricative does allow some air to escape during the hold portion, and therefore the decrease in pressure difference is a bit slower for fricatives than for plosives. If there is a preceding sonorant (vowel or consonant), then there is a basis on which to create voicing during the initial part. It is therefore a bit easier to voice the first part of a non-initial fricative, and it is this part of the fricative that is important for its classification.

Correspondingly, to produce a voiced voiceless fricative, particularly at the transition from vowel to fricative, it is necessary to decrease the pressure difference rather quickly. The most effective way of doing this is to spread the glottis slightly, thereby not meeting for approximation condition and rapidly reducing the pressure drop condition. This kind of articulatory gesture already borders on glottal spreading, however, and will be explored further in section 4. Otahal (1997) notes that in general fricatives require higher oral air pressure than corresponding plosives. Therefore, fricatives are in principle even less likely to be voiced than plosives.
In summary, voiceless fricatives are the unmapped fricatives, but voiced fricatives are possible by re-mapping vocal fold vibration on the friction produced in the supralaryngeal tract. Fully voiceless intervocalic fricatives may require some active gestures in the glottal tract, though. The voiced-voiceless distinction made for plosives can also be made for fricatives, and the same basic conditions obtain for both these obstruent classes.

3.2 Other properties

3.2.1 Spectral differences

Spectral differences in the vowels surrounding voiceless and voiced obstruents are mentioned in the literature. Van Summers (1987) finds that the first formant above lower transitions before and after a voiceless plosive, with lower lowest frequencies before and lower lowest frequencies after voiced plosives compared to voiceless ones. Stevens et al. (1992) find that this is also true for fricatives. Both these studies refer to English, Slavic and Cohen (1996) note differences in transition duration for Dutch as well.

Van Summers (1987, 1988) finds that the movements of the first formant correlate with the movement of the jaw. The jaw movement leading into a voiceless bilabial plosive are executed more rapidly than those for voiced plosives, and terminate earlier. He claims that the effects in the first formant directly result from the movement of the jaw. It is important to note that these properties are not directly related to the activities of the vocal folds, and fit better with an explanation based on tenor, as explored in section 5.

Stevens et al. (1992) make the point that the acoustic differences they observe are caused by glottal adjustments, and therefore this property can be attributed to voice and does not follow from any supralaryngeal adjustments in the vocal tract. The basic case is that vocal folds need to stiffen to produce voiceless fricatives, but stiffen slightly to produce voiced fricatives in order to prevent and sustain voicing respectively. Thus, there is much more difference in the range of vocal fold vibration at the transition for vocal fricatives and vowels than at the transition between voiceless fricatives and vowels. It would in principle be possible to assume the same glottal adjustments for plosives, but it
can not be done without controversy given the invocation of spectral properties within the tradition researching the tenseness distinction.

Sils and Cohen (1996b) find longer first and second formant transitions for vowels following voiced plosives and fricatives. This is explained as a result of a voice bar present at low frequency, that causes formant-like activity in the supralaryngeal tract during the period that the supralaryngeal articulators adjust their position from the one for the obstructing articulation to the vowel articulation. The burst duration of plosives, and overall duration of fricative noise is longer in voiceless fricatives, and acoustically masks the effect of the articulators changing position from the obstruct to the vowel articulation. By the same reasoning, there are longer transitions at the end of preceding voiced obstruents than voiceless ones. The vocal folds stop vibrating only at the transition from a vowel to a voiceless obstruent, and consequently, the articulatory adjustment does not reveal itself acoustically through formant transitions in the absence of a (low frequency) sound source.

This effect is relevant for the perception of voicing in both plosives and fricatives (Rousse et al., 1982; Wadsworth-Frain, 1982; Hillebrand et al., 1984; Van Summers, 1988; Stevens et al., 1992). Acquisition studies indicate the younger first-language learners and second-language learners are less sensitive to spectral cues and rely more on temporal cues (Wadsworth-Frain & Pitch, 1984, Wadsworth-Frain, 1985). All of these perception and acquisition studies have been performed on English and English speakers, however, which can be problematic in view of the alternative interpretation of English as a language with distinctive glottal spreading and not voicing. However, the influence of formant transitions on the perception of Dutch plosives is reported by Gussenhoven et al. (1996). Sils and Cohen (1996b) point out that formant transitions are important for the recognition of voiced obstruents in Dutch, but constitute very little to the identification of voiceless obstruents, since they are almost absent. However, their perceptual effect is far less pronounced than the effect of the low frequency property.
3.2.3 Obstruent intensity

The release intensity of plosives and the noise intensity of fricatives are regarded as important aspects of production and perception. Differences between voiced and voiceless obstruents. A difference in the intensity of the release burst of voiceless and voiced plosives is observed in a large number of studies in English, particularly in non-final positions (see Clyne & House, 1988a, 1988b for detailed results). It is relevant from a perceptual point of view as well (Kawahara et al., 1981; Renvall et al., 1982; Flege, 1989; Flege & Wang, 1989). This effect has also been observed for Dutch (Silh & Cohen, 1969a, b; Greenham et al., 1996).

A problematic aspect of most research on plosives is that explicit attempts at explaining the articulatory causes of these differences are largely absent. They are noted, but not explained. In view of its relationship to aspiration, plosive intensity cannot be admitted as a correlate of the voiced/voiceless distinction in plosives. This kind of phonetic difference can relate to aspiration/glottal spreading and tenseness as well.

This is not true for the very detailed study of English fricatives. Stevens et al. (1992) present a model that indicates that frication is much more audible in voiceless fricatives than voiced fricatives. Although they do not report detailed experimental data, they note that the values in their model are consistent with the data measured. This difference is explained as a function of the interaction between pressure differences in the vocal tract. The model is based on the assumption that the oral constriction for voiced and voiceless fricatives has the same area. The resulting sound is a function of the interaction between area and pressure. The areas are assumed to be the same for voiceless and voiced fricatives, thus the differences are attributed to oral pressure differences. Oral air pressure is different, because it has to be kept as low as possible for voiced fricatives to maintain a pressure drop across the glottis for as long as possible. The root cause of differences is thus the presence or absence of voicing. The assumption that the area of the constriction is the same is an interesting one, since this assumes no supplementary articulatory difference between voiced and voiceless fricatives. If this were true, then it could provide evidence against the invocation of a voiceless distinction, as discussed in.
section 5. However, their discussion does not consider the effect of glottal spreading as cause of the increased intensity of voiceless fricatives.

Silis and Cohen (1969a, b) present an explanation for differences in obstruent intensity in Dutch along the same lines as Stevens et al. (1955). The report of their acoustica data is much more complete in this respect and fits very well with their articulatory modelling too. It applies to both plosives and fricatives. Since Dutch does not have unvoiced plosives, the problem encountered with the interpretation of English data does not manifest itself here.

3.2.3 Duration differences

Duration differences for English and other languages are well attested in the literature (Lisker, 1957, 1972; Silis & Cohen, 1969a, b; Weismer et al., 1981; Canis & Jensen, 1983; Luco & Charles-Luce, 1985; Flege et al., 1985; Crystal & House, 1988a, b, c, d, e; Schmidt, 1989; Gorden, 1989; Ladefoged, 1992). In general, the findings are that vowels are longer before voiceless plosives and fricatives, while closures are longer before voiceless releases, and frication noise is longer for voiceless fricatives.

Many contradictions and a wide range of variation can be observed in the data reported in these studies. The results also indicate the significant influence of other factors on the duration properties, including position in utterance, position of stress, speech conditions, inherent duration of vowel and place of articulation of consonants (Luco & Charles-Luce, 1985; Crystal & House, 1988a, b, c; Ladefoged, 1992). They should thus be interpreted with caution.

It is significant in this respect that the study with the biggest corpus, sampled under the most natural conditions, Crystal and House (1988a, b, c, d, e) find very little duration differences as far as English is concerned. More differences between fricatives are found than for plosives as far as consonant duration is concerned. Berg (1995) uses this finding as the basis for his argument that in the development of English fricative voicing, but not plosive voicing, occurred precisely because the voiceless fricatives shorten their duration, but a similar effect cannot be ascribed to plosives.
Burton and Robbels (1997) find that there is a difference in the extent to which duration in a cue for the distinction between voiced and voiceless obstruents in Russian as well. Where (phonetically) voiced fricatives are closely and reliably shorter than voiceless fricatives, they find no corresponding difference in closure duration between (phonetically) voiced and voiceless plosives. They relate their finding on fricatives to work on English fricatives, notably Crystal and House (1988a) and Stevens et al. (1992).

A further important observation can be made when considering the findings of studies that compare two or more languages under the same experimental conditions (Chen, 1970; Van den Broek, 1982; LaFleur, 1992). English and German tend to reveal much more significant durational differences than the other languages, Korean, Russian, French and Dutch. Van den Broek (1982) regards this finding as the result of a language particular lengthening rule, following Chomsky and Halle (1968), while LaFleur (1992) argues that the basic principle underlying these distinctions is the same, but that some languages, English in this case, enhance the differences more under certain contextual conditions.

The duration properties are regarded as significant for speech perception, particularly for first and second language learners and under conditions of noise or signal distortion for adult speakers as well (Rehbein et al., 1982; Wardrop-Fritt, 1982, 1985; Wardrop-Fritt & Peach, 1984; Edels et al., 1989; Lehman & Sharf, 1999; Kuipers, 1996). However, perception studies indicate that in the presence of other cues, modification of duration has very little influence on the perception of the voiceless/voiced distinction (Rehbein et al., 1982; Wardrop-Fritt, 1982, 1985; Wardrop-Fritt & Peach, 1984; Edels et al., 1989).

Unfortunately, very little explicit modelling is undertaken. Studies are mostly concerned with goals other than phonetic explanation, like motor and perceptual development of /d/ speech synthesis, or simply more description of correlations of a phonological distinction labelled as [±voice] by assumption.

These observations about language acquisition and perception are not directly related to those about language acquisition and production as outlined above. However, they do not preclude any contribution, precisely because they deal with acquisition and production respectively.
The study of Stevens et al. (1982) provides an substantial explanation of the phonatory mechanisms causing duration differences in fricatives. The differences in the duration of the fricative noise are explained as a function of the timing of glottal adjustments appropriate for continued voicing during the fricative or voiceless fricative production. The appropriate level of oral pressure required for voicing at the constriction is achieved earlier for voiceless than for voiced fricatives. However, they also find that the durations from the end of the steady state of the preceding vowel to the beginning of the steady state of the following vowel is identical for voiced and voiceless intervocalic fricatives. Thus, the shorter duration of the fricative of voiced fricatives is compensated by longer transitions between the fricative and its adjacent vowel's. Vowel duration is not manipulated in their study.

Silk and Cohen (1986a, b) again present an account very similar to Stevens et al. (1982) and also incorporate the duration of the preceding and following vowels in their measurements. The preceding vowel is about 30 ms shorter before voiceless plosives and 40 ms before voiceless fricatives compared to the length of the vowel before voiced obstruents. The following vowel is about 10 ms shorter after voiceless obstruents compared to voiced obstruents. The burst of voiceless plosives is about 20 ms in duration, compared to the 5 ms of voiced plosives, while voiceless fricatives are about 50 ms longer than voiced ones. Closure duration is about 30 ms shorter for voiced plosives than voiceless ones. All these results point to a CVc structure of more or less equal duration for voiceless and voiced plosives and fricatives respectively (the CVc structure where the consonant is a fricative are 23 ms longer than were those where the consonant is a fricative). The problems posed by these findings are manifold. The variability suggests that the significance attached to duration differences cannot be very high. Their relative small influence on normal perception in comparison to other parameters is also problematic for their status. The results to which voicing differences in plosives are related to the voicing distinction is perhaps the most important point of debate. The researchers cited above generally assume that the distinction between words like 've' and 'me' in one of voicing and try to determine acoustic correlates. The issue of whether these differences are indeed elements of a voicing distinction is not addressed in connection with plosives. This is in
stark contrast to the much more consistent differences obtained for fricatives, not only for English, but also for Dutch and Russian.

The differences between the Germanic languages English and German on the one hand, and on the other hand French (Romance, Russian (Slavic), Korean and another Germanic language, Dutch, are also interesting. No explanation in terms of the voicing feature accounts for this difference. An alternative account is explored here where this difference is related to a different feature realization employed by English and German, when compared to Slavic and Romance languages in particular.

The substantial findings of Sils and Cohen (1969a, b) cannot be ignored, however. Nevertheless, they point out that the contribution of inherent differences to perception is much less than the actual presence of low frequency acoustic energy.

3.3 Summary

Based on this survey of phonetic studies of the voicing feature, an articulatory definition that acknowledges only the actual presence or absence of voicing during the hold portion of obstruents is proposed. This choice is motivated on a number of counts. On the one hand, it is a more direct definition, allowing for easier operationalization of the phonological feature in acoustic studies. One does not have to ask if an appropriate phonetic setting is present or not, but can ask if actual vocal cord vibration exists. This is in keeping with the order of priority assigned to phonetic facts by Jakobson and Halle (1956), where acoustic considerations outweigh articulatory ones as far as the linguistic use of sound is concerned (see Jakobson & Waugh, 1957 for a complete rejection of articulatory properties in favour of acoustic ones). If an articulatory setting does not have an acoustic reflex, then it cannot be observed and therefore cannot be regarded as a linguistic fact as far as Jakobson and colleagues are concerned.

The second and perhaps more important motivation is given by the model for phonetic representation proposed by Keating (1969). If the closure and release properties of plosives as separate events, then there is no use to regard unsegmented plosives like the English /b,/ d,/ g/ as voiced, since they contrast with /p/,/ t/,/ k/ in terms of a spread or closed
glottis at release. The separate but complementary existence of the feature [spread] is explored in the next section.

A number of articulatory and aerodynamic conditions for such voicing have been identified. The primary acoustic reflex of voicing is low frequency periodicity visible on a spectrogram and a waveform display. The status of secondary reflexes is generally suspect. Based on the work of Stevens et al. (1993), properties like intensity, duration and spectral changes can be assigned sensitively to the characterisation of a voicing distinction for fricatives in English. The same cannot be said for plosives, particularly in English. For Dutch, on the other hand, these secondary properties receive a rather persuasive explanation in terms of a distinctive feature opposition based on the feature [voice] in the work of Slis and Cohn (1990a, b).

Acquisition studies suggest the possibility of different articulatory systems, acquired at different rates, for voicing and aspiration. Studies on length perception also point to differences between language groups with prevoicing and long-lag voicing in their sound inventories. This point will be taken up in subsequent sections as well.

These conflicting results point to the need for sensitivity when dealing in too generalised fashion with the category of obstructions. Different languages and types of languages, as well as different types of obstructions need to be kept apart. Many of these properties can be related to activities in the oral tract itself that do not relate directly to the articulation of the vocal folds. These properties find a very persuasive account in the work of Kuhl (1984), where he points the distinction on tensenas. This notion is explored in section 3. Before considering this, however, the glottic characterisation of a distinction based on glottal spreading is required. This is necessary as a complement to the discussion of voicing in view of the rejection of Linker and Atkinson (1966) three-way VOT model in favour of a two-way distinction.
4  Aspiration and the feature [spread]

The positive side of the VOT-continuum is characterized by two phonetic categories that are identified as short-lag vs. long-lag plosives. More precise investigation, beginning with Kim (1970), has led to the insight that the difference between these two categories is not simply or primarily a distinction of timing, but rather the spreading or not of the vocal folds. A plosive produced with the vocal folds spread apart at the point where the closure is released is characterized acoustically by aspiration, an ablautive acoustic concept that has been subject to various definitions and identifying criteria.

In this section, the articulatory processes involved with the production of aspirated plosives and the possible co-occurrence of the selected phonological feature [spread] to frication and obstruent clusters are explored. Furthermore, a discussion of the acoustic correlates of a phonological opposition based on glottal spreading is presented.

4.1  The articulatory properties of glottal spreading

Taking Lisker and Abramson’s (1964) claim that aspiration is caused by the delay of voice onset after the release of a plosive at point of closure, Kim (1970) shows that the difference between aspirated and unaspirated plosives involves a lot more. His primary finding is that the degree of glottal closure correlates directly with the degree of opening between the vocal folds at release, as seen in Korean. He points out that the timing cannot be the determining factor, since the closing time for open vocal folds follows a fixed pattern with a fixed duration, depending on the degree of opening. The actively controlled factor must be the degree of opening itself. He also rejects Chomsky and Halle’s (1968) proposal that subglottal air pressure is responsible, since strong, unaspirated Korean plosives are produced with less air pressure, but more subglottal pressure. Later, Kim (1965) reconfirms Kim’s (1970) theory of glottal opening as cause of aspiration in plosives, including Lithuanian and Yoruba (1981) for Slovak, Hausa, Arabic and Japanese, Dutch (1985) for Danish, German (1977) for Hindi and Marathi.

Subsequent studies consistently have confirmed Kim’s (1970) theory of glottal opening as cause of aspiration in plosives, including Lithuanian and Yoruba (1981) for Slovak, Hausa, Arabic and Japanese, Dutch (1985) for Danish, German (1977) for Hindi and Marathi.
and Lødtqvist (1992) for English. It has also been established that voiceless/voiceless fricatives are generally produced with an open glottis. The glottis opening is even wider for fricatives than for plosives (Weismer, 1980; Lødtqvist & Yoshida, 1981).

Vermeer and Salmons (1995) propose that, particularly in Germanic languages (excluding Afrikaans, Dutch and Yiddish), voiced fricatives and aspirated plosives can be grouped together by the feature [spread], and voiced fricatives with (sometimes voiceless) unaspirated plosives.

Vaux (1998) presents substantial evidence that the feature [spread] is justified in voiceless fricatives, particularly because they form a natural class with aspirated plosives and not with unaspirated voiceless plosives in some languages, including New Jaffa, Pali (both Indic languages), Greek and Thai (1998: 498-503). He concludes that he has found support for his notion of using a binary feature [spread] for fricatives (1998: 505-509).

The findings also indicate that the glottal opening gesture is timed in relation to supraglottal events. Peak glottal opening occurs at plosive release for an aspirated plosive, while unaspirated ones, characterised by a very small, spindle-shaped opening as devocalising gesture, has peak opening early during the closure, with more or less approximated vocal fields by the time of plosive release (Lødtqvist & Yoshida, 1981; Hauser, 1985). The peak glottal opening occurs earlier during the production of voiceless fricatives than voiceless aspirated plosives.

The overall voiceless duration for aspirated plosives and voiceless fricatives is the same. This leads Weismer (1985) to suggest that the overall articulatory programme for the global activities is the same for the two classes, and more or less pre-programmed. However, Lødtqvist and Yoshida (1985) emphasise that glottal events are timed in relation to supraglottal requirements for obstruent type. Thus, fricatives require more oral air pressure to create the required noise, therefore the peak glottal opening is wider

---

11 See the sources listed for further information. The main point here is that no research has investigated the relation between aspirated plosives and glottal opening and suggested any other cause for aspiration.
and occur earlier than for aspirated plosives, which require a more gradual building up of pressure behind the constriction.

The closure duration is affected by aspiration. Unaspirated plosives have larger closures than aspirated ones (Lotfyvis & Yoshikawa, 1985). Hatsell (1985) finds that it is not so much that supraglottal timing patterns are adjusted to distinguish between aspirated and unaspirated plosives, but rather that glottal gestures are timed differently for the different types of plosives in relation to the supraglottal gestures.

In clusters of plosives and fricatives, one or two glottal opening gestures are found. At slow speaking rates, two clear movements are found, while these gradually blend into each other to form a single gesture at fast speaking rates. What is not found, is a static glottal opening that is maintained for a period of time. Munhall and Lohqvist (1992) compare the results for glottal gestures with those of other kinds of muscle movements and propose that the two gestures retain independent status as far as neural control is concerned. They may overlap completely in real time, in which case one expects to find summation effects of the neural excitation. They indeed find traces of this summation effect, but point out that since overlap of glottal gestures occurs at the speaking rate, a general delaying effect of the speaking rate also comes into play. Consequently the summation effect of two glottal gestures is visibly more than for a single glottal gesture at the same speaking rate, but does not reflect the sum of the two gestures when they occur in sequence at slow speaking rate.

It is important to keep in mind, though, that Munhall and Lohqvist’s experiment made use of the text ‘the black cat sat on the mat’, where the fricative and plosive are part of different syllables. Yoshikawa et al. (1981) find the in English clusters where the l- and plosive are part of the same cluster, particularly l- plosive in onset clusters, a single glottal opening can be observed leading to an unaspirated plosive, because the peak glottal opening occurs before plosive release, somewhere towards the middle of the fricative. No evidence of two glottal gestures is found in these onset clusters, unlike the findings of Munhall and Lohqvist (1992) for clusters across a syllable boundary. Inverarity and Saltmter (1995) see this finding to explain various exceptions to Grimm’s Law in the
historical development of Germanic languages. Examples are (from Iverson & Salmons, 1995:360):

(3) Shifted plosives: \( p \rightarrow f \), \( t \rightarrow f \)

IE *pater \( \rightarrow \) OIr \( \ddot{a} \)olc \( \ddot{a} \)olc "father"
IE *tek \( \rightarrow \) Go \( \ddot{a} \)ohtaz "to be silent"
IE *kap \( \rightarrow \) Go \( \ddot{a} \)okaz "to lift"

Unshifted plosives: \( p \) in /\( w \)-clusters

IE *stipsew- \( \rightarrow \) In \( \ddot{a} \)epinexm "(in) epic"
IE *kloter \( \rightarrow \) Go \( \ddot{a} \)olatun "star"
IE *\( \ddot{a} \)jekter \( \rightarrow \) Go \( \ddot{a} \)okaz "to owe"  

Unshifted plosives: \( t \) in double stop-clusters

\( \text{r}\)IE *kap(by) \( \rightarrow \) Go \( \ddot{a} \)okr "captured, prisoner"
\( \text{r}\)IE *kap(by) \( \rightarrow \) Of \( \ddot{a} \)okr "shaft, pole"
IE *\( \ddot{a} \)ok(by) \( \rightarrow \) Gr \( \ddot{a} \)okr "right"

The plosives that shifted to fricatives are generally considered to have undergone an intermediate stage where they became aspirated stops. Following this line of reasoning, Iverson and Salmons (1995:387) contend that the plosives that became fricatives in the end were those that were articulated with a sufficiently open glottis. When in clusters, either /\( w \)-plosives or double plosive clusters, the feature (spread) shared by the entire cluster, with peak glottal opening tracked towards the end of the articulation of the first member of the cluster. Consistently, stops in second members of clusters were simply not articulated with a sufficiently open glottis and therefore did not undergo fricativisation.

Within the context of articulatory phonology, Brown and Lehmkuhl (1988) argue that /\( w \) - plosives clusters lead to a neutralisation of the contrast between aspirated and unaspirated plosives, particularly in Germanic languages. The allomorphy of the glottal gesture with the two oral gestures results in glottal peak during the frication, making it impossible to predict aspiration. So, phonological observations above demonstrate regularities receive a straightforward phonetic explanation.
Various external factors influence the degree of glottal opening. In intervocalic position, glottal opening is smaller. Glottal opening also interacts with stress placement, because plosives preceding stressed vowels have much larger glottal opening than those preceding unstressed vowels (Kingston & Diehl, 1994). Brown and Salmons (1995) relate degree of glottal opening to the prominence of a syllable in the melodic grid. Also, other possible requirements on the laryngeal articulation of an obstruent interact with glottal width. This is seen in Hindi in particular, where voiced aspirated plosives occur. Glottal opening is required to achieve the aspiration effects, but it cannot exceed a certain threshold, because that would inhibit the vibration of the vocal folds. The eventual state of the vocal folds is thus a compromise between the two rather contradictory requirements of aspiration and vibration. As a result, the glottal opening for voiced aspirates is much less than for voiceless aspirates (Dixon, 1987; Davis, 1994).

In summary, one can say that the measure [spread] adequately expresses the difference between aspirated and unaspirated plosives from an articulatory viewpoint. It also has the additional advantage of grouping voiceless plosives and aspirated plosives together, which is a requirement in the phonologies of certain languages (Vernon & Salmons, 1995; Jensen, 1996; Vaux, 1998). Glottal opening is a single articulatory movement that is executed by various muscles (see Hutters, 1983 for an overview), timed appropriately in relation to supraglottal events and executed to different degrees to ensure the appropriate acoustic output. Thus, co-articulatory effects are quite common with this type of articulatory gesture. There are some important consequences for the acoustic output, to which we now turn.

4.2 The acoustic reflexes of glottal spreading

The primary acoustic reflex of glottal spreading in plosives is aspiration. Aspiration is defined as a "pneumatically generated air stream through the partially closed vocal folds into the pharynx" (Kent & Read, 1992:106). The source of aspiration is the larynx, and not the oral tract, the latter serving as source for affricate noise (Johnson, 1997:132, 137).
Wissing and Cutler (1996:66) identify two acoustic criteria for aspiration. Firstly, there must be some kind of noise, but critically, this noise must be concentrated in the region of the formants of the following vowel, and not at the place of articulation of the consonant, which will indicate aspirated stops rather than aspirated nasals. This criterion ties in with the source of aspiration noise, as pointed out by Johnson (1997). The second criterion, which ties in with Linke's and Alegretti's (1964) proposal about long lag VOT values, is that some critical voice onset delay must occur. It is rather straightforward to link the acoustic properties with the articulatory requirements. As open glottis allows for the generation of noise at the glottis itself, and this noise will be modulated by the vocal tract shape for the next vowel that is already being formed in the supraglottal tract. An open glottis is achieved through a continuous abduction-adduction movement of the glottis, and therefore a delay in voice onset takes place as the vocal folds are being approximated to achieve the position required for voicing.

This picture is complicated by the segmental and periodic movements, however. As indicated in the previous subsection, glottal opening is affected by parameters like speaking rate, adjacent obstructions and intervocalic position. These articulatory facts all underlie less pronounced acoustic results, thus shedding both the duration and force of aspiration noise.

Voiceless fricatives are more or less by definition produced with glottal spreading. No special acoustic cues are available. At the same time, there is no distinction for fricatives parallel to the voiceless aspirated and voiceless unaspirated plosive distinction. The rarity of voiced fricatives is in the languages of the world can also be explained by this: fricative voicing requires sufficient glottal spreading to create supraglottal air pressure for the generation of noise, but also requires approximated vocal folds to allow for vibration (Johnson, 1997:115). This explains the finding of Stevens et al. (1992) and Silf and Cofer, (1966b, b) about the difference in amplitude between voiceless and voiced fricatives. The amplitude difference is perhaps the best acoustic reflex of glottal spreading in fricatives, but its measurement is complicated by the small but noticeable contribution of the glottal pulses of voicing to the overall amplitude.
To summarise, glottal spreading can be observed acoustically in plosives as delayed voice onset and as a concentration of voice in the regions of the formants of the following vowel. The acoustic reflexes are diminished as even obscured by various contextual factors. In fricatives, there is no independent acoustic measurement for glottal spreading, but amplitude could provide some indication. The difference between the effects of adopting the feature (spread) or the feature [voice] for fricatives is less clear-cut on phonetic grounds. Phonological criteria need to be employed to decide this matter (e.g., Rico, 1994; Iverson & Salmons, 1995; James, 1996).

5 The concepts fortis and lenis and their phonetic characteristics

An alternative tradition exists, in terms of which the opposition between obstruent groups characterised as a voicing and/or aspiration/glottal spreading distinction in the two preceding sections, is analysed differently. The terms fortis and lenis (or synonyms like strong/weak, tense/lenis) are used to express this distinction. Where voicing, combined with glottal spreading, can be used to characterise three different regions in the phonetic space defined by the VOT continuum, the fortis/lenis distinction is generally conceived as a binary one. Impressionistic definitions that prevail in introductory textbooks explain the distinction as one of 'force of articulation'. More detailed studies have provided substantial phonetic characterisation of the distinction.

The distinction has a long historical tradition, traced back to Sanskrit grammarians. It had been identified with a distinction of force that was defined perceptually and/or impressionistically, without precise articulatory correlates (Braun, 1948).19

Jaeck (1963) distinguishes three users of the tenseness opposition. The first is in languages where the opposition between pairs like /p/ and /b/ is characterised primarily in terms of aspiration and not in terms of voicing. She rejects this on the basis of the fact that such a difference can be accounted for in terms of voice onset time, following Linken and Abramson (1964). In terms of the discussion presented here, one could perhaps

neither characterize this opposition in terms of the feature [spread]. However, as will be indicated in the next section, Jensen (1988) argues that this is exactly the kind of area where the feature [tense] should be used in addition to the feature [spread].

A second concept is found in the work of Kim (1965) on Korean, but she rejects this as well, on the ground that differences in glottal muscle tension can be invoked. Since Chomsky and Halle (1968:315-316), the feature [constrictive glottis] has been used for this kind of opposition.

This leaves a third category, where neither voicing, nor glottal spreading or glottal constriction characterizes the opposition between pairs of homorganic plosives or homorganic fricatives. Jaeger (1983) proposes that the feature [tense] be used for these languages. She investigates the validity of classification in terms of voicing or tenseness for two languages, Zapotec and Tewa. The main evidence she provides against classifying the two languages as VOT-type languages is the variability with which the one series of plosives is realized in terms of voicing. The fortis category is consistently voiceless, but the lenis category varies. Zapotec lenis plosives are partly or fully voiced in the case of 60% of word-initial plosives, 99% for medial plosives and 99% of final plosives. In Tewa, 99% of medial lenis plosives are voiced, but this figure drops to 60% for initial plosives.

Various phonetic correlates are proposed, including completion of closure for plosives, duration of the obstruent and amplitude. Although these phonetic properties serve to distinguish obstruent pairs in these languages, Jaeger (1983) maintains that no unitary interpretation of these facts is available.

There is yet another interpretation of the feature [tense], which characterizes the work of a large group of mainly continental European researchers. They argue for the use of the feature [tense] to express all two-way oppositions between voice and lax obstruents, across the VOT-continuum or voicing-splitter divide. The discussion in the remainder of the section focuses on this fourth interpretation.
The characteristic use of fortis and lenis obstruction in French has been subject to a series of articles by Van Donkelaar (1982a, 1985) and Kohler (1985). Van Donkelaar (1983a, 1985) conducts an extensive series of experiments on the perception of lenis and fortis in French plosives. He finds that the single most important parameter is duration of voicing during the closure of the plosive – prevocating vs. (short-) lag voicing. Other factors related to the closure voicing, such as the amplitude of voicing, only play a role in cases where the voicing during the closure is ambiguous. Similarly, factors related to the release burst, preceding vowel, closure duration and phonetic and phonemic properties of following segment play a role when the voicing duration is ambiguous. In cases where the cues are contradictory, the voicing duration consistently determines the response.

Kohler (1985) presents a reanalysis of Van Donkelaar’s data, in which he argues for a more important role for the properties of the release burst, and against the role of phonemic properties assumed for by Van Donkelaar. He argues that the phonemic effect observed by Van Donkelaar is created by the presence or absence of the release burst, which simply allows for a sharper (i.e. more clear-cut) perception of differences. The distinctive value of the release burst relates to the presence of voicing throughout the burst for fortis plosives against the aspiration following the release for fortis plosives. He agrees with the primary importance of voicing during closure, however.

The use of the feature [sonor] in research on German is much more comprehensive. Sources on German generally agree that the distinction between pairs of homorganic plosives is more appropriately expressed by naseness rather than voicing (Kohler, 1984; Greibisch, 1994; Hay, 1996). This distinction has been studied in detail from the perspective of its articulatory and acoustic manifestations.

Kohler (1984) presents a model for the representation of lower and nasal obstructions in German. He argues that the actions of the three different valves, the oral, velopharyngeal and laryngeal, need to be correlated. At the oral valve, tense obstructions are characterized by more power in the oral constriction. This is reflected by more extensive articulatory movement, more kinetic energy and sustained activity. They are also characterized by more intra-oral air pressure. The aerodynamic manifestation of these parameters is the ratio of vowel duration and concurrent closure duration (known as VC-ratio). Shorter vowels...
and longer closures characterise tense obstruents (Kohler, 1964:154-156). Kohler (1979) determines, on the basis of his own earlier studies on the production of plosives, that fortis plosives are characterised by a ratio of 0.6 or smaller, while a ratio of 0.7 or larger characterises lenis plosives. Only when the VC-ratio has an ambiguous value do the listeners make use of other cues like formant transitions and voicing.

In a study on the articulatory basis of this distinction, Kohler (1980) determines that the difference in VC-ratio for fortis and lenis plosives can be traced to the muscular control in the supraarytenoid tract. The closing gesture for fortis plosives is executed much more rapidly, while the lenis plosives are released quicker than the fortis ones. Effects of this difference in muscular control include differences in contact area between articulators, pressure between articulators and co-articulatory flow of air. The muscular timing activity is shown to be the fundamental, actively controlled one, while the others are side effects, not causes. Kohler (1988:157) emphasizes that the opposition is a relative one, and not linked to absolute values. Kohler (1980:124) links the opposition to a VC-dyad of more or less constant duration, within which movement toward different ends of the VC-ratio scale expresses the distinction.

The glottal valve also contributes to the distinction between fortis and lenis obstruents. Laryngeal tension in caused by the cricothyroid muscle. If the muscle tenses, then voicing is less likely, while a relaxed muscle allows for voicing to take place. Alternatively, the muscles can inhibit the vocal folds, in which case the airflow increases. This further enhances the production of fortis obstruents (Kohler: 1984:159-160).

Kohler (1984:162) distinguishes between active and passive regulation of vocal fold vibration. In languages like German, English and Korean, voicing is not actively controlled and only continues for as long as a sufficient pressure drop across the glottis is maintained. In languages like the Romance languages, Dutch and Hindi, active manipulations are performed to enlarge the supralaryngeal cavity in order to maintain voicing. Such active control often requires anticipation, which frequently results in RV, as in the case with French according to Kohler (1984:163).
Kohler (1984:164-165) argues that a trade-off exists between the actions of the oral and glottal valves. Consonants are shorter when aspiration is present, thus neutralizing the difference in closure duration between fortis and lenis plosives. However, he argues that the consonant duration as a whole, including both the closure and release phases should be considered. If this is done, the duration differences between fortis and lenis plosives are still maintained.

The major acoustic correlate of vocal fold tension is the properties of the fundamental frequency of the adjacent vowels. Fortis obstruents, produced with more vocal fold tension, result in higher F0 onset frequencies in the vowel immediately following the consonant release (Kohler, 1984:166-167). Although a similar effect is expected on the vowel preceding the fortis and lenis obstruents, these differences at segmental and sub-segmental level are often cancelled out by the macrostructure of utterance pitch, except for a small number of environments (Kohler, 1982, 1990). The use of F0 is not unproblematic, and will be discussed in more detail in the next section.

Kohler's (1984) model presents an elegant account of the factors involved in the distinction between fortis and lenis obstruents, although it applies to plosives more generally, but only in a limited sense to fricatives. In experiments conducted by other researchers, it has not always been with the same level of success, though. Braun (1985) finds that aspiration is much more significant, while many other factors predicted by Kohler's model do not show up. Garvin-Hitsch (1994) evaluates a number of experiments, and concludes that the temporal dimension, as expressed by the VC-ratio, is the most consistent factor. The presence or absence of aspiration is subject to a set of dialectal variation in German, while it remains sporadic of the generality of the results of empirical studies conducted on perception and tension.

To summarize, one can say that the duration dimension is the least-established acoustic reflex of [ tense] within the consonantal tradition. It is supported by sound articulatory motivation and perception data. Differences in laryngeal tension cannot be accorded high status here, since it overlaps with the characterization of voicing and spreading in the previous sections. The articulatory measure of contact between articulators is more
difficult to determine acoustically. However, in Kohler's (1984) model, it follows from muscular activity that can be acoustically observed in the VC-moves.

We have two important senses in which the feature [ten] can be used. Within the conceptual tradition, represented by Kohler, his associates and some other researchers, the feature [ten] is a covert term that subsumes perceptions characterized as distinctions both of [voice] and [spread] within the other major traditions, largely of American origin. Jaeger (1983) suggests a second viable candidate, where the feature [ten] is used in the very restricted sense of languages that cannot be characterized by means of the features of the American tradition – [voice], [spread], or [consonantal glottis]. Jakobsen's example of Danish, discussed in section 2 to illustrate the Prague school approach to feature representation, fits in more with Jaeger's notion than with Kohler's notion.

6 Models for Representing the Features

When comparing existing accounts of the five features under discussion, there are two major types of approaches, with variations on each one. One tradition acknowledges complementary feature pairs, while the other one attempts to reduce all tensed/distinctions into a single feature.

The major variant of the first approach regards voicing and glottal spreading as a complementary pair (e.g. Kastig, 1990), without leaving room for tenlessness. A variation on this theme is the viewpoint of Jaeger (1983), which adds tenlessness as a third term alongside the two major distinctions. This first tradition basically elaborates on and refines the notion initially proposed by Lisker and Abramson (1964).

The major variant of the other approach regards tenlessness as the basic notion, without considering either voicing or glottal spreading as independent features (e.g. Kohler, 1984). A variation on this theme is found in the work of Kingston and Dieth (1994), which was not discussed in detail in section 3, because it derives rather radically from other interpretations of the feature [voice]. They argue that voicing is the primitive notion that subsumes distinctions of voicing and glottal spreading as they are presented in sections 3 and 4.
In this section, an attempt is made to relate the various features and draw up the most restrictive interpretation as possible. It will become clear that the various proposals cannot be synthesized completely. Therefore, both postulates that can be identified on phonetic grounds are presented. Their consequences for the understanding of phonological and phonetic phenomena are spelled out to pave the way for the empirical evaluation of the two kinds of feature concepts. In addition, two further hypotheses are presented, which formalize other considerations not taken into account consistently by all existing proposals.

Jessen (1996, 1998) adopts a thought-provoking approach to the problem of feature categorization. Instead of assuming in advance which features should be selected for a language, German in the case of his study, he evaluates the possible candidates. The evaluation is done on two counts. At phonetic level he applies a modified version of Jakobson's notion of contextual stability, and at phonological level he judges the extent to which a particular feature succeeds in accounting for patterns of alternations and distribution in German.

His 1996 proposal allows for a strong and weak version of contextual variation, as indicated in section 2. In more recent work, Jessen (1998) only adopts the more selective stronger version. On this ground, he rejects the use of the feature [spread] alternator, since aspiration is not a consistent phonetic correlate of the distinction between tense and lax pluasives in German. There exists an environment where a contrast between tense and lax pluasives occurs without being caused by aspiration. This is the position where the pluasive occurs immediately before a syllabic nasal. Thus, in a minimal pair like loderwa (> "to bend to suffer"); a phonemic opposition occurs, but it is caused by duration differences within the VC-dyad only, and not by aspiration differences too.

He establishes on the basis of contextual stability that German pluasives are marked distinctly for the feature [tense]. Fricatives are characterized by this feature as well, but lax fricatives are also consistently voiced, suggesting that these fricatives be marked [+tense] and lax fricatives [-tense] and [+voice]. This seemingly redundant specification
is justified on phonological grounds. There exists a phonological contrast in German against a sequence of lax vowel-lax obstruent. This contrast imposes a very strong restriction on fricatives, but is only a statistical generalisation about lax plosives, with many exceptions. The different feature specifications for plosives and fricatives can therefore be justified on phonological grounds as well.

There are two further points which are discussed in the literature. The first is that fricative sequences are only possible in nominal and inflected forms, whereas in open syllables only a fricative can follow a plosive. The second point is that there is a distinction between secondary and primary features, with the former being realised as an allophone, and the latter being realised as a contrastive feature.

It is instructive to look at a few of the many examples. Voiceless stops-initial fricatives across the family are voiced when they are preceded by a voiced sonorant, but the same does not apply to plosives. Thus, fricatives can be specified for voicing and are therefore voiced but since plosives are not characterised for voicing, there is no corresponding effect for plosives (Rice, 1994:119-124). Related to this is the case of word-final devoicing in Kuydak, which applies to fricatives and sonorants in word-final position, but not to plosives (1994:126-127). It is not a reliable structure process, because both voiced and voiceless fricatives are allowed in syllable-final position (1994:119-119).

However, plosives are subject to neutralisation in syllable-final position. The distinction between plain tense and lax plosives, characterised by means of the feature [voiced], is neutralised in syllable-final position. Interestingly enough, it is not the aspirated or 'more voiceless' plosive that occurs in this position, but the tense or less aspirated one (Rice, 1994:126-127). This also supports the notion that in a system based on the spreading-

---

13 These languages also require the feature [constricted glottis] independently for glottalised plosives.
distinction, the six plosive surfaces in neutralized position, because this is the one
unmarked for the feature [spread] in a privative system.

The findings should increase sensitivity for the possibility of treating plosives and
fricatives differently. However, such an option is only available to two-way systems,
such as ligneous.

In direct contrast to explicit two-way approaches, Kingdon and Dieth (1994) argue for a
return to [voice] as the primitive notion, subsuming both long vs. short-lag and short-lag vs.
long-lag VOT-oppositions. Similar to the argument presented by Karafet (1984a),
they argue that a variety of shared correlates can be identified across languages that differ
phonetically in their implementation of the phonological voiced/voiceless distinction.

The interpretation of fundamental frequency accentuates rather important in the context of an
attempt to sort out the various distinctive feature concepts. Kehler (1984) assigns
differences in the fundamental frequency to the feature [voice]. This idea is restated by
Kehler (1980) and also receives support from Van Dommelen (1993) in a perception
experiment on German. Differences in fundamental frequency are cited as evidence in
favor of the feature [voice] rather than [voice]. Kingdon and Dieth (1994) argue for a
more abstract interpretation of the feature [voice] on the very same grounds, namely that
fundamental frequency differences between tens and lax obstruents occur in languages
where the distinction is used by a voicing load/short-lag and short-lag-long-lag VOT-
distinction.

Their major argument comes from the similarity of F1-values across the various phonemic
types. However, Iversen and Saito (1995) point out that various problems exist with
such an interpretation of fundamental frequency, where phonemic voicing lowers the
values, but aspiration increases them.

Evidence presented by Iversen (1998) points rather conclusively that a voicing interpretation of F1 is warranted. Iversen demonstrates that this acoustic effect correlates
with differences in the actual presence or absence of voicing, both of which follow lax
vocal fold tension (1998:105). For German it means plosives, which are optionally voiced, a
less than consistent F$_2$-difference emerges between lenis and fortis plosives. For lenis fricatives, which are consistently voiced a much more reliable and stable F$_2$-difference from fortis fricatives emerges. In addition, those plosives that are phonetically voiced, differ much more in F$_2$-value from fortis plosives than unvoiced lenis plosives. Silh and Cohen (1998a, b) already relate differences in fundamental frequency to the actual presence/absence of vocal fold vibration as well.

Jensen (1998) admits, however, that glottal spreading and the stiffness of the vocal folds can contribute to the effect, although their contribution is clearly much less than the contribution of the vocal fold vibrations. He refers to perceptual research by Kohler and Van Demmelen in particular to show the secondary status of fundamental frequency as an acoustic cue for the perception of voice quality. Nevertheless, Jensen himself decides in the end to continue assigning differences in fundamental frequency to the class of correlates shared between [nasal] and [voice]. He bases this interpretation on the fact that F$_2$-effects by themselves do not characterize the voicing distinction, but merely shows a better correlation. He argues that F$_2$-effects should probably be regarded as independently controlled phonological effects, and should not receive a too simplistic physiological or aerodynamic interpretation (1998:107). At best, he concludes that F$_2$-differences are a better (non-basic) correlate of [voice] than of [nasal] (1998:138).

Jensen’s approach merits further consideration. He sets up a distinction between three kinds of phonetic properties that characterize phonological oppositions. In the first place, he identifies the level of the phonetic invariant, or “common phonetic denominator” in terms of Jakobson’s system of concepts. This relational invariant forms the basis for the definition of a feature in the Jakobsonian system (Jensen, 1998:12).

At a more concrete level, Jensen argues that distinctive features can also be defined in terms of correlates. Each feature has a large number of correlates, not restricted in any prescribed way, but determined by phonological concerns such as scope of protasis (1998:14). Among the correlates, he distinguishes between basic correlates, which are very important in communication, and correlates a given opposition in the maximum number of environments and non-basic correlates, that are restricted to a few or only
The invariant of the feature [low] is defined as:

Obstructions with the feature specification [+low] are characterized by a duration that is longer relative to obstructions with the feature specification [low] and relative to segments occurring in the immediate context. (Jessen, 1998:122).

Aspiration (aspiration duration), because of its non-appearance in the one environment mentioned above, is regarded as the basic correlate of the feature [low] (1998:141, 261). The non-basic correlates of the feature [low] include closure duration and the duration of the preceding vowel, breathy phonation, fundamental frequency, burst amplitude and first formant onset frequency (Jessen, 1998:261-263).

Jessen (1998:129-130) mentions the different viewpoints of Jakobson on the one hand and Chomsky and Halle on the other regarding the definition of the feature [voice]. He follows Jakobson in provisionally defining the feature in terms of the actual presence or absence of voicing, against the articulatory setting definition of Chomsky and Halle, but during the discussion of full model for formant representation, he changes his position:

However, another possibility is to assign voicing the status of the basic correlate of [voice], rather than the status of its invariant. If this second option is taken, a language can be claimed to employ voice as long as the relevant stops differ in the presence or absence of voicing in the majority of contexts, even if not in all contexts. This would be parallel with our proposal that aspiration duration is the basic correlate of the feature [low]. ... the following question arises: what are the phonetic properties that can substitute for voicing in those contexts where voicing is not used to differentiate the relevant obstructions?

The answer I want to propose to this question is the following: the same phonetic properties that operate as the non-basic correlates of [voice] also operate as the non-basic correlates of [voice]. (Jessen, 1998:265).

This requires him to reconsider the definition of the invariant/common denominator of the feature [voice]:

Based on this model I would see the invariant of [voice] in low frequency dominance during closure and on the apices to the adjacent vowels, including factors that contribute to low frequency dominance, such as a short closure. ... (Jessen, 1998:268).
The notion of shared non-basic correlates is a particularly interesting one. Jesse presents quite detailed arguments that vocicing and tenseness both relate to six correlates: closure duration, preceding vowel duration, F0 onset, F0 onset, burst amplitude and pre-nucleo plosives. If his line of reasoning is accepted, then many of the problems of interpretation, pointed out at various points during this chapter, are solved. The need to decide to which feature to assign these six correlates disappears.

However, one very important problem has to be noted. To my mind, Jesse's argument falls to keep certain things apart. As for tense is concerned, duration is both the invariant and a shared non-basic correlate. As far as [voice] is concerned, I fail to see the ontological difference between voicing (emission voicing for plosives) and "low frequency dominance" that are termed basic correlates and invariant respectively by him. They appear to be anti-invariant and acoustic definitions of the same feature.

He presents a fair defense against my scepticism of the use of duration for the feature [tense], by differentiating between aspiration duration, as basic correlates, and closure, preceding vowel or total consonant duration as non-basic correlates as substitutes. Both the basic and substituting correlates are covered by the definition of the invariant (Jessen, 1998b:261). His defense against my scepticism of his treatment of the feature [voice] is that where the basic correlate - closure voicing - is absent, duration properties "that contribute to the impression of low frequency dominance during closure and on the edges of adjacent vowels, such as a short closure" substitute (Jessen, 1998b:261).

This is a very interesting argument that we should disentangle. The invariant in low frequency dominance a very obvious acoustic notion. The central question is if the substitute correlates, particularly closure duration, can really be accepted as substitutes for this invariant. A shorter closure contributes as much to the perception of [tense] as to the perception of [voice]. But, are we dealing with subordinate categories of "the same thing" from an ontological perspective?

Jessen does not present any evidence for the need to disentangle actual vocal fold vibration from the status of invariant, which it has in the work of Jakobsen, to basic correlate. The motivation is the next paragraph that this demotion of voicing creates with agreement. His
two invariants, as a result, tend to overlap so extensively, since something like closure duration in particular can contribute equally well to both. If we are dealing with only invariants, it is particularly troublesome that the invariants of the features are implemented by the same mechanisms, because the invariants are defined much closer to each other than their respective counterparts. Defining [vowel] in terms of duration is motivated quite well, particularly in the work of Kohler. Defining [vowel] in terms of duration as a dummy for the presence of low-frequency dominance seems convenient, but its motivation is called into question.

The fact is, in terms of this definition, languages where voicing is not always present, can by force of Jensen's argumentation, quite easily be reanalyzed as languages that employ [vowel]. For instance, he argues that German plosives are characterized by the feature [voice], because voicing is not a consistent feature. The kind of voicing he refers to, is of course the actual presence or absence of vocal fold vibration, and its acoustic reflection (see Jensen, 1998: chapter 5). In the case of fricatives, however, where voicing is a consistent phonetic property, he argues for the abolition of [voice] alongside [vowel], to be amalgamated into a feature syncretism (Jensen, 1998: chapter 6). Now, if there were no voicing, he had no need at all to consider the feature [voice] for German fricatives. What would he have done if a context could be found where fricatives are not consistently distinguished in terms of the actual presence of voicing? In his own terms, he would presumably start to count contexts, and on the basis of the majority of environments, make his decision. But it is not the case, and he did not have to go such lengths.

Evidence for languages where [voice] is not used by actual presence/absence of vocal fold vibration is absent from his argument. Perhaps Dutch can be cited as one relevant example. As noted earlier in this chapter, Dutch has fricatives that are not consistently voiced, while its plosives are. It would be possible, looking at Dutch (in isolation from other Germanic languages), to ignore this fact, and adopt [voice] as a sole feature by force of Jensen's argument. However, a very important insight about the phonology of Dutch is missed in this way. When considering the phenomenon of RVAs in Dutch, it is very noticeable that it only applies when the rightmost obstruent in an obstruent cluster is
posi\ve. Rightmost fricatives become targets for PD. In general, however, PD is characteristic of languages where non-phonemic aspiration occurs, according to Gustafson (1986). Analyzing Gustafson's concept of languages with non-phonemic aspiration shows clearly that Jensen's feature concepts will assign the feature [tense] to these languages. This approach would be quite illuminating, since Dutch fricatives can be characterized by successively by this feature, to explain how they differ from positives.

The feature [voice] is at best redundant for Dutch fricatives. Dutch does not reveal non-phonemic aspiration, however, but this can be explained as a consequence of its positives making use of [voice], rather than [tense].

To deal with the Dutch case in detail is not the aim of this chapter, subsequent chapters will return to the interesting interaction between RVA and PD in Dutch in detail. The point is, Jensen's proposal is not problem-free, and in particular, tends to blur certain issues for reasons of neatness of the model. The model is very insightful, and his three-way distinction between basic correlates of the features [tense] and [voice] and shared non-basic correlates makes a major contribution that would have very important consequences. I would, however, like to propose a different interpretation of the relationship between the three reference points. This interpretation could go a long way towards solving the problems of similarity in his argument. This proposal can be arrived at by taking a detour through the work of Boersma (1998).

Boersma (1998:128-134) post a model where the voiceless unaspirated positive is taken as the most basic positive category is a language. From this unmarked positive, various modifications, expressed by the marked values of features, can be effected to change the quality of this positive. One of these is glottal spreading, that leads to a delay in voice onset and results in aspiration. Another one is creakiness, and relates to more or less resonance in the supralaryngeal tract. Reducing the supralaryngeal tract allows for prepaing to take place, thus resulting in plain voiced phonemes. This is an active change to the vocal tract and can perhaps be represented as [voice]. It also acknowledges other modifications, such as are necessary for ejectives, for example, but these do not concern us here.
The point is that glottal spreading and tenseless are both regarded as dependents of a superordinate category [voice]. This sets up a layered structure that can be represented as follows:

```
  [spread]  [voice]  [tense]  etc.
```

Boerma's specific proposal\(^{35}\) is not accepted here, however, because his notion of [tense] rather conflicts with the present notion of [voice]. However, the kind of approach adopted by him is instructive.

Rather than viewing [voice] as the superordinate category, it might be possible to regard [tense] as such superordinate. If the precise definitions of [voice] and [spread] emerging from the discussion in sections 3 and 4 are adopted, then languages like French, Dutch and Affixama, where prevoicing occurs, are characterised by an opposition based on [voice]. On the other hand, language like German and English, where prevoicing are distinguished in terms of short-lag vs. long-lag VOT-values, are [spread] languages. This is essentially the proposal made by O'Connor and Salmons (1985).

If the notion of tenselessness is regarded as a superordinate characterisation, then the shared non-voice correlates in Jespersen's model now become the correlates of the feature [tense]. The overlap in the definition of the two features now conflates into a single superordinate category.

Of course, the actual implementation of these duration differences is not independent of the voicing and glottal spreading properties, but then, that is the nature of existing characterisations of tenselessness. It is not a multidimensional property implemented by a single correlation. In terms of Kehler's (1994) understanding, it is the result of the

\(^{35}\) Boerma does not use these subordinant categories as if they are Substitutive features. They are much closer in spirit to Kratzing's (1988a) phonetic categories as the level of the categorical phonetic representation that the [spread]. However, this reinterpretation of Boerma is done to facilitate the point that is made in the remainder of this section.
interaction between various systems. This proposal therefore attempts to marry two kinds of proposals – one proposal where a single unifying feature is proposed (particularly Kipfner, 1984), and proposals where a two-way distinction is proposed (e.g. Keating, 1990 or Jespers, 1998). The proposal, which will be termed Feature Proposal A in this thesis, looks as follows:

(5) **Feature Proposal A**

![Diagram](image)

- **Voice**
  - Basic correlate: duration
- **Spread**
  - Basic correlate: low frequency
  - Spectral property
  - Basic correlate: aspiration

In order to separate the notions of basic correlate and invariant, a single basic correlate is defined for each feature. Jespers’ notion of the invariant is perhaps best expressed by the superordinate function of the feature [tense]. The concomitant non-basic correlates in Jespers’ (1998) conception, F1 onset, F2 onset, burst amplitude and breathy phonation, are also regarded as correlates of [tense]. Thus, in terms of this representation, it is possible to have environments, such as the silent/voiceless contrast in German, discussed at length by Jespers (1998), where the subordinate feature is replaced in function by the superordinate one. This could just as well apply to Dutch [as] specification.

This proposal requires acknowledgement of the doubly specified character of the opposition between homorganic sonorities or homorganic fricatives. Typesets should be invariant in relational terms, as proposed by Prague school phonologists in any case, but perhaps as a continuum that is not binary. Distinction differs, particularly in the interaction between vowels and fricatives, can then be accepted as the primary acoustic correlate of homorganic, while voicing and glottal spreading can be integrated in the terms set out in Sections 3 and 4. The concepts of [voice] and [spread] are in line with generative notions of features and may well form part of a universal set. They are also interpreted in a way that is in keeping with Prague school conceptions. However, the
motion 3% [tense] proposed here is much more in line with Prague school phonology and will not fit as easily into a generative framework. Overall then, the feature exceptions here are more typical of the Prague approach than the generative approach.

Given Jaeger’s (1983) finding that tenseness might even correlate with the degree of phrasal occlusion, it might be that further dimensions are available in languages to implement oppositions of tenseness. It seems as if the alternation between voiced and voiceless in Spanish (Harris 1966; Cressey, 1978) falls under this umbrella as well. In this case, it might be proposed that a feature like [continuant] might also fall under the umbrella of [tense]. This possibility was explored elsewhere and is problematic in view of the relationship to nasals.

In terms of Jespersen’s (1999) [tense] feature proposal A argues for a difference between voicing and spreading languages, while assigning the shared feature contrast to a third contrast, tenseness. At this stage it is unclear what the exact empirical consequences are. At the theoretical level, Jespersen’s proposal escapes the double specification of the opposition, but thus to admit a grey area is between them. The present proposal regards tenseness as the essential opposition, while allowing voicing and spreading as implementation categories—of a much more specific character. A decision between these two proposals should probably be made on the basis of phonological constraints formulated in terms of these features.

If it can be shown that phonological constraints within a constraint-based framework can be formulated across languages in terms of all three features, then the present proposal will be supported. If, however, it can be shown that only two feature categories are necessary to account for the relevant alternations in the languages of the world, then Jespersen’s proposal will be supported.

Taking into account the work by Jaeger (1983), and reading it together with the arguments of Gauncho (1966), an alternative proposal to the one presented immediately above suggests itself. One might accept Kratzer’s (1990) notion of languages with a contrastive [voice]-spread feature set, without requiring all languages to utilise both. Alongside this system, there exists a separate system, in a mutually-exclusive relationship
to the [voice]-[spread] system, based only on the feature [tense]. This expresses the spirit of Roche's (1983) synopsis of the various uses of the feature [tense], and particularly her definition of this feature. It also captures the differences between the various groups of languages set up by Guttafson (1986). This proposal will not be motivated now, but will also be subordinated to testing in subsequent chapters. Its motivation will become clearer after the discussion of Guttafson's (1986) typology of languages in the next chapter. It will be referred to as Feature Proposal B, and can be formulated as follows:

(9) **Feature Proposal B**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group A (Guttafson, 1986)</th>
<th>Group B (Guttafson, 1986)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laryngeal node</td>
<td>Supralaryngeal node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[voice]</td>
<td>[spread]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tense]</td>
<td>[tense]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This proposal predicts that languages with phonemic aspiration that is relatively stable across contexts, such as Hindi, and languages with non-phonemic aspiration that is subject to a lot of contextual variation, such as English, are different. Therefore, different constraints will apply to them. It also suggests, along with Guttafson (1986), that languages with a true voicing distinction and those with a true aspiration distinction form part of the same group. Thus, Hindi is grouped with languages like Russian. However, the potentially hybrid character of languages like Dutch is explained, albeit less satisfactorily, as being constituted by simultaneous use of both systems.

In summary, this chapter explored various definitions of the features [voice], [spread] and [tense], as well as proposals about their relationship. Four possible analyses for feature representation have been identified. There are two models in the existing literature: two-way systems with two distinctive features, such as [voice] and [spread] (Keating, 1990a) or [voice] and [tense] (Jensen, 1993), and one-way systems with a single distinctive feature, such as [voice] (Kingsley & Dusel, 1994) or [tense] (Kohler, 1984). Two new hypotheses have been presented as well. Feature proposal A defines a superordinate
category [tense], and two subordinate features [voice]' and [spread]. Feature proposal B recognizes two separate systems within the same model - a [voice]' [spread]-system and a [tense]-system. All five can be motivated phonetically, so there is a need for further criteria to be applied. Therefore, they will be used in terms of phonological criteria in subsequent chapters.
Chapter 3

Phonetic and semantic perspectives on alternations

1 Introduction

Alternations are important pieces of evidence for phonological representations in generative grammar (Chomsky, 1981; McCarthy, 1990) and phonological theory in general (Goldsmith, 1995). The understanding of alternations is also an object of phonological inquiry in such. Devices such as rules or principles in CP and constraints in OT aim to offer insight into the nature and workings of alternations. Researchers with a more phonetic orientation also assign great value to the understanding of alternations (Brownman & Goldstein, 1986; Ohala, 1995a, 1995b, 1997).

This chapter analyses and evaluates phonetic accounts of alternations. Various researchers explicitly or implicitly make use of phonetic factors in their attempts to understand alternations. Roux (1991:36) identifies phonetic-phonological integration as one of two procedures for integrating the two domains in an attempt at improving understanding of phenomena in both domains. He formulates this procedure as follows:

Hypotheses about, inter alia, articulatory and acoustic-perceptual preconditions for speech communication and its developments need to be formulated with attempts to derive aspects of the phonological structure as a consequence of these hypotheses.

In view of this perspective, phonetic facts that can contribute to an understanding of voicing phenomena are studied. The chapter is organised around various well-known alternations and consecutively treats RVA, FD, intervocalic voicing and a variety of deletion and liaison effects. Finally, the insights gained into these phenomena are summarised and the implications for the various hypotheses about feature representations in chapter 2 are evaluated.
2 Regressive voicing assimilation

There are quite a few phonetic studies of RVA in Dutch, German and other languages. The findings and explanations of research on these languages are reported in this section, together with an outline of the explanations provided. This is followed by a discussion of Wissing and Rous's (1995) explanation of RVA from a phonetic perspective.

Dutch voicing assimilation has been studied in detail by amongst others Dobrova (1977, 1978), Loots (1983), Slis (1983, 1986) and Van Donkelaer (1983b). They studied the extent to which regressive assimilation takes place in its predicted environment. Dutch is presumed to have a rule of RVA (Trommelen & Zonneveld, 1979:101-102; Zonneveld, 1983:298-302), in terms of which obstruents preceding a voiced plosive assimilate to the voicing of that plosive. Examples (from Zonneveld, 1983:299) are:

(1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dutch</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dwaag+dwaad</td>
<td>'cross-wire'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saag+dau</td>
<td>'tape-measure'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sluit+laat</td>
<td>'gate'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smelt+lekker</td>
<td>'melting-pot'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Slis (1983, 1986) finds that RVA is not exception-free and that progressive assimilation of voiclessness (RO) frequently takes place. There are certain factors that are more conducive to regressive assimilation, such as stronger boundaries between the two assimilating segments and the sex and voice quality of the speaker. Male speakers tend to assimilate more regressive (twice as often as PPs), while female speakers are more prone to progressive assimilation (twice as often as RVA) (Slis, 1986). Similarly, male speakers with good voices assimilate regressive more than those with weaker voices: 69% for good voices vs. 64% and 52% for trained and untrained poor voices (Slis, 1983).

Slis (1983) explores the variance in his data, particularly the direction of assimilation, in terms of organic differences between vocal folds in male and female speakers. Male vocal folds are more conducive for RVA than female vocal folds. This hypothesis is confirmed by his comparison of good and poor male voices. Therefore the alternative explanation that the gender-difference in assimilation is a function of learned behavior and thus of a sociolinguistic nature is rejected. The mode of vocal fold vibration, as
function of their organic composition, is central to ot of Siln' explanation for various in Dutch RVA.

A recent study by Burton and Robblee (1997) finds that Russian voicing assimilation is generally complete when studied from a phonetic point of view. They find that for consonant duration, voicing duration and the spectral properties of the first harmonic of the first consonant is an obstruent cluster is determined by the underlying voicing of the second consonant. Where Siln (1986) finds competition between RVA and PD, Burton and Robblee (1997:112) state that in terms of the criteria employed by Siln (1986), 82% of their fricative-plene clusters show RVA, and only 9% each show no assimilation or PD. Their study focuses on assimilation across phrase and word boundaries, or prosodic boundaries.

The authors argue the case for an incompitenss effect, where the underlying distinction has not been neutralised completely by a phonological process. There is more voicing in the underlying voiced fricative /z/ preceding the voiceless /t/ than there is in the /t/ in the same position. None of their duration parameters reveal a consistent distinction, though. When their various speakers are compared, they find that one in particular does not neutralise the opposition between clusters completely, but the others generally do. The incompitenss effects are discussed in connection with the interplay between the features [voice] and [nasal] later in this section and again in connection with PD in the next section. However, one must observe a major difference of degree between the incompitenss reported for English and the incompitenss reported for Russian. RVA is much more incomplete in Dutch than in Russian.

The influence of various contextual factors is identified in the literature on Dutch. When a stressed syllable immediately follows the assimilating consonant cluster, RVA is more likely to take place, with PD found when the stressed syllable directly precedes the cluster. The cluster type also influences the direction of assimilation: in voiceless clusters, RVA occurs about 1.5 times as often as PD, while PD occurs about twice as often as RVA in fricative-voiceless (see Siln, 1983, 1986). A stronger boundary
Loote (1983) finds that stronger boundaries are more likely to block assimilation from taking place at a) then weaker boundaries. Although she finds relatively high percentages of RVA, 80% in compounds and 74% across syntactic phrase boundaries, we must interpret this in the light of the fact that she used 20 male speakers in her experiment, who are far more likely to assimilate regressively than female speakers. The difference between the two boundary conditions is nevertheless statistically significant (p<0.005, Chi-square=5.94).

The finding by Loote (1983) on the effect of boundaries on the frequency of assimilation is also reported for Russian by Wells (1987). She notes that voicing assimilation in Russian is generally regarded as complete within words, but not always recognized across word boundaries. Examples (from Wells, 1987:178) are:11

(2) pasubat [pob] lokati [loki] but beliyevyan [belay] migalyshvooddy [migal] 

She finds that RVA takes place in more than 80% of all cases across word boundaries in an acoustic study. She adds, however, that the effect of boundaries of various strengths is a matter of degree. She also notes that her criteria for voicing assimilation is laxary, but that in fact there are many cases of partial assimilation. Thus, not only the effects of boundaries, but also the extent of assimilation itself should be regarded as a matter of degree.12

---

11 No glottal stop: # represents a voicing boundary. Transcriptions simplified away from effect of palatalization and other rules of Russian phonology.

12 No acoustic criteria are stated, but from the sample spectrograms, it appears as if RVA of [voocal] is only assumed to have occurred completely if voicing continues throughout the articulation of both consonants, with the exception regarded as partial RVA of [voocal] and complete absence of voicing as RVA of [voocal] or complete absence of RVA of [voocal]. The possibility of PD is not explored.
This brief survey suggests that some phonological accounts based on an assumption of exception-free RVA are oversimplified. At the same time, incompleteness effects should not be overstated in Russian, if the degree of incompleteness in Dutch is taken as a basis of comparison.

Silf (1986) offers an explanation for the assumptions Dutch phonologists make about the data. His production experiments show that there is an almost equal overall distribution between instances of progressive and regressive assimilation pooled across the data, but his perception experiments show that listeners tend to perceive RVA in the vast majority of cases and almost never perceive PD. He suggests that phonologists are misled in the same way into thinking that Dutch has a regular and productive role of regressive assimilation only for such environments.19

It is clear that the production of voicing in obstruent clusters is influenced by various factors, some of them related to linguistic factors like consonant type, stress and boundaries and some related to differences between speakers. A comprehensive survey of possible influencing factors can be found in Wإشح (1990a), where a distinction is drawn between linguistic, sociolinguistic and non-linguistic factors. The production effects could possibly be opposed by perceptual effects, however, and in view of Chaka’s extensive work on the perceptual base of some assimilation phenomena (see Chaka, 1990a, 1995a, 1995b for references), the perceptual factors could even override acoustic factors. What is clear, is that an understanding of the factors involved should be sensitive to possible interaction between phonological organization, extra-grammatical (including sociolinguistic and non-linguistic) factors, and also phonetic issues.

The studies examined so far approach the data from the assumption that Dutch and Russian make use of the distinctive feature [voice]. There are other researchers who

---

19 Chaka (1990a, 1990b) offers a helpful prospectus that can assist in understanding the mismatch between the acoustic and perceptual results. Chaka (1990a,205-21) suggests that many assimilation phenomena stem historically not from use of articulation (pro-actively) or by perceiving (regressively), but from perception. This is a result of the progressive nature of a second consonant in a consonant cluster, which he explains experimentally (1990a,362-365). Although his phonetic experiments are apt to want to place assimilation, it seems quite reasonable to interpret Silf’s findings in this way as well.
approach this data from the assumption that the feature [nasal] is the relevant one in Dutch, as well as in French, where the VOT-values for plosives are similar to Dutch.

Van Dommelen (1983b) finds that Dutch fricatives are not completely voiced before a voiced plosive during RVA. Only 60% of the total duration of labiodental fricatives and 44% of the total duration of alveolar fricatives is voiced before voiced plosives, compared to 29% and 22% respectively before voiceless plosives. He suggests that this difference is not significant in duration of fricatives, but fricatives before voiceless plosives are more strongly voiced overall. This claim is particularly interesting in view of Van Dommelen and Kohler's approach that relies on a tonotonic distinction rather than a voicing distinction to account for differences between pairs like /t/ and /t/.

Van Dommelen's findings are interesting in view of those of DeBroek (1977). DeBroek finds reflexes of a lenition or a lowering in Dutch assimilated clusters. He (1977, 1978) argues for the use of the feature [nasal] to characterize the lenition/distinction in Dutch alongside the feature [voice]. His approach therefore shares affinities with the use of Jensen (1996). DeBroek (1977) identifies the difference in decay time of the pre-consonantal vowel and the difference in rise time of the post-consonantal vowel (shorter before the nasal) as major and consistent acoustic correlates of the lenition [nasal] in obstruents. Rise time refers to the time it takes for the amplitude of the vowel to stabilize, and is thus a measure of acoustic force. It is not a spectral measure.

DeBroek (1977) finds that a difference in rise time of the post-consonantal vowel is present even when the uvulopalatopharyngeal device. Thus, the rise-time or different time parameter, is correlated with a lowering [nasal] according to his definition, is a more consistent cue to the lenition/distinction in Dutch fricatives than correlates of the feature [voice].

During voicing assimilation, lenition does not lead to a noticeable difference (DeBroek, 1978). Although this is not valid for all environments, the non-assimilation of lenition (a difference in decay time of the pre-consonantal vowel, V, is observed during RVA in the environment where the assimilated consonant (C) in V(C, C.V) is a plosive. Also, non-
assimilation (a difference in rise time of V) is observed in many cases during PD, although there is a lot of inter-speaker variation.

Debrock (1977) finds that in French, the same differences as in Dutch between rise and decay time can be observed in the context of tense and lax obstruents. He also finds that all tense consonants are realised as voiceless and all lax consonants as voiced.

Marchali (1983) investigates the non-assimilation of tense/laxness during voicing assimilation in French from an articulatory perspective. If tense/laxness is defined in terms of articulatory contact, as is done by Jakobsen, Fatt and Halle (1951) and Jakobsen and Halle (1956) (see chapter 2), then one expects more contact between the tongue and the passive articulator during the production of tense plosives than lax plosives.

Marchali (1983) performs an electromyographic study of French plosive production in assimilatory contexts. He finds that when voiced plosives become voiceless, they also lose their lowness and take on tenseness. In these cases, then, devoicing is also accompanied by complete formant. However, when voiceless plosives become voiced, they retain their tenseness when the tongue moves back to front in the mouth, but also assimilate in tenseness when the tongue moves from front to back. The assimilation of tenseness is thus co-determined by the co-articulation effects relating to the place of articulation of the two obstruents involved in the assimilation process. One needs to distinguish between RVA and lition to account for this.

Van Dammen (1983b:54) points out that in some Dutch fricative-plosive clusters, there is no complete closure after the fricative, with some observable friction during the entire closure period. Unfortunately, he does not report results to indicate if this is different in clusters with a voiceless/less or voiceless/tense plosive as the second member. This would have been interesting in view of Jasper's (1983) report that lax plosives are not always accompanied by complete closure, as discussed in the previous chapter.

The second important trend in research on RVA that emerges from these studies, then, is that another kind of incompleteness can be observed. Even when voicing assimilation
occurs, there are some tentative indications from research on Dutch and French that some reflexes of the feature [tense] remain constant.

Wissing and Roux (1995) offer a very compelling interpretation of the relationship between RVA and the phonetic properties of languages that exhibit RVA. After compiling a wide range of languages, they find that languages with intrusive VOT-voices are the ones that exhibit RVA. These are the languages that can properly be said to make use of the distinctive feature [voice], in terms of the interpretation of this feature by both Keating (1990) and Jessen (1996). Waddell (1975) and Gianfrate (1986) similarly identify this tendency among languages that consistently use a voiceless unaspirated plosive in contrast to a prevoiced plosive.

In an interesting test case, Wissing (1996) investigated the occurrence of RVA in the Afrikaans of Tswana speakers. Although Tswana does not have RVA, because the phonotactic structure of Tswana being a CV-language, disallows obstruent clusters, Tswana does have a voiced /b/-phoneme (Zierovski et al., 1967) and prevoicing is observed in the second language production of Afrikaans positive by speakers of Tswana (Wissing & Roux, 1996). Wissing and Roux's hypothesis predicts that Tswana speakers will apply RVA when speaking a language that has obstruent clusters, such as Afrikaans. Wissing (1996) verifies experimentally that this is the case.

Thus, RVA can be explained as a function of languages with phonetically prevoiced plosives. This is quite plausible to accept because plosives have a voicing lead, this voicing lead can simply be extended to the preceding obstruent and thus cause that obstruent to be voiced as well. In the opposite case, where languages do not have prevoiced plosives, there simply is no voicing lead that could be responsible for RVA, and therefore RVA does not take place. Gianfrate (1986) predicts that these languages will have what he calls non-phonemic aspiration. His proposal will be discussed in more detail in section 5.

The proposal by Wissing and Roux (1996) fits in neatly with various models of feature representation, particularly those ones that define the feature [voice] in terms of the actual presence or absence of vocal fold vibration during obstruent production. Languages that
employ the feature [voice] distinctively in terms of this definition, are the ones that exhibit RVA, while those that employ another feature – [spread] in the case of Jessen’s model and [spread] in the case of Keating’s model – do not exhibit RVA, but non-articulatory aspiration. A typological generalization can be made on this basis with a firm phonetic footing.

In summary, RVA is shown not to be as complete as generally assumed by phonologists, particularly in Dutch, while incompleteness is far less prevalent in Russian. Incompleteness has been demonstrated on two counts. Firstly, in some environments where RVA is expected, PD occurs in stead in the pronunciation of many Dutch speakers, females in particular, and in the speech of a few Russian speakers. Secondly, reflexes of an underlying tenesms specification can be observed (optionally) in the environments where voicing assimilation has occurred in Dutch and French. Nevertheless, the occurrence of RVA can be explained with reference to the phonetic properties of these languages that do exhibit (complete or incomplete) RVA, and consequently, the occurrence or non-occurrence of RVA can be predicted on the basis of the distinctive feature representation in these languages within the two-way model discussed in chapter 2. Feature proposals A and B also receive support from these findings. Only one-way systems, such as Lisker and Abramson (1964), Kohler (1984) and Kingston and Dohl (1994) fail to provide a representation-based basis for accounting for these facts.

3 Final devoicing

One area of phonetic investigation that proved to be particularly fruitful is the completeness of final devoicing. PD is the phenomenon where word- or syllable-final obstruents are presumed to be voiceless, thus a voiced obstruent in final position is devoiced to its voiceless counterpart, as illustrated by the following data from Dutch (all examples from the 1992-printing of Herman de Corteck’s Orthografie werkboek geschiedenis 1964-1987).
(3) Underlying form Derived form Undervived form Gloss

/han/0/ han[jeim] han[t] 'hand'
/siv/ siv[jen] sel[t] 'lovely'
/guy/ gaju[jen] gasu/ 'give'
/isen/ id[jeim] esu/ 'maid'
/zo'/ zo[jen] zo/s 'say{10}

In a paper on FD which has been overlooked in the debate on incompleteness, Parker (1984) proposes a functional-perceptual motivation for why FD should occur. He suggests that FD occur to maintain the contrast between words ending in final voiced plosives and open syllables. This is so because of the perceptual similarities between final voiced plosives and open syllables, particularly when the final plosive is unstressed (see also Parker, 1980). We may well understand this in OT-terms, where faithfulness to the final obstruent as a whole outweighs faithfulness to the underlying voicing of this segment, with whatever constraints enforce FD itself being ranked between these two faithfulness constraints.

A substantial body of literature claims that this process of devvoicing is incomplete. Acoustic phonetic studies on German (Charles-Luce, 1985; Penn & O'Dell, 1985; Port & Crawford, 1989), Polish (Kowalczyk & Dąmrowska, 1985), Czech (Dínský & Charles-Luce, 1984; Charles-Luce & Vennemann, 1987; Vennemann, 1988) and Russian (Chen, 1970) claim to find incomplete metathesization.

However, it must be noted that these studies agree that the actual final obstruent is voiceless, but that the "voicing distinction" is real by various duration parameters. These include the length of the preceding vowel (longer before underlyingly voiced obstruents), the burst of plosives (voiceless longer than voiced), the closure duration of plosives or duration of fricatives (longer for voiceless obstruents) and the duration of voicing after the vowel, either during the early part of the fricative or the closure of the glides (longer for voiced obstruents). What is particularly significant about this list, however, is that the duration of the previous vowel and the duration of the consonant are

[10] For the sake of illustration, I assume the pronunciation of the word feminine is 'regasm', which would perhaps be more likely in Belgium than in [s], which would more likely be found in the central and northern parts of The Netherlands.
argued to be primary acoustic reflexes of the tenseness distinction and not the voicing distinction in chapter 2. What we find, therefore, is much more similar to arguments about the non-assimilation of tenseness during voicing assimilation in Dutch and French.

Some of these effects have been replicated in perception studies by Port and O'Dell (1985) and Port and Crawford (1989) for German. However, other perception studies on German (Kahlström, 1999) and on Polish (Bojarska & Szymanska, 1989; Janse & Rüdiger, 1989) do not find that listeners are able to distinguish between underlyingly voiced and voiceless final obstruents. Acoustical studies by Fourakis & Iverson (1984) on German and Jangmu et al. (1992) on Dutch also fail to find support for the incomplete neutralisation effect.

FD has been reported for first and second language learners of English, a language that does not generally undergo FD (see Yavas, 1994, 1997 for first language acquisition and Flise et al., 1987; Flise, 1989; Flise et al., 1986; Edge, 1991; Crowther & Mann, 1992; Yavas, 1994 for second language acquisition). Using the term FD here is probably a misnomer, since English does not use [voice] distinctively, but rather uses [voiceless] (see Jensen, 1998:160-162 for discussion of this issue in connection with German).

When one leaves the matter of current feature representation aside for a moment, a possible phonetic explanation that accounts for both complete and incomplete neutralisation is suggested by Van Rooy (1995) and Van Rooy and Wasing (1996). There is reason to believe that the various duration parameters are represented on a phonetic timing tier within the Integrated Representation system of Clements and Hertz (1994, 1996). The timing differences can be neutralised as a cluster, which would constitute phonological or categorical devoicing, but it is also possible to delink them individually, from the outside to the inside. Through the interaction between phonology and phonetics, it is possible to account for both incomplete and complete neutralisation. This solution shows affinities with the proposal of Port and O'Dell (1985) that the incompleteness effects are the result of the incomplete implementation of the full voicing distinction found in other prosodic positions. It also lines up with the account of voicing proposed by Lin (1994, 1995), except that a clearly molalant feature in
involved in Korean, while under certain interpretations, a distinctive voicing feature is involved here (see next section).

However, it is possible to account for incomplete tenseless voicing through a distinction between a voicing feature and a tenseless feature in a more satisfactory manner. If one of the two feature oppositions is distinctive and the other one redundant, then one can follow Dethoff (1977) and Van Dommelen (1983b) in claiming that voicing tends to be neutralized completely, but tenseless distinctions not. If the narrower definition of voicing as the actual presence of voicing is adopted alongside a definition of tenseless in terms of duration parameters following Jessen (1998), then such an account makes sense.

This interpretation is supported further by one explicit aspect in the argument of Van Rooy (1995) and implicitly by the accounts of other sources on incomplete neutralization. It is accepted that the final consonant itself is phonetically voiceless, but that the underlying distinction, if maintained partially, is used by duration differences. Van Rooy (1995:108-116) has to postulate a delinking process for the phonetic devoicing of the final consonant and a separate, possible gradual delinking process for the various duration parameters of the final consonant and the preceding vowel. If this latter process is interpreted in terms of a tenseless distinction and the former in terms of a voicing distinction, then the solution is theoretically more elegant and phonetically more accurate, altogether more satisfactory situation. This interpretation will be dealt with in detail in connection with Afrikaans in chapter 8.

Two issues emerge from the literature on FD. Firstly, the possibility exists that FD is not complete. However, this incompleteness is not, strictly speaking, a case of incomplete neutralization of a voicing distinction, but very likely an incomplete neutralization of a tenseless distinction. Alternatively, in terms of the feature proposal of Jessen (1998), the basic correlate is not operative here, but substitute duration correlates are.

The best possible account for these data can be found in Feature Proposal A in chapter 2.

Languages will FD (with the exception of German) are languages that can be characterized with a distinctive feature (voice) and not (spread). Voicing is subject to neutralization in the syllable-final environment. But, even if voicing neutralization takes
place, the superordinate transitive opposition does not completely collapse, since correlates of sentencehood are observed.

Such an interpretation finds support from semantic considerations. Kooi & van der Kraan (1993) finds that duration parameters are called upon to prove complete neutralization of the transitive opposition in Case in three cases where semantic ambiguity might result from complete neutralization. In cases where semantic ambiguity will not result, neutralization is complete. This is motivated by another semantic principle, the functional account of FV per se, offered by Parker (1989, 1981).

4 Interphonic voicing

Interphonic voicing of lax plosives is predicted by the articulatory modeling discussed in section 3 of chapter 2. One language where this does occur is Korean. Phonetic studies have been conducted to determine the status of "late stop voicing" within phonological theory. Jun (1994, 1995) argues that it is essentially a phonetic phenomenon following from a general lenition process on laryngeal features in certain prosodic positions, the non-initial position of the so-called accentual phrase. VOT-mutes for aspirated plosives are also shortened in final position. She explains it as a case of gestural overlap between the plosive and the following vowel, and interprets her data as suggesting that it is a non-categorical, gradual effect. This is so because the various prosodic environments condition different degrees of VOT-shortening and voicing. Also, she finds that the decreased length of the stressed segment correlates with its degree of lenition.

Jun's interpretation is supported by Koali (1996), who emphasizes this as evidence for the phonetic nature of underspecification. If Korean plosives are unspecified for voicing, then it is possible that phonetic factors may cause voicing, but since it remains non-optional, it does not achieve the status of a categorical process. However, Doherty (1995) warns that her merely succeeded in raising the phonetic hypothesis, without providing positive evidence that the phonological underspecification notion is invalid. He argues that the issue of phonological (non-optimally controlled) vs. phonetic (why-
product of other pressures) representation of passive voicing should probably be settled by investigating electromyographic data of the adductor and abductor muscles of the vocal folds. He challenges his concept of "gracility"-since her data doesn't show degrees of voicing, only voiced and voiceless outputs. It is only in the relation to constriction length that a scale of values emerges. He also maintains that the distinction between phonetic and phonological rules is not clear-cut and dichotomous.

As far as specifics are concerned, intervocalic voicing may be expected on account of the reduced glottal opening in intervocalic positions (see discussion in chapter 4). As far as I know, this possibility has not been explored at any length in existing literature, but would not be unexpected.

Nevertheless, Jan's work falls into the same kind of category as contributions claiming to find incompleteness effects during RVC or FD. Intervocalic voicing does not always take place in the predicted environment, while a correlation with a gradient phonetic fact, vowel length, has also been demonstrated. More significantly, the likelihood of a phonetic basis for a voicing phenomenon, rather than a phonological account, is established.

5 Fortition and lenition

Within an approach that takes the feature [nasal] as either the only (Kohler, 1984), or at least one of the primitive notions of distinctive feature theory (Dresher, 1984), it makes sense to talk about those alternations in terms of fortition and lenition, and not in terms of devoicing or voicing assimilation. In the same study of Van Doremus (1983b), discussed in section 4 above, he finds the opposite effect for German when compared to Dutch. A German passive undergoes fortition when it follows a term definite. Without naming anything, Van Doremus (1983b: 55) suggests the difference between the two languages is a phonological rule, not inherent (phonetic) differences between phonemes in the two languages.

The inherent differences between the phonemes are important in the account presented by Groenendijk (1986) for this kind of fortition effect. He distinguishes between languages
with RVA, which are characterised by prevoicing, and languages with what he calls non-phonemic aspiration (henceforth NPA). These languages are characterised by a phonemic distinction between tense and lax vowels used by the presence/absence of aspiration in absolute word-initial position before vowels, and also in syllable-initial position before primary or secondary stressed vowels word-initially. NPA is a progressive devocing process, combined with fortition, that serves a semantic function.

He points out that languages generally do not allow abstract clusters with mixed voicing. In the environment where RVA takes place, CScC, RVA ensures that the voicing of the second obstruent, which occurs in a syllable-initial position, is maintained faithfully throughout the phonology of a language. However, RVA does not take place in languages with NPA. These languages require another (phonetic) mechanism to ensure that PD does not neutralise a phonemic distinction in syllable-initial position. Therefore, the tense latives are interpreted to compensate for the voicing of the lax vowels in order to maintain the distinction between the two categories.

Guendelman (1986:49) points out that in many languages there is a higher functional load on the syllable vowel than the syllable coda, therefore it is more important to employ devices that maintain syllable-initial faithfulness than syllable-final faithfulness. This idea is encoded very straightforwardly by OT, as discussed in chapter 5.

Breg (1995) identifies a further very interesting lexical effect in English. Contemporary English is not subject to the typical voicing phenomena like FD and RVA, at least not in any categorical sense of the word. However, Breg (1995) identifies two "voicing phenomena" in the history of English. FD as a natural phonological process occurred since the period of Old English in cases like:

(4)  

However, during the Late Middle English period, both initial and final voicing of fricatives occurred, but mainly in certain closed word classes. Examples of the process
are the voiced [b] in the, then, their and these derived from a voiceless [f] in Middle English, and final voicing in words like kit, lit, lit, key and of (Berg, 1995:187-186).

Berg attempts to explain the data from the perspective of semantic phonology. While it is entirely expected to find [f] from a phonetic point of view, it seems as if final voicing in particular, as well as nasal voicing, is unexpected and even unnatural. However, Berg (1995) proposes that a different and equally natural principle be at work here. Although not natural from a phonetic point of view, the phenomenon is natural from a semantic point of view. He points out that the words undergoing these changes form a part of frequently used closed classes, and that those particular examples that underwent final voicing are words with some of the highest frequency of use in (contemporary) English. As such, final voicing is a shortening process that literally reduces the length of these frequently used words, making speech more economical.

An assumption about the iconic nature of speech sounds underlies his argument, which could well be justified from the perspective of classical semiotic frameworks like Charles Sanders Peirce’s, particularly as elaborated by Umberto Eco in his Theory of Semiotics (1976). Such assumptions about the iconic relationship between the signifier and signified are typical of functional grammar, according to Giovan (1995). Berg (1990:198-199) formulates his assumptions as follows:

Shorthening [achieved by final voicing] in closed class items can be conceived as a method of improving the relationship between form and meaning. Because closed class items carry very little meaning, they can make do with less form. In this way, the formal weakness mirror the semantic weakness and a higher degree of iconicity would be reached. Thus, the underlying impetus for the shortening process is a semantic principle whereby the relationship between the two sides of the linguistic sign should be asenaevated as possible.

The angle taken by Berg can hardly be accommodated within generative approaches, but does offer an interesting approach to the explanation of an unexpected voicing phenomenon beyond the level of description. In particular, Berg (1995:186-187) refers to the work on sequential duration by Cristell and Hause (as discussed in the previous chapter) to argue that fricatives are shortened more when voiced, without a completely balancing compensation by vowel lengthening, and that plosives are shortened less and
therefore it would not make sense to voice plethors as well. The amount of savings
achieved by the shortening achieved would not match with the extra effort.

It is unfortunate that Berg does not consider the possibility of expressing his analysis in
terms of a tenseless distinction, where the reduction to a'not consonant is more expected.
However, the introduction of a semantic consideration into phonological explanation does
offer interesting and potentially worthwhile possibilities to explore.

6 Conclusion

What is significant about these arguments on RVA and NPA, as well as further evidence
about tention in English, is the identification of a relationship between semantic and
phonetic factors. This possibility provides a strong explanatory account of the occurrence of RVA and NPA, as well as other liaison effects, in a great variety of
language. Similarly, the existence of FD can be understood in terms of the phonetic
realities at articulatory and perceptual level, combined with a semantic principle that
enables a faithfulness relationship in OT.

A semantic explanation finds further support from the incomplete release effects discovered
for FD and for RVA. It has been established in both cases that remnants of a distinction
along the parameters of the feature [tense] can be manifest, while a distinction in terms of
the feature [voicing] is completely neutralised. Phonological theorists that make much
more categorical assumptions about the data are prone to overlook this explanation.
Thus, in terms of the phonetic-phonological integration angle suggested by Roux (1991),
a number of new insights are made available by seriously considering phonetic facts and
explanations for phonological processes.

In addition, the phonological-phonetic integration approach of Roux (1991) also proves
its worth by facilitating the observation of important differences between Russian and
Dutch as far as the complements of RVA is concerned. Wissing and Roux (1995) assign
such differences to a distinction between compulsory and optional phonological
processes. This might well be, but would mainly argue the existence of cases of non-
assimilation in languages where RVA is optional.
The existence of the alternative process, PD, is not predicted. This process remains problematic in terms of current phonetic knowledge, although a semantic interpretation is suggested by Gustafson (1986) for languages such as English and German, where RVA does not take place. Gustafson does not deal directly with its possible occurrence in Dutch, however.

A possible explanation of the occurrence of PD, along with the incomplete neutralization effects, can be proposed along the lines of the discussion in section 3 on PD. If some languages with a typical [voice] opposition co-synchronize this opposition in terms of the feature [nasal] within the feature organization in Feature Proposal A (chapter 2), then neutralization processes have a very specific character. They affect the feature [voice] in a more or less categorical fashion, but affect the feature [nasal] only partly.

However, Feature Proposal A is not in principle necessary. Jespersen's (1924) proposal of a two-way system with shared non-basic substitute correlates very well for the facts discussed so far. Jespersen's proposal faces one serious empirical problem, though. Gustafson (1986) distinguishes RVA-languages from NPA-languages, but his category of RVA languages is a bit wider than just languages that employ the feature [voice] distinctively. He also includes languages that employ aspirated and unaspirated processes consistently and with little contextual variation in this list, in contrast to another vocatives positive, other vocatives unpositive (Hindi; Classical Greek) or ejectives (Georgian).

Moreover, with its ejectives and voiceless aspirated processes is therefore predicted correctly to fall in the same category as languages with distinctive voicing by Gustafson (1986) as well.

The point is, these languages have to be characterized as languages that (will) use the feature [nasal] in terms of Jespersen's basic proposal. However, such an assumption would dismiss the explanatory value of Gustafson's account. Therefore, Feature Proposal A seems to provide a better account, if it assumed that the basic notion is English, German and other languages with NPA is the dimension of tense/tones, with implementation either through voicing or spreading in different environments.
Feature Proposal B would also be able to account for Gustafson's proposal, perhaps even better. Gustafson makes a distinction between languages with distinctive [voice] and/or [spread] and languages with NPA. Feature Proposal B does exactly the same. However, Feature Proposal B would fare less well in accounting for the incompleteness effects during RVA of FD.

None of these phonetic explanations will fit particularly well with one-way systems such as those of Kohler (1984) or Kingdon and Diehl (1984).

In conclusion, it is clear that the existence of FD and RVA can be explained on phonetic grounds. At the same time, the semantic grounding of these two processes is well motivated on external grounds, and in turn serves a motivating function for the occurrence of the phonetic processes. The incompleteness effects also seem to have a semantic understanding, while at the same time, there are indications that the semantic and phonetic influences/requirements on phonology are not independent. The various studies discussed in this chapter also provide substantial support for Feature Proposal A, and some support for the two-way system of Jespersen (1990) and Feature Proposal B. Krattinger's (1990) feature proposal and one-way systems do not receive a great deal of support from these studies.

In the next two chapters, phonological accounts of voicing phenomena are explored. The phonetic issues are largely ignored by phonologists, and will consequently not be discussed in detail. However, we will return to these issues in chapters 6-8, in an attempt to bridge the gap between phonetic and phonological accounts.

It is necessary to consider standard phonological approaches, partly because of their dominant positions in the discourse of linguistics, and partly because of some important insights that they offer. Strictly speaking, however, the central claims of this thesis can follow directly from a consideration of the issues raised in chapters 2 and 3. The next two chapters should be seen as a separate section of the thesis, while the main line of organization is taken up more directly in chapters 6-8.
Chapter 4

Generative perspectives on voicing phenomena

Introduction

Generative phonology can without doubt be accepted as the dominant research paradigm in phonology over the past 30 or more years. It has proven itself extremely fruitful in reducing different kinds of data to formalised descriptions. In addition, it has contributed to the discovery of a number of significant properties that are shared by languages generally, so-called linguistic universals.

The generative enterprise is characterised, in phonology as well as in syntax, by steady development and renewal. In syntax, the development of the standard theory (Chomsky, 1965) into the principles and parameter framework (Chomsky, 1981, 1986) leading to the very recent minimalist framework (Chomsky, 1995) are but testimony to the vitality of generative inquiry. Phonology has seen the traditional model of rewriting rules and unstructured feature matrices (Chomsky & Halle, 1968) develop into a more structured concept of features through autosegmental (Goldsmith, 1976) and feature geometric representations (Clements, 1995). A related advancement in the understanding of rules has lead to reducing the language-specific content by means of association lines within the multi-dimensional representations. The development of lexical phonology incorporating the interaction between phonology and morphology into unified framework (Kiparsky, 1982, 1988; Mohanan, 1988).

GP has made a number of important contributions to the understanding of voicing phenomena in particular. Three contributions are explored in this chapter. An initial outline of the goals of GP is presented, followed by a number of sections where the contributions of various phases and developments of GP are surveyed. This leads to a summary of a GP account of voicing phenomena generally, emphasising its successes.

Finally, remaining problems are identified, alongside a critical evaluation of bidirectional links in GP that lie at the root of its failures.
The goals of generative phonology

... by a generative grammar I mean simply a system of rules that is most explicit and well-defined way assigns structural descriptions to sentences. Obviously, every speaker of a language has mastered and internalized a generative grammar that expresses his knowledge of his language. This is not to say that he is aware of the rules of the grammar or even that he can become aware of them, or that his statements about his intuitive knowledge of the language are necessarily accurate. Any existing generative grammar will be dealing, for the most part, with mental processes that are far beyond the level of actual or even potential consciousness... (Chomsky, 1965:8).

These citations from Chomsky's Aspects of the Theory of Syntax (1965) set the scene for the research programme of generative grammar. They are based on Chomsky's familiar distinction between competence as the knowledge that must be ascribed to a speaker-hearer and performance as the actual use of language (Chomsky, 1965:4), as well as the idealisation to a speaker-hearer unaffected by linguistically irrelevant factors within a homogeneous speech community (Chomsky, 1965:3). The form of such a generative grammar is assumed to be that of a system of ordered rules. They apply to a postulated deep structure and result in a surface structure.

Phonological theory works with assumptions along similar lines:

The phonological component of a grammar is a system of rules such as [\(\Delta \rightarrow \Phi \rightarrow \Phi\)] that relate syntactic surface structures... to phonetic representations... (Chomsky & Halle, 1968:14).

A first major issue is the assumption of a mentalist grammar. A grammar is justified to the extent that it says something about the intrinsic competence of a speaker-hearer, even though the knowledge that it refers to is beyond the level of competence. This conception was first suggested by Lesn (1957) and along partly in the debate between Chomsky (1959) and the behaviouristic cognitivist tradition of the preceding generation of American linguists. Katz (1964:126) summarises the conflict as follows:
The linguist who adopts a causal conception of mentalism is controlling that purely linguistic theories cannot succeed in predicting and explaining the facts of linguistic performance without making reference to the mental events, capacities, and processes of speakers, i.e. that linguistic theories must contain concepts which enable linguistic to formulate the principles of mental operation that underlie speech. On the other hand, the linguist who adopts the non-causal conception of linguistics is contending that purely linguistic theories can set up in predicting and explaining the facts of linguistic performance.

The kind of mentalism has a very special flavour, however. To Chomsky (1965:47-56) it is "on par with the rationalist philosophers' hypotheses to postulate innate ideas. To Katz (1964:127-128) it is a scientifically justifiable hypothesis because it manages to explain more data than a theory (axiomatic/behaviouralist/empiricist) that attempts to do the same without such a hypothesis. Thus, the appeal to mental processes enables better explanation of data, even if the brain mechanism that must logically support the mental capacity is inaccessible to observation.

This leads to the second major issue: the conception of data. What are the things that generative grammar wants to explain? At Kuhn (1970:57) remarks, paradigms provide the boundaries of acceptable problems and provide the tools to solve these problems. Furthermore, paradigms tend to prescribe or determine the facts that are regarded as relevant to a particular domain of inquiry (Kuhn, 1970:25-27).

The basic datum for generative syntax is the judgments of speakers about what constitutes a well-formed sentence. Formulated in terms of a question, one can ask:

What do the speakers of a language know that enable them to make the well-formedness judgments? (See Chomsky 1975[1956]:77 or Chomsky, 1957:15 for formulations along these lines.)

Chomsky (1965:219) defined a very interesting distinction between 'data' and 'facts'.

Data are directly observable, but facts are beyond the level of observation. Chomsky (1964:56) also remarks that the 'data' to which the linguist are not particularly family established and that operational tests are not always reliable (1964:47, 1965:19). He insists is the alternative avenue of forming an "established data" and does not want
effort on improving tests for data (1964:59), since the construction of an adequate theory can assist in judging the reliability of the data (1964:56).

A syntactic example of such a datum can be provided. Chomsky's (1975[1955]; 1957) celebrated example "Colourless green ideas sleep furiously" is judged as grammatical by speakers, while the reverse word order "Furiously sleep ideas green colourless" is judged as ungrammatical. Syntactic theory tries to explain the basis on which this judgement is made.

What does this imply for phonology? What are the basic data that phonology tries to explain? By the time Chomsky and Halle (1968) publish The Sound Pattern of English, it is rather difficult to find a clear answer to this very basic question. This is so because X/λ is based firmly on the assumption of generative grammar generally and syntax in particular. The general theory already assumes the existence of lexical representations of morphemes. These are concatenated into syntactic surface structures by the syntactic component. The problem to which phonology addresses itself is to derive the phonetic representation from this lexical representation (Chomsky & Halle, 1968:163-164).

The main problem that phonology has to solve is the "fact" that underlying lexical representations are not identical with phonetic representations. This mismatch is caused by a number of factors. At a very basic level, assumptions about lexical storage differ Chomsky and Halle (1968) to assume that all predictable information is contained in the lexicon, including redundant phonological features. More specifically, Halle and Clements (1980:5) argue that when the language learner memorises a word, he/she automatically abstracts the regularities and memories only the idiosyncratic properties that cannot be predicted by rules. All the other (predictable) properties are added by rules during the derivation process. This is based on the assumption that the brain prefers to minimise space used for storage of items. Rather than cluttering itself with the memoisation of redundant facts, the brain prefers to save memory space by constructing general rules.

A second and perhaps more interesting reason for the mismatch is the assumption that there is a unified lexical representation for every morpheme that enters into the terminal
string generated by the syntactic component. This constitutes the justification for a phonological component. In short, there are alternations in the phonological shape of related forms, and phonology wants to account for all of these alternations.

This in itself is not particularly unique. American and Prague structuralists also concerned themselves with these problems. American structuralists developed a separate morphophonemic component of the grammar that fits in between the morphological and phonological component. Prague structuralists developed concepts like morphemes and addressed alternations. Even before these two early 20th century schools, Baudouin de Courtenay and the Kazan School of the late 19th century addressed themselves to problems of phonological alternation (see Anderson, 1985 for a comprehensive review).

One must therefore be aware of the particular conception of alternations that motivates work within GP. In one of the very first explicit works on GP, Halle’s *The Sound Pattern of Russian* (1959), the example of Russian voicing assimilation is used to illustrate the point. Given that this study deals with voicing assimilation, it is instructive to study Halle’s example in some detail. Halle (1959:22) makes a number of “factual” observations about the Russian sound system:

- Voicing is distinctive in all obstruents except /w/, /j/ and /h/.

- These three are always voiceless unless they are followed by a voiced obstruent across a word boundary.

- Structuralist accounts of these facts are subject to requirements of retrieving the phonemic representation from the morphophonemic one (top-down) and retrieving the morphophonemic representation from the phonemic one (bottom-up). The implications can be observed by comparing two examples. At morphophonemic level, the first morpheme in the sequence [m�ik L:] “was (one) getting wet” and [m�og LA] “were (one) getting wet” will be represented with the same final consonant, but at phonemic level, they will be represented with [k] and [g] respectively, since they are subject to voicing assimilation to the next obstruent or to devoicing when not followed by a voiced
obstruct. However, in the sequences [tel 1] 'should one burn' and [tel 2] 'are one to burn', the phonemic representation, like the morphophonemic representation, will contain only the voiceless [t] (Halle, 1959:22). Because [t] is not a phoneme, a further rule is required that states that unaspirated voiceless obstruents like [t] are devoiced.

Duplication of the same information in rule-form at the morphophonemic and phonemic representation levels results, which is an unwanted consequence in terms of Halle's (1959:23) notion of compactness. His alternative is to drop the intermediate representation at phonemic level and state rules in a single component that mediate between the morphophonemic and phonetic representations directly. This entails dropping the bottom-up requirement imposed by structuralist theorists. He justifies it by arguing that a grammar without it significantly reduces the complexity of representations (1959:23).

What is crucial in Halle's account, is that he draws no principled distinction between rules that change features (typically of a morphophonemic character) and those that add redundant features (unrelated to higher levels, context free). Neutralization is also not regarded as a separate phenomenon, but as a feature-changing operation on par with assimilation.

This position is maintained unaltered in XPE, and is rather explicitly formulated along the same lines in Bronberger and Halle (1989). What is particularly interesting about their argument is that they set up a distinction between syntax and phonology. They recognize the impact of changes in syntactic theory on the conceptual basis formulated in the 1960's. At the same time, however, they argue that advancements in phonological theory have not gone beyond these initial assumptions. Phonology inquiry is still done within these initial assumptions, particularly the use of rules, ordering and the notion that phonology maps lexical representations onto phonetic ones (Bronberger & Halle, 1989:51-53, 69).

What are the implications of this view for the study of voicing phenomena? GP tries to account for what a speaker (implicitly) knows about a language. The representation of such knowledge is crucially premised on a distinction between idiosyncratic knowledge,
which is represented in the lexical representation of morphemes, and predictable knowledge, which is represented by means of rules as similar devices. Knowledge of voicing phenomena therefore includes knowledge of the lexical representations of obstruents that are systematically, but unpredictably distinguished by means of a phonological feature other than manner and place of voicing[...].

The GP account of voicing phenomena is discussed in connection with a number of languages in this chapter. For purposes of clarity, the main focus will be on Dutch, with other languages referred to when necessary to illustrate a theoretical or empirical issue that is less obvious in Dutch. By way of summary, the following are the "facts" about Dutch for which GP would try to account (abstracted from Cohen et al., 1959; Van Brakel, 1976; Termoelen & Zonneveld, 1978; Booij, 1981; Zonneveld, 1983, 1996).

- Dutch exhibits an unpredictable, but systematic distinction between voiced and voiceless obstruents, /b/ vs. /p/, /d/ vs. /t/, /v/ vs. /f/, and /z/ vs./z/.

- In addition, Dutch has two voiceless obstruents that do not have obvious systematic counterparts, /θ/ and /ŋ/.

- The best feature for representing this contrast must be selected, probably [voice]. There is a possibility that [tense] might also be relevant, but a choice must be made, since considerations of simplicity disallow representation of the same contrast by means of more than one feature.

- Dutch exhibits possible voicing alternations, commonly labelled as PI, BVA and PD (sometimes called progressive voicing assimilation in the literature on Dutch). These should be accounted for by the most economic rules, i.e. those rules that attain the least number of symbols, as well as the least number of rules.

22 There is some dialectal variation as far as /θ/ is concerned - see chapter 2 for discussion.
Examples of RVA and FD in Dutch have already been presented in chapter 3, and are repeated here as (1) and (2) for convenience of reference. In addition, some examples of FD in Dutch are presented in (3).

(1) Dutch Regressive Voicing Assimilation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying form</th>
<th>Derived form</th>
<th>Underscribed form</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>dwar</em></td>
<td><em>dar</em></td>
<td><em>dort</em></td>
<td>'cross-wire'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>zorg</em></td>
<td><em>zorg</em></td>
<td><em>zorg</em></td>
<td>'nurse'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>neem</em></td>
<td><em>nem</em></td>
<td><em>nort</em></td>
<td>'meeting'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) Dutch Final Devoicing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying form</th>
<th>Derived form</th>
<th>Underscribed form</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>han</em></td>
<td><em>han</em></td>
<td><em>hand</em></td>
<td>'hand'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>slo</em></td>
<td><em>slo</em></td>
<td><em>slow</em></td>
<td>'slow'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>gev</em></td>
<td><em>gerv</em></td>
<td><em>very</em></td>
<td>'very'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>lee</em></td>
<td><em>lee</em></td>
<td><em>read</em></td>
<td>'read'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ste</em></td>
<td><em>ste</em></td>
<td><em>say</em></td>
<td>'say'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(3) Dutch Progressive Devoicing (examples from Trommelen & Zoutveld, 1979:194)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying form</th>
<th>Phonetic form</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>boek</em></td>
<td><em>bok</em></td>
<td>book 1-er</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>hout</em></td>
<td><em>hout</em></td>
<td>sawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>hand</em></td>
<td><em>hand</em></td>
<td>taking hands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>di</em></td>
<td><em>dit</em></td>
<td>quickstand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Rules and representations in the standard model

Halle (1959:49-44) outlines the mechanisms of the standard model in six assumptions:

(i) Speech consists of sequences of segments and boundaries.
(ii) Segments are characterized by means of binary distinctive features.
(iii) The phonological representation must be formulated in such a way that the unmarked can be inferred from it without recourse to information not contained in the phonological description.
(iv) Phonological descriptions must be integrated appropriately into the grammar of a language.
Phonological descriptions consistently reduce the number of specified features to the minimum that will satisfy both conditions (iii) and (iv).

Syntactic boundaries are either transitory into phonological boundaries or deleted altogether.

Generative grammar takes from the work of Jakobson and the Prague school the notion of binary distinctive features. Like Jakobson, Halle also argues for reducing redundancy. The features are used to represent the utterance at a phonological (=morpho-phonological) level, from where rules are used to convert this representation into the phonetic surface structure of an utterance. The distinctive features are attributed two functions by Chomsky and Halle (1968:60), as discussed in chapter 2: classificatory devices and concrete phonetic substances. As a result, a set of abstract objects are defined that are manipulated by formal statements like rules independently from their content in the phonological component (Anderson, 1980).

The notion of rules owes its roots to work by Sapir (1921, 1933), and the tradition of historical linguistics as adapted by Chomsky (1970[1955]). These concepts find partial justification from the way they are "integrated appropriately" into the grammar of a language, by which Halle (1959:24) explicitly means the transformational grammar proposed by Chomsky (1957) in Syntactic Structures. The specific interpretation of rules and levels in phonology is to a large extent analogous to those of the standard model in syntax, and perhaps even more so when compared to the first statement given to transformational grammar by Chomsky in The Logical Structure of Linguistic Theory (1975[1965]) and Syntactic Structures (1957).

Rules perform two functions in GP: they fill in redundancies (feature-filling rules) and they may realign certain feature values (feature-changing rules) (Halle, 1973:11, 25-56; Chomsky & Halle, 1968:156-167). However, these two functions are not treated as formally distinct by the rule component. Chomsky (1967:126-127) justifies the use of rules in GP as follows:
There is, of course, a danger, inherent in the study of phonological structure, that what one discovers may be an artifact. Phonology, as derived from syntax, is a system that is essentially finite in scope. It would be possible, in principle, for a mapping from [syntactic] surface structure to phonetic representation to be simply memorized, case by case. Any such assumption, however, would leave unexplained the existence of significant generalizations concerning the relationship of surface structure to phonetic representation. If principles of the sort discussed here can be firmly established, it would hardly be rational to suppose that phonology is a memorized system without internal structure. Similarly, there would be no to the claim that the internal 'coherence' of a phonological system results from some analytic force or some serving for symmetry unless one can, on this basis, derive the general principles of phonological organization. (Emphasis mine: A.V.R.)

This takes us closer to the root motivation for the use of phonological rules: they are device used to express any linguistically significant generalization (Chomsky, 1972[1965]:26).

Following the insights of Chomsky's Morphophonemics of Modern Hebrew (1972[1955]), early GP concerns itself to a large extent with rule ordering. Reordering is motivated in various places (Chomsky, 1972[1955]:28; 1954-66, 70-71; 1967:103-107, 115-116; Halle, 1959:14, 31; Chomsky & Halle, 1968:210; 1968:chapters 1-3). If all rules apply simultaneously, incorrect surface structures will result. One example of this is the relationship between syllabification and stress in a language like English. Both aspects are predictable and as such not part of the underlying representation. However, stress can only be assigned to syllabified strings, therefore syllabification must take place before stress assignment (more recently refined by Brenner & Halle, 1989).13

The treatment of the Dutch voicing data by Trommelen and Zonneveld (1979) is typical of early GP. They identify the phonological feature [voice] as the crucial one employed by Dutch in distinguishing between the obstruent claims. They proceed to formulate rules that express each of the linguistically significant generalizations about the

---

13 Zonneveld (p.1) quite correctly notes that this example does not prove the necessity of ordering statements, since these rules, although ordered, can be accounted for by a repetition that a rule applies whenever it can. These assumptions can only take effect if a constraint within which the feature can vary exist. He suggests that the relationship between unvoiced (flapping) or to an object, the distinction between the two phonemes, and Canadian r, which must correctly be ordered before flapping, illustrates this type of condition better.
relationship between underlying representations and surface representations. Finally, they explicitly state the order in which these rules must apply to yield the correct surface structures. They formulate the following voicing rules (1979:100-105):

(4) FD: [-son] → [+voice] / ___ #
    PD: [+son] → [+voice] / [+son] # ___
    RVA: [-son] → [-voice] / ___ # [+son]

These rules must crucially be ordered in the way they are presented above. FD and PD must precede RVA, since the application of any one of the former two after RVA will result in ungrammatical output. This can be illustrated with a few examples (from Zonneveld, 1996:35-37):

(5) Correct order  
    Incorrect order 1  
    Incorrect order 2  
    | [naa-zo:k]  
    |     | [naa-do]  
    |    |       
    | [naa-zo:k]  
    |     |       
    |    | [naa-zo:k]  
    |    |       
    | [naa-do]  
    |     |       
    |    |       
    | [naa-zo:k]  
    |     |       
    |    |       
    | [naa-do]  
    |     |       
    |    |       
    | [naa-zo:k]  
    |     |       
    |    | [naa-do]  
    |    |       
    | [naa-do]  

Output: [naa-zo:k]  [naa-do]

Output: *[naa-zo:k]  [naa-do]

The question that arises is why the treatment of voicing phenomena for Dutch above cannot simply be accepted as the final word and voicing phenomena in other languages not explained along the same lines. The problem is not so much with what the account above does say, but with the things it is silent about. There are in particular two related questions:
• Why is there a bias in the phonological system towards the [-voice] value?

• Why is final voicing much less frequent in languages, i.e. why are there no formal rules like [-voice] → [+voice] / ___ [+voice]?

These questions are dormant in some of the work preceding the publication of SPE, e.g. when Chomsky and Halle (1965:103) say:

No one, surely, is content simply to rearrange the data in a corpus. Every linguistic description attempts, at least, to extract ‘patterns’ or ‘regularities’ from some corpus, or to abstract from it principles that will apply to other linguistic material as well. But statements of ‘patterns’, ‘regularities’, and ‘underlying principles’ go beyond the data. They are based on some assumption about the nature of linguistic patterns or regularities.

In SPE, they explicitly locate the cause of the problem. Linguistic descriptions are purely formal in nature and consequently allow limitless freedom in expressing generalizations. To illustrate the problem, one can refer to a calculation by Kaye (1989:31). He points out that in a system that recognizes a distinctive feature, the possible number of segments theoretically is $2^n$. For a system like the SPE with 24 features (excluding the periodic features, Chomsky & Halle, 1968:209) there are $2^{24}$ possible segments, thus a total of 65,536 segments. Clearly, the logical consequence of a purely formal algebraic system is absurd.

Chomsky and Halle (1968:400) themselves address the problem of possible and impossible rules:

The entire discussion of phonology in this book suffers from a fundamental theoretical inadequacy. ... The problem is that our approach to features, to rules, and to evaluation has been overly formal. Suppose, for example, that we were to systematically interchange features or to replace [nF] by [-nF] (where n = -n, and F is a feature) throughout our description of English structure. There is nothing in our account of linguistic theory to indicate that the result would be the description of a system that violates certain empirical governing innate languages. To the extent that this is true, we have failed to formulate the principles of descriptive theory, of universal grammar, in a satisfactory manner. In particular, we have not made any one of the fact that the features have intrinsic content.

The remedy they propose is an adaptation of the theory of markedness proposed by Prague school phonologists. However, Anderson (1980:117) remarks that although the
proposal was initially accepted with a lot of enthusiasm, little work has been done in these terms. Instead, as Anderson (1985) observes, various alternatives, both inside and outside the framework of GP arose to remedy these perceived shortcomings in various ways. Within the mainstream of GP, new principles or features of representation have been developed, leading to different conceptions of rules as well. In the following sections, some of these developments are reviewed in terms of their relevance to an understanding of voicing phenomena. Given this focus, at least one major development, material phonology, is not considered, since it has limited relevance to the understanding of voicing phenomena.

4 Subsequent developments: features

An important advancement on the standard model of GP is the development of feature representations with more internal structure. Van der Hulst and Smith (1982, 2-3) divide the history of GP until 1982 in two phases. The first phase is marked by a concern with derivational issues, in particular the form of rules and issues of rule ordering. The second phase is characterized by a concern with more structured representations. They identify two reasons for the change in focus. The discussion of rule and rule ordering reached an unfruitful stage with fundamental differences between proponents of more concrete and more abstract approaches. Also, the atomic segmental approach to units was misguided in view of discoveries about domain spans both smaller and larger than the segment for certain fusion differences.

The feature matrix that Chomsky and Halle (1968: 5) propose is a two-dimensional matrix with rows representing individual features and columns representing sequences of segments. Goldsmith (1976) proposes that certain features are not represented as part of the feature matrix, since they do not properly belong to individual segments. In particular, tone in the languages he studies is distributed over syllables and not segments. Van der Hulst and Smith (1982, 4) point out that non-segmental phonology started out as a theory of tone, but this approach has gradually been extended to other features as well, particularly various types of voiced and consonant harmony.
A more radical change is brought about by the development of feature geometry, where autosegmental representations are extended to the entire group of potentially segmental features (Clements, 1985; McCarthy, 1988). Clements (1985:225) points out that the understanding of the phonological component of speech was greatly advanced by the discovery of distinctive features. However, since Bloomfield coined the term "feature bundle", features have been regarded as inherently unorganised. This excludes the possibility that features overlap at a prosodic level (Clements, 1985:225).

Clements (1985:226) points to subsequent work in phonology that suggests that features are subject to hierarchical organization of some sort, both sequential and simultaneous in nature. As most important evidence for this, he (1985:226) refers to the simultaneous and consecutive behaviour of segments during assimilation processes. This implies a changed view of features. They cannot simply be regarded as matrix inscriptions, but ... as independent units or segments in their own right, defined by specific sets of gestures and acoustic effects. ... (Clements, 1985:227)

He adds that, if that is the case

... it is quite natural to suppose that these may display the behaviour of real entities, and engage in such processes as extension, contraction, deletion and insertion (Clements, 1985:227).

He identifies two possible models that can be adopted to represent feature structure (1985:227-229). The first model assigns to every feature an independent tier. This implies that they maintain their autonomy with respect to one another, and are linked together into a phoneme-sized node. The second model, which Clements prefers, is one that makes use of a number of superordinate nodes, termed class nodes, to which a group of features are linked. The class nodes in turn are linked to the unit node, which is linked directly to the skeleton (he assumes a CV-tier along the lines proposed in Clements & Keyser, 1983). He distinguishes between a suprasegmental and a segmental node. The suprasegmental node branches into a place and manner node.

Recent accounts of feature geometry, e.g. Komninos (1994) and Clements and Hume (1995), propose further refinements of the model, but there seems to be a general consensus that a segmental node exists, including features representing voicing and
aspiration. One current proposal for the organization of consonant features within the feature tree, taken from Clements and Hume (1995:269), is presented in (6)

The feature [voice] is adopted in the majority of cases where voicing phenomena are described in the literature. However, Lombardi (1995a) explicitly evaluates a laryngeal constraint, and does not simply refer to independent features like [voice], [spread] and [constricted (glottis)]. Her constraint states that marked laryngeal features are only permitted to occur in the streams of syllables (or more specifically in prosodic position, where more than one obstruent occur in the same onset). This positive well-formedness constraint does not license marked laryngeal features in codas, then when such features occur in codas, they are automatically deleted. The notion of licensing itself is explored in the next section.

As far as issues of representation are concerned, it is important that this laryngeal constraint operates on all laryngeal features in those languages where more than one occur. The constraint is motivated in particular by evidence from languages where more than one feature are neutralized together in syllable-final position. Korean is a prime example of this kind of neutralisation, where only voiceless unaspirated plosives (unrounded) are allowed in final positions, neutralising distinctives based on the features [voice] and [nasal] (Clements & Hume, 1995:269). Feature geometry makes it possible to refer to laryngeal features as a group in a natural way, without
facing one to list a collection of features. This solves part of the problem that is identified in the final chapter of SPE.

It is noteworthy, however, that the feature [nasal] is not generally considered in work on feature geometry. If so were, then one would argue that this feature is typically not bound to a single articulator, and would therefore qualify as an articulator-free feature. It is not specifically laryngeal and would have to be accommodated in the non-laryngeal part of the geometry. This is possible in principle, but it has not been done extensively within phonologically inspired research.

An important observation must be made as far as the evidence for feature geometry is concerned. Even though the feature tree resembles a schematic representation of the vocal apparatus closely, Clements (1985:230) argues that:

... our justification for the structure of feature geometry will be sought entirely in the study of cross-linguistic generalizations concerning common types of phonological and phonetic processes.

He explicitly rejects the alternative justification for the structure of feature geometry, that it reflects the componential nature of speech production, as the primary evidence in favour of the model (1985:229-230). Clements asserts on the autonomy of domain-argument to exclude vocal tract anatomy as basis for justifying his claims. McCarthy (1988) adheres to this procedure and consequently rejects the idea of a manner of articulation class node on the grounds that manner class node assimilation never takes place in a way that all the manner features are involved simultaneously. Nevertheless, in his conclusion, McCarthy (1988) allows for the possibility that the links between feature geometry and phonetic representations could be explored in more detail.

More recently, Clements (1992) compares feature representations with the gestural approach of Browman and Goldstein and also concludes that the link between feature geometry and phonetic reality provides an important area for research. The similarity between phonologically derived feature representations and phonetically derived gestural

---

24 Jeanat (1996) is one exception to this charge, but Bybee & Salmons (1995) equate tonemes with aspiration, an interpretation that is not sound given the findings of Kim (1983) on the difference between glamo-like and tonemes, as discussed in chapter 2.
representations provide evidence that phonological and phonetic representations might be very similar. In emphasis, though, that the representations following from an exploration of the interface should strive to meet the phonological functions of classifying natural sound classes and accounting for regular-phonological processes.

A partly independent development that impacts on the representation of voicing phenomena is the inherent interest that developed in prosodic structure. Where Chomsky and Halle (1968) exclude consideration of syllable structure, metrical phonology in particular opens up this domain for consideration within GP. The syllable as such is represented above the segmental level, and connected to a timing tier. The various skeletal positions, currently simply represented by X as a contentless abstract timing position, are linked to the syllable at a higher level and to the segmental features at a lower level in the prosodic hierarchy (Blocklow, 1993:182-213). The syllable positions a number of very important functions as far as phonological alternations are concerned. The syllable can function as domain for the application of a phonological process/constraint or the syllable edge can be the place where a process takes effect (Blocklow, 1993:207-209). In particular, various languages exhibit constraints on the segmental material that may be used in a syllable code (Keating et al., 1983; Halle, 1993:227-229).

As is clear from a number of analyses in the literature, when devoicing is present in a particular language, it is a process that applies mainly in syllable-codes. This holds for Dutch, German, Polish and Russian among others. Incorporation of the syllable structure into accounts of voicing phenomena makes possible the much more accurate statement that in these languages devoicing applies in syllable-codes, and not simply at word boundaries, as the standard theory without a syllable concept is forced to argue. This is different from voicing assimilation, which could apply to obstruent clusters within and across syllabas.

The development of finite geometry within GP contributed the insight that linguistic features group together under a larger node, while excluding the feature [nasal] from such a grouping. Feature geometry presents a number of possibilities for exploring the...
relationship between phonetics and phonology, although it has not been explored in any
detail as far as laryngeal features are concerned. A separate development, articulated
most comprehensively within metrical phonology, emphasizes the role of the syllable in
phonological theory. The syllable functions as boundary for FD, or alternatively licenses
the onset for laryngeal distinctions in Lombardi’s (1996a) conception.

5 Subsequent developments: from rules to principles and parameters

A significant aspect of feature geometry as far as the study of voicing phenomena is
concerned, is the new conception of phonological rules. In the linear representations of
the standard theory, assimilation rules are represented as feature deletion and copying
from adjacent segments. In feature geometry, assimilation is represented as feature
spreading (Clements & Hume, 1995:258). This notion is combined with what Clements
(1985:240) calls the shared feature convention. Adjacent identical features are merged
into a single feature when another feature in the two adjacent segments has changed to
become identical (probably through assimilation).

Rules obtain a new kind of character within these geometrical representations, and are in
principle more constrained. Further problems identified by Chomsky and Halle (1968) in
the final chapter of SPE are solved by this proposal, since feature-copying rules are
replaced by feature spreading. Only information available in the environment can spread,
so we are dealing with an inherently more restrictive and therefore more highly valued
concept of alternations as a result of an advanced understanding of feature representation.

Neutralisation rules are regarded as feature-deleting operations, represented as deleting
within the feature geometrical representations (Clements & Hume, 1995:264). Detaching
is often required to be followed by late redundancy rules that fill in the unmarked value
of unspecified features. This provides a principled reason why laryngeal neutralisation
results in a voiceless, unaspirated, unglottalised obstruent.

These insights are employed by Zonneveld (1996) in his account of Dutch voicing
phenomena, as well as Lombardi (1996a) in formulating his laryngeal constraint to
account for the same data. FD is simply the neutralisation of marked feature values in the
cosh, or more generally in elicited passivæ. RVA, in turn, in the regressive spreading of the-voicing value of the rightmost obstruent to a cluster to all the preceding members. These two processes are illustrated by means of Dutch data in (7) and (8).

(7) Delinking account of FD

\[ \text{frasc} \rightarrow \text{fras} \]

\[ \text{[voice]} \]

(8) Spreading account of RVA

\[ \text{fr e e d e} \rightarrow \text{fr e ed} \]

\[ \text{[voice]} \]

The formulation of phonological constraints along the lines of Lombardi’s (1995a) laryngeal constraint is very similar to a syntactic constraint that requires a main verb to be preceded by an NP at S-structure (the Extended Projection Principle). If there is no such NP, then NP-movement will take place to repair the violation. Otherwise, the constraint will be satisfied. Of course, this is subject to parametric variation. A language might assign its X-bar parameters differently to allow for V-first surface structures. This is a parameter, and therefore only a language that is not V-root will show the effects of the Extended Projection Principle, which might sometimes include NP-movement (see Chomsky, 1981, 1986; and for further explanation Cook & Newson, 1998). Similarly, Lombardi (1995a) argues that some languages have an active laryngeal constraint and others do not—a case of parametric variation.

The concept of licensing represents a new insight into the representation of phonological processes. It further aids in the understanding of the most recent attractive accounts of voicing phenomena. The use of licensing to account for Polish voicing phenomena is taken up in the next section in connection with pro-activity. Lombardi’s (1995a) laryngeal constraint introduced earlier is thereby a licensing structure.
Goldsmith (1990) identifies two licensing categories for autosegmental licensing: the syllable node and the codas. Generally, the syllable licenses far more contrasts than the codas. Languages typically allow only a subset of the contrasts in the onset of a syllable to occur in the codas as far as consonants and consonant features are concerned. This case of course be observed most strikingly in languages like the Sotho languages in South Africa that completely disallow syllable codas. In some cases, syllabic consonants are allowed, but they are prosodified as nuclei, not as codas.

Distinctive voicing, as argued by many researchers, typically attaches only to the syllabic onset, and is thus licensed by the syllable node, while the coda typically does not license distinctive voicing. Lombardo (1995a) and Ruhlen (1996) account for voicing in codas as a result of JFV in Dutch and Polish, among others, in terms of parametric licensing: these voiced codas obstruents are licensed because they share their voicing with a properly licensed (onset) obstruent. This account typically has to invoke something like the shawd fissure convention, or a version of the obligatory coexistence principle, to account for the sharing of voicing features in adjacent segments.

Characteristic of the so sequences away from derivational phonological rules to quantitative and spreading and delinking accounts in the movement away from dynamic formulations to more static formulations. Rules are view as instant filling or feature-changing devices. In terms of a typical processor metaphor, rules imply that a switch in a
circuit is set to a different value. Constraints are restrictions on possible settings for switches and do not imply changes in the settings of switches. Extending this metaphors slightly to neural circuitry, constraints are pre-wired or acquired settings in the brain, while rules are consistent dynamic changes that take place during the computation of the correct output forms.

The basic motivation for the change in approach can probably still be retrieved to the concerns with "linguistically significant generalisations". Rules are increasingly disfavoured because they fail to express generalisations that hold across languages in particular. Spreading is very often universally determined, although the possibility of language-specific spreading and particularly delinking rules is still available, but less highly valued.

There is a general laryngeal constraint and a general spreading principle. Languages with RVA and/or PD activate these principles with a parameter, while languages without three processes set the parameters differently. Principles and parameters can therefore account for RVA and PD in a categorical sense. They fail to account for PD, which still has to be treated in a language-specific manner, and are not currently formulated to account for incompleteness effects such as those identified in chapter 3.

6 Privativity or binarity

The arguments about neutralisation as default filling in rules after delinking has taken place is particularly persuasive if laryngeal features are regarded as privative. Similarly, the laryngeal constraint of Lombardi (1995a) becomes more persuasive if privativity is accepted. The issue of privativity or binarity is explored in this section.

Japanese exhibits a voicing phenomenon known as Rendaku. Mester and Ito (1989) use evidence about this phenomenon to argue for the privativity of the feature [voice]. Ito and Mester (1986:50:51) present the following data on Rendaku:

(9) Rendaku

[vo] = [kami] → [origami]
[vois] = [kawa] → [wet grass ire]  [bool = [po]phi]
[vois] = [tama] → [firm egg ire]  [boza = [to]ku]
Randak is the voicing of the first obstruent in the second member of a compound in the native Yamato vocabulary of Japanese. It is a productive rule of Japanese phonology with a few lexical exceptions (Ito & Mester, 1986:53) and applies to obstruents (Ito & Mester, 1986:52-53). If the second member of a compound already has a voiced obstruent, Randaku is blocked by a constraint known as Lyman’s Law (Ito & Mester, 1986:55-56).

(10) Lyman’s Law

[siro] [tabi] → [gen sahi]; *(siro dabi) ‘white tabi’
[taikutsu] [himo] → [taikutsu himo]; *(taikutsu hino] ‘time-keeping’
([berouden] [endo])
but
[taikutsu] [basi] → [taikutsu basi] ‘time-keeping’ ([berouden] - sa-peli)

It is clear from the examples that soundants are transparent to Lyman’s Law, in the sense that they do not themselves serve to block Randaku, and that voiced obstruents can block Randaku across soundants in a non-local manner. These facts are taken as evidence for the inherent underspecification of soundants as far as [voice] features are concerned.

Ito and Mester’s (1986) solution is to regard Randaku as the insertion of a stay autosegment [voice] in the relevant morphological contexts within the lexicon, phonology component. They postulate an independent voicing tier, and appeal to underspecification to allow only [voice] specifications of obstruents at the first levels of derivation. Lyman’s Law becomes a constraint that deletes the first of two adjacent [voice] specifications on the voicing tier within the same morpheme.

In a follow-up study, Mester and Ito (1989) take a closer look at the problem of underspecification of the feature [voice]. They compare the classes made by Radical Under specification and Restricted Underspecification and conclude that there is some empirical evidence for both positions. Under radical underspecification, all predictable and unmarked feature values are excluded from underlying representation. This implies

(22) The alternation /a/ → /i/ is independently motivated in Japanese phonology, where /i/ behaves like + lexical and /a/ only derived from it. [p. see Ito & Mester (1986:53).]
for Japanese that sonorants are unspecified for [+voice] since it is predictable, and voiceless obstruents are unspecified for [-voice], since it is unmarked. Therefore only voiced obstruents are specified for [+voice] in the underlying representations. In terms of restricted underspecification, only predictable features are unspecified, that is only sonorants are unspecified for [+voice] in Japanese, but obstruents should be marked both [+voice] and [-voice] where applicable.

They investigate the correctness of the predictions made by the two versions of underspecification for the phenomenon of palatalisation under semantic conditions in the sound-schematic vocabulary of Japanese.\textsuperscript{26} They conclude that restricted underspecification is supported by their data.

This conclusion poses a serious problem for their 1986 analysis of Benka and Lyman's Law, since it assumed radical underspecification. They propose to solve this problem by appealing to privative features, following a proposal of early Prague school distinctive feature theory, particularly Trubetzkoy (1939). In terms of their version of privativity theory, restricted underspecification can be adopted as the general framework, provided that certain features, notably [voice] and consensate place features like [coronal] are privative, meaning that they may only have a single value.

As such, negative values for these features are completely absent from phonology. Phonological rules and processes of spreading and deleting cannot refer to negative values either in the definition of the structural change or in the environment in which the changes take place (Mester & Ito, 1989:200-281). They support this proposal by illustrating how traditional accounts of voiceness can be accounted for simply by identifying rules of the same kind as FD-delinquency. Evidence from German, English PD and Russian RVAs is discussed.\textsuperscript{27} They also propose a constraint later named “Kernels“ constraint by Lombardi (1995a) to account for the ill-formedness of obstruents where a voiced obstruent is further away from the syllable nucleus than a

\textsuperscript{26} The details of their arguments about palatalisation is not set of this reference; references to the present argument and consequently not reviewed here. Readers are referred to the original source for discussion.

\textsuperscript{27} These proposals are not treated in detail here since their essentials correspond largely to those of Lombardi discussed in various places throughout this chapter.
A further consequence is that sonorants and vowels cannot be specified as voiceless, but must be specified as aspirated. This prediction is borne out by the data they present from Klenemph and Burmese voiceless sonorants and vowels (Mester & Illo, 1989:279-280).

Kemstowicz (1994:453-498) reviews the evidence for binary vs. privative of laryngeal features, and concludes that the evidence is very solid for aspiration and glottalization, but far less so for voicing. Lombardi (1995a) insists on privativity, but Rubach (1996) argues for binary voice and a prosodically distinct laryngeally unspecified and specified voiceless representations in accounting for Polish voicing phenomena.

Resolving the question about the binary or privativity of particular voicing in a typical problem that faces the theory of generative grammar. The paradigm provides the rules within which a solution should be found. Evidence from as many as possible languages should be reviewed to determine if it is possible to analyze voicing alternations in these languages without reference to the negative value of the voicing feature. If this can be done, privativity can be accepted. However, if crucial reference to a specified [-voice] is necessary, then a binary approach should be adopted. Data from Polish are relevant in this respect. Polish exhibits the following voicing alternations, among others:

(11) **Final devoicing** (Rubach, 1996:70)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polish</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$[^\text{vowel}]$ 'orchards'</td>
<td>vs. $[^\text{vowel}]$ 'orchard' (gen. pl.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[^\text{vowel}]$ 'great'</td>
<td>vs. $[^\text{vowel}]$ 'of woods' (gen. pl.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[^\text{vowel}]$ 'low'</td>
<td>vs. $[^\text{vowel}]$ 'of woods' (gen. pl.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(12) **Regressive voice assimilation** (Rubach, 1996:70-71)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polish</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$[^\text{vowel}]$ 'breath'</td>
<td>vs. $[^\text{vowel}]$ 'breaths' (gen. pl.) [assimilation to voiceless obstruent]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[^\text{vowel}]$ 'boards'</td>
<td>vs. $[^\text{vowel}]$ 'board of a ship' (across word boundary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[^\text{vowel}]$ 'move'</td>
<td>vs. $[^\text{vowel}]$ 'moving' [assimilation to voiced obstruent]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[^\text{vowel}]$ 'carry'</td>
<td>vs. $[^\text{vowel}]$ 'do carry' (impres.) (across word boundary)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rubach (1996:71) observes that both these processes are complicated by the presence of sonorants that violate sonority relations but are transparent in the working of FD and RVA. Examples are:

(13) rzędy [bisek] vs. rzędy [bissa] (con. sg.) [FD]
     rzędo [she would grow] vs. rzędowy [he would grow] [RVA]

Word-initial sonorants are not transparent, though (Rubach, 1996:72):

(14) edźbi[e] (6)enisia 'sound of neighing'

Rubach (1996) explains that sonorants are unspecified for laryngeal features in the lexicon, but feature values for word-initial sonorants are filled in at the end of the lexical phonology, and are not transparent for the purposes of assimilation across word boundaries in the post-lexical phonology.

Across word boundaries, the two major dialects of Polish, Warsaw and Cracow Polish, differ (Rubach, 1996:75). In Warsaw Polish, obstruents are devoiced by FD before sonorant- (including vowels-) initial following words, e.g.

(15) samochód [a] 'the car is shining' (from underlying [a])

In Cracow Polish, word-initial sonorants animate their voicing regressively once the preceding word-final obstruent, e.g.

(16) buk [a] 'Lena’s brother' (from underlying [a])

Rubach (1996) accounts for Polish within the framework of lexical phonology, where cyclic and post-cyclic rules are distinguished in the lexicon, and these are in turn distinguished from post-lexical rules. On the basis of this distinction he argues for an account that takes adjectives on the voicing tier into account, irrespective of syllable boundaries. FD applies at the end of the phonological word, RVA is the deleting of voicing values preceding any specified value and subsequent spreading of the rightmost value. These two processes both apply at the post-lexical level.

To account for Cracow voicing, he postulates a crucial difference between obstruents specified as [-voice] and obstruents that are unspecified for a laryngeal node. At the level
of the phonological word, a final obstruent loses its laryngeal specification. Since these are the unspecified, they are candidates for receiving a voicing specification through spreading of an adjacent voicing specification. Since word-internal obstruents are specified either for [+voice] or [-voice], they are not candidates for Cwczow spread, which applies only at word boundaries. To explain Cwczow spread, it is necessary to assume that this rule applies after initial consonants were pronounized into the phonological word at the end of the post-cyclic level and thus received a [+voice] specification. Cwczow voicing is therefore a post-lexical phonological rule (Rishbach, 1996:83).

Lombardi (1995b) presents an account of Polish voicing phenomena along the same lines as her account of Dutch. There is a positive well-formedness constraint that only licenses a privative [voice] specification (along with other laryngeal features in other languages where such features are distinctive) in syllable onsets. Spreading of this value results in uniformly voiced clusters, while exceptions are assumed to be unspecified. Unspecified obstruents in the codas that are not adjacent to a voicing specification are voiceless by convention: voicelessness is assumed to be the default value for obstruents, and if they are unspecified then they are voiceless. However, since voicelessness is not specified, it cannot spread to adjacent obstruents.

In general, the privativity argument holds well, but Rishbach provides credible evidence that in some cases it is necessary to distinguish between an unspecified obstruent and a specified voiceless one, particularly if one wants to account for Cwczow voicing. Unfortunately, Lombardi (1995a) does not mention the phenomenon of Cwczow at all.

There are a few contributions that address counter-evidence to the claim that the feature [voice] is privative. Lombardi (1995b, 1996) attempts to remedy this problem by maintaining privativity for voicing at the level of lexical phonology, but allowing tammy [voice] at post-lexical level. She analyzes cases where phonological rules need to refer to specified [+voice] values and shows that in each case the rules in question are post-lexical, and therefore apply after the unspecified feature values are supplied at the end of the lexical derivation. This claim for a principled distinction between lexical and post-
lexical phonology on the basis of the availability/not of redundant features receives further support from arguments on place features (Lombardi, 1996).

However, RVA is clearly a post-lexical role in many languages, and specifically does not refer to [-vocal] values. This is so because languages like Ukrainian have RVA of only the voiced feature value, but not the voiceless one (unintuitively, therefore, RVA has no FO in terms of Lombardi, 1995a). This insight is missed by reintroducing the value [-vocal] into the post-lexical component by a redundancy rule. It is also not particularly clear if negatively specified values can be supplied by redundancy rules for pronominal features. The notion of privativity is exactly directed at showing the non-occurrence of specifications—a feature is either present or not, there are not negative or positive values for the feature. Alternatively, Lombardi has to claim that the entire post-lexical component must be binary, hit in view of the gradient character of many phenomena here, the claim for a general binary here is hardly justifiable.

One can attempt to present an alternative analysis of her data. Some of her examples are from German and English, languages that do not employ the feature [voice] distinctively in terms of the arguments of Eversen and Salmson (1995). Thus, the problematic data are accounted for adequately in terms of the feature [tense]/spread, particularly if [tense] is adopted as a binary, rather than privative feature, as proposed by Jespersen (1906). The remaining cases of Dahl’s law in Indo-European languages and Lebanese Arabic do not lend themselves to the same solution, though, and remain problematic.

Cho (1994) provides a discussion and explanation of various voicing agreement phenomena that do occur in English. She distinguishes a local 1 voicing alternation in forms like *beave—left from voicing alternation as a result of agreement in inflections, e.g. *saw(af) vs. rook(af) vs. saw(af) for the past tense suffix, or post-lexical voicing dissimilation, in forms like *bed[af] a foot vs. *Peru[af] a fool and adverbial not backing—e.g. lawf[af] when vs. lawf[af] when (Cho, 1994:231-232). She also notes that very similar voicing alternations can be found in Swedish, where examples of level 1 alternations are *[kev] + [s]—[kev] a egg + advp suffix or *[bog + tis]—[bog + d] a festival (Cho, 1994:234-235). The problem that these data pose is that it seems if voicing agreement is
affected by bi-directional spreading of binary [voice]. Like Lombardi, Cho favors a unidirectional regressive spread of a private voicing feature as a more restrictive account.

The solution she proposes includes Hauser's generalization referred to earlier, together with a well-formedness condition that disallows any voicing specification on an obstruent that is not the closest one to the syllabic onset. This solution works well to account for all post-lexical voicing agreements phenomena in English and Swedish. However, it fails to account for level 1 alternations in the lexical phonology component. Cho (1994:232-233) argues that the latter are morphologically conditioned since they are triggered by a limited set of suffixes, and are also completely categorical. This contrasts with post-lexical devoicing, which is gradient, but exception-free. However, she does not provide any formation to account for the lexically determined presumably regressive spreading of voicing features. She refers the reader to a work within the framework of lexical phonology by Hall and Mohanan (1985), in which binary [voice] is used.28

Cho's contribution highlights the difference between lexical and post-lexical voicing alternation processes. This distinction is important, but her account is highly problematic when compared to the account of such a difference given in Lombardi (1996). Cho does not solve the problem posed by the English data for her privativity account in the lexical component, but maintains her assumptions consistently in the post-lexical component. Lombardi takes the opposite stance: she argues for strict privativity in the lexicon, but allows for binary specification post-lexically. This issue will be discussed in more detail below. However, Cho's data can be handled by another feature specification, such as [hl], that would remove the need to refer to negative feature values.

To summarise, the notion of feature tiers in feature geometry makes it possible to under-annihilation phenomena as local operations on adjacent specifications. Underspecification of predictable features within the selected version of

under specification is already powerful enough to account for most of the assimilation effects across sonorants in Polish and Russian, as well as Japanese Rendaku. Privativity could further enhance understanding by exploiting some of the asymmetries in the behaviour of voiced and voiceless obstruents (as well as aspirated and unaspirated ones). However, it does not seem possible to present a solution to the problem with privativity identified by Rubach (1996) for Polish within the mechanisms made available by GP.

7 Subsequent developments: lexical phonology

The section on developments in representations is introduced by a statement that the history of phonological theory can be divided into a first stage that is characterised by a concern with rules and a second stage characterised by a concern with representations. Labov (1954:124-133) argues for a third stage that is characterised by a concern with the interaction between phonology and other modules of the grammar, particularly morphology.

Lexical phonology develops in response to problems with rule ordering and domain of rule application (Labov, 1994). The development of this theory was made possible by the development of lexical morphology in the wake of Chomsky's paper "Remarks on Nominalization" (1970). He argues there for a more structured view of the lexicon, in which substantial parts of derivational morphology are assigned to the lexicon and not to the syntactic component as in the standard theory.

Once a more structural lexicon with various morphological strata has been recognised, it becomes possible to capture many phonological processes by means of rules that operate within the derivations of the lexicon. In particular, the very problematic cyclic analysis of the English stress rules presented in Chomsky and Hale (1988) becomes a lot more straightforward when linked to lexical derivations.

Lexical phonology (e.g. Kiparsky, 1982, 1983; Mohanan, 1986) takes as point of departure that there are in principle two domains for the application of rules: a lexical and a post-lexical domain. Kiparsky (1982:131-132) argues that lexical rules are inherently cyclic and apply each time a new structure is created by a derivational process, while
post-lexical rules are non-cyclic. Lexical rules only apply within the domain of the derived word, while post-lexical rules also, and in particular, apply across word-boundaries. This notion is refined by Boeij and Rubach (1987), who introduce a distinction between cyclic and post-cyclic rules within the lexicon itself, where the former precede the latter in the derivation.

Lexical phonology makes a number of important contributions to our insight into voicing phenomena. In particular, there are a number of clear cases of lexical phenomena, while a very large number of cases, particularly RVA and PD are usually post-lexical. It is important to take note of the distinctive characteristics of the two types of rules to understand the differences between lexical and post-lexical voicing phenomena.

Many of the properties of lexical phonological processes are related to the properties of the morphological processes with which they are associated. In particular the deepest levels (closer to level II in the lexicon) are characterized by less productivity and less semantic transparency, while later levels are more productive and transparent (Kiparsky, 1982:136). As a consequence, the phonological processes deeper in the lexical phonology are subject to more exceptions, while the later ones have fewer exceptions (Kiparsky, 1982:136-137). Post-lexical rules are basically insensitive to any kind of information present in higher levels of phonology, morphology and syntax. They apply at word-boundaries in many cases, not because the boundaries are available to the post-lexical phonology, but because the different words do not form a single string in the lexical component.

Lübbe (1994:131-112) lists three criteria for the distinction between lexical and post-lexical rules. Lexical rules deal with discrete (mostly binary) entities, while post-lexical rules increasingly work with gradient phenomena. Post-lexical rules are generally free of exceptions, while lexical rules are subject to exceptions. Post-lexical rules are always non-cyclic (see also Mohanan, 1993:59).

One of the earliest lexical phonology accounts of voicing phenomena is found in the work of Zoëteveld (1983) on Dutch. One particularly interesting to re-examine there, is that morpheme structure conditions and voicing rules can be collapsed into a single rule
with multiple domains. This is in keeping with Kiparsky's (1982: 167) insight about the way in which lexical phonology solves the duplication problem between morpheme structure conditions and phonological rules in the standard theory. PD can apply at lexical level in Dutch to ensure generally uniformly voiced word-internal clusters, and at post-lexical level across word boundaries. RVA seems not to apply lexically, since there is seldom an instance of voiced word-internal obstruent clusters in Dutch.

Accounts of Polish voicing phenomena are particularly dependent on the distinction between lexical and post-lexical rules. Assimilation processes inside words and across word boundaries are subject to different kinds of constraints and result in different kinds of structures as output forms. This can only be accounted for on the basis of a lexical/post-lexical distinction. In terms of the account presented by Rubach (1996), PD and FD are both crucially (post-cyclic) rules of the lexical phonology component, whereas RVA, in both the Cracow and Warsaw dialects, must be post-lexical. This account enables him to do away with the degree of reliance on syllable structure that characterizes other accounts of Polish voicing phenomena (Bethke, 1984; Guzmán, 1992; Lombardi, 1995a). In particular, the very tricky process of voicing across word boundaries in the Cracow dialect is explained to a reasonable extent.

This account is obviously based on a number of further assumptions made by lexical phonology. In particular, the interaction between lexical phonology and feature under specification is important. For Rubach's account to work, it is necessary that Polish sonorants are unspecified in the lexical phonology, and are specified only if they are prosodified at the end of the lexical component (which happens in syllable-initial position). Otherwise, redundant features are only filled in at the end of the post-lexical component. Similarly, Lombardi's (1995a) account of voicing phenomena in various languages makes use of under specification (and privative) to the lexical component, but Lombardi (1996) allows not only for redundant specification but even non-privative specification on a [voice] value in the post-lexical component. This is problematic, as pointed out earlier.
The distinction between lexical and post-lexical components in phonology seems to be a rather versatile one. Various otherwise complicated distributions and alternations are accounted for if the assumptions and mechanisms of lexical phonology are adopted. The distinction between canonical and also more language-specific lexical rules and more gradient, less language-specific post-lexical rules allows for a more flexible account of a variety of issues, and perhaps holds the promise of accounting for a larger degree for the gradient phonetic properties discussed in the previous two chapters. It is very interesting to compare the criteria for distinguishing between lexical and post-lexical phonology to the criteria proposed by Keating (1996) for the distinction between phonological and phonetic processes. In particular, she regards phonological phenomena as categorical and phonetic phenomena as gradient.

One particularly difficult aspect of lexical phonology, however, is the extent to which the derivational metaphor of GP has to be interpreted in terms of that kind. The derivations in the lexicon must typically precede the derivations in the post-lexical component, and the various lexical strata must follow each other in time as well (Mohanan, 1993:11). Mohanan (1995) points out that lexical phonology makes possible a distinction between morphophonological and "purely" phonological processes. This is not done in terms of different rules, but in terms of specifying different domains of application for rules. It is even possible to allow a single rule to apply in both the lexical and post-lexical module.

In GP, this morphor can be tolerated, but the general trend in OT is entirely away from sequential operations. Therefore, it is sometimes difficult to reformulate insights from lexical phonology into OT. This issue is addressed in the next chapter.

A consequence of the conception of lexical phonology is that a three-level representation (similar to the representations in American structuralist theory) is reintroduced. Although Mohanan (1995) points out that non-sequential proposals have been made, he adds that many proposals within lexical phonology still crucially rest on the assumption of sequentiality. However, he argues that the issue of sequentiality and the issue of modularity can be separated. Modularity still infers proposals within constraint-based approaches, but interaction is regarded as synchronously present at the various levels. This is true for Goldsmith’s harmonic phonology, and at an entirely different level for
Chomsky's minimalist syntax. However, Mohanan concludes that these issues are currently very contentious, difficult to resolve, and may have to be radically revised.

8. Explanations of voicing phenomena within generative phonology

Generative phonology succeeds in explaining a number of aspects of the voicing phenomena. The successes of the theory are unsurpassed in this section to facilitate a comparison with OT, which is discussed in the next chapter.

The standard model succeeds in describing most of the categorical alternations. The processes of FD and RVA can be modelled accurately with the unmarked feature matrix and two feature-changing rules. For devoicing, the rule simply states that an obstruent becomes voiceless at particular boundaries, defined either as word boundaries or as syllable boundaries. The choice depends partly on the facts of a language and partly on the theoretical assumptions about the validity of the notion of a syllable in the standard theory. For RVA a feature-copying rule that copies the voicing value of an obstruent onto the preceding one can be formulated with the aid of the alpha conversion.

Generally, this process is independent of boundary symbols in terms of the standard theory.

However, this account, which applies to Dutch, Polish, and Russian (FD and RVA); and German (FD) fails to explain why this should be the case. Typical of the problems identified in Chapter 9 of SPE, there is no reason why this should happen—the rules are merely statements of regularities. The standard theory is more concerned with issues of rule order. Typically, RVA has to follow FD, since FD can potentially undo the effects of RVA, an unwanted consequence in empirical terms.

The various developments taking place subsequent to the publication of SPE contribute new insights into the understanding of voicing phenomena. Geometrical representations make it possible to deal with voicing on the same tier, and create adjacency in Japanese that would otherwise not be there. Similarly, the account of Polish benefits a lot from the notion of adjacency on the same tier made available by feature geometry. The grouping of laryngeal features under a laryngeal class node also makes possible the expression of
alternations, particularly neutralisations, involving more than one laryngeal feature at the same time, as in Korean.

Spreading and deleting devices make possible the reduction of the language-specific component of rules, by only allowing the spreading of features already present in the environment, and by treating neutralisation as deleting with a universal default rule supplying the unmarked value of unspecified segments. This is particularly useful for FD, since it provides a more principled basis on which to account for the fact that the voiceless obstruent surfaces in neutralised environments and not the voiced counterpart.

The combination of the insights of feature geometry with underspecification theory and perhaps privativity makes available an even more restrictive account. This contributes further to the understanding of the asymmetrical behaviour of voiced and voiceless obstruents, as well as the kinds of transparency effects exhibited by somorants that are redundantly voiced. Again, RVA and FD in particular are susceptible to accounts under these assumptions, by making reference to default filling rules basically superfluous.

Privative voicing is a marked property and present in the phonological specification, while its absence implies by definition that the unspecified obstruents are voiceless and unspecified ssonsents are voiced. No need for a later fill-in rule remains.

The notion of licensing further enhances these attempts at understanding voicing phenomena. By licensing a privative voicing feature only in obstruents occurring in syllable onsets preceding the nuclear vowel allows for a principled account of voicing alternations and distributions. A second principle allows for regressive spreading of marked (voice) values. In addition, by combining these principles with parameters, it is possible to devise a taxonomy of languages with (i) both FD and RVA, (ii) just RVA, (iii) just FD or (iv) neither. A parameter for licensing (voice) only in an onset or both onsets and codas distinguishes between languages with and without FD. A parameter for allowing the regressive spreading or not of a specified voicing feature distinguishes between languages with and without RVA.

Finally, lexical phonology allows for a distinction to be drawn between more or less restricted application of voicing phenomena, as well as the possibility of generalising
9 Problems and unresolved issues

Besides the various successes of GP in accounting for voicing phenomena, a number of problems remain. These problems fall into two categories: theory-internal and theory-external.

At the level of theory-internal problems, the issue of the privativity or binarity of the feature [voice] is unresolved at this stage. The majority of evidence points towards privativity, but some nagging cases remain. Many potential problems are solved by an alternative feature specification, particularly in Germanic languages, but not all are solved in this way. A second major disappointment for GP is its inability to formulate in terms of general principles what the process of PD involves.

Theory-external problems include the inability of current formulations to account for incompleteness effects and other gradient aspects of the alternation data discussed in chapter 3. Secondly, the explanatory value of the rule ordering and parameter setting models to account for the differences among languages is very far behind the kinds of phonetic explanations of Winning and Roux (1995) or Gunther (1986). There does not seem to be a way in which these insights can be incorporated into the theory.

GP-work on voicing phenomena generally assumes that the alternations are indeed alternations involving the distinctive feature [voice]. It has been pointed out that some of the problems facing GP-theorists, particularly as far as exceptions to privativity are concerned, can be solved by employing the feature [voice] as a more typically binary feature, one that does not imply the presence or absence of a specific property, but a continuum of more or less of a certain quality – tenessness in this case. The detailed resolution of these problems was not undertaken, since this thesis does not seek to present a comprehensive GP-account of voicing phenomena. An attempt to resolve these problems is postponed to chapters 6-8.
While the gradient effects are not considered, a number of opportunities for the incorporation of phonetic findings and insights into GP do exist. Feature geometry presents a fruitful possibility, which has been explored by some researchers, but perhaps not in sufficient depth as far as the laryngeal features are concerned. Similarly, the parallel between the division of lexical and post-lexical domains on the one hand and phonological and phonetic processes on the other offers possibilities. These unexplored possibilities are taken up in chapters 6-8. However, within the generative paradigm, a new theory has emerged over the last few years, and this theory, optimality, is explored in the next chapter, with a view to identify the insights it makes available for the understanding of voicing phenomena.
Chapter 5
Optimality perspectives on voicing phenomena

1 Introduction

Alongside generative investigations of voicing phenomena, a number of optimality accounts have also appeared in print or on the Rutgers Optimality Archives.26 OT originated as a complement to GP, but has probably since assumed the status of a competitor, and seems to get the upper hand at the moment. This is evident from a comparison of the number of OT-works to GP-works in phonology and linguistics journals.

This chapter begins with an exploration of the differences between OT and GP and an overview of the basic mechanisms of the theory. This is followed by an overview of one type of account of the OT-explanation for the phenomena RVA and FD. It will become clear that OT and GP present very comparable accounts of these two phenomena. However, other voicing phenomena are treated differently by OT. The accounts of these phenomena are explored in conjunction with the theoretical mechanisms specific to OT that are used in these accounts. Besides a basic account presented in this chapter, in terms of what is perceived as the dominant approach, there exists a competing account in a recent work of Grønnum and Krämer (1998). This account differs rather dramatically from the standard account, and at the same time engages very critically with the standard one. It is discussed in an entirely separate section. Finally, a summary of the OT-account of voicing phenomena and an identification of the problem areas are presented, similar to sections 8 and 9 in the previous chapter. During this summary, the relative merits of GP and OT in dealing with voicing phenomena are evaluated, in line with the objectives stated in chapter 1.

26 The Rutgers Optimality Archive is an electronic database containing published and unpublished papers within the OT-discipline. It can be accessed on the World Wide Web at the address: http://www.rutgers.edu/otav.html.
2 Optimalisation theory and generative phonology

Current phonological theory is characterised by competition between the generative paradigm and constraint-based approaches, particularly OT. It might be the case that we are experiencing a scientific revolution in the sense of Kuhn (1970), although there were initial indications that OT is a development within GP. This is evidenced by the title of one of the very first works within GT, Prince and Smolensky’s (1993) manuscript: “Optimality theory: constraint interaction in generative grammar”. Zonneveld (1996:23) also claims that:

In generative linguistics, Optimality Theory is a recent development.

On the other hand, Archangeli and Langendoen (1997:viii) use an extended metaphor to highlight a rather fundamental difference between GT and generative grammar. They identify two related problems that encompass all the expressions that can reasonably be supposed to belong to a particular language. The first one is to create a grammar that encompasses all the expressions that can reasonably be supposed to belong to a particular language. The second one is to ensure that a grammar distinguishes all the grammatical expressions of a language from those that are ungrammatical.

This much should be familiar from Chomsky’s typical characterisation of the function of grammar in his early work. Grammars should assign a structural description to sentences on the basis of which its grammaticality is determined (e.g. Chomsky, 1957[1955]:77, 1957:13, 1964:9), in short, a grammar must specify the properties of ALL and ONLY the grammatical sentences of a language. Chomsky (1966:31-42) states that the devices provided by a grammar/linguistic theory should be rich enough to account for all attested variety in languages (descriptive adequacy) but at the same time they should be restricted enough that no more than the possible hypotheses are made available (explanatory adequacy). These two requirements are essentially in conflict with each other.

Archangeli and Langendoen (1997:viii) employ the following metaphor to describe the solution proposed by generative grammar:
The problem can be compared to that of a fisherman trying to catch a fish not all the fish and some types in a certain sea, but nothing else (no other types of fish, no other creatures, etc.). The ideal net would be large and fine enough to catch all the desired fish (the desirable) and be designed to allow the undesired fish and other creatures (the undesirables) to escape. But it may not be possible to construct such a net. Any net which is large and fine enough to catch all the desirables may of necessity also catch some undesirables.

The validity of this metaphor is clear. The net/grammar must be large enough to capture all the grammatical sentences of a language, but fine enough to allow all the ungrammatical ones to escape. To remedy this problem, Aschangelii and Langendoen (1997:815) argue in terms of the metaphor that it might be necessary to use a device such as a separator to remove all the undesirables (grammatical expressions) after the catch has been taken. Such a separator can be designed, then it is sufficient if the net simply catches all the fish in a particular area.

They point out that the use of filters in generative grammar, a development of the 1970’s, is already compatible to the separator. However, generative grammar attempts to work with both kinds of devices at the same time, an unwanted consequence that OT escapes by dropping any concern with the net. They even cite Chomsky (1995:223) in his recent work, The Minimalist Program, in support of their contention that it is unwanted to work with both kinds of devices at the same time. Where OT locates its energy on the separator, minimalism returns to a concern with the net.

It is exactly the notion of filters that is at stake here, or perhaps the introduction of the notion of conspiracies in phonology as roughly parallel in function. In terms of Kuhn’s (1950) paradigm theory, scientific activity is characterized by successive periods of normal science and scientific revolution following an initial pre-paradigmatic period. Once a paradigm is established firmly in a particular domain, a period of normal science follows, in which the paradigm is articulated and specified (1970:23) to what is termed a mapping-up operation (1970:25). Normal science is not directed at the discovery of novelties, but tries to solve problems within the scope of the paradigm and the rules provided by the paradigm (1970:35-42).
This period continues until the discovery of anomalies, that is, new and unexpected phenomena that do not yield to explanation in terms of the rules and solutions provided by the paradigm (Kuhn, 1970:52). Paradigms are initially prone to extend their conceptual framework as little as possible to account for the anomalous facts as far as possible (1970:53). However, paradigms eventually become aware of a growing crisis, stemming from the increased complexity of the existing theory, with consequent vagueness, inconsistency and proliferation of versions of the theory (1970:68-72). This eventually tends to resemble the pre-paradigmatic period in its lack of direction (1970:72). Out of this confusion, a new contender or a number of such contenders might arise to resolve the crises (1970:75). The old paradigm is not relinquished until a promising alternative is in place to replace the older paradigm. The decision to adopt new paradigms is based on a comparison of the two contenders, the old and the new, with each other and with nature (1970:77).

The introduction of syntactic filters, the awareness of phonological conspiracies, and even before that, in the final chapter of The Sound Pattern of English itself, the awareness of the limitations on the purely formal approach to phonology, are all indications of anomalies within the generative paradigm. In terms of the presentation offered by Archangeli and Langendoen (1997), OT is exactly the new paradigm that resolves the problems of its predecessor. However, compared to the fiction that characterised the shift from (post-)Xromfieldian American structuralism to generative grammar in the late 1950's and early 1960's, the shift from generative grammar to OT in the domain of phonology particularly has been rather smooth. A cursory glance at the debate between Houshelder (1965) and Chomsky and Halle (1965) gives an impression of the kind of tension and animosity that accompanied the earlier paradigm shift. A possible way of conceiving the relationship between GP and OT is to regard them as two different theories within the same linguistic paradigm, rather than as two separate and competing paradigms.
3 Basic mechanisms

Optimality theory makes available new mechanisms to account for voicing alternations. Instead of deriving the correct surface representation from an underlying form through a sequence of ordered rules, it selects the optimal candidate from among a set of candidates made available by a generator. This selection is done on the basis of a set of universal well-formedness constraints, which are ranked in a language-specific manner.

The theory consists of three basic types of devices: an underlying representation, a possibly infinite candidate set and a set of ranked constraints. Like in GP, many optimality theorists still assume the existence of an underlying representation that meets similar requirements as the underlying representation in GP, particularly the requirement of one morpheme-one-underlying-representation. However, underlying representations are not base forms from which the other forms are computed, but a factor that enters into the equation when computing the optimal surface form. This computation is done by simultaneously subjecting all the candidates to an evaluation. The evaluation is a process in which a set of ranked constraints, presumably drawn from a universal pool, is used to determine which candidate satisfies the entire set optimally.

The notion of constraint ranking is central to the theory. There is a universal set of constraints for all languages. The contribution of the (phonological) grammar of a particular language is to rank these constraints in a language-specific order. The candidate that satisfies the highest ranked constraint(s) will be selected as the optimal one. If no such candidate can be found, then the candidate that violates the highest ranked constraint least will be selected. If more than one candidate passes through evaluation on the highest ranked constraint, then the candidates are submitted to evaluation by the next highest ranked constraint, and so on until only one remains. These options are illustrated with the following hypothetical examples.

---

3 This overview is based on various sources, among them: Li & Chang (1993); McCarthy (1993, 1997), McCarthy & Prince (1994), Chomsky (1994), Pollock (1980), Tamar & Sandeksky (1994). Where an idea is specific to a particular source, it will be indicated, otherwise it can be assumed that the ideas are common to the group of researchers working within the framework of OT.
Suppose that candidates A, B, C and D emerge as the most promising candidates for realizing the underlying representation U in language L. L exhibits the following constraint ranking for constraints X, Y and Z: \( X \Rightarrow Y \Rightarrow Z \) (this should be read as "X dominates Y, which in turn dominates Z — constraint rankings are always read from left to right").

Evaluation of the candidates is represented conveniently by means of a tableau, such as the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>UR(\text{U})U</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Candidate A</td>
<td>(\ast)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate B</td>
<td></td>
<td>(\ast)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(\ast)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\ast) Candidate D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (1) illustrates a number of important conventions of G. A violation of a constraint is marked with an asterisk (\(\ast\)). As soon as one candidate violates a highly ranked constraint it is violated by its competitors, that candidate is out of the running, and therefore its subsequent evaluation in terms of other, lower ranked constraints becomes irrelevant. This irrelevance is indicated by shading the remainder of the row in which that candidate occurs. The violation that proves "fatal" for a candidate, i.e. that rules out a specific candidate, is indicated with an exclamation mark (!) immediately before the asterisk marking the fatal violation. The little hand (\(\ast\)) indicates the winning or optimal candidate.

In tableau (1), candidate A fails because it violates constraint X, the highest ranked one. Candidate B fails because it violates constraint Y, the next highest ranked constraint, and C fails because of its violation of Z. This leaves only candidate D as the winning candidate, and therefore the optimal output.
This table represents a very straightforward case. Constraint evaluation process is in a more complex way at times. This is the case when all candidates remain at a particular point, in the evaluation violate a particular constraint. This can be illustrated by using the same basic objects as in the previous illustration, but allowing for different kinds of violations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(2) UR / U</th>
<th>( X )</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>( Z )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Candidate A</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate B</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate C</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nr-Candidate D</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, candidate D is the winner, even though it ties for optimality with candidate C or faithfulness for constraint Y (they are both equally faithful). The tie is resolved by looking at the next constraint Z to decide the match. There is no question of a tie between candidates D and B, because although both of them only violate one constraint, B is ruled out because it violates a higher ranked constraint than D.

A last kind of scenario is illustrated by table 3:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(3) UR / U</th>
<th>( X )</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>( Z )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Candidate A</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate B</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate C</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nr-Candidate D</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Again D is the most faithful candidate, even though it violates constraint Z. This is so because constraint C violates that constraint quantitatively more severely. Evaluation is
done by means of a process called marked cancellation: when two competing candidates are compared in a pairwise fashion, then violation marks occurring in both are cancelled out to find out if they violate that particular constraint to the same degree.

4 An optimality account of RVA and FD

This outline makes it possible to provide an OT-account of standard voicing phenomena. The OT-account is not entirely different from the parameterized approaches of Lombardi (1995a) and Cho (1994) within the later stages of GP. Both approaches allow straightforward accounts of FD, RVA and combinations of the two processes in the same language.

To account for FD, a simple markedness constraint can be proposed, such as:

(4) CODAVOICE: Obstruents in syllable-codas are voiceless.1

This constraint is then placed in a language specific ranking with a faithfulness constraint that can simply be formulated as:

(5) FAITH[VOICE]: Obstruents are faithful to their underlying voicing specification.

Hahn (1998) argues that German, which allows FD, will have the ranking CODAVOICE >> FAITH[VOICE]. This can be illustrated as follows:

(6) German: CODAVOICE >> FAITH[VOICE]

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{[hand]} & \text{CODAVOICE} & \text{FAITH[VOICE]} \\
\text{kö} & * \\
\text{[hand]} & *!
\end{array}
\]

---

1 Constraints are often formulated differently, without always affecting their actual implications. In the discussion in this section, formulations are kept as simple as possible to ensure readability. In subsequent sections, the formulations adopted by particular authors will be given without alteration.
To account for voicing assimilation, a further constraint is necessary. Lombardi (1999) formulates this constraint as follows:

(7) \textit{Agree}[\text{Voice}]: Obstruents in clusters must agree in voicing.

However, if this is applied to (6b), a complication arises, as is obvious from (8).\textsuperscript{12}

(8) \textit{David}: \textit{Agree}[\text{Voice}] >> \textit{CODA-Voice} >> \textit{FAITH}[\text{Voice}]

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{has buk} & \text{Agree[Voice]} & \text{CODA-Voice} & \text{FAITH[Voice]} \\
\hline
\text{has buk} & \star & \star & \star \\
\text{has buk} & \star & \star & \star \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

The problem that we have here, is that the simple \textit{CODA-Voice} constraint is too strong, or should be supplemented by some other constraint. Following Lombardi (1995c, 1999),\textsuperscript{13} this problem is solved by formulating a general \textit{markeness} constraint on laryngeal features, including \textit{[voice]} on all obstruents, and distinguishing between two faithfulness constraints.\textsuperscript{14} There is a \textit{CODA-Voice} on laryngeal faithfulness in onsets that outranks a general \textit{faithfulness} constraint. This technique is called domain-specific faithfulness and is discussed in some detail in section 6. The three constraints can be formulated as follows:

(9) \textit{FaithOnset[Voice]}: Obstruents in onsets should be faithful to their underlying voicing specification.

\textsuperscript{12} When the wrong candidate wins in a particular tableau, the symbol \( \star \) will be used. This is done to separate the steps from the goal.

\textsuperscript{13} Lombardi (1999) and Lombardi (1995c) are related papers. Due to delays involved in the publishing process, Lombardi’s paper “Problems of faithfulness in Optimality Theory” is the first publication during 1996 in the journal \textit{Current Issues in Linguistic Theory}. A manuscript of this paper has been written on 29.11.1995 in the framework of the Optimality Theory Center. This paper chronologically precedes the writing of her paper “Restrictions on the direction of voicing assimilation: an OT account”, which was written during 1997 in the framework of Optimality Working Papers in Linguistics. The order should be aware of the relationship between the two papers.

\textsuperscript{14} Lombardi (1995c, 1999) formulates her constraints in terms of laryngeal features generally. In this section, her formulations are simplified to the feature [voice] only, although this formulation is in terms of all laryngeal features will be used elsewhere. See Section 51.
If this approach is adopted, alongside the agreement-constraint, then the correct results follow:

(12) **Dutch**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kar-puk]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This solution still holds for FV in Dutch, since the first two constraints are applicable. There is no cluster, so AGREE[Voice] cannot be violated, and the onset of a word undergirds FV is not divided, so FaithOne[Voice] is not violated. RVA to voicelessness follows from a coda voice constraint directly (in whatever format), and is thus not so much a consequence of agreement than of the FD. This is largely similar to the deflection-spread accounts in recent generative work. Given the specific voice constraints, and the ranking device of OT, the following typology of possibilities can be proposed.

Table 5.1: Typology of voice types in terms of OT-constraints and ranking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language type</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Constraint ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Both FV and RVA</td>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>AGREE[Voice], FaithOne[Voice] =&gt; **Voice =&gt; Faith[Voice]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only RVA</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
<td>AGREE[Voice], FaithOne[Voice] =&gt; **Voice =&gt; Faith[Voice]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only FD</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>FaithOne[Voice] =&gt; **Voice =&gt; Faith[Voice], AGREE[Voice]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither FV nor FD</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>FaithOne[Voice], Faith[Voice] =&gt; **Voice, AGREE[Voice]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The four possibilities for the interaction between FD and RVA are the only ones attested in languages of the world according to Lombardi (1990). She points out that these four
are also the only four that can be derived by her theoretical assumptions. She cites this correlation between fact and theory as further support in favour of her analysis.

Lombardi (1995b, 1999) claims that voicing assimilation is generally regressive and will only be progressive in the presence of additional constraints. This outcome is not the result of a stipulation of the theory, as a parameter of some sort. Rather, it follows from different faithfulness constraints defined for onsets and codas.

One exception to the attention of voicing assimilation that Lombardi (1995c) deals with, is the PD found in a very restricted morphological environment in Yiddish. This exception is dealt with by an output-output faithfulness constraint, and is discussed in the next section.

Another problematic case is English PD, basically the same data that Cho (1994) deals with from a GP-perspective. The solution for Cho's problem -- alternative feature representation -- is proposed within OT as well, and discussed in section 10.

The third case Lombardi (1995c) deals with, is PD in Dutch, for which she proposes an additional constraint, termed the fricative voicing constraint. Additional cases that seem to correspond in part to Dutch can be found in Polish (Rudnick, 1996) and in the Bohemian dialect of Czech (Short, 1990). These cases will be explored in section 9 with a view to establish the possible cross-linguistic validity of the constraint proposed for Dutch by Lombardi (1995a). This is necessary, because the very notion of an "additional constraint" is suspect in OT. The basic idea is that constraints are drawn from a universal pool, and therefore a markedness constraint like Lombardi's fricative voicing constraint is supposed to be part of that universal inventory and cannot be regarded as additional in any sense. It is at this point in particular that the proposals of Grietjenhuis and Kramer (1999) offers an alternative. The account presented by these two authors is discussed in detail in section 9, and will not be referred to before then.

A last problematic case is the exceptions to German PD. These are investigated by Hahn (1998) and Fery (1998). Their solution are evaluated in section 8. One aspect that will not be discussed in this chapter, like in the previous one, is the issue about the factual
correctness of the data on which phonological accounts are generally based. None of the sources discussed in this chapter makes any mention of either incompleteness effects, or exceptions to RQA. Discussion of these issues is therefore postponed to chapters 6-8. It is only the (lexical) exceptions to FD in German that are addressed by existing OT- literature as far as I could determine.

5 Constraint types

The notions of constraint ranking and evaluation are not particularly revealing in themselves as far as voicing phenomena are concerned. The importance of their contribution to the understanding of voicing phenomena is made apparent when considering the general nature of constraints. Constraints are regarded as a set that forms part of the universal grammar or genetic endowment with which children are born.

A crucial distinction is made between two kinds of constraints, structural or markedness constraints and faithfulness constraints. Structural constraints encode conditions on well-formed surface structures and typically ban the occurrence of marked feature values from occurring, hence their alternative name markedness constraints. Faithfulness constraints force the faithful realization of a given feature value in a given environment. Before examining the notion of faithfulness in more detail, it is necessary to make a few remarks about structural constraints.

The structural constraints constitute the universal theory of markedness according to McCarthy (1975/234). They typically ban the occurrence of marked feature values from the grammar (or even more straightforwardly ban the occurrence of specified features within a private theory). In terms of phonological properties other than segmental properties, constraints express universal tendencies, for example a constraint disallowing a nucleus or an onset, or one banning a coda in syllables. It is clear that these constraints are more easily violated in comparison to structural constraints on features. There are languages that observe constraints on marked features throughout the entire lexicon. The absence of phonologically specified voiced obstruents in the lexicon of Xorit is an example of this.
Pulleyblank (1997) distinguishes between structural constraints that operate syntagmatically and those that operate paradigmatically. Syntagmatically, structural constraints require certain features to be constant throughout an entire domain. For example, a constraint might require obstruents adjacent to nasals to be voiced, as is the case with Japanese among others (see Peter, 1996 for discussion of the effects of a constraint blocking sequences of nasals and voicing obstruents). Paradigmatically, a constraint might require a particular feature value on a particular feature value in a given position. A ban on voiced obstruents in the lexicon of Korean is such a paradigmatic constraint. Analogous examples are the ban on voicing in DOV, as expressed by constraint (4) above, proposed for German by Hahn (1998). This constraint expresses the markedness of voicing for obstruents, specifically those that occur in the C0 of a syllable. It provides a more principled basis for the widespread occurrence of FD.

The intuition expressed by faithfulness constraints (cf. Archangeli, 1997:11) is that the input or underlying representation and the output of the phonology should be identical. In itself, this idea is also addressed under the rubric of invariance, in both Prague school and generative approaches to phonology. OT-discussions have a particular flavour, however, as a result of its application of constraints and constraint interaction.

Faithfulness constraints are supposed to balance the effects of structural constraints. It would probably be legitimate to argue that structural constraints encode the effects of phonetic principles like ease of articulation, while faithfulness constraints encode the effects of the lexicon of a language, in particular the basic semantic requirement that a different phonological form should be used to characterise every different semantic/morphological unit.

McCarthy (1995) relates faithfulness and structural constraints as follows:

The interaction of surface constraints on phonological marking and faithfulness constraints, through ranking, is essential to characterizing particular grammars without OT. Thus, without faithfulness constraints, the claim that individual grammars differ only in how they rank a set of universal constraints would be untenable. Indeed, without faithfulness constraints, there would be no explanation for why every word in every language isn't driven inexorably toward some maximally unmarked form, like bon, on, or zeer.
Faithfulness constraints are the really versatile constraints in OT. Soon after exceptions and difficulties for the standard approach in OT arose, various modifications have been proposed to solve these problems. Most of the time, these proposals are based on a consensus that structural constraints are rather fixed in form, and that faithfulness constraints should be given new scope and power to either permit or block the effects of structural constraints. In particular, the notion of correspondence denies the privileged position granted to the correspondence between the input and output of the phonology (identity between underlying and surface representations).

McCawley and Prince (1994) propose that correspondence is not a function between input and output, but a relation between them, existing next to other kinds of correspondences. Once correspondence is introduced as a relation, it is conceptually possible to extend the notion to relationships like those between base and reduplicant in reduplication phenomena (McCawley and Prince, 1994), between minimal and full forms (Bennet, 1995) or between various output forms (Bennet, 1997, McCarthy, 1995). More recently, it has even been extended to the relationship between the optimal and less than optimal candidates that resemble the input/underlying form more closely in respect of a particular constraint, so-called sympathy faithfulness (McCawley, 1995). Each of these correspondence relationships is enforced by separate constraints that are ranked independently (McCarthy, 1995).

McCawley (1995) identifies three properties of faithfulness constraints:

- Faithfulness demands similarity between phonological representations and it is regulated by ranked, visible constraints.

- There are distinct constraints on faithfulness for different kinds of phonological properties. There is no general instruction to "Resemble!" rather, there are more specific requirements like Pasteur or MAN, FAL, or DEG, and INTERCHANGE.

- Though it was originally conceived as a relation between input and output, faithfulness has been extended to other parts of linguistically meaningful representations, such as base and reduplicant, simple and derived words and so on.
Correspondence constraints include various families, some of which are particularly relevant to this thesis. Correspondence is defined as a relationship between two items, X and Y, where X is always the output of the grammar, and the following kinds of correspondence relationships can be identified (see McCawley & Prince, 1995a for further discussion):

- The **MAX**-constraint family requires that elements in X must have correspondents in Y, e.g. if a segment is present in the input, then it must be present in the output. It relates the original IOInS-constituent and attempts to block deletion.

- The **DET**-constraint family requires that elements in Y must have correspondents in X, e.g. a segment may only be in the output if it has a correspondent in the input. It relates the original FInS-constituent and attempts to block insertion.

- The **IDENTIFIER**-constraint family requires that features specified on X must be realized identically in Y, e.g. an underlyingly voiced input must be voiced in the output. It attempts to block alternations.

The (above) history of constraints reveals an important trend. Originally conceived, input-output faithfulness is a paradigmatic relationship between an actually occurring surface form and an abstract lexical/underlying form. Given problems with the selection of optimal outputs during reduplication, it is extended to a relationship between base and recycled. This is a relationship of correspondence, and not a relationship of copying (McCawley & Prince, 1995a). It is obviously not a paradigmatic relationship, but a syntagmatic one between two adjacent forms, where comparison is done to prevent.

Bena's (1995) extension of correspondence to transitive forms (correspondence holding between pairs like *Larry and Lary*, where the latter has a vowel [ə] similar to *Lary*, although the phonetics of English ordinals rule out this structure, as in *ear* again moves towards paradigmatic correspondence between forms that are present and absent. However, the transitive form is clearly derived from the full form and correspondence effects therefore are not unexpected, although this does move significantly towards correspondences between independently existing outputs.

The extension towards cyclic effects (Bena, 1995, 1997; McCarthy, 1995) is a further development within correspondence theory. Here, an output form is related by
correspondence to another output form from which it is not derived, but with which it shares a paradigm — two independent outputs that are not necessarily related by any kind of primacy-effects between the two correspondents. This enforces not only a comparison in absence, but also the setting up of a third element in the relationship, a paradigm that relates the two forms. Where all the other correspondences can be mediated probably with a two-way pairing, it seems as if the need for a three-way pairing of objects arises within this kind of correspondence relationship.

Of particular significance for this thesis is this last extension of correspondence to account for effects of paradigms or cyclic effects. Bousa (1995) studies the interaction between tensing in New York and Philadelphia English. Her basic data are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(13) Unaffixed</th>
<th>Level 1 Affix</th>
<th>Level 2 Affix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>class [kls]</td>
<td>classic [kls.sik]</td>
<td>classy [kl.sii]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mass [mas]</td>
<td>massive [mas.siv]</td>
<td>massable [mas.sib]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pass [prz]</td>
<td>passive [prz.siv]</td>
<td>passing [prz.sir]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The account for the unaffixed forms, she postulates a constraint requiring the tensing of the low front vowel [æ], but only in closed syllables. This constraint must be ranked higher than a faithfulness constraint for the feature [æ]. However, as shown by level 1 affixation, when the vowel occurs in an open syllable, it does not tense because it is not subject to a constraint requiring it to tense in closed syllables, and therefore observes the effect of the faithfulness constraint.

The problem is to account for the tensing in open syllables during level 2 affixation. She proposes the following solution:

This overapplication effect suggests an analysis based on correspondence. Suppose that words with class 1 affixation like passive are derived in the familiar way, through input-output mapping, so that the optimal form will have an open front vowel and a low vowel, as expected. Class 2 affixation, in contrast, can be derived through an output-to-output correspondence with the unaffixed form. If passing [prz.sir] corresponds to the output form of pass [prz], the tense vowel in the affixed form can be required by identity constraints.

This solution is very similar to her solution for truncated forms. The only issue that needs separate justification is the different treatment of level 1 and level 2 affixation
processes. Why should there be an input-output correspondence holding for level 1 affixation, while level 2 affixation always be subject to an input-output correspondence that outstrips an input-output correspondence? Following earlier work in GP, she proposes to distinguish between affixation at level 1 and 2 by regarding level 1 affixes as attaching to stems (or roots or + boundaries), while level 2 affixes attach to words (or # boundaries). Thus, the base for affixation at level 1 is not a word, but something short if it, like a root. The base for level 2 affixation is already a word. Output-output correspondences are then defined as a relation between two well-formed output forms (words). Level 1 affixation, where affixes are attached to root but not to words, is simply not subject to evaluation on this count, since there are no output-word forms that form part of a paradigm for evaluation.

This use of 'affix' is adopted from Lom bardt (1995c) to account for PD in Yiddish. Yiddish generally exhibits RVA, but when the suffix /-ikh/ is suffixed to a root or a root-suffix ending in a voiceless obstruent, the /a/ realises as [i]. /-ikh/ is a suffix that is added to intransitive verbs and as such attaches to otherwise independent words—typically captured by regarding it as level 2 affixation in lexical morphology. As such, it attaches to a potential output form, which is subject to correspondence relations to other output forms. Lombardt's account makes use of the following constraint on output-output correspondence: 

(14) **ODDEN-LAK**: Corresponding output segments should agree in voicing. 93

When this constraint is ranked higher than input-output correspondence, the resulting output will contain an alternating form of the suffix in violation of one kind of correspondence, but will satisfy the requirements of another type of correspondence. The output-output correspondence does nothing to protect the suffix from losing its underlying specification, since the suffix is never a potential output form itself and is

---

93 Lombardt (1995c, 1997) uses the Laryngeal code rather than specifically the feature [voice] in her formulation, in line with her claims about the input-output correspondence (Cf. Lombardt, 1994) as pointed out earlier. The effects of these two different formulations are very marginal in terms of the voicing argument, although Lombardt's use of the feature [voice] makes it appear to be the source of contrast. The obvious implication is that well-formed output forms should be subject to the voicing constraint on output forms, if the classification of English is concerned.
therefore simply unaffected by this constraint. The input-output correspondences for the suffix are simply ranked below the output-output correspondences for the base.

6 Domain-specific faithfulness

Apart from the various kinds of representations among which correspondences are defined, faithfulness constraints are also split into domain-specific faithfulness constraints (termed functional faithfulness by Hockman, 1996). Szath (1999) surveys various domains that have been proposed as candidates for domain-specific faithfulness constraints and indicates that all of them are particularly salient for one reason or another.

Among these domains, stressed syllables, syllable onsets and morphological roots are potentially relevant to the discussion in this thesis. A domain-specific faithfulness constraint may be ranked higher than a structural constraint on that particular property, demanding faithfulness in that domain. The structural constraint is in turn ranked above a domain-unspecific or context-free functional constraint. Thus, the ranking schema for these constraints is: DOMA INFAITH X \gg MARKEDNESS X \gg FAITH X for a feature or phonological property X - a so-called subset relationship.

Fukasawa et al. (1993) point out that only a context-free faithfulness constraint needs to be assumed in the initial setting of a child acquiring language. In the face of a ranking paradox, where a given faithfulness constraint needs to be ranked above and below a related structural constraint, the faithfulness constraint will be split into multiple constraints. These authors focus on constraints that are specific to a part within the Japanese vocabulary, but it seems quite legitimate to extend this account to domain-specific faithfulness alongside the larger type faithfulness.

The domain-specific faithfulness constraints are adopted to maintain the integrity of another assumption that is crucial to OT. It is assumed that the universal set of constraints are ranked differently by every language, but within each language, a single, consistent, overall ranking is assumed (Chomsky et al., 1996; Fukasawa et al., 1998; Noote, 1998). If this is the case, then it is an undeniable result as far as OT is concerned to have
two constraints ranked in one way for the part of the grammar, and in another way for another part— a concept called syncradical order by Inkelas et al. (1990).

Domain-specific constraints are used in a very straightforward way when dealing with voicing phenomena. As pointed out in the account of RVA in section 4, it does not suffice to make use of a single faithfulness constraint for absent voicing. A general $\text{FAITH(VOICE)}$ is supplemented with a more specific $\text{FAITH(VOICE)[VOICE]}$, which will always be ranked above the general constraint, except in languages where voicing never alternates but always realizes in the output form in a way identical to the input form. In this last case, the two faithfulness constraints will be ranked at the same level. Thus, to account for RVA in Dutch (and similar accounts will hold for Polish and Russian), the domain-specific faithfulness constraint $\text{FAITH(VOICE)[VOICE]}$ is ranked above the structural constraint $\text{VOICE}$, which in turn outranks the context-free faithfulness constraint $\text{FAITH(VOICE)}$, as illustrated by tableaux (12) above.

7 Constraint conjunction

An entirely different approach to the mismatch between faithfulness in different domains is adopted by Hirsch and Maner (1998). They propose that positional faithfulness follow from a ban on violations of conjoined constraints. Two independently necessary constraints, such as $\text{NOCODA}$ (a constraint against the presence of codas in syllable 2004) and $\text{VOICE}$, are conjoined. This conjunction is universally ranked higher than the two separate members. If other constraints intervene between the conjunction and the individual constraints, then the effect of conjunction becomes visible. They impose on conjunctions the requirement that only structural constraints among themselves, or faithfulness constraints among themselves, may be conjoined.

ED is a result of the violation of a conjunction $\text{NOCODA} \& \text{VOICE}$ in terms of their accounts. Some languages, German is an example, allow violations of the two individual constraints. Thus, the constraint $\text{VOICE}$ is violated in assist, e.g. the [ə] in assist 'to be', and the constraint $\text{NOCODA}$ is violated by the [ə] in assist. However, in each 'bear' in tableaux (15) below, both constraints are violated simultaneously. Such simultaneous violation becomes more serious in languages where two constraints are
conjoined and the conjoined constraint outranks the two separate constraints, with a few other constraints, the faithfulness constraint for voicing in this case, intervening.

(15) **German: NoCODA & VOICE >> IDENT[VOICE] >> VOICE, NoCODA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>lib: lab 'dear'</strong></th>
<th>NoCODA &amp; VOICE</th>
<th>IDENT[VOICE]</th>
<th>VOICE</th>
<th>NoCODA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[li:b]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[li:p]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The conjunction approach and the positional faithfulness approach make different kinds of predictions and assume a different basis for asymmetrical markedness-faithfulness effects. The positional faithfulness approach assumes that faithfulness in different positions is rated differently, while markedness is always the same. The conjunction approach assumes that there are different kinds of markedness effects because of a greater degree of markedness, when more than one markedness constraint is violated at the same time in a given domain, either paradigmatically (within a single segment) or syntagmatically (within a domain such as a syllable or word). No critical comparison of the two approaches has been found in existing literature. It should therefore be regarded as a possible problem to be solved. A phonetic solution to this debate is proposed in chapter 6, in terms of phonetic evidence points towards the coda-approach. However, when RVA is considered, in conjunction with the semantic workload on the onset, the onset approach also receives substantial support from external sources.

8 Underlying representations

Although the OT-notion of constraints has a number of precursors in phonological theory (see LaCharite & Paradis, 1993; McCarthy, 1993; Zonneveld, 1996 for discussion), constraint ranking and the notion of violable constraints are relatively new concepts in phonological theory (McCarthy, 1993, 1997; McCarthy & Prince, 1994; Tesar & Smolensky, 1998). Even the notion of a constraint is refined in a theory-specific way, as outlined above. However, in the earlier publications on OT, it is clear that the notion of an underlying or lexical representation is shared with GP. The underlying
representation is important because it is the input into a computational system (the EVALuation component of OT) against which the faithfulness constraints are matched.

In Tesar & Smolensky's (1998) account of language acquisition within OT, the underlying representation is still important, since it is only on the basis of such an underlying representation that constraint derivation takes place. They present a very provocative picture of the way in which underlying forms are set up, one that would probably even Chomsky to share in its commitment to universals:

Relevance of the base \( \cdots \) (422)

The set of possible inputs to the grammars of all languages is the same. The grammatical inventories of languages are defined as the forms appearing in the structural descriptions that emerge from the grammar when it is fed the universal set of possible inputs (Tesar & Smolensky, 1998:232).

According to the principle of the relevance of the base (422), the set of possible underlying forms is universal, since we are assuming here that knowledge of universals need not be licensed, in a sense there is no licensing problem for possible underlying forms...

...there is the further question of which of the universally available inputs is paired with particular morphemes, the problem of learning the language-dependent underlying forms of morphemes.

This problem was addressed in (Pcased and Smolensky, 1993: section 9), where the following principle was developed:

(43) Lexicon Optimization

Suppose we are given an overt structure \( o \) and a grammar. Consider all the structural descriptions (of all inputs) with overt part equal to \( o \); let the one with maximal Hamming be \( J \), a parse of some input \( I \). Then \( I \) is assigned as the underlying form of \( o \) (Tesar & Smolensky, 1998:254).

Underlying forms are not computed, derived or inferred, but are selected from an infinite set of potential underlying forms that are part of the universal grammar with which a child is bom.

This highly committed universalist position forms the basis on which acquisition takes place:
Consider the learner in the midst of learning, with current constraint hierarchy \( H \). A positive example \( p \) is received: the target parse of an input \( l \) is new to the learner to compute her own parse \( p' \) for \( l \) optimal with respect to her current hierarchy \( H \). If the learner’s parse \( p' \) is different from the target parse \( p \), learning should be possible, otherwise it isn’t. This is because if the target parse \( p \) equals the learner’s parse \( p' \), then \( p \) is already optimal according to \( H \); no detection occurs, and no learning is possible. On the other hand, if the target parse \( p \) is not the learner’s parse \( p' \), then \( p \) is suboptimal according to \( H \), and the hierarchy needs to be modified so that \( p \) becomes optimal (Tesar & Smolensky, 1998:246).

This position is based on an even deeper assumption: the input (the underlying or lexical representation) of the child is the same as that of the adult (Tesar & Smolensky, 1998:254).

The crucial point about this account is not the extent to which it is accepted or acceptable, but the justification it provides for postulating a close interaction between constraint ranking and underlying representations. For constraint ranking to be acquired, underlying representations need to be set up first.

There are, however, other proposals within the OT-camp, where the concept of underlying representations is viewed differently. Yip (1996) presents a very strong case against highly abstract underlying forms. She breaks the notion of lexical economy down into four aspects, arguing that a generalised notion of economy will require trade-offs between these competing demands (1996:766-767). These four aspects are:

- **Economy of individual lexical entries**: the fewest possible specifications for underlying representations — typically following the ideas of underspecification theory in generative grammar.
- **Economy of phoneme inventory**: judged across the entire lexicon and not in terms of individual lexical items.
- **Economy of phonotactic combinations**: limiting the types of permissible combinations.
- **Economy of paradigms**: associating morphemes that belong to the same paradigm with a single fixed underlying representation.

The combined effect of these four fomards, judged sometimes in terms of an individual item, sometimes in terms of a paradigm of related items and sometimes across the entire
lative, can be expressed by a constraint she calls PARSIMONY. This constraint is in conflict with a basic faithfulness constraint that attempts to reduce the distance between underlying and surface forms. She is particularly sceptical about the drive to enforce parsimony based on an assumption of optimizing lexical storage. She argues that lexical representations should be as close to the surface as possible, probably identical unless positive evidence justifies an alternative. Even then, she points out that there is no way to find out if individual speakers of a language set up the same underlying representations.

Assumptions about underlying representations are also challenged by Bürzi (1996). He points out that they are related to the assumptions of generative grammar about the representation of redundant and predictable information with rules and unpredictable information with lexical representations. According to him, there is a complete lack of psychological evidence for this notion, and some evidence for storage organization driven by a principle of ease of access. Therefore, he rejects underlying representations completely. He points out that optimality constraints can be viewed as well-formedness conditions that relate surface forms to one another.

Bürzi’s notion of association holding among surface forms is developed in another form by Myers (1994). He points to the existence of a number of alternations in Glenc Scotts that are not fully productive and can hardly be accounted for by means of constraints only. (He also notes that rule-based accounts face the same kind of problem.) The alternative he proposes is to define associative schemes holding among forms represented in the lexicon. These forms are typically exceptionally inflected forms of verbs. The schemas make use of constraints to link the various forms, but have a different kind of status from constraints holding for regularly inflected forms. His proposal is based on a quite forceful distinction between fully productive regular inflection and exceptional forms.

Lotze et al. (1996) make a similar distinction between productive alternating patterns and static regularities holding for items in the lexicon. They distinguish less than fully productive regularities that cannot be enforced by a single constraint making. They reject setting up coplenologies with multiple rankings for different sets within the lexicon,
primarily because it leads to an almost infinite proliferation of subsets within the lexicon, potentially reaching the point where a separate cophonology has to be defined for each lexical item. The alternative is to state all static regularities in the lexicon by means of full specification.

The point in these studies is that the lexicon could be viewed as a more active contributor to phonology. Lexical items could be saved in a much more specified way, with various properties organized into schematic structures or networks with associative links of varying strength.

This line of inquiry differs markedly from the other approach where assumptions about lexicon optimization are maintained and supplemented by a much more elaborate complement of constraints, particularly faithfulness and other correspondence types, alongside an assumption about their domain-specificness.

The discussion of the role of the lexicon is relevant to two studies of German F1 – Hahn (1998) and Perf (1998). Hahn (1998) attempts to account for the exceptions noted and discussed by Rubach (1990) from a GP-perspective. The basic data are presented in (C6).

(16a) *haußen*, 'to enclose', *spinnen*, 'to spin'; *Requiem*, 'trembling' [undeived consonant phonetically voiced]

(16b) *zungen*, 'tongue'; *Glaubhaft*, 'believable' [undeived consonant phonetically voiced]

To account for this data, Rubach (1990) postulates that the voiced consonants in (a) are syllabified as onsets and not as codas, whereas the voiceless consonants are syllabified as codas. Hahn (1998) proposes two constraints, CODA VOICE and FAITH[VOICE], as noted in section 1. They are combined with a binary [voice] feature and a particular conception of constraint ranking. The exceptions such as *Ordnung* are treated as a class of items to which no ranking applies, and such a ranking of the faithfulness constraint above the codal voice constraint is marked lexically for all items to which this constraint applies. Thus, the ranking device made available by OT is exploited to account for these exceptions by setting up cophonologies with different rankings.
His solution is not highly valued in terms of the rejection of cophonologies as even less for solutions by other authors. However, there doesn’t seem to be an obvious way in which another account can be provided at the moment. A possibility is to explore the relationship between obstruent voicing and sonorants along the lines of his, Mester and Pedgrett (1995). They argue that sonorants, nasals in particular, can license voicing in adjacent obstruents, even if these obstruents would otherwise be voiceless. A similar argument is presented by Pater (1996) in relationship to nasal-obstruent clusters (particularly, where the effects of a constrains banning voiceless obstruents in this position can be observed).

Ferry (1998) distinguishes between the coda and onset approaches to stating the constraints on German PD. The crucial data is where ambisyllabic voiceless obstruents occur in the non-native layer of the German vocabulary:

(17) [paɪ] Puzzle 'puzzle'
     [raɪb] Robbe 'teil'

Against these examples, she identifies the following cases where ambisyllabic voiceless obstruents alternate with voiced ones in other forms of the same morpheme:

(18) [gaɪt] gealt 'cut, past participle'
     [gaɪtm] geltm 'suffered, past participle'
     [gaɪtɪŋ] geltten 'boiled, past participle'

She shows that the coda approach accounts better for the inner layer of native vocabulary in German (18), but the onset approach accounts better for the assimilated loan vocabulary (17). This is explained by noting that the native vocabulary is often subject to more stringent constraints than loans, suggesting that the coda approach is inherently more restrictive than the onset approach. Setting up different layers in the vocabulary of German seems acceptable within current OT-thinking, but her insistence in the coda approach is more problematic. Either of the two approaches can be justified: the coda approach in terms of the permutation approach of his and Mester (1998), and the onset approach in terms of positional faithfulness. The conflict between these two approaches

In all the examples given in (17) and (18), Ferry argues that the second last segment is ambisyllabic.
has been noted in sections 6 and 7, and will receive fuller treatment in sections 10 and 11 of this chapter.

9 Fricative devoicing in Dutch and Polish

The approach adopted so far makes use of a few basic constraints, defined in full by Lombardi (1999). The various ranking possibilities allow for four basic types of languages, as pointed out in table 5.1: languages with both RYA and FD, languages with either RYA or FD, and languages with neither RYA nor FD. Problems such as German exceptions to FD receive a number of solutions. PD in Yiddish can be explained by means of different kinds of correspondence relationships. In this section, we turn to the phenomenon of PD observed in Dutch and Polish. Two competing accounts are available in the research literature. These two will be surveyed, compared and evaluated in this section.

9.1 Variations on Lombardi’s account of fricative devoicing

One very important unsolved problem for an OT-account of voicing phenomena is PD in Dutch. Lombardi (1995c) presents an account where she proposes an additional constraint, termed the fricative voicing constraint. It is possible to express this constraint formally within the framework of OT, but does not by itself contribute a great deal to insight, because it simply elevates the description of the facts to a principle. This contrasts sharply with Lombardi’s constraints for RYA, where positional faithfulness encodes the effects of what Goldsmith (1990) calls autosegmental licensing in a way that corresponds to other kinds of devices within OT. It seems as if we are faced with a problem that has not received a great deal of attention is OT – the problem of “constraining constraints”. There is no theory-internal way of ruling out a constraint as uninformative as the one proposed for Dutch by Lombardi (1995c). However, if the cross-linguistic generality of this constraint can be established more firmly, then this constraint is not as idiosyncratic as might be suspected. Evidence about the effects of the same constraint in different languages can be used to support a seemingly ad hoc constraint.
The relevant data for this constraint are given in (3) in chapter 4, and repeated for convenience of reference in (19) below:

(19) Underlying form | Phonemic form | Gloss
---|---|---
beef|beef|beef form
ban|ban|taking
dry|dry|quickening

Lambrecht (1995b) proposes the constraint FricVoice (21) with the constraint ranking (21) to account for such data:

(21) FricVoice >> AcrEye >> IDOnsetLab >> *Lab >> ID Lab.

(20) in as a negative constraint against fricatives specified for voicing in post-obstruent position, and is based on a privative conception of the feature [voice]. If these constraints are then applied to a Dutch example like [radzan] → [radzm], tableau (22) is obtained:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>FricVoice</th>
<th>AcrEye</th>
<th>IDOnsetLab</th>
<th>*Lab</th>
<th>ID Lab</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[radzm]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[radzan]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[radzm]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[radzn]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(22) /rad+ zam/  FricVoice AcrEye IDOnsetLab *Lab ID Lab

[radzm] | * |
[radzan] | | |
[radzn] | | * |
[radzm] | | |

[radzn] | | |
[radzm] | | |
[radzn] | | |
[radzm] | | |
It is perhaps worth the while to compare the constraint proposed for Dutch with the data available for Polish. Polish also exhibits PD of a similar kind according to Rabach (1996). In Polish, this process is restricted to the domain of the word, thus we find alternating forms in bi[tej]/my ‘ważek’ vs. bi[tje]a ‘batte’, but bra[zy]/moz ‘your brother’.

Rabach (1996) and the other commentators on Polish voicing phenomena, including Guzmann (1992) and Lombardi (1995a) deal with the phenomena from a generative perspective. Lombardi (1995c) refers in passing to the Polish data from the perspective of OT. She makes the following claim:

After an obstruent, [t] alternates with [t, l] due to a palatalization requirement, as seen in the following examples:

\[ (23) \quad \text{[gr]a} \text{ ‘game’} \quad \text{[g]e} \text{ loc. sg.} \]
\[ \text{[kr]a} \text{ ‘ice float’} \quad \text{[k]e} \text{ loc. sg.} \]

As these examples show, the voicing of [t, l] is determined by the previous consonant in the cluster. The exact formulation of the palatalization constraint, which affects only clusters of precisely this sort, is obviously a difficult matter, but this is outside the point here. It is sufficient that as predicted, there are clearly other phonological constraints that come into play in this restricted situation where we find progressive assimilation in Polish, a language with regressive assimilation in all other situations.

There is a bit more to this phenomenon in terms of range of examples than suggested by the remark made by Lombardi (1995c). The phenomenon is not only visible when a palatalised fricative is selected in the surface form for an underlying /r/, but also occurs when a labiodental fricative follows another obstruent (Guzmann, 1992; Rabach, 1996). Guzmann (1992) groups these two types of alternating sounds together on the assumption that they are fricatives derived from underlying sonorants that are subject to this process. Thus, only when [t, l] are derived from /r/, and when [f, v] are derived from /w/ do we find this kind of alternation. The obstruentisation of /w/ is determined by palatalisation constraints, but the obstruentisation of /r/ is assumed to be a context-free process in Polish, similar to most other Slavic languages.
Ruhach (1996) compares arguments for deriving this fricative from an underlying sonorant /w/ simply from an underlying voiced fricative /v/. He favours the more straightforward account using /v/, based on the much more obviously fricative-like behaviour of surface /v/ in Polish in comparison to other Slavic languages, like Russian, where /v/ often behaves like a sonorant and is therefore more obviously derived from underlying /w/ (see Hayes, 1984 for discussion). In terms of the abstractness debate in GP, Polish /w/ never surfaces as /w/ in any of its surface realizations, and as such it would be a highly marked selection of an underlying representation. However, Ruhach points out that not too much depends on this choice, and accounts for his data in terms of both possible underlying representations.

Another very significant point raised by Ruhach (1996:81) is the question of whether PD does not possibly bleed the application of regressive assimilation for fricatives. However, he notes that such environments do not arise within the lexical component of Polish. These environments arise only post-lexically, where fricatives behave like plosives in inducing RVA.

So, what are we dealing with, in terms of Ruhach’s (1996) analysis, in a lexical process of devoicing of fricatives when they are preceded by a voiceless obstruent within the same morpheme? This account crucially makes reference to binary voicing, since it will not work under a privative account. This is so because in a privative theory like Lombardi’s (1995a), all obstructions that do not immediately precede a syllable nucleus are unspecified for voicing. They receive their voicing through spreading if the rightmost obstruent in the cluster (the one in prevoicing position) is voiced, or remain voiceless by virtue of their underspecification if the rightmost obstruent is also unspecified because of its voicelessness.

There are therefore two possible ways of stating the delinking rule that accounts for PD in Polish, (23a) in terms of binary theory and (23b) in terms of privative theory:
Rubach points to the existence of the following contrasting clusters that cannot be distinguished in terms of a privative account:

(24a) gęwu [g'w] 'edge' v. lęwu [l'w] 'photocopy'

In terms of underlying specification, the cluster [g'w] is represented by a vocalic specification (either privative or binary) on the /w/, while the [l'w] is unspecified. This unspecified [l'] meets the structural description as trigger for fricative voicing in terms of the privative rule (23b) and therefore would wrongly induce PD, making it indistinguishable from the cluster [l'w] in lęwu.

What makes PD in Polish different from Dutch, is that Dutch would not treat the clusters in gęwu and lęwu differently – both will be completely voiceless. Thus, where Dutch only has voiceless obstruents-fricative clusters, Polish has both kinds, revealing the effects of RWA in both kinds, and similar to the RWA-effects in obstruent-fricative clusters.57

So, Polish has a smaller domain for application of PD and it is restricted only to bisyllables that are voiceless for triggering the process. Dutch applies the process whenever the rightmost obstruent in a cluster is a fricative, independent of the underlying voicing of the fricative. This also happens both within words and across morpheme boundaries (Zonneveld, 1983), and perhaps across some word/syntactic boundaries (Cohen et al., 1959:46-47). Lombard's (1956c) brief account of Polish clearly ignores the existence of EV-alternations, by only linking PD to palatalization of /r/.

57 Once again it is important to remind ourselves that the possibly incorrect assumptions about the categorical nature of the data are ignored.
However, a very interesting finding emerges when the formulation of the constraint proposed for Dutch is applied to Polish. As an initial hypothesis, let us adopt the same constraint ranking (21) for Polish. This ranking might work for a Polish case like \( \text{kre} \rightarrow \text{kle} \), as is represented by tableau (25). The only three candidates considered are those that escaped the higher ranked constraint relevant to the palatalisation process, in terms of which any candidate with an \( [r] \) or even a palatalised \( [r'] \) are avoided. The two violations indicated in brackets in the bottom row of the tableau allows for the possibilities where the \( [r'] \) is specified for [voice] in its underlying representation. If it is specified, then these mark two violations, but if \( [r'] \) is unspecified, then these two violations do not occur.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Frac/Voice} & \text{AGREE} & \text{IDOneSeg/LAM} & \text{*LAR} & \text{IELAR} \\
\hline
\text{[kle]} & * & * & (*) & * & (*) \\
\text{[gbes]} & * & * & * & * & (*) \\
\text{*[r]} & [kles] & (*) & * & (*) \\
\text{[gbes]} & * & * & * & * & (*) \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

However, this ranking will not work for a form like [dva], whether derived from [dvæ] or [dva]. These two failure cases are represented in the following two tableaux, where unspecified \( [w] \) is assumed. If \( [w] \) were specified underlingly, then it would not be any different from \( [w'] \) as far as tableaux (26) are concerned. Again, the constraint that rules out \( [w] \) as possible output form for \( [w] \) is assumed to be highly ranked and will be ignored in tableau (27) where \( [w'] \) is taken to be the input form.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Frac/Voice} & \text{AGREE} & \text{IDOneSeg/LAM} & \text{*LAR} & \text{IELAR} \\
\hline
\text{[tws]} & * & * & * & * \\
\text{[dfas]} & * & * & * & * \\
\text{[dvas]} & * & * & * & * \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]
The surprising result, however, is the extent to which the Polish data can be accommodated if the constraints are ranked differently, using the following ranking:

| (38) | AgreeVoice >> IDONEITURAL >> FRECVoice >> *LAB >> IDLAB |
| (39) | Agree | IDONEITURAL | FRECVoice | *LAB | IDLAB |
| [bya] | ![image](image1.png) | ![image](image2.png) | ![image](image3.png) | ![image](image4.png) | ![image](image5.png) |
| [dla] | ![image](image6.png) | ![image](image7.png) | ![image](image8.png) | ![image](image9.png) | ![image](image10.png) |
| * | ![image](image11.png) | ![image](image12.png) | ![image](image13.png) | ![image](image14.png) | ![image](image15.png) |

Tolstok (39) shows a very close desirable result, but an area of uncertainty remains in table (30). Depending on the way in which violations of the constraints IDONEITURAL are calculated. If *w* is not satisfied for voicing at underlying level, then it is not clear if a candidate that is specified for voicing incurs a violation. This uncertainty typically arises because of the rather vague character of the faithfulness constraint employed here.
following Lombardi (1995a, 1996a). To solve this problem, the more refined notions
made available by correspondence theory [15] can be used. Specifying the output for an
unspecified input will incur a DEP-violation, but not a MAX-violation. Otherwise, the
present analysis does not give rise to a need for splitting these two aspects of input-output
faithfulness. Thus, splitting input-output faithfulness into MAX and DEP for the feature
[voice], and ranking the MAXVoice constraint immediately above FreqVoice with the
DEPVOICE immediately below FreqVoice will not affect the evaluation in any other way,
but solve this problem.

The same constraint ranking still holds for the evaluation of candidates for \(\text{[}	ext{LAP}\text{]}\):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(32)</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>MAX</th>
<th>FreqVoice</th>
<th>DEP</th>
<th>*LAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[khs]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[gks]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[khs]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even if one would like to see the \(\text{[}	ext{LAP}\text{]}\) specified for voicing in its underlying representation, the ranking still selects the correct output:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(32)</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>MAX</th>
<th>FreqVoice</th>
<th>DEP</th>
<th>*LAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[khs]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[gks]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[khs]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The additional MAX-violations incurred by the optimal candidate [khs] inevitably lead to a
de between the correct and incorrect outputs, with the FreqVoice constraint now showing
its effects in resolving the tie. One might even argue for a very unexpected case of emergence of the unmarked here!

This same constraint ranking even accounts for the Polish RVA affecting clusters across word boundaries with a rightmost fricative, something that Rubbert (1996) assigns to the post-lexical component. A typical example is [nistr + 241 --> [n objectives]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(33)</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[niste]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[niste]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[nifl]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* *</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A completely non-derivational account is thus possible, accounting for the effects of presumably lexical and post-lexical processes without having to make fast distinction overtly in the grammar, and without having to either using multiple rankings or unsatisfying specific faithfulness constraints, some applying within and others applying across various morphologies boundaries.

9.2 An alternative account by Grijzenhout and Krämer

The account of Lombardi is challenged by Grijzenhout and Krämer (1998) in a very comprehensive study of voicing alternations in Dutch. They explore not only fricative devoicing, but also a variety of interactions between Dutch morphology and phonology. There are a number of differences in the way they approach the formulation of their constraints, and therefore their specific formulations will be presented before comparing a comparison of their solutions with Lombardi’s.
They present a detailed analysis of Dutch affixes and clitics in terms of their prosodic structure, rather than in terms of morphological units, as is done by Truckenbrodt and Zonneveld (1989), for example. In terms of the ps-prosodic analysis, a distinction is made between internal affixes which attach to stems within the same prosodic word, and external affixes, which form independent prosodic words and only integrate with their stems at phonological phrase level. Clitics do not attach to their hosts within the same prosodic word, but don’t form independent prosodic words either. Rather, they attach directly to the phonological phrase. Examples that illustrate their distinctions are the following: 10

| Internal suffix | (red + er) | → reder | röodder |
| External suffix | (red + er) + (red) | → rederdood | ‘reddish’ |
| Clitic | (b) + di | → bid | ‘whether he’ |

Based on these assumptions about Dutch morphology, they formulate a number of alignment constraints to account for the way in which prosodic structure is assigned to various morphological categories:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALIGN (PWd, R, L or R)</td>
<td>Align the right edge of every Prosodic Word with the right edge of some lexical word (N, V, or A).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALIGN (Affix, L, PWd, L)</td>
<td>Align the left edge of every external affix with the left edge of some Prosodic Word.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALIGN (Stem, L, PWA, L)</td>
<td>Align the left edge of every stem with the left edge of some Prosodic Word.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

----

10 The rounded brackets and the symbol in square brackets indicate prosodic word boundaries, the open brackets a phonological phrase and the ‘+’ a boundary between a stem and a suffix.
In addition, a number of constraints for the future [voice] are formulated. These are:

(38) PWD-Final Devoicing Learned: word-final obstruents are voiceless.

SYLLABLE-Final Devoicing Learned: syllable-final obstruents are voiceless.

Devoicing Learned: obstruents are voiceless.

Surface-Identity [voice] Learned: Adjacent obstruents are identical in voicing.

IDENT PWD-Onset [voice] Onsets of Prosodic Words should be faithful to underlying laryngeal specification.

IDENT STOP [voice] Stops should be faithful to underlying laryngeal specification.

IDENT PWD-Onset STOP [voice] Stops in onsets of Prosodic Words should be faithful to underlying laryngeal specification.

For different phenomena, they propose the following two partial rankings:

(39) Surface-Identity [voice] >> Syllable-Final Devoicing, IDENT Onset [voice] >> Devoicing, IDENT STOP [voice], IDENT [voice]

(40) Align (Affix, L, PWD, L), Align (Stem, L, PWD, L) >> Align (PWD, R, Lex, R), PWD-Final Devoicing >> Onset

Grienen and Keenan (1998) proceed to illustrate how these constraints and ranking account for the alternations in Dutch phonology: RVA, FD, PD with fricatives, as well as the complex behaviour of underlyingly voiced stem-final obstruents when internal and external suffixes or clitics are attached. Particularly, they argue that need for an abstract underlying form for the Dutch past tense suffix, as postulated by Zeman (1983), disappear. Their approach can be illustrated by the following three sample tables, numbers (44-46) in their paper.
(41) `<ka bile> 'call book'

| Input: ka*[*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S-IDENT (VOICE)</td>
<td>IEPWD-(OS) STOP (VOICE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. ka*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. <a href="kki">k(a)*</a></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. <a href="kki">k(a)'</a></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. <a href="kki">k(a)</a></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(42) `<sil-inu> 'gave hi'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input: sil-inu <a href="Cw">di</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-IDENT (VOICE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. <a href="w">si</a>.di</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. <a href="u">si</a>'.di</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. <a href="u">si</a>'ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. <a href="u">si</a>ti</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(43) `<leef-di> 'read'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input: leef-di</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-IDENT (VOICE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. leef-di</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. leef-di</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. leef-di</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. leef-di</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As far as the interaction between phonology and morphology is concerned, Grijzenhout and Kremer (1998) show how it is possible to work only with prosodic structure in explaining the behaviour of affixes, and their effect on voicing alternations. The need for
complex systems of correspondence relationships distinguish. It would be interesting to find out the extent to which their solutions apply to other cases as well, particularly the Yiddish data. However, since the occurrence of PD in Yiddish is so extremely restricted, it is very difficult to work out a detailed analysis.

Their solution differs from that of Lombardi in a number of important respects. In terms of Dutch phonology, it is a more adequate solution on empirical grounds, since it provides more exhaustive coverage of the data, accounting for RVA, PD, as well as PD and the behaviour of clitics by using a single set of constraints with a consistent ranking for the entire set. It is therefore important to identify the differences.

At a very basic level, they remark that Lombardi’s agreement constraint, which ensures voicing agreement in obstruent clusters, is neither a markedness, nor a faithfulness constraint. They reject the agreement constraint, and replace it with their surface identity constraint. It has no empirical consequences, however, since both formulations ensure adjacent obstruents agree in voicing. It is perhaps quite possible to regard Lombardi’s constraint as a syntagmatic markedness constraint. There is good reason to assume that adjacent obstruents, perhaps for phonetic reasons, want to agree in voicing. However, other phonetic factors, as well as semiotic cues, such as those identified by Wissing and Roex (1995) and Gunatilaka (1986) also enter into the equation. This difference between the two analyses can be ignored, however, since it is non-sequential.

More important as far as the formulation of constraints are concerned are the differences between Lombardi’s fictive voicing constraint, investigated in the previous section of the chapter, and the approach adopted by Grijzenhout and Krämer. They argue on empirical grounds that the fictive voicing constraint cannot account for all data in Dutch. They replace this constraint by a group of positional faithfulness constraints for stops, enforcing faithfulness in stops, particularly in prosodic-weak initial position. These constraints are ranked in such a way that the correct predictions are made. The differences at a more abstract level boil down to the following question: is it relatively more difficult for fictives to be voiced adjacent to certain obstruents.
Grijzenhout and Krimmer answer this implicit question by pointing out that their treatment of Dutch data is empirically more adequate than Lombardi’s. It would thus be important to ask if their treatment will also work for Polish. Rewriting the Polish analysis in the previous subsection in terms of Grijzenhout and Krimmer’s constraints gives the following results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(44) /twa/</th>
<th>AGRID / SURFACE EVENT</th>
<th>IDONSET / LAR</th>
<th>IDONSET / LAR</th>
<th>*LAR</th>
<th>IDLAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[twa]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tsa]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsa /twa/</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It must of course be noted that the constraints working for Polish and Dutch differ, but as pointed out in the previous subsection, the situations where PF applies in Polish is more restricted than in Dutch.

Alternatively, as in the previous subsection, if the surface [v] is derived from an underlying /w/, then tableau (45) is valid:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(45) /ów/</th>
<th>AGRID / SURFACE EVENT</th>
<th>IDONSET / LAR</th>
<th>IDONSET / LAR</th>
<th>*LAR</th>
<th>IDLAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ńwa</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ńwa]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tůw /ńwa/</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For forms with the underlying /ń/, the analysis still works:
Even if one would like to see the 'v' specified for voicing in its underlying representation, the ranking still yields the correct output:

---

The analysis with Gjørgenbø and Kálmán’s constraint is even simpler than the analysis with Tadmor’s constraint. This same constraint ranking does not endanger the correct results during Polish RVA affecting clusters across word boundaries with a rightmost fricative, something that Reiss (1996) assigns to the post-lexical component. A typical example is: *moś + 32* → (*not 32*):

---

The analysis with Gjørgenbø and Kálmán’s constraint is even simpler than the analysis with Tadmor’s constraint. This same constraint ranking does not endanger the correct results during Polish RVA affecting clusters across word boundaries with a rightmost fricative, something that Reiss (1996) assigns to the post-lexical component. A typical example is: *moś + 32* → (*not 32*):

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(46) Ace/</th>
<th>AGREE/ SURFACE IDENT</th>
<th>IDONSET LAB STOPS</th>
<th>IDONSET LAB</th>
<th>*LAB</th>
<th>ISLAB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ks:]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[gj:]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[n:]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(47) Ace/</th>
<th>AGREE/ SURFACE IDENT</th>
<th>IDONSET LAB STOPS</th>
<th>IDONSET LAB</th>
<th>*LAB</th>
<th>ISLAB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ks:]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[gj:]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[n:]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

The analysis with Gjørgenbø and Kálmán’s constraint is even simpler than the analysis with Tadmor’s constraint. This same constraint ranking does not endanger the correct results during Polish RVA affecting clusters across word boundaries with a rightmost fricative, something that Reiss (1996) assigns to the post-lexical component. A typical example is: *moś + 32* → (*not 32*):

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(48) Ace/</th>
<th>AGREE/ SURFACE IDENT</th>
<th>IDONSET LAB STOPS</th>
<th>IDONSET LAB</th>
<th>*LAB</th>
<th>ISLAB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[n:]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[n:]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[n:]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

The analysis with Gjørgenbø and Kálmán’s constraint is even simpler than the analysis with Tadmor’s constraint. This same constraint ranking does not endanger the correct results during Polish RVA affecting clusters across word boundaries with a rightmost fricative, something that Reiss (1996) assigns to the post-lexical component. A typical example is: *moś + 32* → (*not 32*):

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(49) Ace/</th>
<th>AGREE/ SURFACE IDENT</th>
<th>IDONSET LAB STOPS</th>
<th>IDONSET LAB</th>
<th>*LAB</th>
<th>ISLAB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[n:]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[n:]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[n:]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

The analysis with Gjørgenbø and Kálmán’s constraint is even simpler than the analysis with Tadmor’s constraint. This same constraint ranking does not endanger the correct results during Polish RVA affecting clusters across word boundaries with a rightmost fricative, something that Reiss (1996) assigns to the post-lexical component. A typical example is: *moś + 32* → (*not 32*):

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(50) Ace/</th>
<th>AGREE/ SURFACE IDENT</th>
<th>IDONSET LAB STOPS</th>
<th>IDONSET LAB</th>
<th>*LAB</th>
<th>ISLAB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[n:]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[n:]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[n:]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On empirical grounds, the solution with faithfulness constraints defined for steps, rather than markedness constraints defined for features, is as adequate for Polish, and more adequate for Dutch. It can therefore be accepted quite easily. The theoretical issues seem very difficult to resolve on either more nominal or more abstract grounds. In the next chapter, another kind of approach to this problem is proposed on phonetic grounds.

One difference between the proposal of Grijzenhout and Krämer (1998) and the one employed here to deal with the Polish data is the issue of privativeity. They assume that [voice] is a binary feature, although they point out that this assumption does not have specific consequences for their analysis of Dutch. In the analysis of Polish in this section, privativeity is maintained, with no need for reference to a binary feature. No specific evidence for the necessity of binaryity of the feature [voice] follows from the OT-analysis of voicing phenomena in this chapter.

10 Explanation of voicing phenomena within optimality theory

Optimality theory offers an explanation of voicing phenomena that covers at least the same ground as GP. Thus, in terms of the account of Lombardi (1999), a very simple solution is available to account for both RVA and FD. OT has at least two further advantages. On the one hand, a more satisfactory solution is available for those intransitives of FD where the rightmost obstruent is a fricative. This is either the result of a 1-saturative voicing constraint, as formulated by Lombardi (1998a), or of positional faithfulness constraints on passive voicing, which enforce low-ranking voicing in certain environments, while allowing unfaithfulness to fricative voicing in order to respect higher ranked constraints, as proposed by Grijzenhout and Krämer (1998). Either of the two explanations also enables to solve the privative/binary issue in the Polish data that motivates Rubach (1996) to argue for binary voicing. Thus, privativeity can be maintained in OT without sacrificing descriptive adequacy. On the specifics, the proposal of Grijzenhout and Krämer (1998) is more adequate, since it accounts for data in Dutch that Lombardi’s proposal does not.

The basic mechanisms that OT employs are faithfulness constraints for underlying voicing specifications and markedness constraints on the occurrence of voiced
specifications on obstructions. A summary of an OT-account of RVA and PD has already been presented in section 4 and will not be repeated here.

One of the problems not addressed so far, in the English data where Lombardi (1995c) suggests that PD takes place. This data was discussed in connection with the account of Cho (1994) in the previous chapter. There it was suggested that an alternative feature representation, using [spread] or [tense] for English, rather than [voice], solves the problem. As indicated by Van den Bosch (1993b), languages with a lead/short-lag VOT- opposition in passives, such as Dutch, tend to assimilate regressive in obstructed clusters, while languages with a short-lag/long-lag opposition, such as German, tend to assimilate progresively. Applying this insight to the English data suggests that it is to be expected that English, which is phonetically similar to German in this respect, should spread the underlying features of tone-final obstructions to the suffix in its right. In addition, domain-specific faithfulness, defined in terms of the stem, will also account for this data, similar to the account for Dutch clitic behaviour presented by Geertzenhout and Krämer (1998). This problem disappears, without any need for something like Hume’s constraint suggested by Lombardi (1995c).

Generally, it seems as if Lombardi’s (1995c) disclaimer that exceptions to the regressive direction of voicing assimilation are the result of additional constraints is not founded. The so-called additional constraints are often not so severe or exceptional within the formal system made available by OT, or the phenomena do not involve the feature [voice], but another feature, which behaves differently from voicing.

One of the objectives of this study, as stated in chapter 1, is to evaluate the relative success of OT and GP in accounting for voicing phenomena. It seems safe to conclude that OT is a better framework for explanation for voicing phenomena than GP, since it covers at least the same ground, and probably does a bit better, because PD and the primitivity issue are explained better by OT than GP.
11 Problems

A few problems still remain. These include the conflict between the code and onset approaches to FD and RVA; the difference between positional faithful/non-faithful constraints, and conjunction, and the issue of underlying representations. All three of these problems are problems internal to OT. The code/onset problem, which connects with the conjunction/positional faithful/non-faithful problem, is a relevant matter so far as voicing phenomena are concerned. In general, it seems as if the justification for underlying representation is less problematic, since these are useful devices in accounts of voicing phenomena. No evidence to suggest a surface approach has been suggested in the OT literature dealing specifically with voicing phenomena.

Two other problems that are external to OT can be identified. OT does not deal with gradient phenomena, particularly incompleteness effects and gradeless exceptions. Hoff (1998) explores the possibility of stochastically formulated constraints that allow for the possibility of optional application, but be does not account for incompleteness effects. However, various problems exist with his account, as pointed out in section 5.

In addition, very little serious consideration is given to feature specification. As shown in section 10, exploring feature representation can contribute to a reduction in the number of phenomena labelled as exceptional or problematic. As in chapter 4, very little explicit evidence in favour of or against any of the feature models is presented. Implicitly, though, strong evidence against one-way approaches is suggested by the rather high incidence of RVA among languages with prevoicing—those that employ the feature [voice] in the restrictive sense, defined in chapter 2. In this sense is adopted, then constraints enforcing RVA can be ranked in a universal way at some kind of default setting, reducing the acquisition task for language learners to one of acquiring the appropriate feature representation. This possibility is explored in the final three chapters, where the various perspectives on voicing phenomena, treated separately in chapters 3–5, will be taken together, in an attempt to provide a comprehensive account of all voicing phenomena.
Chapter 6

Integrating the phonetics and phonology of voicing phenomena

1 Introduction

Three accounts of voicing phenomena have been presented in chapters 3-5: a phonetic account, and phonological accounts from the perspectives of GP and OT. In this chapter, an attempt is made to present an integrated account to test the limits of OT in explaining these phenomena.

A few assumptions must be made clear. The integrated account is strongly rooted in phonetic facts. Phonetic facts are shown to explain many aspects of phonological behaviour, when the phonetics is not regarded as isolated. As shown by the account of final voicing in English by Berg (1995), discussed in chapter 3, there exist semantic concerns alongside phonetic facts as motivating concerns for this phenomenon. His approach is taken as some kind of model, although this thesis is not written from the perspective of natural phonology. Rather, it will be shown in this chapter that OT achieves a fair deal of explanatory power in dealing with phonetic facts, but that certain insights and facts still present difficulties. These difficulties point to the need for an alternative approach, which will be explored in the final two chapters of the thesis.

A comparison between OT and GP has been presented in the final sections of the previous chapter. This indicates that OT at least equals the success of GP, and most likely supersedes GP. In this chapter, three voicing phenomena, FD, RV/A and PD, are discussed to determine the extent to which OT can account for the phonetic facts, and incorporate phonetic and semantic insights identified in chapter 3. It follows from this comparison that OT falls short in a number of respects. These shortcomings are rather serious, and point to the feasibility of an alternative conception of phonological processes. Since this is a rather strong stance, it is necessary to consider in some detail what these shortcomings are. Therefore, this chapter to an extent reflects some of the steps in the previous three chapters.
In the next section, phonemic and semantic perspectives that do not find proper accommodation in OT are identified in broad terms. This is followed by a detailed examination of FD, RVA and PD in sections 3-5, as well as an exploration of the morphological influences on voicing phenomena in section 6. The final section of the chapter summarises the problems with OT, to pave the way for exploring an alternative account in the final two chapters of the thesis.

Comparison of phonological and phonetic accounts

OT presents a more comprehensive account of phonological data than GP as pointed out in chapter 2. However, it still does not cover a number of phonetic findings discussed in chapter 3. Although some explorations of mechanisms for optional processes have taken place (see Hahn, 1998 for discussion), these have not been applied to "optional application" of RVA in Dutch. It has been shown clearly that Dutch RVA should at least be regarded as an optional phonological event when compared to Russian RVA, where near completeness is achieved. GP in fact still allows a rule to either apply or not as a descriptive account of optional processes, but OT will have to assign probabilities to different rankings between markedness and faithfulness constraints to cover the same data. As pointed out in the previous chapters, it is satisfactory if such probabilities ensured descriptive adequacy.

At the same time, OT does not have a mechanism for dealing with incompletion effects. The kinds of incompletion effects discovered in research on FD in particular, can hardly be accommodated into OT. This is of course also the case for GP. The findings of Charles Luce (1993) that incompletenss prevails in contexts where complete neutralisation may give rise to ambiguity, suggest that a functional principle drives the occurrence of incompletenss, to ensure that ambiguity in communication is avoided.

Besides incompletenss effects during RVA, present by Winsing and Roux (1995) suggests that RVA is not just an optional process, but also a gradience phenomena, ranging from RVA, through semionised clusters to PD. And more significantly, there is a phonetic foundation underneath it all. Taking Winsing and Roux's (1995) suggestions seriously implies, almost per definition, that languages with prevoicing will...
have XVA. This in turn suggests that constraint ranking be determined by phonetic reality. The ranking of agreement constraints and either a positional faithfulness constraint (following Lœnå, 1999) or a negative coda constraint (following Ho and Meeter, 1998; Grijzenhouw & Kelkner, 1998) above other faithfulness and markedness constraints can be predicted strongly as a linguistic universal in languages with negative VOT as pointed out in the final section of the previous chapter. OT at this stage suggests very little of these kinds of ranking universals, since constraint ranking is generally assumed to proceed from an initial setting where all faithfulness constraints are ranked below all structural constraints (Booij, 1998).

The interplay between XVA and NPA, identified by Gustafsson (1986), is another very important finding that has not been accommodated in OT. What this finding shows, is that there is a functional or semiotic drive in languages to either employ NPA or XVA in obstruent clusters across syllable boundaries. This does not simply uphold faithfulness to the onset rather than the coda, but maintains a functional contrast within the communicational system. NPA enforces allophonic variation, thus phonetic faithfulness, to maintain a higher principle of phonemic contrast. Approaches that assign different values to faithfulness in voices and in codas show some appreciation of the different functional loads of these positions, but the consequences of NPA are unpredictable by OT. OT predicts onset faithfulness as the crucial mechanism, but Gustafsson (1986) shows that in languages with NPA, because of the potentially strong effort of coda obstruents on adjacent onset plosives, the onset plosives are modified allophonically to maintain contrast. The underlying principle here is semiotic, and not phonetic, although this particular semiotic drive is thoroughly embedded in the phonetic structure of different language types.

While suggesting many important insights, the phonetic accounts explored in chapter 3 suggest nothing of the comprehensiveness and coherence in their explanations of voicing phenomena when compared to OT and GP. Systematic accounts of the phonetic mechanisms underlying the production of obstruent voicing are available in the literature, and have been presented in chapter 2. The above can form the basis of further, systematic accounts of alternations, is likely, but besides accounts such as those of Gustafsson (1986),
Wissing and Roca (1995) and Okada (1997), phonetic studies have frequently concentrated on establishing the accuracy of data, or claimed support for incompleteness efforts per se. An integrated phonetic account is still being awaited, although it could probably be constructed to a large extent from existing research findings.

In the next four sections (3-6), an attempt is made at explaining the major voicing phenomena in such a way that all the insights offered by various perspectives in chapters 2-5 are accommodated. An attempt is made to reconcile the various explanations, using OT as basic framework for explanation. By doing so, the limits of OT are tested, to determine if there is a need for an alternative account.

3 Final Devoicing

3.1 Constraint formulation

There seems to be two OT-accounts of FD, the so-called onset and coda approach. Lombardi (1999), following her pre-OT-work on a laryngeal constraint, argues strongly in favour of the onset approach. In terms of this approach, FD is the consequence of a universal markedness constraint on voiced obstruents, "\( ^{{\text{"}}\text{VOICE}} ^{\text{"}}\)\), which is ranked between a positional faithfulness constraint on obstruent voicing in onsets, \( ^{{\text{FAITH}}\text{ONSETVOICE}} ^{\text{}}\), and a general faithfulness constraint on obstruent voicing, \( ^{{\text{FAITH}}\text{VOICE}} ^{\text{}}\).

There are a number of arguments for this approach in various sources. A first argument is that languages without productive alternations, such as Thai (as discussed by Lombardi, 1995a), only allow a distinction between voiced and voiceless obstruents in onset positions, but never in coda positions. There is no active neutralisation, and thus no reason to argue for the existence of a constraint related to coda positions that enforces devoicing as repair strategy for constraint violation.

\( ^{37}\) The discussion of FD-accounts focuses crucially on the feature [+voice], therefore a more restrictive version of laryngeal constraints is employed here.
In languages with alternations, such as Dutch, it is easier to account for the distribution of voiced and voiceless obstruents in terms of a positive constraint on the onset position than a negative constraint on the coda position. Lombardi (1999) explicitly relates her formulations to the notion of positional faithfulness as developed by Beckman and others (discussed in chapter 5). This first argument ties in with the semantic concerns raised in the previous section.

Secondly, it has been shown in chapter 5 that a coda-specific constraint like the one formulated for German by Hahn (1998) does not help in the understanding of RVA in Dutch, while an onset-specific formulation allows for easy treatment of both FD and RVA with a straightforward range of possibilities. The onset approach makes possible the very elegant typology of Lombardi (1999), presented in table 5.1. This second argument can be regarded as a typological one.

On the other hand, a coda approach is employed by various other researchers, including Hahn (1998), Grijzenhout and Krämer (1998), and in a slightly different formulation by Ito and Mester (1998). Hahn (1998) presents no specific arguments for his adoption of the coda approach rather than the onset approach, but the other authors favour the coda approach for various reasons.

In the analysis of Grijzenhout and Krämer (1998), Dutch FD is not in the first instance a syllable-based process, but it occurs at the end of a productive word. Lower down in the constraint ranking, they also employ a constraint on syllable-final voicing, and at an even lower level, a constraint on obstruent voicing generally (see section 9.2 of chapter 5 for discussion). Each of these constraints is sometimes called upon to rule out otherwise equal candidates. So, they argue for the separate effects of these three positional markedness constraints in the grammar of Dutch. This is deemed necessary because of the very complex interaction between Dutch voicing phenomena and morphological processes.

The coda approach is also motivated to a large extent by the morphology-phonology analysis, and shows affinity with the GIP account of Polish voicing phenomena presented by Rubach (1996). The main point of the Grijzenhout and Krämer analysis is that overall
prosodic structure is more important in many respects than simple syllable structure when analyzing voicing alternations caused by syntagmatic concatenation of moremes.

An unfortunate consequence of this approach, although not in principle an unjustifiable one, is the proliferation of varieties of the "same" constraint marked for different environments. In particular, the onset faithfulness surface agreement and final devoicing constraints all need to be included in the ranking, although their functions overlap.

A second potential problem is the process-like nature of their devoicing constraint—a constraint of devoicing. In its typical OT conception, a constraint is a static well-formedness condition on surface structures, whether related to underlying representations or not—the separator in terms of the metaphor of Arichangi and Langendoen (1997) discussed in the previous chapter.

Boe and Meurer (1998) do not employ positional faithfulness to account for the asymmetrical distribution of voicing contrasts, but relate the distribution to constraint conjunction, where a grammar contains the constraint against voiced obstruction with a constraint against syllable codes. They contribute some way to constraining the proliferation of constraints. It is important to note that Grishenkov and Kedner (1998:22) also claim that in their formulations of constraints, they try not to make use of ad hoc formulations, a charge that they level at Lombardi’s formulations.

Fery (1999) compares the onset and coda approaches to account for FD in German. See claims that both of them have a certain validity for different layers of the vocabulary of German. The coda approach is regarded as more restrictive than the onset approach. She regards this is an expected outcome in view of the assumption that the innermost layer of the native vocabulary of a language is subject to more stringent constraints than the other layers.

To resolve this issue from a phonological perspective would be difficult when looking at it in isolation. While some authors argue against ad hoc formulations, other simply do not consider the issue. However, the account presented by Lombardi, although not entirely motivated by the same degree of concern with constraint formulation, offers a
very straight-forward picture of voicing phenomena, which is also an important concern in any scientific study, the so-called Occam's Razor-principle. As a way of resolving this conflict, let us examine the insights made available by phonetic and semantic explanations. The question that phonology wants to have answered is: Is it easier to 
voice obstruents in onsets, or is it more difficult to voice obstruents in codas?

Judging the available knowledge about FD in isolation from its interaction with other phenomena like RVA and other considerations like distinctiveness, it seems as if the coda approach is better supported. Westbury and Keating (1996) point out that both onset and coda positions are more difficult for voicing than intervocalic positions. However, they refer much more to English than to other languages. Their assumptions about vocal tract shape are not in line with the actual facts about languages that actively produce plosives, such as Dutch, French, Russian and Polish. These languages enlarge the vocal tract in many ways (see discussion of Sils & Cohen, 1969a, b; Bouma, 1998 in chapter 3).

Enlarging the supralaryngeal area provides an environment in which voicing is progressively more possible than without such enlargement. This enlargement makes it easier to voice initial obstruents, because the rising subglottal air pressure is absorbed by the expending supralaryngeal tract to ensure favourable circumstances for voicing earlier. This same type of enlargement does not contribute enough to voicing at final plosives, since these plosives are subject to dropping subglottal air pressure. The conditions favourable to voicing are increasingly eroded. Enlarging the supralaryngeal tract to maintain conditions for voicing would lead to such a drop in not air pressure that the audibility of final plosives upon release is endangered. Therefore, considerations of effective communication, particularly audiibility, favour voiceless final plosives.

The constraint on obstruents in codas generally can already be motivated semantically by considerations of audiability and effective carrier of the acoustic signal. Given the extra effort of articulating voiced obstruents, it seems even more the case that the speaker is faced with a dilemma. These insights underlie the viewpoint of Parker (1980, 1981), who argues that FD is indeed motivated by functional-perceptual concerns, and is not in the first instance an articulatory-driven process. Final voiceless plosives are not consistently and
reliably distinguishable and as such may give rise to homophonous pairs with open syllables. Thus, in some languages, vowel lengthening is employed to prevent this kind of breakdown of the communication system.

In view of this, the coda-approach, as outlined in the conjunction account of Ito and Mester (1998) seems to receive a fair deal of support from semiotic considerations. Coda-obstruents are marked, creating the risk that syllables with coda-obstruents are confused with open syllables. This is particularly bad in the case of voiced obstruents, as indicated by Parker. Therefore, the details of the approach adopted by Ito and Mester (1998), and taken over by Giezenhout and Krämer (1998) receive extended support from semiotic and phonetic evidence.

3.2 Constraint ranking

There seems to be two options available to languages – the constraint enforcing devoiced final obstruents can be ranked above or below a constraint on faithfulness. The formulation of these constraints will depend on whether the coda or onset approaches are adopted. Based on the considerations in the previous subsection, the coda-approach is adopted here, and the constraint is referred to as *(CODA)*.

However, there is a typological tendency that any account should try to incorporate. Languages with prevoicing in phonetics, such as Dutch (Germanic), Spanish, Basque and Catalan (Romance) and almost all Slavic languages (excluding Ukrainian) exhibit FD, while most Germanic languages (excluding Dutch, Afrikaans and Yiddish, and the problematic case of German), do not exhibit FD and do not have prevoicing at the same time. Thus, like the case made for the interaction of RVA and prevoicing by Weisburd (1975), Wissing and Roux (1995), as well as Gustafson (1986), there seems to be a relationship between prevoicing and FD.

If one examines the literature for English in particular, it is noticeable that while analysts claim that English does not exhibit FD, they also claim that the distinction is not made by the presence or absence of actual voicing, but primarily by duration parameters (see section 3 in chapter 3 for discussion).
In terms of the feature definitions in chapter 2, there is a strong use to be made for a statistical universal: languages with distinctive [voice] tend to exhibit FD, while languages specified only by [nasal] do not. This is quite an unrevolutionary claim if the feature definitions are interpreted phonetically. Only a language with distinctive voicing is a good candidate for FD. A language without distinctive voicing is a very bad candidate if at all.

Alongside this observation about the relationship between feature specification and FD, there are other known cases of relationships between laryngeal features and final nasalisation. The features [spread] and [constricted glottis] exhibit final nasalisation in many languages, such as Korean. Here, these two features are both centralised in final position, and only central in general (Clements & Hume, 1995; 1999). Lockebeard (1991, 1999a) uses this kind of evidence to postulate has laryngeal constraint that covers all laryngeal features.

Kerling et al. (1983) present a very detailed study of the distribution of allophones and phonemes of plosives in 51 languages. The data in their appendix, in conjunction with their discussion in the article itself, have been reanalysed with focus on the neutralisation taking place in final position. They focus on more general issues, and therefore do not present a detailed discussion of the relationship between languages with FD and their basic allophones in initial and medial position. The results of the reanalysis are presented in table 6.1.

These languages discussed by Kerling et al. (1983) are not included in the table: Spanish and Tibet do not quite fit the description above, while Bumuse has a strangeness to its behaviour that requires separate treatment. Spanish contrasts voiced and voiceless plosives in initial position, voiced fricatives and voiceless plosives in medial position but only has voiced fricatives as neutralised allophones of all plosives in final position according to Morris (1969), cited by Kerling et al. (1983). Tibet has a three-way contrast between voiceless ejectives, plain voiceless plosives and voiced plosives in initial position, voiceless ejectives, plain voiceless plosives and voiced lax fricatives in medial position and voiceless ejectives, aspirated voiceless plosives and voiced lax
fricatives in final position. Thus, although neutralisation does not take place, devoicing does.

Bivariate contrasts involve aspiration, voiceless unaspirated and prevocalised phonemes at the bilabial, alveolar, postalveolar and velar places of articulation in initial and medial positions. None of these phonemes occur in final position. A glottal stop can occur in final position, and in some languages it assimilates to the first of articulation of the following sound, allowing for bilabial, dental, alveolar, postalveolar or velar allophones to the basic phone [7]. Thus, there is no binary contrast in final position, with only a single, placeless phoneme occurring, this phoneme being voiceless unaspirated in all its allophones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Languages with</th>
<th>Languages with PD</th>
<th>Languages without PD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 languages do not allow any final phoneme or only allow them very marginally, generally in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovene, Sino-Tibetan, Korean, Japanese, Korean, Khmer, Tibetan, Mende,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swahili, Tamil, Tiv, Tuareg, Yoruba, Zulu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 languages have a two-way back/overtopping distinction: Arabic, Russian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 languages have a two-way back/overtopping distinction initially and the same or no contrast</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forwardly. Bespectors, Assamese, Javanese,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurdish, Russian, Japanese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 languages have a two-way contrast between aspirated and unaspirated voiceless and voiced phonemes: Quechua, Eastern American</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 languages have one-way contrasts either aspirated or voiceless: Assamese, Tagalog (short primary stress)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 languages have only voiceless final phoneme: Tagalog (long primary stress),</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 languages have only voiceless final phoneme: Quechua (vowel harmony and voice contrast),</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 languages have only voiceless final phoneme: Quechua (voice harmony).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Reanalysis of the data from Kening et al. (1983)
In their interpretation of the data, Keating et al. (1983) identify a number of trends. The first trend is the overall preference in the languages surveyed for plain voiceless plosives, with almost equal distribution of voiced and voiceless aspirated plosives. Secondly, languages generally limit the occurrence of final consonants, either by not allowing any, only allowing voiced ones, or only allowing plain voiceless plosives, thus neutralizing distinctions elsewhere. In this respect, they mention Yoruba in particular. Thirdly, languages with three-way or four-way contrasts generally maintain these unchanged in initial and medial positions, as do languages with two-way stops based on a prevocalic/postvocalic voicing distinction. However, languages with a two-way opposition represented by aspiration versus plain voiceless in initial position (long/short) tend to have as regular allophones a prevocalic/postvocalic opposition in medial position.

They do not remark that among languages with two-way contrasts, 11 of the languages with a prevocalic/postvocalic opposition elsewhere have FD, while languages with this opposition in initial and medial position that maintain it in final position number only 4. This seems like an important trend. At the same time, their use of the label FD for languages like German is rather problematic in view of the more restricted use of the feature [voice] advocated in Chapter 2 (see Jespersen, 1924 for a discussion of the inappropriate usage of this label in German). Nevertheless, it seems safe to group such languages in a category of languages that neutralize tone laryngeal contrast finally.

Based on evidence, there is reason to believe that for languages with a true [voice] contrast, FD is the expected option. Further evidence for this kind of hypothesis comes from Koyukon devoicing (Rice, 1994). Word-final devoicing (and sometimes) devoicing in this language, resulting in neutralization of a distinction in [voice], and allophonic variation in sonority. However, Rice (1994) argues that plosives in Koyukon are characterized by a distinction in terms of the feature [spread]. Plosives are not subject to final neutralization and realize distinctively as aspirated or plain (voiceless) plosives.

If the phonetic characterization of abstract distinctions are taken into account, and the feature [voice] interpreted in a narrow sense, as in the models of Keating (1990), Jespersen (1998) and feature proposals A and B in Chapter 2, then a strong prediction can be made
about constraint ranking in OT. 3 can be predicted that the default setting for the relationship between the markedness constraint *ClosaVoice* and faithfulness constraint is that the markedness constraint will outrank the faithfulness constraint. Constraint ranking then becomes a function of the feature that is selected as distinctive in a particular language. If a language uses the feature [voice] distinctively in the narrow interpretation, that language is predicted to have FD and consequently to have the constraint ranking Markedness >> Faithfulness for the relevant constraints. Strong evidence will be required to change the ranking for languages like French.

What have not been discussed are the specific phonetic properties used to maintain the final opposition in languages like French, where an obvious voicing distinction is maintained in final position. If these languages do in fact produce fully voiceless final obstruents, then the above predictions about ranking is less forceful and general. If, however, as hypothesised, the opposition is maintained mostly through duration parameters, as is the case for English, then a treatment opposition is maintained rather than a voicing opposition, in terms of the finesse organization of feature proposal A in chapter 2.

The discussion of the perception of French plosives in word-final position by Van Damme (1985a, 1985) suggests strongly that voicing during closure is the dominant factor, more so than duration parameters. It seems as if voicing lasts much longer for voiced than voiceless final plosives, but there is some amount of voicing during the production of voiceless plosives as well. In voiceless-final position, the crossover point in the voicing during closure continuum at 135ms closure was between 57ms and 80ms for voiceless and voiced perception. Thus, up to 57ms voicing during closure a voiceless plosive is perceived more than 50% of the time, while a voiced plosive is perceived more than 50% of the time when the voicing during closure exceeds 80ms.

The proposal about constraint ranking cannot be accepted in an absolute sense, but it does explain, in terms of the markedness of OT, why such a large preference for FD exists among true [voice] languages in particular. Based on the discussion in the
previous subsection, such a proposal has clear phonetic grounding in the aerodynamics of voicing production and ornithic grounding in effective transfer of the acoustic signal.

At the same time, it is predicted that [languages that maintain obligatory contrasts in final position are likely to make use of other distinctive qualities; (spread) in Kitten's (1990) feature proposal, [lamb] in Jennet's (1998) interpretation, or [spread] and/or [spread] in terms of feature proposals A and B. Thus, the relevant faithfulness and markedness constraints are more often ranked in the order Faithfulness > Markedness than is the case for true voicing languages. Since [lamb] with a feature [lamb], in terms of feature proposals A and B, and Jennet (1998), make use of duration, including the duration of the preceding vowel, there are other parameters available to use the distinction, and it is thus more easily maintained.

No strong prediction about constraint ranking can be made, however, so they must provisionally be assumed to be ranked (more) freely with respect to each other in the learner's grammar. Otherwise, the possibility of initial higher ranking of markedness can be assumed, but together with that, it must be assumed that less strong evidence for a change in ranking is required.

3.5 Incompleteness Effects

The mechanism of phonological theory are not in principle geared towards gradient effects. One kind of gradience that can be accommodated to some extent in the difference between optional and compulsory rules/processes/effects/alternations. Hidn (1998) proposes to deal with these effects by assigning probabilities to constraints and constraint rankings. Although this might be a way of dealing with the phonetic data, it is not satisfactory. The reason therefore is that a dichotomy optional/compulsory mismatches the phonetic data.

Unvoiced or incompleteness effects have been reported for PD in a number of languages, as pointed out in chapter 3. A phonological account at this stage seems to state that an underlying opposition is neutralized incompletely, thus only to a certain degree. Two observations are important, however. On the one hand, very little evidence of incomple-
final neutralisation of the feature (voice) is reported — the incompleteness of neutralisation is observed in duration parameters, such as a vowel and closure duration. These are con-classes of the feature (tone) in terms of frequency geared A, or shared non-basic correlates in terms of the proposal of Lehnert (1998). Secondly, other features seem to condition incompleteness. The semantic factors identified by Charles-Luce (1993) are of particular importance.

The notion of physiological neutralisation is examined by Fonsakai (1984) and Rämmens (1985). Both authors note a variety of studies where incompleteness effects are reported, particularly for F0. Rämmens (1985) points to the significance of the concept neutralisation for phonological theory, and argues that it is very un-explainable that very little phonological research has been conducted to establish the validity of the concept.

The basis of the studies he reviews, Fonsakai (1984) argues that neutralisation should be examined within the context of the work and not only the individual segment in proposed by Trauberttsky. Rämmens (1985) questions the existence of true complete neutralization rules, and argues that one should distinguish between non-neutralized oppositions at production and production levels. If acoustic differences are discovered that are not perceptually relevant, then the type neutralization can be minimized. Not only at production level, while cases where production and perception differences are both observed, the situation can be simply described as allophonic variation.

Both these authors still work within a rule-based concept of phonology. It seems as if there are possibilities, within a constraint-based approach, to achieve better descriptive adequacy. If one allows for the possibility that a constraint has gradient effects, essentially weakening a contrast without completely neutralising it, then incompleteness effects can be described. These gradient effects can be plausibly formulated in terms of the role approach, which in turn serves as further support for choosing this approach rather than the onset approach.

As to explanatory adequacy, further considerations enter into the equation. As has been pointed out, in terms of the onset proposal, A, the feature (voice) is probably neutralised completely in languages such as Polish, Catalan and Turkish, while whatever
incompleteness effects are observed are better regarded as reflections of the feature [tense]. If such an understanding is adopted, a far more explanatory account can be proposed. This account runs as follows:

(1) \( FD \) is the complete neutralization of an opposition based on the feature [voice] in final position (syllable, word, or phrase-final, depending on language involved). This is the result of a markedness constraint that always outranks a faithfulness constraint for the feature [voice] in the narrow definition of this feature.

\( FD \) does not necessarily lead to complete neutralization of a phonemic contrast. The contrast along the dimensions of the feature [tense] may be weakened without being neutralized completely, particularly if the maintenance of the phonemic contrast is important for reasons of communicative clarity, such as avoiding ambiguity.

The phonetic and semiotic pressures that favour neutralization of the feature [voice] are taken into account, as well as the semiotic pressures that might oppose complete neutralization. Another prediction made by this account is that the feature [tense] might be more resistant to neutralization than the feature [voice]. This prediction receives strong support precisely from the issue that is at stake when incompleteness effects are regarded as experimental artefacts. Under (admittedly unnatural) speaking conditions, like reading lists or reading of sentences, where speakers are required to make a distinction between two otherwise homophonous forms, they utilize the dimension of tenseness, rather than voicing.

4 Regressive voicing assimilation

4.1 Constraint formulation

There are two formulations for constraints that enforce RVA in the literature, an agreement constraint formulated by Lombardi (1999) and a surface identify constraint formulated by Grijzenhout and Krämer (1998). Grijzenhout and Krämer argue for their specific formulation against Lombardi's because it is neither a markedness constraint nor a faithfulness constraint. Lombardi's formulation is:
This could, however, be interpreted as a methodological constraint of the syntagmatic type in terms of the distinction drawn by Pulleyblank (1997). In any event, as shown by the analysis of Polish in chapter 5, the two formulations come down to exactly the same effects.

What is rather interesting, however, is that Westbury and Konsting (1986) claim that phonetic modelling does not necessarily support this kind of constraint. They find that obstruent clusters will be characterised by a voiced consonant followed by a voiceless one if no adjustments are made to the laryngeal settings appropriate for voicing in vowels. At the same time, it must be kept in mind that Westbury and Konsting work along parameters suitable to the voicing conditions in English, where voicing is a passive effect rather than an active effect.

Westbury (1977), Korteweg (1984) and Winning and Borsa (1995) argue for a direct correlation between prevocalic and RVA. They refer particularly to languages that have active voicing in terms of the possibilities for enhancement outlined by Silin and Cohen (1969a, b) and Borsa (1998). There is enough reason to accept that RVA is a phonetic effect. As such, the direction of voicing assimilation is also a phonetic consequence of active enhancement of conditions for voicing in the vocal tract.

Lombardi (1999) claims that the direction of RVA is simply a consequence of the constraints and their ranking, with no need for any special stipulation. Motivations for the direction of voicing assimilation is provided by Guttmann (1986) on semantic grounds. He argues that two types of languages can be identified among those that allow obstruent clusters, those with RVA and those with NPA, as discussed in chapter 3. The goal of both these processes is to maintain opennessness of the second obstruent in the cluster, which will be the first consonant of the second syllable in a form like Dutch kastboek [kas'tboek], or English book's tie [book's təi]. Due to various phonetic forces, there is pressure on the integrity of the entire cluster. In view of this problem, languages adopt strategies to maintain the integrity of the second obstruent, because syllable-initial
positions carry higher functional loads than syllable final ones as far as information transfer is concerned. Guastafied's (1986) views are particularly interesting when taking into consideration Van Dommelen's (1983b) phonetic comparison between Dutch and German obstruent clusters. As pointed out in chapter 3, Van Dommelen argues that Dutch shows retention of the first obstruent in a cluster under influence of the lax second plosive, while German shows fortition of the second obstruent under influence of the first obstruent. Clear phonetic justifications for Guastafied's predictions are thus available.

In terms of OT, Guastafied's proposal should translate not just in a constraint enforcing onset faithfulness, which will only work for RVA, but in a constraint enforcing the maintenance of distinctiveness between tense and lax initial obstruents through RVA or NPA. Clearly, adopting the positional faithfulness constraints on onsets (or Prosodic Word initial position in the case of Grijzenhout & Krämer) only explains the relevant situation for languages with RVA, but misses the bigger generalisation.

This generalisation can hardly be expressed in terms of input-output correspondences, the conventional notion of faithfulness, but should rather be expressed in terms of output-output correspondences, or better still, distinctiveness. Once this correspondence relationship between different output forms is established, and highly ranked in languages that show assimilation effects, or fortition and lenition effects in terms of Van Dommelen's terminology, the language is free to adopt either strategy. Unfaithfulness to the underlying voicing of the least obstruent in a two-obstruent cluster is allowed in violation of some constraints responsible for FD, or alternatively, fortition of tense and lax onset obstruents is allowed, leading to allophonic variation, to absorb the effects of the preceding obstruent on lax initial obstruents.

An alternative account of distinctiveness is available in the existing literature on OT. Kirschner (1997) defines contrastiveness in terms of feature faithfulness. A feature is contrastive when, if two UR-PR mappings in a grammar are different only with respect to a given feature in the underlying representation, a similar difference that can be observed
between the phonetic representations and the second underlying representation cannot map to the phonetic representation of the first UIR-IR mapping (Kirkcruet, 1997:91-92).

A very interesting case that he deals with, is the case of displaced contrasts. Under certain circumstances, a contrast that is present underlyingly surfaces in a different way. He uses the example of vowel raising in certain dialects of Basque. The mid-high vowel /e/ raises to /i/ when followed by another vowel, as witnessed by the alternation [iter] 'sort' and [semi-e] 'the sort' (the final /e/ is the definite article). Under the same conditions, the vowel /i/ raises to the superhigh /j/, as witnessed by the alternation between [etx] 'village' and [etx-e] 'the village'. To Kirkcruet, the feature [high] is contrastive by virtue of its behaviour in non-displaced contexts, while he encodes the displaced contrasts from consideration when defining the notion of contrastiveness. This is problematic in terms of the account of distinctiveness proposed in this section. The kind of contrast maintained by the process of NPA in Guastafoni's analysis would typically be an example of a typological effort by the system to maintain contrasts that are under threat from other factors. One might similarly speculate that the Basque data in Kirkcruet's account show the effects of such an effort. According to his discussion, only the mid-high and high, unrounded front vowels are subject to this kind of raising. It is phonetically rather peculiar that this should happen only here.

However, if one takes into account that the final /e/ in [sort] and the definite article have the same phonological form, then the system deliberately attempts to maintain the visibility of the definite article. In doing so, another contrast is threatened, and a repair mechanism is employed to maintain this other contrast. Rather than trying to advocate an entirely different conception of contrastiveness, the alternative notion of distinctiveness is proposed here. This notion can be realized on phonemic/phonological and semantic grounds, and not only phonetic/phonological grounds like Kirkcruet's contrastiveness.

4.2 Constraint ranking

Given the constraints identified in the previous section, constraint ranking can again be predicted, and need not be random. The output-output distinctiveness constraint tr
omnipresent generally outranks all other constraints. This is simply a more general version of domain specific input-output faithfulness constraints adopted by Leibundgut (1999), specific to onsets and other functionally more important positions. It should be distinguished from the perhaps too specific surface identity constraint proposed by Grijzenhout and Krämer (1998).

The visibility of the effects of other constraints and their rankings is determined by the phonetic properties of the languages. Languages with prevocing will simply allow a markedness constraint enforcing voicing agreement in adjacent obstruents (Grijzenhout and Krämer’s surface identity constraint) to be ranked at the same height or just below the distinctiveness constraint, outranking all other faithfulness constraints, as well as the markedness constraint that may enforce FD.

Languages with NPA will have a highly ranked prevoicing forton constraint. Evidence for such a constraint is supplied by the phonetic data of Van Dommelen (1983b), with further semantic motivation coming from the interpretation of Gualtieri (1988), who links this constraint to RVA in terms of faclation.

4.3 Incompleteness effects

Phonetic explanations for the incompleteness effects during RVA are grounded in the physiology of vocal cords (Silva, 1983, 1986) or the actual presence of prevocing (Wissing & Roux, 1995; Wissing, 1996). There are two explanations do not exclude each other of course. What must be allowed for, is that RVA is a gradual process, where voicing extends from right to left throughout the entire obstruent cluster. This is largely in keeping with the constraint ranking proposed above, with one problematic exception.

This exception is where PD takes place in stead of RVA, as noted by Silva (1983, 1986) for Dutch. This scenario is highly problematic, because it would lead to violation of the output-output distinctiveness constraint proposed in the preceding subsections. This problematic is also been reported to be the case for obstruent clusters with a fricative in the rightmost position in Dutch by most standard phonologies of Dutch (see chapter 4 for discussion). The issue of fricative devoicing is treated separately in the next section,
although is should not be regarded as totally independent from the kinds of incompleteness effects observed by Stu.

However, Wasing and Du Plessis (1992) explicitly note the existence of clusters in Afikana where devoiced lax plosives occur in the second position of an obstruent cluster. Thus, even if PD takes place in Afikana, meaning that the distinctive features of the feature [voice] is neutralized, the absence of the feature [tense] could step in to maintain distinctive, like it does for FE under conditions where distinctive is needed. This exact claim is made by Debouch (1978) for Dutch and Marshall (1983) for French, namely that phonetic reflexes of a lenessiness distinction are employed to maintain distinctiveness, although their data are highly tentative and inconclusive. The necessary done to decide on this matter for these two languages are not available at present. Some of the relevant data for Afikana is available, and will be discussed in the final chapter.

A constraint-based account that takes phonetic and semantic principles into account, can be formulated as follows:

(2) There is an output-output constraint enforcing the maintenance of the difference between tense and lax syllable-initial obstruents for reasons of information transfer. This constraint outranks all other faithfulness and markedness constraints related to tense and lax obstruents in these languages showing either NPA or NPA-Pa.

Languages with a very close voicing distinction, such as Russian (Burton & Robins, 1967) show close to categorical application of NPA, with rather little

---

Taking a cue from the hierarchy of more and less important lexical positions, and previewing the findings of Wasing and Du Plessis (1992) for Afikana, which will be discussed in detail in chapter 6, we need to say that this explanation should not restrict itself to a statement about syllable-based positions only, but could possibly relate to a hierarchy of functionally important or salient positions.
incompleteness effects. Dutch and Afrikaans are Germancic languages, but unlike their family members, they employ the feature [voice] distinctively, but this is much less thoroughly integrated in the grammars of these two languages.

The voicelessness of lax fricatives in Dutch, and the absence of all but one voiced fricative, /v/ in Afrikaans, with rather strong contextual limitations as far as its distinctiveness (generally only in morpheme-final position – see chapter 6 for discussion) indicate that these languages might need some additional support to observe the distinctiveness constraint. This additional support is found in the use of the feature [tense], and these two languages might then show some similarities with the languages employing NPA. NPA also seems to be subject to gradient effects. This is noted by Van Donzelien (1983b) for German, and for Germanic languages generally by Fons and Salmons (1995), who relate the degrees to which aspiration ‘relaxes to the position of the syllable concerned’ within the moraic grid.

Within the two basic options available to languages, RVA or NPA, implementation is not categorical, but the gradient effects are such that the distinctiveness constraint is observed. The other constraints are therefore ranked quite close to each other, causing interference. Or, alternatively, the constraints can be formulated in such a way that they make available a range of phonetic possibilities along a continuum of sorts, as long as the distinctiveness constraint is not violated. In cases where one of the two options alone is not sufficient, such as Dutch and Afrikaans, one might expect that elements of both strategies might be observable in the phonetic data. In the case of the relationship between RVA and NPA, then, it seems as if the semantic requirements have a categorical effect, but the phonetic requirements show gradient effects.

4.4 PRIVACY vs bisignity

The explanation for RVA proposed here also has strong implications for the issue of bisignity vs. privacity. The feature [voice] can be regarded as privative from a phonetic point of view, because only when Voicing is actually present can certain effects be observed. We are not dealing with an algebraic operation on an abstract feature that
implements an algorithmic constraint. Rather, RVA is a consequence of the actual presence or absence of [voice]. This finding supports a notion of privivity that is very much in line with the original understanding of this concept in the work of the Prague school, e.g. Trubetzkoy (1938[1939]). A specified feature [-voice] simply does not do anything active in the phonology, literally because there is nothing a voiceless obstruent can offer its environment in terms of laryngeal modification. This is unlike a feature [(r)voice], that may actively spread to an adjacent obstruent, or a feature [-tense] or [(r)spread], that may also spread align with adjacent obstruents.

At the same time, glottal spreading and aspiration, the articulatory and acoustic manifestations of the feature [spread], and differences in relative duration as manifestation of the feature [tense], seem more like gradient qualities than discrete ones. Particularly as far as the feature [tense] is concerned, there is reason to assume that a binary definition is supported by the phonetic facts (see also Jesse, 1996 for discussion).

5 Fricative behaviour

5.1 Constraint formulation

Like the case for VOT and RVA, Lombardi (1995c) and Geijzenhout and Krämer (1998) formulate different constraints for fricative devoicing. Lombardi (1995c) formulates a fricative voicing constraint in post-obstruent positions, while Geijzenhout and Krämer (1998) formulate position-specific faithfulness constraints for plosives. It has been shown in chapter 5 that their approach is descriptively more adequate than Lombardi’s.

In general, it seems as if the data relevant to fricative devoicing are of a categorical nature (Delaire, 1978 seems to be the only literature on this). Incompleteness effects are not reported in the literature as far as I could determine. The formulation of constraints is simplified slightly by this.

It is not difficult to provide some kind of phonetic foundation for a constraint that discriminates between plosives and fricatives. Particularly notable is the finding by Stevens et al. (1992) that the first part of a fricative is more important for recognition of voicing from a perceptual point of view. The corresponding point of highest significance
Thus a perceptual point of view for plosives is probably closer to the release (Kohlert, 1983). In addition, fricatives are more likely to be voiced at transitions between fricatives and vowels (Haggard, 1978; Stevens et al. 1992). If a fricative follows another obstruction, then in principle it is more difficult to produce glottal vibration at its onset. But this is exactly the point that is more significant for the perception of fricative voicing.

When preceded by another obstruction, the onset of a fricative is not accompanied by higher subglottal and lower supraglottal pressure. Even if the preceding obstruction were voiced, its voicing would take place under less than optimal conditions as far as pressure drop is concerned. Supraglottal pressure in particular is likely to be higher than under optimal conditions for voicing as a result of the oral closure/articulatory narrowing of the preceding obstructant.

This notion also finds support in the modelling of stop-cluster voicing by Westbury and Keating (1986) in terms of which physiologically, the second stop is less likely to be voiced if articulatory adjustments are not made. If the preceding obstructant is voiceless, then coarticulatory parole voicing in the fricative is even closer to impossible; since there is almost no difference in pressure below and above the glottis in the case of voiceless obstructants.

These speculations are not intended to suggest that it is impossible to voice fricatives in post-obstructive position, but simply to suggest that it is perhaps less likely/more difficult to happen when the rightmost obstructant in a cluster is a fricative than a plosive under the same articulatory conditions. Particularly in the case of Dutch, where lax fricatives are inherently not strongly voiced (Sin & Van Houtgen, 1989), there is not much of a change that fricatives will spread their voicing to preceding obstruents. Rather, being placed to the right of another obstructant makes it more difficult to produce any voicing during the articulation of lax fricatives.

If this line of thought is accepted, then some phonetic motivation for regarding voicing constraints on fricatives as different from plosives is supplied. This phonetic account provides more direct support for the Lombardi formulation when linked to the interest...
The occurrence of PD in Dutch therefore follows in part from its phonetic properties. Grijzenhout and Krämer (1998) propose a formulation that is more strongly oriented towards acoustic considerations. The general tendency in Dutch to collapse the distinction between [x] and [χ], and the intransitive use of [c] in word-initial positions indicate that fricative voicing carries less of a functional load in transferring information. Passive voicing, with its higher functional load, is more likely to be a target for more idiolectal faithfulness constraints.

Grijzenhout and Krämer’s formulation also does not require a distinction between MAX and DEP-type faithfulness constraints, which implies that their formulation is in principle not as dependent on the acceptance of an underlying representation in phonological theory. A more surface-oriented approach may well accommodate their insights, but will find it a bit harder with the Lombardi formulation.

Beside some clear phonetic and acoustic motivations in Dutch, there is also a historical basis on which to explain the existence of fricative-specific devoicing processes in Dutch as well as in Nohal. Polte (1971:43-45) proposes an interesting reconstruction of the development of the obstruent voicing contrast in Old Low Franconian / Old Dutch. In terms of the account, Old Low Franconian only had voiceless fricatives in initial position (stage 1). At the next stage, an RVA rule was added, affecting the surface forms of fricatives, but not the underlying form. At stage 3, an initial fricative voicing rule was added, without affecting word-internal fricatives, including clusters across compound boundaries. Thus, only in isolation forms were all fricatives voiced, but not in word-internal forms. Once the innovation of fricative voicing lead to a restructuring of lexical representations, a rule of devoicing in obstruent clusters with a fricative as rightmost member became necessary.

Similarly, various commentators on Polish (particularly Guziewicz, 1992) point to the facts that those Polish fricatives that are subject to devoicing in post-obstruent position are historically and (in the case of the [c] - [k] substitution, also synchronically) derived
from sonorants. Although Ruhlen (1986) is sceptical about assigning too much significance to these historical matters, such an account as explanation for current phonological patterns can not be ruled out if it is independently necessary for Dutch.

The two constraint formulations both receive external support, so it remains up to their descriptive adequacy to decide on their correctness. The evidence reviewed in chapter 5 point to the formulation of Grijzenhout and Krimmer (1998). However, it seems as if, in certain respects, they come down to the same thing, and therefore the use of both formulations has a certain complementary value.

5.2 Constraint ranking

The restricted nature of fricative devoicing suggests that, on the assumption of a universal constraint set, the relevant constraints enforcing this phenomenon are ranked very low in languages generally. In Dutch and Polish, historical reasons for the higher ranking can be provided, supported by additional phonetic reasons in Dutch. No claims of the same generality can be made similar to those for FD- and RVA-related constraints. However, while cross-linguistic tendencies are harder to come by for fricative behaviour, the general claims about constraint ranking in the preceding sections still apply to Dutch. The high ranking of ultimate constraints enforcing devoicing in Dutch fricatives can be predicted as a consequence of the phonetic character of the Dutch fricatives.

Relevant data about the phonetic properties of Polish fricatives could not be obtained. However, the observation that fricatives may condition RVA across word-boundaries, while not being subject to FD in those environments, suggests that Polish fricative devoicing has a stronger phonological basis and a less strong phonetic basis.

6 Morphophonological phenomena

Morphophonological phenomena are language specific by their very nature, since they occur at the interface between phonology and morphology. The markedness constraints that are used to account for morphophonological phenomena in Dutch are the ones treated in the preceding three sections. The new complication introduced here is simply that a complex of boundaries and domains influences the faithfulness requirements,
resisting in different trade-offs between RVA and PD in particular. Universals as far as constituent marking are concerned are harder to come by because of the language-specific character of morphological alternations.

It is possible to integrate the description of such boundaries in OT by means of prosodic boundaries, as is done by Grijzenhout and Krimmer (1998), but output-output constraints that are related to morphological structure can also work, as is apparent from Lombardi's (1995c) account of Yiddish. However, an interesting observation is that the prosodic account of Grijzenhout and Krimmer (1998) can be reformulated in morphological terms. If their notions of prosodic words are expressed as morphological words, or output forms, then output-output relations can be used to express the same generalizations. For example, they account for the devoicing and PD in a form like gof'de ‘gave he’ with the cliticized form of the pronoun as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>S-ident (voice)</th>
<th>IPW &amp; Ons</th>
<th>PW &amp; Final Devoicing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[kav]/[da]</td>
<td>Agree (voice)</td>
<td>Passive (Voice)</td>
<td>!*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kav]/[da]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kav]/[da]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this tableau, the square brackets represent lexical boundaries. Clitics are not regarded as independent lexical items by them. The round brackets represent prosodic word boundaries. Clitics also do not form a prosodic word of their own – prosodic words are required to have a vowel other than schwa in Dutch.

If Grijzenhout and Krimmer's (1998) boundary symbols are interpreted differently – if prosodic words are regarded as independent output forms (=words) in terms of the analysis of Bensa discussed in chapter 5, then the tableau is still valid. These viewpoints need not present an unresolved contradiction, but perhaps point to an area that has not been explored thoroughly enough, partly because of a focus in phonological theory that insists on the autonomy of domains. In the next chapter, when perspectives of
cognitive grammar are considered, it becomes clear that within cognitive grammar, it is expected that more than one type of information about the same linguistic unit will throw correlation. Even OT, with its alignment constraints, where prosodic and morphological boundaries are aligned in particular ways, allows for a discussion of these issues. However, what has not been explored to sufficient depth is whether to state the domains of faithfulness constraints that restrict or bias markedness constraints in prosodic or in morphosyntactic terms.

7 The limits of OT

Optimality theory constraints receive a fair deal of support from phonetic and semantic facts. However, there are a number of generalisations that cannot be expressed by OT. These include the relationship between specific distinctive features and constraint ranking, and the functional motivations for insensitivity and related gradient phenomena.

When considering the facts and explanations of RVA and FD, in conjunction with NPA, it is clear that the selection of specific distinctive features in a language entails a specific set of constraints and ranking for those constraints. Thus, languages with the feature [voice] as truly distinctive tend to have a coa-constraint on voicing features, which will enforce FD in the absence of RVA. At the same time, they are likely to display RVA, enforced by a surface identity constraint on voicing features in adjacent obstruents. Both these constraints outrank faithfulness constraints. The significant generalisation missed by OT is that these rankings are given in languages with distinctive [voice], while they tend not to be so in languages that do not use [voice] distinctively.

Alongside these constraints in languages with [voice], languages with [tense] as distinctive feature tend to display NPA. Both NPA and RVA serve to maintain a higher functional contrast in onset positions at the cost of sacrificing faithfulness of the underlying representation. However, this unfaithfulness manifests itself on the non-obstruent in [voice]-languages, but on the onset-obstruent in [tense] languages. NPA also relates to a kind of progressive fortition, observed generally in German. It seems, then, that voicing assimilation is regressive, while tenseless assimilation is progressive.
While OT can formally express these generalizations, their particular relationship to distinctive feature specification remains unexpressed. These generalizations suggest that the acquisition of the relevant phonological feature and its phonetic implementation entails more or less automatically a certain set of constraints and ranking. This insight that becomes visible when an integrated understanding of phonetics and phonology is attempted, rather than an interface approach, eludes expression in OT.

A related observation concerns the fact that the languages like Hindi, where more than one distinctive laryngeal feature combine, are less likely to undergo neutralization. Again, OT can express this as faithfulness, but the theory supplies no intrinsic account of why faithfulness is more highly ranked in such languages.

The second kind of issue that eludes OT is the existence and function of incompleteness and/or gradient phenomena. The existence of these phenomena, which emerge from phonetic research often not incorporated into phonology, can be explained to a large extent. More significant, such explanations are not simply restricted to phonetic effects like co-articulation. Rather, some functional-semantic bases for these effects are apparent, and therefore, these effects should properly be regarded as part of the (phonological) grammar of languages. They are used in the process of transforming a speech signal as medium for linguistic communication. In particular, the incompleteness effects can be related to a tendency of languages not to allow complete neutralization of maximal contrasts in cases where such neutralization may lead to ambiguity in the communication.

However, even more significant is the observation that in some languages, these incompleteness effects are phonetic correlates of the feature [tense], rather than [voice], even in languages like French and Dutch that are [voice] distinctively. Thus, different features should different degrees of availability for such incompleteness effects. At the same time, such effects suggest the double specification of constraints for [tense] and [voice] at the same time, so at least shared feature correlates that substitute for a distinctive feature that might be neutralized. These incompleteness effects have not.
received a lot of serious attention in any phonological work, and are often dismissed as artefacts, despite indications that they are not.

It seems as if this crucial issue is perhaps that OT still attempts to maintain an algebraic system. Although the constraints are real, are grounded in phasetic and semiotic considerations that can be identified and offered as motivation for particular constraint formulations, ranking does not enjoy the same level of support. In particular, the relationships between feature types and processes (enforced by constraints perhaps), remain unexpressed in OT. It is submitted that the abstract and essentially arbitrary nature of ranking is responsible for this problem.

In early GP, rules expressed some real generalizations. However, they were not constrained as far as possible formulations are concerned, while rule ordering made possible any degree of abstract underlying representations and any possible trick in the book to derive the correct surface form. Only when the representations were enriched and the rule-writing power became reduced and gradually made way for principles/constaints were such problems diminished. Only then, one can argue, did GP become more real, a more plausible model of a speaker and not a model for by a linguist.

The OT notion of constraints is not entirely attributed to the earlier GP notion of principles, and OT introduces in addition the valid insight that constraints are visible, and compete with each other. All these assumptions, which are accepted here, can be grounded in something real. Constraint ranking, the other invention of OT, can not. It has to be acquired according to OT theorists. However, in this chapter, it has been shown that even the ranking of constraints, or more generally, the resolution of constraint conflict, can be grounded in phasetic and/or semiotic principles. It seems unclear of ranking can express these insights.
Chapter 7

Replacing constraints ranking

1. Introduction

The inability of ranking in optimality theory to deal with various empirical facts and some phonetic and semantic insights into voicing phenomena has been identified in the previous chapter. In this chapter, an attempt is made to develop an alternative to ranking, making use of the schematic network as representational model. This alternative is a key aspect of cognitive grammar. On the basis of the network, a model is developed to account for the phonetic and phonological data reviewed in chapters 2-5, and incorporate the relevant insights identified in chapter 6.

The need for such an undertaking is clear from the concluding section of chapter 6. However, to reject ranking, a central concept of OT, may be considered as quite an extreme step. Therefore, this step is further justified with reference to classical, generative work on phonology. A review of the concept of alternations in Kayen and Prague school phonology indicates that their views converge significantly with the insights identified in the previous chapter. The motivation for an alternative, as well as some indication of what an alternative to ranking should look like, can be derived from the work of Jan Baudouin de Courtenay and Herman Jakobson. The next section of this chapter considers their work and the perspective that it offers on voicing phenomena.

Since the alternative to ranking is sought within the representational model of OT, a brief overview of the basic intuitions and crucial concepts of this theory is presented in section 5. This forms the basis for an exploration of an alternative model of phonology in section 6. The model is developed in conjunction with an attempt to provide a partial account for the Dutch voicing phenomena discussed in chapters 3-6. It is followed by a summary of the properties of the model in section 5, before the chapter is concluded by a section that identifies the unresolved issues, which will be explored in chapter 8.
Kazan and Prague perspectives on alternations

Some of the ideas of Kazan and Prague school phonologists have been introduced in chapter 2 in connection with the origin and development of the phoneme and the theory of distinctive features. Besides these contributions, both movements articulated a concept of alternations. These concepts are reviewed in this section, and applied to an understanding of the data presented in the previous chapter, to deepen the insight into the problematic aspects identified there.

Baudouin's 1985 paper "As attempt at a theory of phonetic alternations" represents the most elaborate version of his insights into alternations. Like GP, Baudouin is motivated by the observation of partial phonetic differences between etymologically related words (1895:153). He uses the term alternations to refer to phonetically different phonemes that occupy the same position in related words, and calls the relationship between the alternants an alternation (1895:154). He illustrates his concept with reference to the alternation between the stem vowels in the following German pairs: Fervus x verbek, Freut x freuten und geben x geben.

He asserts that the alternating phonemes have a common historical origin (1895:154). Small differences in the articulatory implementation of the same phoneme in different morphological contexts can be isolated as the cause of alternations (1895:156). This arises because of the mismatch between the intended articulation of a particular phoneme and the actual execution of the speech gestures (1895:159). In time, members of the speech community may become aware of these differences, and tend to magnify them (1890-200). This position is of course not unlike the proposal made by Oshita (1990a) on the perceptual origin of alternations. However, Baudouin (1895:200-204) argues that for such alternations to become meaningful, it is necessary that they become associated with morphological or other grammatical functions. Subsequently such differences remain under constant pressure of levelling if they perform no meaningful linguistic function.

Interestingly enough, Baudouin links alternations to an entire morpheme, and not just an individual phoneme (1895:154). He rejects the view that alternations involve a change from one phoneme to another. He argues in stead that one mental image of a particular
morpheme is replaced by another image of the same morpheme in a different environment (1995:148). Trubetzkoy (1938;1989) concurs with the view that an entire morpheme, rather than an individual phoneme, forms the basis in terms of which alternations should be understood.

Based on these assumptions about the nature of alternations, Baudouin proceeds to develop a detailed theory of alternations, which includes a number of classifications. He distinguishes two prototypical alternation types. Divergents are alternations motivated directly by the phonetic environment in which they occur (1995:161). On the other side of the spectrum, correlatives are alternations that have a psychological basis in his terms, being linked either to morphological or semantic contexts (1995:161-162).

There is a non-prototypical third group of alternations, which are not motivated directly by either phonetic or psychological factors. These are maintained by traditional and social causes and are termed traditional alternations by Baudouin (1995:162).

In terms of Baudouin’s classification, the alternating behaviour of clitics in Dutch should be regarded as a case of correlative, while the process of FD creation divergent. Some of the more systematic aspects of fricative behaviour, particularly PD, to the extent that it constitutes a categorical process, can be regarded as a traditional alternation, lacking through phonetic grounding in the face of the phonetic grounding of RVA, and also lacking semantic/morphological function in many cases.

Trubetzkoy (1929b) invents a separate discipline for the study of morphophonological alternations. This is motivated by the observation of the existence of phonological alternations that lack phonological conditioning. These alternations often correlate with morphological categories (Trubetzkoy, 1929b:184). Kemink (1994:45) points out that a significant influence of Baudouin on Trubetzkoy can be observed here.

This concern of Baudouin and Trubetzkoy’s receives its fullest treatment in the work of Roman Jakobson. An insight that Jakobson articulates is that the primary function of morphology is to supply the language user with a restricted set of phonemes to serve the

---

45 Baudouin’s notion of the psychological largely agrees with that of Sapir (1925).
need of distinctive representations for different signifieds. This is essentially an elaboration of Saussure's notion of the linguistic sign. But, parallel to this, phonology can also assume what one can call iconic functions in terms of the semiotic theory of Peirce. This means that additional value and therefore visibility is added to certain morphological and other grammatical patterns by means of regular alternations: languages tend to associate regular phonological alternations with specific grammatical or lexical categories (see Jakobson, 1949a; Sanguinetti, 1982).

Let us now try to apply this insight to the interpretations of the data entertained in chapter 6. Alternations have their origin in purely phonetic factors, such as the difficulty of maintaining sufficient pressure drop in certain environments, e.g. syllable-final ones. In addition, the attempt of speakers to maintain specified voicing of obstruents in onset position may lead to a voicing of preceding obstruents. Following Ohala, one can argue that most of these small production differences do not by themselves influence the phonology or the grammar of a language, but sometimes they become noticeable. In such a case, these differences can be enhanced into a systematic pattern, and become productive alternations - divergents in terms of Baudouin's terminology. Both FD and RVA may fall into this category.

Once such a divergent starts to be associated with particular grammatical boundaries, such as morpheme or word boundaries, and not only syllable boundaries as more strictly phonetic boundary type, the possibility arises that it becomes entrenched and elaborated, approaching the status of a correlative. The voicing agreement between Dutch clitics and the stems to which they attach, and between regular suffixes like the past participle and verbs to which they attach, can be regarded as correlatives.

In between, the interplay between RVA and PD fall into the category of traditional alternations. These alternations correlate with prosodic boundaries, but particularly insofar as PD relates to fricatives, they tend to work against phonetic distinctions by neutralising compound-derivational-internal but morpheme-initial fricative voicing distinctions. No useful grammatical function is performed by Dutch PD, and it does not have an entirely transparent phonetic motivation if the occurrence of RVA is taken into
account. The existence of PD also modulates some of the divergent status of RVA by restricting its free phonetic application, making this process closer to a traditional alternation type than FD, which is a more typical divergent type.

Such a conceptualisation of alternation type provides important insights into constraint types. The markiness constraints are typically non-parallel, initially, for the creation of alternations, and specifically of divergents. FD, as conceptualised in terms of the conjunct NoCODA*VOICE constraint, is essentially independent of particular grammatical domains, and can apply, for phonetic reasons outlined in chapters 3 and 6, in any syllable code. Once the effect of this constraint is noticed by language users, the possibility of correlatives built upon this divergent arises. Exactly which boundary or boundaries will be incorporated into such a correlative, can not be predicted with certainty, but semantic considerations may suggest a few potential candidates. The environment in which such a divergent assumes the status of a correlative need to be identified and specified. In OT, such effects will be encoded by various kinds of (domain-specific) faithfulness constraints. The OT-dilemma is that once these constraints are formulated, they are incorporated into an algebraic system of constraint ranking, which manipulates these constraints as if they are abstract logical objects devoid of any inherent content.

The conceptualisation offered by the Kazan and Prague school phonologists suggests that the field of alternations could range from subconscious, hardly noticeable divergents, to well entrenched correlatives, with no particular or clear boundaries separate these two types, or separating them from the grey in-between area of traditional alternations. In addition, markiness constraints seem to be the sole source of divergents if they are incorporated into this conceptualisation of alternations, while these correlatives are characterised by interactions between markiness and faithfulness constraints. It is even possible that correlatives might integrate themselves into the grammar or lexicon in terms of the perspective of Jakobson.

What we need to replace marking with, then, is a model that allows for separate treatment of markiness and faithfulness constraints, besides allowing for a gradient transition
from the extreme of divergentism to the other extreme of correlativism. A system that allows for the incorporation of such concerns is perhaps to be found in the way that cognitive grammar represents allophonic variation. Therefore, we now turn to cognitive grammar, to see if it can help us solve the ranking-dilemma.

3 Overview of cognitive grammar

This section provides a brief overview of CG. It starts with a discussion of the way in which CG positions itself against formalist approaches, followed by an outline of some basic assumptions informing the theory. In particular, the notion of a rule-fail is stressed. Thereafter, two central representational notions of the theory – schematic networks and prototypes – are discussed, since these are the notions that will be incorporated into an alternative account of voicing phenomena in the rest of this thesis. Finally, the concept of category extension within the representations is explained.

3.1 Basic assumptions

The assumptions underlying formalist approaches to phonology, such as GP and OT, fit into an approach that Lakoff (1988:19) calls the objectivist theory of cognition:

In objectivist cognition, the symbols and algorithmic operations of symbol-manipulation are seen as constituting a language of thought. The symbols function as internal representations of external reality and the rules that manipulate the symbols do not make use of what the symbols mean. There are two aspects to the objectivist theory:

- The algorithmic theory of mental processes: All mental processes are algorithmic in the mathematical sense, that is, they are formal manipulations of arbitrary symbols without regard to the internal structure of the symbols or their meaning.

- The symbolic theory of meaning: Arbitrary symbols can be made meaningful in one and only one way: by being associated with things in the world (where “the world” is taken to mean having a structure independent of the mental processes of any being).

---

48 Given the relative unfamiliarity of CG specifically to practitioners of phonology, a brief overview is deemed useful, before proceeding to phonological issues in section 4. At the same time, one should keep in mind that within the fields of phoneme and lexical semantics in particular, CG is a well-established framework with an extensive research literature.
CO offers an alternative conceptualization of language that is based on another set of assumptions. These assumptions are outlined by Langacker (1987:11-29) in his book *Foundations of Cognitive Grammar*.

Language is regarded as inherently symbolic, by which he means that it makes available to the speaker an open-ended set of linguistic signs or expressions, each associated with a semantic and a phonological representation (Langacker, 1987:11). Language is crucially bound to human cognition, to human experience and therefore to psychological phenomena generally (Langacker, 1987:12-13). He thus rejects the modularity thesis that underlies many generative conceptions of language.

Thirdly, Langacker (1987:13-14) advocates naturalness in linguistic description, which he defines as the extent to which data are dealt with in their own terms, with full regard for their richness, subtlety and complexity. He breaks naturalness into three dimensions: discreteness, substance and complexity.

As far as discreteness is concerned, Langacker (1987:14) emphasizes the existence and importance of gradient properties in language, and he questions the adequacy of classical categorization, the viewpoint that infers neat work within the generative paradigm, including OT. CO elaborates on the work of Resch in the 1970's on prototype categorization as an alternative to the discrete nature of classical categorization approaches (see also Lakoff, 1987; Taylor, 1995 for detailed critiques of classical categorization in language).

The dimension of substance imposes a constraint on analytical concepts. Langacker (1987:22) points out that there is little value in positing concepts that do not correspond to something real. All linguistic concepts are therefore required to correspond to something real. This requirement is in direct contrast to the algebraic approach of formalism theories generally, including the concept constraint ranking, as indicated at the end of the previous chapter.

The dimension of complexity requires that assumptions made to delineate the domain, such as Chomsky's classical competence/performance dichotomy, do not slide the
complexity of the subject matter (Langacker, 1987-27). He lists two examples of excessive simplification typical of linguistic theorizing. The exclusionary fallacy holds that one possible analysis excludes another (Langacker, 1987:28). The role-list fallacy holds that particular statements (+rules) are excised from the grammar if general statements (+rules) subsuming the particular statements, can be established.

The role-list fallacy is of particular importance. According to Langacker (1987:42), generativists regard the two kinds of theoretical statements - rules and lists - as fundamentally in opposition to each other. He proposes, however, that the two can exist in a complementary fashion in the grammar of a speaker. The speaker can (inductively) abstract certain rules that express regularities about a language, and can employ these rules in a creative fashion when constructing new linguistic units. At the same time, thoroughly mastered linguistic units of different degrees of complexity can be stored directly in the lexicon.

3.2 Cognitive representations

The alternative to rules employed by CG is the schematic network. These networks are representations of linguistic knowledge in the mind of a speaker. Such knowledge has a more abstract character than knowledge of individual lexical items and expresses generalizations across different instances of things that are regarded as the same in a particular respect. The functioning of schematic networks can be illustrated with an example (from Langacker, 1988b), to make their relevance to his thesis clear.

The English past tense contains a number of regular forms, entirely predictable in terms of the phonological structure of the verb to which each one attaches: [e], [i], and [t]. Besides these regular forms, a number of irregular forms are found, but these irregular forms involve a number of subregularities. For instance, a number of forms containing the vowel [i] in their current tense, undergo a vowel change to [æ], such as the alternation between [sat] and [saw]. A master of common initial stress, frequently followed by the

12 A linguistic unit or a set of lexical items varying in complexity, ranging from complete to fixed expressions. This includes fully formal samples, which are framed as wholes in the minds of speakers. Additionally, schematic units also exist. These form the basis for creating new lexical units.
The regular past tense assigns the status of *prototype*, with the subregularities constituting less prototypical instances, or *extensions*, of the past tense. However, when a new form is encountered, an English speaker can potentially draw on the entire schema to decide which past tense form to assign to a particular verb. If the verb shows strong similarities with any of the subregularities, then an irregular past tense form may be assigned to that verb. If it does not, the regular past tense form will be assigned.

The darker coloured frames represent the more salient members at each level. Thus, the unmarked schema is the *most salient* schema for selecting a past tense form, while the three instantiations of the regular past tense schema are slightly less salient. When dealing with the subregularities among the exceptions, the instantiations are expected to be more salient than the schema, although these schemas can sometimes be called upon to produce a new form.

At the top of (1) is the abstracted schema for the entire past tense of English. This is a *highly generalised schema* that expresses the semantics of the past tense, without any reference to the phonological forms that it may assume. The *prototype* for the past tense
is the regular form. The prototype schema includes a morpheus, which may or may not be prototyped by a speaker. The prototype is itself an extension of the more abstract schema at the top. It is in turn extended further, vertically, to the three regular allomorphs. These allomorphs are concrete phonetic forms that attach to three kinds of verb stems.

In the case of the exceptions, prototypical instantiations of each subregularity are regarded as the most salient exemplars in the subnetworks, rather than the schemas expressing generalizations across these instantiations.

Psycholinguistic research has shown the validity of this kind of model to a large extent. Köpcke (1998) shows how English and German plurals, where phonological regularities can be observed in both regular and irregular forms, are learned by means of schemas rather than rules. The acquisition of grammatical structures like plurals and past tense forms in English has also received extensive treatment in connectionist approaches, such as Rumelhart and McClelland (1986), converging largely with the findings of psycholinguistic research. Connectionist networks are very similar to the CG-networks used here.

To fully understand the schema, it is important to note that CG emphasizes the prototypical nature of all categories. Individual linguistic units, including non-lexical units such as syntactic constructions or morphological paradigms, are very often characterised by a prototype structure. Thus, not only are certain parts of the past tense schema more salient, but they are also more prototypical. CG theories, such as Lakoff (1987) and Taylor (1995) argue that categorisation is done on the basis of similarity to a prototype.

3.3 Category extension

Taylor (1995) discusses at length an example of the acquisition of the lexical category game, originally introduced by Wingate. The notion of a game is a complex semantic notion that includes instantiations such as rugby, soccer, hockey, but also backgammon, house, chess or poker. To identify shared characteristics among all the members of the category is important. The child acquiring such a category will be
exposed to instances of games, not to some overall category of the game as such. On the basis of such exposure to different types of games, the child will construct a prototype of the category game. Such a prototype will probably be a number of actual games that are regarded as particularly "game-like". Exposure to new kinds of activities could lead to their incorporation into the category game as long as similarity between such activities and the prototypical instances of the category are perceived.

Category extension takes place when a new member is included in the category game. Such category extension is linked to a particular prototypical member, or a chain of extensions originating with a prototypical member. A concrete example would be the following: Given that prototypical games are loosely organised, free-driven activities (such as hide-and-seek) from the perspective of a child acquiring language, a possible spontaneous extension will be to organised sports activities such as rugby or softball. Once this extension is made, it becomes possible to incorporate organised activities of a less physical nature into the category of games, such as chess. However, it is unlikely that a child only familiar with hide-and-seek, but not with organised sports, will regard chess as a game. There is very little fun or physical activity as far as the child is concerned. The category game is thus extended from hide-and-seek to rugby to chess for a young Afrikaans-speaking boy attending primary school.

The concepts of prototypes and category extension are employed in the next section to account for gradient effects in phonological behaviour. Let us therefore consider another example of prototype structure, to cast some light on the mechanisms of category extension in lexical semantics as a kind of model for understanding the role of constraints in the approach developed later in this chapter.

Many propositions primarily denote a spatial orientation, such as in, on, or around. In their prototypical senses, these propositions all locate a trajector (TR) in terms of a landmark (LM), as in the following examples:

(2) the book is in the bookcase. (TR-book, LM-bookcase)
(3) the book is on the table. (TR-book, LM-table)
(4) the mother wraps her arms around her baby. (TR-arms, LM-baby)
The use of these three preposition categories can be extended to various non-prototypical instances, such as the following:

(5) *He is in trouble.* (TR=he, LM=trouble)
(6) *He dances on thin ice.* (TR=he, LM=ice)
(7) *She gathered many supporters around the belief.* (TR=supporters, LM=belief)

In (5), the category in is extended from a spatial domain to a mental domain. At the same time, the mental concept trouble is assigned properties that would typically be associated with a physical container, as a result of its use in the prepositional phrase with the preposition in. The same kind of category extension takes place in (7) with the category around. In (6), the category on is extended in a similar way, by metaphorically conceptualising a particular non-physical position in terms of the concrete domain, and thus extending the use of the preposition to a non-spatial domain. Metaphor is the device that is used to extend the preposition categories.

The notion of the prototype can also be applied to grammatical units, and not only to lexical units. The prototypical instance of the category noun is a concrete, countable object that is highly individuated, such as a rock. This is a semantic definition. Alongside semantic definitions, a syntactical definition can also be provided. This grammatical definition includes aspects like distribution (as often used by American structuralists), position and function in syntactic constructions, inflectional and derivational suffixes (see Green, 1993; Taylor, 1995 for discussion within the framework of prototype approaches to categorisation). In these terms, a prototypical noun is characterised by:

- being preceded by articles, determiners and adjectives, and followed by verbs or finite clauses,
- functioning as head of a noun phrase and as subject or object of the sentence,
- taking plural and genitive inflections (and more in languages with richer inflectional systems, like the case system of Latin, or the noun class system of the Sotho and Nguni languages).
• being marked by various nominalizing affixes, such as the suffix [-er] in Afrikaans, Dutch, English and German, or diminutive affixes, like [-chen] or [-lein] in German, [-je] in Dutch and [-ie] in Afrikaans.

An example of a non-prototypical noun is a mass noun like water. It is non-prototypical semantically, because it lacks the highly individuated character of the prototype. This semantic non-prototypicality impacts on its grammatical behaviour. The category water in both English and Afrikaans, does not regularly take a plural suffix. If it does, as these two languages sometimes permit, then the mass noun water is used metaphorically (another device for extending lexical categories) for large, bounded quantities of water, like the sea or dams.44 Further, many mass names are reluctant to combine with articles, particularly indefinite ones. One can extend the enumeration of unprototypical behaviour, but the details of parts of speech behaviour is not central to this thesis.

The point is that semantic prototypes allow the full range of grammatical behaviour of a particular category, while non-prototypical instances of a category are restricted in their grammatical behaviour. The implication of this for the application to phonology in the next section is that distance from the prototype affects the extent to which the behaviour of a particular unit conforms to the structure of the prototype. A gradient continuum of possibilities is made possible by extending categories away from the prototype.

Givon (1993) points out that the majority of members of linguistic categories are closely related to the prototype, particularly insofar as lexical categories are concerned. While this is true, Taylor (1993) points out that the boundary between prototype and non-prototype is often fuzzy, so a continuum of category members can be identified, showing various degrees of similarity with prototypical members of a category (Taylor, 1995).

44 The second part of Genesis 1:2 is the King James English translation reads: “And the Spirit of God was moving over the face of the waters.” The corresponding line from the 1976 Afrikaans translation reads: “...en die Gees van God was gouer op die waters.” The plural is used either as the function of indicating water contained in a bounded space, or metaphorically for quantity.
On the basis of this brief overview of the basic assumptions of CG, and key concepts such as schematic networks, prototypes, and category extension, we can now turn to phonology. Some works that label themselves as cognitive phonology have appeared in print, such as Lakoff's paper "Cognitive phonology" (1993), but these presuppose a great many assumptions that require independent exploration and justification. They will not be discussed, as they were found not to be illuminating in describing and explaining the voicing data than the account presented in the next section.

This account is based more directly on the basic mechanisms of cognitive linguistics reviewed in this section, and combines with a number of insights that are generated by work within the framework of OT, particularly the notion of the constraint and the various constraint types. By doing so, an attempt is made to present a framework for a comprehensive understanding and explanation of the Dutch voicing phenomena reviewed throughout this thesis.

4 A network and constraint account of Dutch voicing alternations

An exploration of CG-concepts alongside OT-constraints is presented in this section in an attempt to account for aspects of the voicing phenomena in Dutch. The basic aim is to represent the information presented in the integrated accounts in the preceding chapter in terms of a new model developed during the course of this section. An account of the data is presented while developing the model. The account presented here is restricted to those aspects dealing with the feature [voice] properly. Consideration of other features is left to the next chapter.

Schematic networks seem to have particular relevance for the understanding of morphophonological alternations. The case of Dutch voiced/voiceless alternation in specific morphological/prosodic environments illustrates this perfectly. Schemas can be established that represent the environments in which voiced and voiceless obstruents are permitted to occur. These schemas can very well be described in terms of prosodic, morphological and phonological structure. In particular, it is quite easy to show that the organising principles of these schemas are similar to, and perhaps the same as OT-type faithfulness constraints.
It will be argued that the extensions taking place within these networks are mediated by constraints. Issues of faithfulness and correspondence are encoded in schematic networks, while issues of markedness are encoded by constraints that extend categories within these networks. Thus, a strong clitic is made that correspondence relationships are not encoded by constraints, but by schematic and category extension within the networks, while markedness is encoded by constraints that are conceived as primary devices for category extension within the networks.

Nepark (8) is proposed to account for the behaviour of clitics. The basic idea that the network seeks to account for are: A reduced form die for the masculine third person singular realise as (6) after voiced sonorants and vowels, but as (6) after voiceless sonorants.

The network should be interpreted in the following way. At the top, the basic lexical unit, a personal pronoun, with its phonological form, is indicated. This is the prototype.
for the third person masculine singular pronominal. This prototype is extended with a morphological process, termed elitization, to a reduced variant. The reduced variant is subject to a specific distributorial constraint that is probably absent from the full form.

The elite is phonologically less independent than the full form, and therefore has two allomorphs. These two allomorphs are indicated at the third level. The extension of the second level, where the schematic structure for the elite is situated, to the third level, with the two allomorphs, is mediated by an agreement constraint. This constraint is best regarded as a surface-identity constraint on voicing as formulated by Grijzenhout and Krämer (1998). The allomorph with the voiced [d] is taken as more basic or prototypical, since this allomorph occurs where the surface identity constraint does not apply — when the initial passive forms a cluster with a sonorant or vowel that is regarded as phonologically unspecified for the feature [voice]. By means of category extension rightward, the other allomorph can be identified. This category extension is clearly a deviating constraint. Deviating, even of an initial passive, is warranted, because elites are phonologically less autonomous than the words to which the attach.

No positional faithfulness constraints are proposed in (8), only very general mark disenchantments. The effects of faithfulness are directly encoded into the schemas within the overall network. However, given the strong morphological conditioning apparent in this network, it is not surprising to networks that have more typical phonological content, without such obvious morphological conditioning.

Langacker (1988a:12) suggests a schema for the prototype of the syllable in English. This schema is simply [CVC]. It is then instantiated by various items in the English lexicon, such as [kwär]. Less prototypical instances of the English syllable can also be identified. Although Langacker does not elaborate on the possibilities himself, one could well imagine that less prototypical extensions, such as the syllable structure [CCVCCC], instantiated by a form like [twelfth], will be subject to constraints such as consonant deletion in the very complex code. These constraints are unlikely to operate on the more
prototypical syllable structures. Distance from the prototype is thus an important predictor of phonological behaviour, but probably also of gradient effects.

It is quite possible to extend this kind of approach to something like fricative voicing in Dutch. A more detailed network is required to account for these facts. Before attempting to do that, a diagram that summarizes the basic considerations is presented.

(9) Fricative voicing – basic considerations

The environments further away from the centre of the bar at the top of the diagram represent the most prototypical environments for voiced and voiceless fricatives respectively to appear. These constitute environments where the voicing of fricatives can be predicted with close to 100% certainty. The lexical marking appears in the middle, because the lexical marking of fricative voicing is arbitrary – it has to be done by pre-specification in the lexicon and cannot be predicted. However, given the post-lexical status of the devoicing and voicing incorporated into this diagram, the lexical marking must be assumed to be more salient than any other aspect of the representation of fricative voicing in Dutch, and is therefore indicated with darker lines.

A schematic network defines the prototypical environment where voiced frications occur. This prototype schema looks as follows:
It is probably unnecessary to define a prototype for a voiceless fricative, since voicelessness is in part the default option for fricatives, occurring when not specified in terms of a prevocalic voicing feature. It is perhaps more feasible to define a prototype for obstruents, stating that the prototypical obstruent will be voiceless. This schema looks as follows:

The schema for prototype of the voiceless fricative in (10) is extended in various ways. Two possible extensions must be noted. Apart from the prototypical position of stem-initial, it can also appear in intervocalic position, or when immediately followed by a voiced place.

Both these extensions have additional phonetic and/or phonological requirements that are not required for the prototype. The primary requirement for the prototypical voiceless fricative is stem-initial, a grammatical lexical requirement. The extensions need support they must either be syllable-initial and intervocalic, or before a voiced place. The voiced place is also more likely to occur as word-initial consonant of another word. A network for the prototype and extensions of voiced fricatives looks as follows.
Below the prototype, indicated by means of a darker box, various instantiations occur. These instantiations form the basis on which the prototype itself is constructed, and are in turn licensed by the prototype. Representing both types of information—prototype and instantiations—is in line with the position against the rule/list fallacy of Langacker (1987).

The first category extension is clearly of a more phonological nature. Because of the similarity of syllable-initial intervocalic fricatives to the prototype, the use of fricative voicing is extended quite easily to this environment. However, a constraint imposing intervocalic voicing, such as is proposed for Korean by Jun (1994, 1995), can also be employed as a mechanism for this extension. This type of relationship will be expressed in OT, i.e. Coates and Kiparsky (1998), with different position specific faithfulness
constrained, for prosodic word-initial and syllable-initial voicing. Here, the difference in positional faithfulness is encoded by the fact that (word-initial) intervocalic plosives are not prototypical themselves, but extensions from the prototype, and such may be subject to exceptions.

The second extension captures the effects of assimilation, which is reassessed by a surface-identity constraint. It has a clear phonetic foundation in terms of the account of Wissing and Roos (1995), and a semantic basis in the Y-as of Guasti (1986). In terms of linguist’s rejection of the exclusory fallacy, both the phonetic and semantic constraints can be accepted; different speakers may use either one or both motivations to extend the category.

For each of these two extensions, a markedness constraint can therefore be identified as mechanism for extension. In stead of ranking them alongside positional faithfulness constraints, the schemas are extended away from the prototype, and thus allow for the possibility of less prototypical behaviour, like unstressfulness.

Apart from specific instantiations of the general schema for voicelessness in obstruents, one category extension must be noted to account for the voicelessness of obstruent-eliciting clusters in Dutch. This extension is probably a direct extension of the constraint against stress-initial word-obstruent clusters, which will be a more general instantiation of the schema for voicelessness in obstruents. A partial schema for voicelessness in obstruents is postulated for these cases:
The extension of the general notion of morpheme-internal voicing clusters to clusters across morpheme boundaries with a rightmost fricative is a behavioral reflex in terms of the analysis of Pulie (1971). Its primary motivation in synthetic Dutch phonology is the same constraint enforcing RVA elsewhere, namely that adjacent obstruents with different voicing are disfavored—a surface identity constraint for the feature [voice] in obstruents. It is also motivated by the phonetic fact that fricatives in Dutch, even in licensed positions, such as those in schema (12) above, are not always phonetically voiced. When taking into account the phonetic explanation for RVA in Witjes (1995), then lexically voiced stem-initial fricatives are not necessarily “voiced enough” to condition RVA. PD is the result, due to the other constraints. Combining this with the similarity to the targetness against morpheme-internal voiced obstruent clusters, ample motivation is found for postulating this lexically extension of the schema in network (13).
Both extensions are made in terms of the a devoicing constraint, supplemented by a surface identity constraint. However, the extension at the third level is in extension from the second level. As such, more exceptions are expected to occur here. This expectation is confirmed by evidence from Wissing (p.c.) that RVA can occur across word boundaries in Dutch, even when the rightmost obstruent is a fricative. Wissing obtained spectrographic evidence that Dutch speakers do not always produce voicing for fricative-trilled clusters. The phrase set in which “that is true” is produced with a cluster [ts] in one of his examples. There is reason to believe that more detailed investigations into the phonetic facts of Dutch will confirm the predictions of the schema above. However, if it is shown that Wissing’s examples are isolated instances, then it is possible to formulate a stronger version of the schema that is insensitive to any kind of boundary, either by removing the existing extension, or by extending it even further.24

The basic facts of plosive voicing are represented by means of the following diagram:

(14) Plosive voicing
In this diagram, phonetic influences are enclosed by rectangles with rounded corners and are shaded. Markedness constraints are written vertically. Lexical marking is indicated as the only salient aspect, but it must be recognized that position also plays a role. Rightmost consonants in clusters are the ones markeddistinctively word-internally (as formulated by licensing principles in CP), so others inside the same boundary are more susceptible to contextual factors. In addition, across word boundaries, the rightmost obstruent is still the one for which lexical marking is most salient, while an obstruent to its left, i.e. a voiced-obstruent in a preceding morphological unit, is less saliently marked for voicing in its lexical representation.

My hypothesis for Dutch, based on the strong phonetic preference for voicing across contexts, is that the left-hand side of diagram (14) summarizes the information that is generally more salient. At the same time, this saliency simply implies unmarkedness within a privative system, so again the higher functional load of the rightmost obstruent is served. The following schematic networks can account for the relevant facts.
This network essentially represents the same information for plosives as (12) does for fricatives. The most important difference between plosives and fricatives, according to existing phonological accounts, is that plosives are not subject to PO in post-obstruent position. This is already adequately expressed by the category extension specific to fricatives in network (13), from which plosives are excluded by implication.

Let us now revise network (13), to account more comprehensively for voicelessness among obstruents. Network (16) expresses the generalisations only in so far as phonological accounts are concerned, and excludes incompleteness gradient effects with a basis in the correlates of the feature tense.

(15) Voicelessness in obstruents

This network represents the various instances in which voiceless obstruents are expected. Instantiations are excluded to allow for easier interpretation. Previous networks contain some of the relevant examples. Three schemas in the network are suggested to be more
silent than the others. The general voicelessness of obstruents, which manifests itself in the unequal distribution of voiced and voiceless obstruents, is the first one. This also represents the prototype for obstruents voicing generally—the unmarked case.

There are two major instantiations of voicelessness in Dutch obstruents. The one is found in final positions, on the left-hand side, and is responsible for FD. It is argued that the syllable-final environment is the most salient of these, largely for reasons of acquisition. During early stages of language acquisition, sequences consist of one word, or two words that are not strongly integrated (see Schouten, 1977 for Dutch). Moreover, at the very early stages of speech production, syllables tend to conform to the canonical prototype CV, with no final consonants. Once final obstruents are acquired by Dutch children, they will be voiceless, because of the constraint NOCODA & VOICE. If it is assumed that morphological structure is acquired later, then the extensions of this schema are likely to be acquired later. Only at a later stage will children become aware of the special duty of voicelessness at word-internal morpheme boundaries.

One could therefore argue that perhaps the periphrastic position is in fact more basic than the syllable-final position, and separate the from phrase boundaries, which are typically also associated with a pause. However, syllable boundaries coincide with the periphrastic position during the earliest stages of language acquisition.

The other major instantiation of voicelessness is in obstruent clusters. One of the members of such clusters will find itself in syllable-final position in any case and therefore be subject to the pressures of the left-hand side of the schema. However, in the face of voicing differences, extensions are expected that pressure the system towards voicelessness as an extension of the very general constraint on voiced obstruents. The obvious generalisation about stress/morpheme-internal voicelessness is suprabjectual, and is perhaps the first extension of this schema, perhaps only not in terms of development, but in terms of the mature grammar. To extend this schema to boundaries between stems and affixes is quite natural. When stems and affixes combine, they are not necessarily analyzed as separate constituents by the language learner, or even adults, and thus show large similarities with the first extension.
The third extension is specific to fricatives, and is motivated both by historical and phonetic concerns, as pointed out earlier. This extension might also achieve higher status than the ones preceding it, simply because this is more likely to cause alternations than the other two extensions on the right-hand side. The other two extensions are far rather static regulations about the Dutch inventory, and less consistently, but at least still partly, about Dutch morphology.

The various assumptions on the left-hand side of the schema are all mediated by NOCODA,&"VOICE, while those in the right-hand side by a general devoicing constraint together with a surface identity constraint on obstruent voicing.

On the basis of networks (12), (15) and (16), the following generalized network (slightly simplified) can be formulated to account for Dutch obstruent voicing generally.

This network adds one further aspect to the representation. Voiced obstruents are regarded as an extension of voiceless ones. This extension is mediated by the process of voicing itself, and driven by semantic constraints, like enlarging the phoneme inventory of Dutch. By grouping various extensions of the two schemas at the top next to each
other, a possible basis for co-occurrence between voicing and devoicing is suggested. This is particularly the case in the bottom of this scheme, where two very similar environments that potentially overlap, are put next to each other. It is predicted that this is an area where competition between two schematic structures exists, and as such gradient and non-prototypical behaviour is expected here. As according to the data of Sis (1983, 1986) is indeed found. To the extent that the boundaries between morphemes are not dominant is the minds of speakers, the left-hand side of the representation will be stronger. As soon as word-boundaries are recognised by the speakers, the right-hand side of the scheme will be activated and RVA will result. This expression in a very simple way the interpretation of RVA entertained by Goad (1986).

5 Formulation of the schema-based representation model

Based on the examples from Dutch, and the general principles of both OT and CG, the following model for representation is proposed. Lexical concepts are represented in a lexicon for established units. This is not necessarily the kind of redundancy-free representation of GF. Both CG and OT (see Lombardi, 1998 in connection with OT) favour full representation of unpredictable features, alongside features that contribute to definitiveness even if they are predictable. Within a lexicon, a variety of networks can be present, which include surface forms, such as the exophenomenological one proposed for Dutch critic in (5) above. Such a schema does not express a process-like derivation, but is a static, deductive generalisation about established forms in the lexicon.

This kind of full specification of the lexicon is fully compatible with CG assumptions, and aligns with the view of the lexicon proposed by some OT-theorists, such as Bybee (1994), Corbett et al. (1996), Myers (1994) and Yap (1996) (see Chapter 5 for discussion). It concurs with Hock's view that a mental image of a morpheme is replaced by another image of the entire morpheme. Adopting this view is also in line with Langacker's (1987) rejection of the rule-fix-fallacy.

As far as the post-lexical level, or perhaps better called the phonetic level, is concerned, networks simply provide a framework within which semantic or faithfulness considerations are expressed. The integration with lexical representations is important.
In stead of ranking a number of domain-specific faithfulness constraints with the 
markerness constraints, networks directly encode positional saliency. This contrasts 
closely to the positional distinctiveness position developed in the previous chapter 
with reference to the work of Gazdar, et al (1988) as an alternative to the OT notion 
of constraints. The prototype forms are more salient and the situations less so, 
allowing for the violation of markerness constraints in a gradual way — more violations 
higher up in the network to respect faithfulness in a manner approaching categorical 
status. Faster violations of markeness occur lower down, where phonetic substance, 
following winning and Roux (1995), takes over.

The crucial departure from OT is this proposal concerns the notion of constraint ranking. 
In stead of setting up an anti-constraint ranking for a language, markeness constraints 
are employed in a more local fashion within a network for particular natural classes of 
segments. In that sense, it acts as the devices that extend categories, similar to metaphor 
and metonymy in lexical semantics. It does not necessarily mean that it will be 
possible to set up a ranking for all constraints, but it is not regarded as particularly 
insightful. This follows from the insight that constraints are not only violable, but also 
show gradience effects, which is problematic for a strict ranking approach. In stead of 
adopting complex computational heuristics to constraints, it is proposed that the grey areas 
of constraint interaction are natural, and follow from phonetic properties and distances 
from the prototype.

One aspect has not been explored in depth so the networks above — the notion of feature 
specification. As a simplifying assumption, the feature [voice], interpreted as a private 
feature, is the only one used in the networks for Dutch. The possible role of the feature 
[sonority], in terms of Faure's Proposal X, or alternatively the [or] feature correlating in 
terms of Jespersen's (1909) proposal, has been ignored. This should obviously be 
incorporated in a full account. In diagram (1) for phonetic production, the effects of 
intonation and fortition, alongside devoicing and RVH, have been noted, since phonetic 
research has indicated that these might be relevant factors. The feature representation can 
be incorporated by means of specification of [sonority] alongside [voice] in the lexicon. This 
challenge will be taken up in more detail in the next chapter.
If we return to the insights of classical phonology, discussed in Section 2 above, we may notice that Kayne's theory of alternation types is incorporated into the network. The divergents are caused by local phonetic factors, and are expressed by markedness constraints, used to extend categories in terms of the network representation. Some of these categories that are subject to extension assume a grammatical foundation, and approach the status of correlation.

Many of the extensions in network (17) have some grammatical footing, perhaps alongside some prosodic factors, but they are subject to gradient effects and clear exceptions. This is not unexpected if they are regarded as traditional alternations, since their grammatical foundations are not as well entrenched as the clichés in (8) for example. These traditional alternations may either become more strongly entrenched in grammar to approach the convergent-pole of the continuum, or they may lose whatever grammatical grounding they have, and recede to the divergent-pole, applying only in environments with clear phonetic grounding.

6 Conclusion

A new model of phonological representation has been proposed in this chapter. This model makes use of conventional notions of distinctive features and employs OT insights into constraints in a modified version. Constraints are allowed to refer to gradient phenomena, and are implemented in various degrees along phonetic dimensions. The most striking departure from OT is the view of network representations for selecting constraint conflict, rather than ranking. In the discussion of various phonological processes in the previous chapter, it was shown again and again that where constraint ranking fails to stipulate in an essentially arbitrary way how constraints should be ranked, the actual situation is that the resolution of constraint conflict can be predicted largely from the phonetic properties of distinctive features.

An important conclusion is also reactivated. The distinction and similarities between morphophonological and phonetically conditioned alternations argue for a representation system that acknowledges the structural similarity of these alternations,
while allowing for differences as far as interaction with either grammatical or phonetic factors.

This model has been illustrated with reference to Dutch obstruent voicing distribution. A number of unresolved issues remain. A comprehensive account of all Dutch voicing phenomena within a single network has not been proposed. This is due to uncertainties about the accountm sứ of Dutch phonological data. It is essential that such a comprehensive account be based on detailed phonetic and phonological data that account for both categorical and gradient phenomena. A further unresolved issue is the question of feature representations. No final word on the feature proposals in chapter 2 could be said. While there is evidence for feature proposal A and Jespers's (1990) proposal, no conclusions can be reached on the basis of the preliminary account of Dutch, partly because certain effects were not incorporated into the account in section 4.

In order to exemplify the usefulness of the particular proposal, and resolve the outstanding issues, the next chapter presents an analysis and interpretation of data from Afrikaans. This is done because of the extent to which relevant data from Afrikaans is available in the literature, and because it is possible to control such data carefully, and judge the adequacy of phonological accounts. In addition, based on what is known so far about Dutch in particular. It seems as if Afrikaans is a language that allows for more conclusive argumentation on the whole issue of feature representation, as will become clear from the presentation of the relevant Afrikaans data in the final chapter.
Chapter 8

The phonology of Afrikaans voicing phenomena

1 Introduction

A few issues remained unresolved at the end of chapter 7. The validity of the various feature proposals in chapter 2 needs to be determined in particular. Alongside this, the Dutch data analysed in chapter 7 suggests the plausibility of schematic network-organisation of constraints rather than ranking, but does not provide conclusive evidence. Given the substantial body of support for ranking devices within OT, more evidence is required to justify the use of networks. A third issue that relates to the first two is the relationship between tenseness constraints and voicing constraints.

This final chapter attempts to resolve these issues by applying the model in detail to Afrikaans. A substantial volume of phonetic research on Afrikaans is available, due to the efforts of Wissing and colleagues. The phonetic data point to a very strong influence of phonetic and other factors on alternating behaviour and show clear evidence of gradient effects. During the course of this chapter, FD, RVA and its interaction with PD, as well as morphophonemic alternations are explored and the available information is represented by means of networks.

In each section, the limits of an OT account will be tested, and where these limits are transgressed, the need for network representations will be indicated. On the basis of phonetic and other information available, it is possible to refine the representation model in chapter 7. Furthermore, the appropriateness of specific features and feature definitions will be examined in connection with each aspect to reach a conclusion on the feature representation models.

In the next section, the basic phonemic issues in Afrikaans, together with phonetic characterisations and feature representations are discussed. This is followed by a section on FD, a section on voicing assimilation (both RVA and PD) and a section on morphophonemic alternations. After the discussion of the various separate phenomena, a
unified account of voicing phenomena in Afrikaans is presented, together with a formalisation and an evaluation of the proposed model. The final section presents the conclusion to the entire thesis.

2 Tone and lax obstruents in Afrikaans

2.1 Phono logical characteristics

Afrikaans is generally regarded to have nine underlying obstruents phonemes: p, b, t, l, k, f, v, s, x. They are classified in the table below, under the assumptions of underspecification theory, the privacity of laryngeal features and articulator theory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phoneme</th>
<th>Continuant</th>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Coronal</th>
<th>Dorsal</th>
<th>Voice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/p/</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/b/</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/f/</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/v/</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/s/</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/x/</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The contrastive function of each of these phonemes is illustrated by the following examples:

(1) /p/ paul ‘poe1’ /b/ bal ‘hale’ /t/ tal ‘thale’
    /l/ tal ‘language’ /v/ val ‘thale’
    /k/ dalk ‘scream’ /x/ xal ‘thale’

/ / kaal ‘naked’ /x/ gal ‘thale’

Table 8.1 Feature classification of Afrikaans obstruents
Standard textbooks on Afrikaans phonology, such as Wissing (1982) and Densley and De Studler (1987) propose the feature [voice] as the underlying distinctive feature that distinguishes between members of /t-/auxiatric obstruent pairs.

There is some allophonic variation along the dimension of place of articulation that is not relevant to the focus of this thesis. Proceeding the high front vowel /i/, sometimes also a mid-high front vowel /i/, the dorsal phonemes /k/ and /q/ are realised as palatals /ç/ and /c/ respectively. This process is more or less compulsory when the diminutive suffix is /aɪ/, which generally realises as /ç/. Examples are:

(2) /kɪː–ɔː/ ː böse "choose": /kɪːː–ɔːː/ ː böser "choosing can": /sɪːː–ɔːː/ ː sûter → /sɪːː–ɔːː/ ː sûtere "nicer"

A type of allophonic variation that will concern us at a later stage is the alternation between /s/ and /ç/. In the plural of nouns with a final /s/ and a pre-final sonorant, the /s/ alternates with /ç/. This also happens in some derived forms, where the stem ends on /s/ and the suffix begins with a vowel, e.g.:

(3) Singular: berg "mountain" [bɛːrɡ] ː Underived: erg "enough" [ɛːrɡ]

Plural: berge "mountains" [bɛːɾɡe] ː Derived: ergere "tougher" [ɛːɾɡer]

In the phoneme inventory, there are more tense than lax phonemes. The distribution of these phonemes in lexical representations of Afrikaans morphemes is also unequal. While all of them are used frequently in morpheme-initial position, there are strong limitations on morpheme-final position (leaving out of consideration the effects of F0, which will be considered in the next section). /s/ and /ç/ are unpaired voiceless phonemes, so they cannot occur in opposition to a cognate phoneme in either initial or final position. The remaining six phonemes form pairs, but with unequal distribution.

The only voiced voiceless pair that forms a productive opposition in morpheme-final position is the pair /s/-/ç/. This is evidenced by minimal pairs and near minimal pairs like the following (for sake of clarity of illustration, regular suffixes are employed that allow the morpheme-final phonic to occur in syllable-final position):
(4) Morphone-final /í/  Morphone-final /í/

The pair /í/ is restricted to a very few stems. Excluding names and place names, the following Afrikaans stems end on /í/:  

(5) ab 'abbot', bokh 'boke', eb, 'low side', leb 'repaas-bag', verb 'waar', slub or slub 'kludge', rib 'iie', slub or slub 'scale', lob 'lobe', autob 'automobile', rob 'silver', aub 'water', oob 'water', oob 'scale', oob 'water', groob 'garden', odub 'aub', boobh 'boobsh' and oob 'oob'.

In this list, slub and slub are alternative forms of the same underlying concept, slub is a loan from English, and slub is likely related to these two in a similar way. Taking these considerations into account, the list is narrowed down to 18 forms. Of these 18, the forms abóob and leb are extremely rare (I never heard any of them before, nor did the Afrikaans language speakers I asked). Bokh and bokh, both high frequency words, are obvious recent loans from English, as is evidenced by their plural forms - bokhe and bokhe, which have not been regularized. Boobh and leb, particularly leb are unlikely to be heard in the mouth of Afrikaans speakers in view of existing words in the language. Words like ab, bokh and gobh are restricted to very narrow contexts and also obvious loans. The form oob is a loan, prefix, and seldom if ever surfaces with a voiced /í/. It does not regularly before vowel-initial stems, so only in cases where ITSA applies inside a word will it be voiced (see section 4 for discussion of this possibility). Thus, all in all, the use of morphone-final /í/ is an extremely limited event in Afrikaans.

---

The following words listed in Crouch & Delhez (1984) were /í/: slub, only given as a slub in the HAT, slubt not contained in the HAT and not personal or place names. Nouns, Pragm. Arabic. Ohb, oobh, oob.
The pair /w-/ forms no contrasting opposition in morpheme-final position. A complex pattern of alternations between the /w/ and /v/ in derived forms can be observed, and will be discussed in detail in section 5. Examples of these alternations are:

- wolf [/wːf/, v. [wːf]; wolve [vːl]; wolfgrip [wːlɡrip]; wolf eg. pl., wolf-like)
- doof [doːf], doveser [dɔves]; doofor (dəfe) (doll, droller, droller
- argui [ɑʁgi]; argiew [ɑʁgiː]; arguance [ɑʁgiːns] (archive eg. pl., archivist)

In order to determine objectively how these phonemes are distributed, an analysis of derived forms was made in a 94,000-word corpus of Afrikaans words contained in a retrograde dictionary, Combrink and Dodds' Retrograde Woordenboek van Afrikaans (1984). Twenty-one suffixes, classified in terms of lexical phonology and morphology by Liebke (1995) were analysed. This yields the following results:

Table 8.2 Frequency of derived forms with phonetically voiced and voiceless semi-final plosives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semi-final plosive</th>
<th>/v/</th>
<th>/l/</th>
<th>/d/</th>
<th>/t/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derived words</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>2031</td>
<td>1258</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1609</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some very clear tendencies emerge from the 554 derived forms where the semi-final plosive is resyllabed with one of the suffixes. There is a clear effect of place of articulation in semi-final plosives, with many more coronals than dorsals, and more dorsals that labials. As far as voicing is concerned, 55% of the coronal plosives are voiceless and 45% are voiced, indicating a very productive distinctive function in stem-final position. However, 88% of final labial plosives are voiceless, and only 12% are voices. All of these are derived from the few productive stems in (5) above.

A similar count for bicriminals reveals the following:

Table 8.3 Frequency of derived forms with phonetically voiced and voiceless semi-final bicriminals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semi-final Bicriminals</th>
<th>/v/</th>
<th>/l/</th>
<th>/d/</th>
<th>/t/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derived words</td>
<td>1552</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3512</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(Note: This is a placeholder for the actual data that would be provided in a real text document.)*
Only 12% of a set of 3290 derived forms have a voiced stem-final fricative after resyllabification, but this clearly is a result of the unavailability of a stem-final opposition between voiced and voiceless obstruents.

There are other relevant aspects of the distribution of obstruents (see De Villiers & Peneis, 1987:66-69, 136-151 for discussion). Onset clusters are permitted in Afrikaans, and they generally take the form of [-voiceless obstruent] or obstruent + sonorant. Voiced and voiceless obstruents are permitted before the liquids, with the exclusion of [d] and [t] before [l] and [r] before [l]. In general only [s] is allowed before the nasals [n] and [m]; [k] is allowed before [q]; and a limited number of forms exhibit [r] before [s]. There are a few loanwords, either from learned Greek vocabularies, or from Rheto-Romanian languages, where [n] occurs before [l]. In three-consonant initial clusters, the first consonant is always [t], the second one a voiceless plosive and the third one a liquid.

In morpheme-final two-consonant clusters, liquids and nasals occur more freely before voiced and voiceless plosives, developed in citation form, but in derived forms, [s] occurs frequently after a consonant as initial consonant of a syllable, e.g. houvl vir 'dogs'. Final clusters with these consonants end on [s], allowing only voiceless plosives to occur between the final [s] and the least frequent of the cluster.

Clusters are much rarer in morpheme-medial positions. Where they do occur, the same generalisation about Dutch monomorphemic forms formulated by Zonneveld (1988) holds for Afrikaans — they are almost exclusively voiceless.

Thus, all available phonological data on Afrikaans obstruents point to a productive opposition between voiced and voiceless obstruents in morpheme-medial position, and in some clusters where an obstruent combines with a liquid. In clusters with [m] initial, no opposition appears — no regressive spreading of voicing causes the [s] to voice to [z], like it does in for example Polish (Rudach, 1996) or Italian (Agati & De Pere, 1965:87; Chapallaz, 1979:118-119). In monomorphemic morpheme-medially or finally, no productive opposition is possible, except between [d] and [t] in morpheme-final position, but only in derived forms, not in stems, because of the influence of FV.
2.2 Phonetic characterisation

A number of phonetic studies have been conducted to determine the phonetic characteristics of the phonemes themselves. There is justification to regard Afrikaans as a language that employs [voice] as its primary distinctive feature for plosives, as it exhibits voicing lead for voiced plosives and short-lag VOT for voiceless plosives (Wissing & Rees, 1995; Wissing & Coetzee, 1996). The voiced fricative /v/ is characterised by more or less continuous vocal cord vibration during the period of friction according to indirect evidence available from spectrograms and barygrams in Wissing (1991), (1992b).

Limited amounts of aspiration can be detected in the voiceless plosives of some speakers. However, it does not seem to be a consistent property, and does not show all the acoustic properties of aspiration in terms of the criteria proposed by Wissing and Coetzee (1996), as discussed in chapter 2. It is generally limited to the environment immediately preceding [i]. Most of the spectrographic activity following plosive release can be regarded as an affrication. Consequently [spread] is not required as a distinctive feature (Wissing & Coetzee, 1996).

The possibility of a voiceless [q], characterised as a less alveolar plosive is entertained by Wissing (1990b) and Wissing and Du Plessis (1992), but only when occurring in an environment where PD has deviated the [d] without necessarily neutralising the distinction with [t]. Wissing (1990b) suggests that voicing may not be the primary distinctive characteristic of Afrikaans plosives at least, and suggests that tenseness may perform that function. However, in the results of Wissing and Du Plessis (1992) only 15% of 649 responses are characterised as voiceless less stops, with the remainder falling into clear-cut voiceless fortis or voiced lenis plosives. Nevertheless, this possibility is important and will be explored in the subsequent sections of this chapter.

Wissing (1992a) finds a difference in the duration of the vowel, preceding voiced and voiceless obstruents. In closed syllables, e.g. [baɪskaːvسود] vs. [baɪskaːfrad] (two variants of beskaapde 'civilised'), the average difference is 30ms, or 17% of the duration.
of the vowel preceding the voiced obstruent. In open syllables, e.g. [vʁɛs] vs. [vɛf] ('frøm' vs. 'før' = diminutive) the difference is 42 ms, or 23% of the duration of the vowel before the voiced obstruent.

Wissing relates these findings to results of studies on other languages (see section 3.2.3 in chapter 2; also Chen, 1979; Van Driem, 1982; Lavers, 1992). The main point, which is reinforced by Wissing, is that languages like English and German show much bigger lengthening effects than languages like Afrikaans, Dutch and French.

This finding can be interpreted in terms of feature proposal A and Jensen’s (1998) model of feature representation. Germanic languages, excluding Afrikaans, Dutch and Yiddish, do not use [voice] as primary distinctive feature, while Afrikaans and Dutch, as well as Romance and Slavic languages use [voice] as their primary distinctive quality. In the latter group, a far smaller effect of obstruent voicing on vowel length is observed than the rest of the Germanic languages. In terms of feature proposal A, the majority of Germanic languages use the feature [spread] (see also Iverson & Saltens, 1995). Duration effects are much more significant in these languages.

Jessen (1998) will use the feature [len] to classify these languages. However, in terms of his model, the vowel length differences will fall in the category of non-basic shared feature correlates. However, his model fails to predict or explain why his [len]-languages show much clearer vowel length differences than [voice]-languages. It seems on this basis, as if feature proposal A receives more support from the different uses of duration than Jensen’s (1998) proposal does, since this model allows for setting up a special association between duration and the feature [tense], while the feature [voice] does not participate directly in such relationship.
3 Final devoicing

3.1 Phonological characterization

Final devoicing has been recognized in Afrikaans at least since the work of Le Roux and Pomeranz (1928:77). Sources on Afrikaans phonology within the generative framework, such as Wissing (1982) and Combrink and De Stadler (1987), generally identify FD as a productive process in the phonology of Afrikaans. Examples are:

(7)  [p] - > [p]  *web*  *web*
    [p] - > [b]  *web*  *web*

The GF approach to the phonological distribution is to postulate a rule of FD (Wissing, 1982:19, 69; Combrink & De Stadler, 1987:102). Wissing (1982) formulates the devoicing rule in terms of the word-boundary, while Combrink and De Stadler (1987) argue for the syllable boundary as the relevant domain.

De Villiers and Pronkels (1987:73-75) provide an entirely different account. They compute a rule-based approach to an approach where devoicing is regarded as a process that was productive in the history of Afrikaans, but has since assumed the status of a morphologised process driven by analogy. They provide the following examples in support of their position:

(8) Lexical levelling: originally voiced stem obstruents devoiced

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dutch</th>
<th>Afrikaans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lougge</td>
<td>lougge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[lou̯]</td>
<td>[lou̯]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(9) Category extension: originally voiceless obstruents voiced

From Dutch duneel (‘faint’), duneer (‘grapes’), busee (‘hambok’), geuwe (‘poison’), buwe (‘cayfish’, plural), buwe (‘crazy’) (orthographic w is phonetic [w])

From English: rowwe (‘rough’), rowwe (‘rough’), buwe (plural of ‘fowl’)
The point of their argument is that FD in Afrikaans has extended to environments where it is not predicted in Dutch by a rule such as Trommelen and Zoome's (1979), to which they refer. Wissing (1982) formulates a rule for Afrikaans that corresponds materially to Trommelen and Zoome's rules. At the same time, voicing processes have taken place in exact positions. Therefore, De Villiers and Penelis argue for analogy, and not a productive rule, as the basis of FD.

Wissing (1987, 1989) strongly criticizes of their viewpoint. He argues against it on the following grounds:

- The process is "creative," i.e. it applies to new forms that enter the language, either through loans, abbreviations or new creations (Wissing, 1987:181, 1989:107-109).
- The phonotactic principle fails to take into account the systematic nature of FD (1989:107).
- If re-analysis takes place as a consequence of vowel deletion, then voiced obstruents are excluded (1987:181).
- The phonotactic principle is not always true, since the effects of RVA can undo the effects of FD (1989:108).

Wissing (1989:109) acknowledges the existence of morphological alternations and quasi-systematic phonological variations, but this does not count as sufficient evidence against posulating a synchronic FD-rule. The discussion of the morphological effects will be postponed to section 5. For now, the focus will be on the productive aspect of FD that Wissing emphasizes.

Generative treatments of FD boils down to the use of a devoicing rule. This can be translated straightforwardly into a principle such as Lombard's (1995) by extrinsic constraint. This possibility is suggested in passing by Van Rooy and Wissing (1996), but has not been explored in depth in literature of which I am aware.
FD has not been discussed from an OT perspective in published literature on Afrikaans phonology either. However, it will be possible to construct an account of FD by means of both the code and onset approaches outlined in chapter 5. Such an account will either follow the line of argumentation of Grijsbeek and Kalm, or Lamberts (1999), but will exclude the domain-specific faithfulness constraints for plosive voicing in onsets of Grijsbeek and Kalm (1998), or the negative voicing constraint of Lamberts (1995). No new insights stand to be gained from discussing Afrikaans FD in OT terms.

3.2 Phonetic characterization

FD has been investigated from an acoustic and perceptual perspective by Winning and Van Rooy (1992) and Van Rooy et al. (in prep.). The major finding emerging from these studies is that FD is not always complete, and marginal, but statistically significant differences in the length of the vowel preceding the underlying voiced plosive remain as reflexes of the underlying distinction. These differences are less than 10 ms on average however (Winning & Van Rooy, 1992). They also play a role in assisting perceptual discrimination of the distinction to a rate of slightly better than chance. However, differences in perceptual responses seem to be caused as much by differences in frequency of use of word forms than by phonetic properties, suggesting that the practical value of phonetic differences is very small. Differences in vowel duration and burst duration are significant for perception, but closure voicing and closure duration are not (Van Rooy et al., in prep.).

In contexts where neutralization has not taken place, Winning (1992a) finds clear differences in vowel length preceding voiced and voiceless obstruents, as pointed out in the preceding section. Closure duration and closure voicing are completely voiceless in the Winning and Van Rooy (1992) study.

A number of OT-studies have appeared in South African journals, such as Reinholt (1990) on Venda and Jukskei (1986) on Ovambo. There is also an introductory article in Afrikaans on OT as theory by Liddle (1997), but he does not address any issues within the phonology of Afrikaans, and thus not voicing phenomena. Zanger (1996-98) refers in passing to how RVA in Afrikaans is treated, but does not deal specifically. His RVA account basically expresses the insights drawn in a more detail later by Lamberts (1999).
The finding of incompletionness effects is only relevant to the alternation between [v] and [n] for reasons of distribution in morpheme-final position, as pointed out in section 2. However, Afrikaans speakers are able to draw on this knowledge when dealing with English, the second language of many Afrikaans speakers. Van Rooy (1995) and Van Rooy and Winting (1996) point out that the duration of the preceding vowel is the parameter perhaps most thoroughly employed by Afrikaans speakers of English to distinguish between final tense and lax obstruents.

Van Rooy (1995) suggests that this might also be due to an interpretation of vowel length differences between words ending on tense and lax obstruents respectively, rather than an effect of voicing/tenseness of the final obstruent on its preceding vowel. It therefore seems that in their second language English, preceding vowel length is an independently controlled property, and not a reflex of final consonant voicing/tenseness. To the extent that these duration properties acquire independent status, a feature other than [voice] is acquired, as is expected in the case of first language English.

The differences observed for Afrikaans-English by Van Rooy (1995) are in the order of 54ms in a citation experiment, but only 5ms when reading sentences. This indicates ability to manipulate vowel length, rather than a consistent manipulation in actual speech. Such a finding is not problematic in view of the semiotic interpretation of incompletionness effects on FD presented in chapters 3 and 6.

On a continuum ranging from complete maintenance of the final voicing distinction, in languages like French, to complete neutralisation of the opposition, Afrikaans is very close to the latter point on the scale. Nevertheless, the smallish incompletion effects need not be ignored. Jongman et al. (1992) suggest for Dutch that even though complete neutralisation is observed in production experiments, vowel length is perceptually significant in a perception experiment. Thus, Afrikaans and Dutch speakers would be able to use vowel length in particular as factor to signal a final tense/lax distinction when the context of use demands it.
3.3 A unified account

The basic outlines of the account of PD presented in section 3 of chapter 6 is valid for Afrikaans. That account holds that FD is a cooa-related process of neutralisation of a contrast based on the feature [voice]. No evidence for the actual presence of low-frequency activity during the closure or release of final plosives in Afrikaans was found in the acoustical study of Wissing and Van Rooy (1992). Therefore, the feature [voice] is neutralised completely. This is treated quite easily by means of constraint ranking, where a markedness constraint on final voicing outranks a faithfulness constraint on underlying voicing.

To account for the possible use of vowel length differences to maintain the opposition between morpheme-final tense and lax obstruents, another mechanism has to be postulated. It is hypothesised that incomplete neutralisation of a tenseness distinction is used to achieve the incompleteness effects. In addition, it is postulated that a semantic drive to disambiguate is the operative principle that regulates the incomplete neutralisation. The interaction between this principle and voicing constraints does not fit into a constraint ranking approach. Before attempting such a network-based account, let us first summarise the relevant information in a diagram.
The conventions in diagrams 10 are similar to the ones in chapter 7. The constraints are indicated in slanted rectangles and the most salient aspects of the representation are indicated with darker blocks. Additional conventions include a slightly darker Mag to indicate the phonetic specification (no nasal field vibration) to indicate intermediate solutions, and the slanted rectangle around the phonetic property (maximally voiced long) indicating a typically gradual phonetic property. This should be distinguished from phonological feature specifications such as [-voiced] or [+long].

The best way to conceptualize the diagram is in terms of the integrated representation system of Clements and Halle (1984, 1991), as employed by Van Roon (1995). The phonological representations map directly onto phonetic properties. However, an insight that emerges during the course of this study is that voicing is a phonetic property that shows very strong categorical qualities. The gradient effects are accounted for by superimposing on this representation a second phonological dimension, tenselessness. The primary phonetic manifestation of this property is duration. Duration incorporates gradient effects much more readily, even if they are often below the level of perceptual salience. As suggested by this representation, under appropriate semantic conditions, the secondary dimension might be activated and could become the primary distinctive quality.
The two-dimensionality of paper forces onto the diagram above an unwanted top-down spatial organisation. The middle of the diagram, where the phonetic properties are located, should be taken as the "bottom", while the upper and lower parts, where phonological properties are located, should be interpreted in a three-dimensional space. They are both "top", and in terms of the three-dimensional spatial metaphor embodied in the representation, they impact at close angles on the "phonetic bottom". This idea is embodied by the slight angle in the bottom part of the diagram. The best conceptualisation of these two dimensions is one of parallels. No sequential relationship between these two dimensions should be inferred from the representation.

The contribution of constraints is their function in mapping between various components of the representation. The association lines, which are conventional in non-linear GP representations, are labelled, and thus embody substantial claims. They are not mere algorithmic devices as they are in GP. The information in the diagram can be represented by means of two separate networks.

In network (11), the constraint against voiced obstruents is represented. This network is similar to parts of the network proposed for Dutch in the previous chapter. It makes
visible the following output pattern making use of OT-terms: NOCODA*VOICE >> EARTH/VOICE. The syllable-final position is indicated as an extension of the prototype vowelless schema for obstruents. This schema is then instantiated by an infinite number of lexical units in Afrikaans, of which three are used as examples.

Network (22) is proposed as an independent schema for Afrikaans, which accounts for the effects of tenseness constraints. The prototype schema for the distribution of tenseness is motivated in more detail in section 5, and is assumed for now. One of its extensions is an extension to forms that have a syllable-final obstruent, particularly an alveolar plosive. If these forms have a vocalic plosive in other realizations of that particular morpheme, where the plosive occurs in syllable-initial position, then the plosive in syllable-final position is also assigned the feature [-tense] on the basis of surface correspondence of items related to each other in a more structured lexicon. In GP terms, this would have translated in an underlying vocalic morpheme-final plosive, but as argued in section 5, there is evidence favoring a grammar without underlying forms.

(13) Network for morpheme-final deletion

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[voice]} \rightarrow \text{[-tense]}
\\
\text{[CODA]} \rightarrow \text{[CODA+V]} \rightarrow \text{[CODA+VL+]} \\
\text{[CODA]} \rightarrow \text{[CODA+VL]} \rightarrow \text{[CODA+VL+]} \\
\text{[CODA]} \rightarrow \text{[CODA+VL]}
\end{array}
\]
The extension from morpheme-final syllable-initial environments to syllable-final ones is an optional process. It is conceptualized as being independent of the constraints on voicing. Therefore, no attempt is made to relate these two networks at this stage, apart from the prototype schema in network (12), which is dependent on voicing being specified on some phonemes. The instantiations of both the two extensions of the prototype are illustrated by means of the forms *[hant]* and *[bant]*, where the former may optionally be realized with a slightly lengthened vowel (and/or nasal) and a voiceless lax final obstruent. These two phonemic differences from the voiceless tense final obstruent are consequences of the phonetic definition of the future tense, and need not be specified in the network.

A strong prediction made by this network is that incomplete neutralization during FD is the result of an independent process. It is difficult to see how this process can be conceptualized in OT terms. In terms of a network, where the network simply indicates a relationship between two features, and various more and less prototypical extensions of the environments in which this schematic relationship exists, the conceptualization is straightforward. It is therefore wrong to attribute incompleteness effects to incomplete voicing neutralisation.

An additional advantage of the prototype structure of the network is that it predicts more obvious realisation of the correlate of tense in the environments close to the prototype, and less and less so away from the prototype. Thus, it is completely possible that nothing special happens in final position – complete FD, because of the distance from its prototype.

On the other hand, considering briefly the position of De Villers and Pennell (1997), it is possible that the lenition can be quite extensive. In the examples provided for voicing in (9) above, it is exactly this lenition process that can explain where the voicing comes from. In (12) above, a link is posited between the two surface forms for the singular and plural of *book*. This is an output-output correspondence in OT terms.
However, this correspondence in the lexicon probably stems further from just different realizations of the same morpheme. Taking the English loan holds phonetically [bild], for example, it is clear that the plural is created by analogy from other forms that are phonetically [·...a] in the singular and [...gla] in the plural. In Connemara and Dodoo (1984), the following pluralis with this structure are given: polar, 'moneys', hold, 'horses', speckle 'pens' and sais, 'fields', while there are only two forms with singular [·...a] and plural [...gla]. Keule 'Cocks' and rade 'cows'. The four forms with the alternation are used with much higher frequency than the two without an alternation. Analogy, and not just constraint ranking, is responsible for this form. The analogy finds additional support in the general schema for marking voiced obstruents as lased.

4 Voicing assimilation

4.1 Phonological characterization

Regression voicing assimilation in African has been recognized since Le Roux and Pieters (1928-77-78, 167). Wissing (1982:283-188) presents a detailed account from the perspective of GP, with a similar account by Connemara & De Saldeter (1987:78).

Where Le Roux and Pieters (1928-77-78) argue that RVA only occurs between homorganic plosives, subsequent investigations have extended the scope of the process. It is generally assumed that obstruents are subject to RVA irrespective of their status as phasives or fricatives (Wissing, 1982; Connemara & De Saldeter, 1987), unlike the examples from Dutch, but more similar to the examples from Polish across word boundaries discussed in chapters 4-6. (This generalization has been verified experimentally by Wissing, 1962b).

Examples of RVA are:

(13) *p > [b]  Nass Betha [b], Nass Willemse [v]
       /p/ > [b]  Gert Betha [b], Gert Willemse [v]

The list is not exhaustive; a more or less infinite range of options are available. All the examples are 

Note that some examples that are used with high frequency in Afrikaans, with only the relevant base form given. 

[English text]
Wissing (1990a) presents a hypothetical multi-dimensional model for the description of RVA. He characterizes RVA in Afrikaans as an optional process, whose occurrence or not is probably determined among other things by the type of word between the assimilating consonants, stress, speech tempo, as well as various sociolinguistic and non-linguistic factors.

A rule process of progressive voicing, similar to the one for fricatives in Dutch, is not reported in the literature. Where Wissing (1990a) argues early in 1990 that PD does not exist in Afrikaans, Le (1990b) presents acoustical evidence of the existence of an optional rule of progressive voicing assimilation (in his terms) later in that year. This process is simply PD in terms of the terminology adopted in this study, but is not restricted to fricatives like the process reported for Dutch. Wissing (1990b:88) argues that previous accounts by himself and others (including De Villiers & Penelis, 1987) were mistaken. The phonetic detail of his argument will be discussed in the next section.

PD as a phonological rule can formally be expressed in terms of a linear version of OP. Such a rule would look something like this:

(14) \[\{\text{voice}\} \rightarrow \{\text{voice}\} \rightarrow \{\text{voice}\} \] 

Both PD and RVA can be regarded as post-lexical rules. This entails that gradient effects are not entirely unexpected, but this is true specifically for incompleteness effects. Post-lexical processes are also expected to be exception-free, and it is quite plausible to argue that an optional process like RVA is precisely not exception-free, but full of exceptions. These exceptions are not of lexical character, at lexical phonology will expect, though.

A rule-based analysis, along the lines of Wissing's model for OP in his 1982-work *Algemenen en Afrikaanse Generatiewe Fonologie* could look as follows:

(15) \[\text{UR} \rightarrow \text{RVA} \rightarrow \text{PD} \rightarrow \text{SR} \]

Rules

- \{\text{voice}\} \rightarrow \{\text{voice}\} \rightarrow \{\text{voice}\}
The underlying cluster [xth], from the name Naas Fotha, can be realised in three different ways according to Wissing's series of papers [xth], when RVA has taken place, [xth], when no phonological rule has applied, and [xth], when PD has taken place. The three possibilities are accounted for by means of two rules and a case of non-application of one of the two rules in the rule components. The conditions for application of the two rules are the same, and both are marked as optional to allow for the eventualities of neither of them applying.

However, this is merely a description that does not explain anything. Principle-driven approaches within more contemporary non-linear versions of phonology will find this process equally challenging to deal with. In connection with PD in Dutch, Zonneveld (1996:36-39) points out that where RVA and PD receive faulty straightforward accounts in non-linear GP, PD does not. His observation is probably also true for the Afrikaans data. Apart from Wissing, no other Afrikaans phonologist has published any work on PD, so an account, either in terms of non-linear versions of GP or OT, must be sought.

It is clear that the process of PD in Afrikaans is not tied to the specific environmental restrictions claimed for Dutch. However, it does correspond to the phonetic form presented by Siik (1983, 1986), as pointed out in the next subsection. The best that GP will be able to do, is claim the optional status of the various principles, and admit that the deleting rule responsible for PD is a language specific rule, found only in Afrikaans, Dutch and a few other languages.

While Zonneveld (1996) himself does not explore this issue from an OT perspective, Lombardi (1984) and Stenberg and Krämer (1993) attempt to solve the problem of PD in Dutch from this perspective. These accounts have been discussed at length in chapters 5-7, and will not be rehashed. It must be clear, however, that their views of Dutch will not work for Afrikaans, again because Afrikaans does not distinguish between obstruent types as far as the interaction between PD and RVA is concerned.

Two opposing constraint sets will have to be formulated. These sets will represent alternatives within the overall constraint ranking, and require some mechanism to be built into the theory to account for the fact that the constraint set will optimally dominate
each other under circumstances that OT itself can probably not express (Kuno). While it could be interesting to explore the formulation of such a device, it could hardly achieve anything more than describing statistical tendencies. At this point in time, I cannot foresee how OT would formulate a device that has significant explanatory powers. Rather than wasting time on this probably fruitless undertaking, an exploration of a rather detailed corpus of phonetic literature on RVA and PD is undertaken in the next subsection.

4.2 Phonetic characterisation

A number of experimental investigations on RVA have been conducted by Wissing (1991, 1992b) and Wissing and Bux (1995). The major findings emerging from these studies are that Afrikaans is not subject to the same constraints as other languages, and that Afrikaans RVA is an optional process, although one with a rather high incidence.

As already mentioned, Wissing (1990a) presents a comprehensive model that describes the potential factors influencing RVA. In two experiments, Wissing (1991, 1992b) sets out to test the predictions of his model. It is important to note the difference in experimental set-up between the two studies. The 1991-study employed 14 subjects, 2 male lecturers, 2 female lecturers, 5 male undergraduate students and 5 female undergraduate students in the faculty of arts of the Potchefstroom University.

Six hypotheses were formulated explicitly, relating to stress placement, boundary strength, the influence of the written form, the difference between nouns and function words, and the interaction of the factors. The 1992-study narrowed the focus to the two male lecturers whose speech is known to reveal high frequencies of RVA. No attempt was made to be representative, because the focus of the second experiment was to determine in more detail the effect of certain factors, rather than establishing the incidence of RVA in Afrikaans generally (Wissing, 1992b:124, p.e.). Pooled across all data, Wissing (1991:145) finds that RVA occurred in only 12.3% of all attested clusters (only fleeting-obstruent clusters are employed in the experiment). Wissing (1992b:127-129) finds that RVA occurred in 43.5% of all possible cases: obstent-obstruent clusters (63%), obstent-sonorant (24%), obstent-
glide (17%) and obstruent-voiced (3%) groups (percentages in brackets indicate the incidence of RVA for each specific cluster type).

Various factors appear to contribute to the frequency of occurrence of RVA. RVA is sensitive to stress position; it occurs 2.2 times more frequently when stress follows the obstruent cluster than when it precedes it. In homorganic pairs, this ratio for the incidence of stress rises to 6.8 (Wissing, 1991: 144-146).

In the 1993 study, Wissing finds that the sibilant [s] in rightmost position is more conducive to the voicing of leftmost sibilants [s], than when the plosives [b] or [d] occur in rightmost position. In the follow-up study, Wissing (1992b) finds that overall, sibilants and plosives are almost equally likely to cause RVA when occurring in the rightmost position (44% for plosives and 62% for sibilants, respectively; a one-way ANOVA, p-value of 0.68 is obtained, which clearly shows chance behaviour). However, he finds that even laterals (26%), nasals (22%) and glides (17%) can condition RVA.

Wissing (1992b:130) points out that sibilants in the leftmost position stimulate the least amount of voicing, but is more often than plosives in this position to the voicing of the rightmost obstruent: 40% vs. 41%, but this difference is not statistically significant at the 0.05-level (the actual p-value is p=0.19).

He (1992b:129) finds that the rightmost obstruent is always found in homorganic clusters (82%) compared to heterorganic clusters (44%). However, it must be noted that his heterorganic clusters include clusters where the rightmost member is not an obstruent (he only excluded vowels). Recalculating the percentages without the obstruent-only or obstruent-glides clusters raises the percentage for non-homorganic clusters to 38%. He (1992b:129) reports p-values obtained by one-way ANOVAs for homorganic vs. all heterorganic clusters (excluding vowels) of p=0.000004, and for homorganic vs. heterorganic clusters (excluding vowels and glides) of p=0.0001. This value will obviously increase when obstruent clusters are also excluded from consideration, but the difference between 82% and 58% for homorganic vs. heterorganic obstruent-obstruent clusters will still be highly significant.
As far as non-linguistic factors are concerned, Wissing (1991:149-150) finds that RVA occurs 3.4 times as often in the speech of males than females. This is a much bigger gender difference here than the one reported by Sis (1989) for Dutch, with very similar stimulus material. Sis only finds a difference of about 2:1. One must hypothesise that physiology alone cannot explain Wissing’s data, and should probably consider social-linguistic motivation alongside the physiological one entertained by Sis (see chapter 3 for discussion of Sis’ work).

He also finds that RVA occurs 2½ times as often in the speech of students than lecturers, although the age difference of 19.5 years vs. 39.7 years, might also play a role in this particular difference (Wissing, 1991:150). This might indicate a developing trend, but further empirical investigation might be required to sustain such an interpretation.

The type of boundary does not have a strong influence on the incidence of RVA in Afrikaans according to the findings of Wissing’s (1991:146-147) initial experiment. However, in the follow-up experiment, Wissing (1992b) finds that within phrases, RVA is far more likely to occur (66%) than within derivations (21%), compounds (23%) or names (39%). He notes that his stimulus material might have contributed to this effect. The clusters across word boundaries within the same phrase were seldom in the thematic and predicative focus of the sentence, while the derived and compound forms, as well as noun and surname combinations were in the focus position. Whenever a pause was inserted between the two members of the obstinate cluster, no assimilation takes place (Wissing, 1991).

These findings need to be compared to the available literature on Dutch and Russian. Sis (1986) finds that RVA in Dutch occurs more frequently across word boundaries than across word-internal morpheme boundaries. This is in line with Wissing’s finding. However, Looth (1983) and Weltz (1997) say for Dutch and Russian respectively that word boundaries, like morpheme-boundaries, are more conducive to RVA than stronger boundaries, like compound, word or syntactic phrase boundaries. Morpheme-internally, Russian RVA is fully regular and productive.
The explanation of RVA is complicated tremendously by the parallel existence of PD in Afrikaans. In his initial article on the topic, Wissing (1990b) simply provides spectrographic evidence to justify his claim that PD exists in Afrikaans. However, in a study by Wissing and Du Plessis (1992), they compare the incidence of PD and RVA for the same 26 words in Afrikaans. An analysis of the second /s/-cluster in /sCSC/ clusters reveals that it is voiced ( lax) in 29% of all cases, voiceless lax in 15% of the cases and voiced lax in 56% of the cases. This suggests a much higher incidence of PD in Afrikaans than originally reported on the basis of the studies on RVA.

Very similar results on the incidence of RVA and PD were obtained for control stimuli in the Wissing and Du Plessis (1992) study, including monomorphemic forms and ( quasi-) compounds such as the personal names Magola and Magolasho and the form Dunlag ("Tolslag"). The unifying factor in these examples is that the stress consistently falls on the syllable preceding the assimilating obstructor cluster, as opposed to the syllable immediately following the assimilated cluster. The link between assimilation and stress placement - stress before cluster favours PD, stress after cluster favours RVA - is of rather high importance. This has also been noted for Dutch by Sla (1983, 1985).

Perhaps more significantly, Wissing and Du Plessis (1992) did not make use of clusters across word boundaries within the same phrase in their stimulus material. If one compares the incidence of PD in Wissing and Du Plessis (1992) with the incidence of PD in the same morphosyntactic environments in Wissing (1992b), a particularly significant observation can be made. 30% or less of the clusters within compounds, derivations or name and surname combinations exhibit RVA in the experiment of Wissing (1992b). There seems to be a very close correlation between the voicinglessness of the first obstruent in clusters in the same environment across the two studies. Unfortunately, Wissing (1990b) does not report the frequency of occurrence of PD, but only distinguishes between clusters with RVA and those without.

Wissing (1992a) investigates the difference in vowel length between regressive assimilated and progressively assimilated clusters in identical or similar forms, such as the pronouns {[bees]kaaf} and {[bes]kaaf} for the past participle beskaafde.
'civilized'. He finds an average difference of about 20% between the same vowels in two different voicing contexts.

Research on voicing assimilation is not primarily concerned with incompleteness effects, but more with the factors influencing frequency of occurrence. In his research on this phenomenon, Wissing generally works with a categorical judgement on whether or not voicing assimilation has taken place, sometimes allowing for a third alternative of the lami voiceless obstruent. The focus has therefore been on another kind of gradient effect: optional application of a phonological rule. Afrikaans clearly differs from Dutch, where research has indicated that RVA almost always takes place when its conditions are met.

One alternative conceptualisation of these phonetic facts is (16) above is to regard RVA and PD as two end-poles of a continuum. This continuum can be regarded as the range of possibilities for the realisation of an obstruent cluster where the first and second members differ in underlying voicing specification. Thus, in read of a standard theory ablautic, where different optional rules can be applied to the same underlying representations an alternative would be (16), where a single continuous voicing assimilation process defines the range within which the underlying representations can be realised.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Continuum} & \xrightarrow{\text{voiced - voiced}} \xrightarrow{\text{voiced - voiceless}} \xrightarrow{\text{voiceless - voiceless}} \\
\text{SR} & \xrightarrow{\text{[r]}} \xrightarrow{\text{[s]}} \xrightarrow{\text{[sp]}}
\end{align*}
\]

However, this alternative mistakenly represents the phonetic voicing dimension as a continuum. The gradient effects should probably again be incorporated with reference to the dimension of tenseness. This will also assign a place to Wissing and Du Plessis' (1992) category of 'with-then-then voiceless'.
4.3 A unified account

The question raised by the discussion of current accounts of RVA and PD is the following: Is there a possible unified account for these phenomena that takes into account all the relevant phonological and phonetic findings?

It seems possible, but only on the basis of the explicit recognition of the phonetic substance and the semantic principles involved alongside possible phonological insights. The phonetic issues involved are the following:

- RVA is dependent on the availability of actual voicing in the neutral obstruent to spread backwards onto the first one (Wissing & Roux, 1995). Since the Afrikaans /t/ is strongly voiced phonetically, it behaves similar to voiced plosives (Wissing, 1992b).
- RVA and PD occur in competition, with male speakers more likely to apply RVA, and female speakers to apply PD (Wissing, 1991), maybe due to physiological differences (based on Blas, 1983, 1986), but probably influenced by sociolinguistic factors in Afrikaans as well.
- RVA leads to a weakening of the least nasal obstruent in a cluster, but does not necessarily voice the first obstruent completely — not noted by Wissing or associates.
for Afrikaans, but expected on the basis of available knowledge on Dutch (Van Denberheen, 1983b).

- PD leads to devoicing of the second obstruent in a cluster, but does not necessarily strengthen it to a tense obstruent (Winning & Da Plaisias, 1992).

The relevant phonological issues are the following:

- Both RVA and PD are optional in Afrikaans from a categorical point of view (Winning, 1990a, 1990b), like Dutch (Sils, 1983, 1986), but unlike Russian. Ward RVA is much more consistent and a high incidence of PD is not reported in the literature (Burtone & Robblu, 1997).

- Stress influences the occurrence of RVA and PD — stress after the cluster favours RVA (Winning, 1991), while stress before the cluster is more conducive to PD (Winning & Da Plaisias, 1992).

- Homorganic obstruent clusters are more likely to undergo RVA than non-homorganic obstruent clusters (Winning, 1992a).

- RVA and PD are otherwise both fairly insensitive to the obstruents involved, but RVA is far less likely to occur when the second obstruent in a cluster is not an obstruent, appearing almost never before a vowel (Winning, 1992b).

- RVA occurs far more frequently across word boundaries within the same phrase than elsewhere (Winning, 1992b). PD occurs with almost equal likelihood in monomorphemic forms, derivations and pseudo-compounds, while RVA is likely to occur far less frequently here (Winning & Da Plaisias, 1992). RVA does not seem to have a high incidence at all in clusters within word boundaries.
The semiotic considerations, which relate to the phonological ones, are the following:

- RVA can be interpreted as a word boundary marker (with an optional characteristic), which indicates word boundaries. The explanation of Gustavson (1986) is quite adequate for voiced obstruents in the limited environment of absolute word-initial position in Afrikaans. It occurs in cases where we need to correlate with a strong boundary.

- PD can be interpreted as a different kind of boundary phenomenon, linking elements across weaker boundaries. This interpretation of PD is a natural extension of Du Villiers and Pottel's (1987) characterization of the general voicelessness of all word-final obstruent clusters in Afrikaans. It is largely similar in effect to the observations made by Zonneveld (1983) in connection with Dutch.

- When a pause separates two obstruents, typically at clause or sentence phrase boundaries, no assimilation is generally observed by Wissing or anyone else writing about this subject.

The semiotic considerations have the potential to mediate between the potentially chaotic qualities of the phonetic ones and the more irregular, elusive statements made when a phonologist's ear is trained. The competition between RVA and PD seems to have a semantic function, and when the data are examined in enough detail, the morpho-syntactic boundary type seems to be the one that can serve as a strong predictor of which of the two processes will occur.

The fairly high incidence of PD in the experiment of Wissing and Du Plessis (1992) — only 29% of underlying voiced clusters in rightmost position actually surface as voiced, while the remainder are unvoiced, if not assimilated — suggests in fact that this is a much more regular phenomenon than RVA.

The question that must be raised in connection with the explanation of Gustavson (1986) is if this is not a retrieval problem for a semantic account. It seems not to be the case if the

---

46 The term "word" here, and elsewhere, is interpreted as an independent semantic unit. Derived, compound, and prefix-derivationally formed words are all regarded as instances of single words. See Razet (1986: chapter 6) for discussion of the criteria employed here.
concept of positional faithfulness is invoked. The word-initial position demands special attention from the perspective of innateness postulates. It is independently known that in monosyllabic Afrikaans words, only the stem-initial position is a potential site for voiced/voiceless contrasts. Thus, RVA can be regarded as a strategy adopted to maintain voicing distinction in this position, as originally suggested by Osmen (1988) for languages like Afrikaans.

On the other hand, word-internal clusters across morpheme boundaries are subject to a similar constraint than monosyllabic ones. The best conceptualisation of this situation is made available by prototype theory. The least prototypical word-form will be regarded as monosyllabic, and this form will exhibit a strong violation of the constraint against word-internal voiced clusters. Less prototypical words, of the polyprototypical type will behave slightly less prototypically in terms of their phonological characteristics, and thus allow the possibility of both RVA or no assimilation in word of voiced clusters (see Taylor, 1995 for the application of phonological criteria to assess word-internal)

One can take this interpretation a step further. Let us assume with CG that words are regarded as ready-made linguistic units, stored in full form in the mental lexicon. Then one can predict that polymorphemic words exhibiting strong tendencies towards PD are stored as full forms in the lexicon, and are not created through productive grammatical processes of derivation. Forms that are less conventionalised in the sense of Langacker (1987) will be created through productive processes, which are represented by means of schemas in CG. Once this happens, the initial position of non-initial stems in compounds or suffixes in derivations may assume more prominence, and behave more like word-internal obstructions, including a constraint on faithfulness to underlying voicing.

To account for this, the following network is proposed.
The network should again be interpreted with the prototype concept in mind. Closer to the prototypical schema for voicelessness — higher up in the network — the phenomena are more resistant to voicing. At the lower levels, particularly when boundaries between stems and stems and between stems and affixes are found, there is less resistance to voicing, and it is possible that RVA may voice these phenomena. Like the case for Dutch, the left-hand side is mediated by final devoicing, while the right-hand side shows the combined effects of a general constraint on voicing and surface identity.

A question that must be asked is if a separate network needs to be constructed for RVA. The answer seems to be in the negative. RVA is simply a phonetic effect, which follows from a constraint such as formulated by Groenenboom and Kriemel (1998) or Lombardi (1999). Together with a licensing schema, it expresses a generalization that faithfulness is maintained in certain positions. RVA is implemented optionally, with or without lenition, simply to maintain faithfulness of the licensed initial obstruent. It is not
implemented deliberately as process, it follows from the way in which licensed – prominent – obstruents are implemented. This viewpoint is supported on the one hand by Wissing and Roos’s (1995) proposal that RVA is a reflex of strong phonetic voicing in the rightmost obstruent of a cluster, and on the other hand by Gustafson’s (1986) proposal that RVA functions to maintain voicing in word-initial obstruents. The licensing schema looks as follows:

At the bottom of this account, the environment for RVA is indicated, but this is not a prototypical position for voicing to be licensed. It is also doubtful if this position is actively or deliberately licensed in the phonological grammar of a speaker. It is far rather simply a surface-identity constraint that voices an obstruent adjacent to another obstruent, when the rightmost obstruent is independently licensed by being in one of the positions higher up in this scheme. It is also unnecessary to include the effects of stress placement, since stress on a given syllable means prominence and increases the chance of RVA taking place. This prominence correlates with status as independent lexical item as well.
The two extensions that are linked to the bottom one are extensions where support for
voicing is available in the environment to counter the non-prototypical positions in
which these obstructions already occur. The leftmost position of the obstruction cluster is
thus in a sense an extension of these two, where even less helpful support is available
from another obstruent, and not from a vowel or a sonant consonant.

In summary, the account for FE, RVA and RD in Afrikaans makes use of networks (18)
and (19), together with a few very basic constraints:

(28) **NoCons&Voice** *Voice, Surface-AgreeVoice

The constraint **NoCons&Voice** is adopted in view of evidence presented in chapter 6.
The constraint **Surface-AgreeVoice** is adopted within the context of the networks,
where relationships between related output forms are acknowledged, rather than
underlying representations. It combines the notion of agreement in Lombardi's (1995a)
formulation with the notion of a surface generalization suggested by Grijzenhout and
Kleiner (1998). Support for this position is derived from Wissing and Roux (1995) and
Gustafson (1986), who view RVA as a dynamic process of sorts. The severe restrictions
on licensed positions for the feature [voice] must be acknowledged however. Only
within this context does the constraint in above make sense.

This interpretation embodies the substantive claim that languages with the feature [voice]
as a distinctive feature in the narrow interpretation of feature proposal A (chapter 2) will
always have these constraints at active but violable constraints. In stead of organizing
them by means of ranking, a network is used to express faithfulness relationships of more
and lower saliency. Languages like French, which allow voicing in even more positions,
will have to extend the licensing schema for voicing to indicate additional positions. It is
predicted that such licensing will remain non-prototypical in view of the phonetic structure
of the way in which the feature [voice] is implemented. Thus, evidence against the use of
ranking systems strong. The available evidence in Afrikaans supports the use of network,
with constraints employed as the devices that extend the prototypical licensed positions
indicated in the networks.
The crucial point about these networks is that they express generalisations holding for all voicing alternations in Afrikaans (except perhaps the ones discussed in the next section). The distance from the prototype is an important factor that enters into the equation when phonetic forms are created, without the need for further stipulation. It will surely be possible to attach probability values to the distances from the prototype, and in computer-related applications like speech recognition or text-to-speech conversions, these probabilities will perform useful functions. For the purposes of this thesis, however, they are not strictly necessary.

5 Morphophonemic alternations

One last voicing phenomenon in Afrikaans merits discussion. Alongside the alternation between [s] and [z], which can be regarded as a very low-frequency phenomenon in Afrikaans, a much more widespread alternation between [v] and [g] occurs in morpheme-final positions. Afrikaans does not distinguish underlyingly between a voiced and voiceless labiodental fricative in morpheme-final position. Thus, Afrikaans will only have the voiceless [f] in final positions of stems produced in encliticized contexts (excluding environments where RQA has occurred). However, as a result of derivational processes, various alternations emerge, as illustrated by the data in (6) (section 2 above).

Lubbe and Zonneveld (1990) present an account from the perspective of lexical phonology. Their basic claim is that an underlying /v/ must be assumed for all these forms, with two devoicing processes. The first devoicing process occurs at level 1 of the lexical phonology, before suffixes such as the following:

\[(21) \quad \text{-aal}, \text{-ar}, \text{-er}, \text{-el}, \text{-eir}\]

In all these cases, the morph-final labiodental fricative may realise, for surfaces as a voiceless [f]; e.g. arg[flaad] ‘archival’, gela[faer] ‘engrave’. At level 2 derivation, FD only applies as a syllable-final process after reanalysis has taken place. Thus after suffixes such as the following, a voiced [v] realises in the surface form:

\[(22) \quad \text{-eling}, \text{-erktor}, \text{-end}, \text{-er}, \text{-erig}, \text{-erom}, \text{-igheid}, \text{-ing}, \text{-ier}\]
Examples of these suffixes are *hoggle* 'courting', *hollond* 'trembling'. In addition, plural forms have a voiced [v] and diminutive forms a voiceless [f], both in syllable-initial position, after the stem-final obstruent has been reyllibilized.

Lubbe and Zonneveld (1996) list a total of 26 suffixes beside the plural and diminutive of nouns. Five of these are consonant-initial and therefore do not create an environment where the stem-final fricative can reyllibilize. An analysis was conducted of all the relevant forms in the retrograde dictionary to determine the fricative correctness of the chains made by Lubbe and Zonneveld. These results are reported in table 8.4.

### Table 8.4
Analysis of the distribution of phonetic [s] and [v] in derived forms with stem-final labiodental fricatives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>Forms with [s]</th>
<th>Forms with [v]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>-ad</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-am</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-en</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-en</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-in</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-ir</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-is</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-ig</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-ik</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-ing</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>-ting</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-er</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-enl</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-er</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-ieri</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-enli</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-enli</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-ing</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-sus</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>387</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All plural and diminutives were excluded, since they are regular, and are more or less fully productive in Afrikaans. The plural is characterised by the allophone [v], e.g. kow-v [kolv] = kolvye (cricket) bat, e.g. - pl., while the diminutive has the allophone [j], e.g. koj[ ] = kojje (cricket) bat, e.g. - dim.: there are seven exceptional plurals with [f], and no exceptions to the generalisation for the diminutive:

(23) kolvye 'crick', pofye 'pouf', goppye 'gipplie', yffer 'yffet', weethje 'weethf',
trippye 'triplie', -morjë 'morphism', yffe 'yffes'

Of these, kolvye and goppye are obvious loans from Arabic and English respectively, and occur with extremely low frequency in Afrikaans. Particularly the form goppye occurs almost never in the face of the more conventional kolvye and gipplie. Yffer but an alternate yffe with a [v], and this latter form occurs with much higher frequency. The remaining four forms all exhibit the regularity that a consonant intervocal between the morpheme-final fricative and the stem-vowel. Besides these forms, no other exceptions exist as far as the plural and diminutive are concerned.

The interesting issue that arises from table 8.4 is the extremely high percentage of "exceptions" in the rest of the derivations. 108 out of a total of 797 suffixes, or 14%, are exceptions. These exceptions also tend to target particular suffixes. If this is compared to a similar analysis for all other final consonants, reported in summary form in table 8.2 and 8.3, then only 4 exceptions with the suffix -ard are observed: behout, ondersuiker, ondersoek, and verdikseun, as well as the forms hunter and humouring from the same root. There are only 6 exceptions out of a possible number of 4,882 forms with stem-final labial or dental plosives, or 0.001%.

There is clear evidence of a regular process of phonation between the pairs [k]-[g] and [p]-[v], but the same cannot be said for the cases of [f]-[v]. While the broad generalisations expressed by Liebe and Zonneveld (1996) are descriptively true, they do not adequately account for all these facts.
Let us examine the nature of these exceptions. Exceptions to the use of [t] are generally multi-syllabic stems with a sonorant immediately preceding the labiovelar fricative, which then realises as [y]. Examples are *nesiywezulu 'observative' and *nwezulu. The exceptions to the use of [n] are very systematic. The stem immediately preceding the suffix is a monosyllable with a short vowel, such as *nyebele, *nyebele, and *phelophel. However, many of the regular forms are similar to the exceptional, so the exceptions are not predictable at the hand of their phonological structure. It is safe that the exceptions are generally phonologically similar to each other. This already suggests a schematic organisation as Langacker’s (1988b) network for the irregular past tense as discussed in chapter 7.

Before attempting to present a systematic account of the [t]-[y] alternation, let us first look at a related alternation, referred to in passing in section 2. Afrikans allows the voicing dorsal fricative [y] in stem-final position. However, in some derived forms, this phoneme frequently alternates either with zero or with the voiced dorsal fricative [g]. When the diminutive form of nouns ending in [y] are derived, no alternation occurs, showing that this alternation is less widespread than the alternation between [t] and [y].

The environments where the alternations do take place can be described rather easily. In the syllabic position, particularly when the first syllable is stressed and the second one not, the [y] tends to delete. This is completely general for the plural of these words, but also occurs in a variety of other derived environments. Examples are:

(24) Plural: oog - oye'; oog - oye 'eyes'; ling - lyer 'teeth'; brug - bred 'bridge'

(25) Other derived forms: ling - lier 'low-levels' (comparative degree -er, generally); drong - droog 'dry' (attributive form of adjectives -e, generally); bedding - bedie - bedie (nominalising suffix -ie, generally)

The other alternation occurs between [s] and [y]. This alternation takes place in roughly the same environments as the deletion of [t] with zero, but the stress of the
stems that undergo the [x]-[g] alternation is different: the vowel is immediately followed by a consonant. Examples are:

(26) Plural: Belg — Belgie 'Belgium'; dwerg — dwergen 'dwarf'; hong — hore 'honey'

(27) Other derived forms: erg — ergen 'rough' (comparative degree); arg-arg (attributive form); varsxorg — varsxorgen 'care - caretaker' (nominalizing suffix, both [x] and [g] possible)

It seems, however, that the distribution of the [x]-[g] alternation is smaller, partly because there are only 8 Afrikaans stems with the structure [...]-i-x] and 14 stems with the structure [...]-V-a-x] in undivided form. Most of these are nouns and all have the plural [g]. All but one of the rest are verbs.

The deletion of the [s] in intervocalic position is generally more widespread than the [x]-[g] alternation. The most interesting observation is that the environments where [s] deletes are the same environments where [x] is voiced to [v].

The similarities in behaviour of [s] and [x] seem to suggest, contrary to the analysis of Liebe and Zonneveld (1966), that the basic form of the stem-final fricatives in Afrikaans is voiceless. There is no voiced [vl] in Afrikaans, and therefore no reason to speculate a voiced [v] in the underlying representation.

Following this assumption, an alternative explanation of the alternation becomes possible. There is a voicing process that takes place, most frequently in the environment between a stressed vowel and a suffix. This is true for [s]. However, once the behaviour of [x] is also considered, then one must suggest the alternation not as voicing, but as lenition. It is quite obvious that voicing and deletion are different forms of limitation.
The alternation between [s] and [g] does not straightforwardly qualify as lenition, but includes voicing. If an independent phonological process is assumed, not to achieve lenition, but because phonologically [g] is completely disallowed in Afrikaans, then the alternation between [s] and [g] also represents a lenition process.

[g] occurs as a phonetic product of RV/A in forms like egbogolo "adultery", pronounced optionally as (egbogol). This is a purely phonetic creation. In the active, grammatically conditioned alternation, discussed in this section, [g] is used rather than [s]. This distinction provides even further support for the claim that the alternation pattern observed for Afrikaans fricatives is of a different nature than the phonetic processes of RV/A and FD for obstruents generally.

This analysis is provided as support for the lenition schema in section 3. This is quite clearly a network with a generalised schema, not an automatic rule in any sense. It is exemplified best and most thoroughly by the alternation between [f] and [v], less so by the alternation [s] and [z], and even less so by the alternation [s] and [g].

If this lenition schema is assumed, then some light is cast on the exceptions to the alternations between [f] and [v], which were noted on p. 271.

The forms that realise [v] in stead of the expected [f] are generally words where the vowel contains a phonologically long vowel or a vowel plus a sonorant preceding the fricative (such as above's/tuie and Staf/vlerk). There is thus phonetically already a long syllable code, which correlates exactly with one of the effects of lenition: the lengthening of the preceding syllable code. We deal with an analogy, therefore, which can be explained in this way, but clearly not produced.

In the same vein, the exceptions where [f] realises in stead of the expected [v] generally have a short vowel in an open syllable, which correlates with the prototype for tense obstruents (e.g. pluif/feet and riek/feet). This might lead the language users into using a tense obstruent rather than a lax one, also through analogous extension from the prototype.
Clearly, then, we have a network that operates on the features [−tense] and [−tense]. The alternation between voiceless [f] and voiced [v] is therefore a reflex of a tenseless distinction, and not of voicing. In the fricative [x], where a voiced alternate is phonologically distinct from Afrikaans, other alternants appear in the limited environment—either a zero or a voiced [x].

With this in mind, we can reformulate network (12) that was used in section 3 in the limited case of incomplete FD. This reformulation will also assign a proper position to that schematic effect. The prototype and its first extension to the right-hand side are very similar in phonetic motivation to the Korean larynx stop voicing, discussed in chapter 3. Although fricatives are involved here, the phonetic basis is the same. However, where the Korean effect is more obviously phonetic, the Afrikaans scenario shows clear effects of morphological extensions—a move from divergents to correlates in Baudouin’s terms.

In this network, unlike many of the others before, the prototype is the most concrete, most restricted version. Where extensions in the case of the other networks were increasingly specific, extensions here are increasingly general. Apart from the prototype itself, the extension in the most general case, voiced obstruents, is indicated as salient. This is the schema that was originally contained in network (12). Network (28) replaces (12) completely.
It must be emphasized that this network is regarded primarily as a grammatical one, one that the language user can draw upon to signal morphological categories, or to disambiguate potentially ambiguous forms created by voicing neutralization. Its basis in the prototype is phonetically motivated, but this phonetic difference has been extended to a number of other instances. It can be argued that this network expresses the intuitions of Baudouin de Courtenay most directly. No attempt is made to list the expansions in this network with equates, since it is not a productive network on surface forms like the voicing constraints in the previous two sections. This is a more typical morphophonological network, where expansion is done on the basis of similarity to the prototype, and not the phonetic behaviors of the prototype. Like in the other networks,
though, distance from the prototype is interpreted to mean likelihood that the network will be employed in a particular environment.

A last remark about the notion of tenenses employed here is necessary. The various phonetic correlates of [tense] are not specified by the representation. These are regarded as phonetic and not part of the active grammar of the speaker. A feature definition along the lines of Jones (1989), excluding aspiration, and including the insights of Hague (1983), about the more complex character of the [tense] distinction is assumed. In the case of each phoneme, Afrikaans might allow for different phonetic implementation of the same specification. Thus, the labiodental [f] is voiced when limited, the dental [s] is either deleted or voiced and plosified.

Nothing is predicted about [s]. The voiced [z] only occurs in loanwords and as a result of RVA in Afrikaans. It has not been observed as a regular occurrence in any of these environments, except during extremely formal or hypercorrect speech, particularly as employed by older or ministers. Frequently observed in a form like [bo:z] for base ("the evil"). This form conforms to the schematic environment in which deletion of Specifiers will take place, and can thus be explained, but not predicted. The possible deletion effects on [z] are an interesting avenue for future research.

6 Unified account of Afrikaans voicing phenomena

Afrikaans voicing phenomena result from three systems. In the first instance, there is a very simple set of constraints that are unranked and viable. The existence of these constraints is a consequence of the phonetic properties of the argument phonemes in Afrikaans. Secondly, there are networks regulating various output-output correspondences and surface restrictions that serve as well-formedness conditions on existing forms and that can be employed in creating new forms. These networks regulate the effects of the constraints. Thirdly, there is an independent network for lenition taking place in Specifiers, which can be extended to produce under conditions of semantic ambiguity.
It has therefore been possible to provide an account of all the relevant facts. This account takes cognizance of categorical and gradient phenomena, and predicts the extent to which gradientness would be expected.

A number of theoretical consequences follow from this account. The most important consequence is that constraint formulation and constraint ranking is radically restricted, possibly in ways that can only be accommodated in current OT thinking. Constraints are grounded in phonetic realities, while faithfulness constraints disappear in favour of licensing schemas in the networks. The tremendous power of constraint ranking in current OT, which is regarded as essentially arbitrary, is reduced. Constraints only appear as a result of phonetic properties, and therefore need not be innate, or innate. It is submitted that language learning can be conceptualised as a much more concrete, and probably easier, task if this proposal is accepted.

OT assumptions about underlying representations and candidate forms were unnecessary. Allowing only concrete representations of categorical forms in the lexicon, together with output-output correspondences, seems to deliver the required results. As indicated in chapter 5, there are some researchers in the OT-camp that support this idea in any case. In terms of the CG conception of the lexicon and networks adopted here, the possibility of underlying morphemes is not excluded in principle, but will be regarded as inductive generalisations that follow from certain schematic generalisations in the networks. They are not the basic forms from which surface representations are derived.

Candidate forms are entirely unnecessary. Only existing forms are candidates, and when new forms enter the system, the constraints and networks automatically assign an Afrikaans pronunciation to them, without having to evaluate non-existing candidates.

This account of Afrikaans voicing phenomena supports a substantial modification of OT, by integrating a restricted version of constraints with networks. The evidence in favour of this account includes the ability of networks to deal with gradient effects at distances from prototypes, the ability of the restricted notions of constraints to predict constraints activated in a language and the ability of the model to deal with analogy and productive, gradient processes at the same time and with the same devices.
As far as feature representation is concerned, it has been shown that Afrikaans productively makes use of the feature [voice] for obstruents, but mainly in morpheme- and particularly stem-initial position. In stem-final position, it is only the minimal pair \[\text{be}\] that is distinguished by means of this feature. It seems necessary to consider the role of the feature [tense], particularly for bicastrates. Although the feature [voice] is used to distinguish between \[\text{be}\] and \[\text{ve}\] in morpheme-initial position, the alternation between various bicastrates elsewhere is a result of their specification in terms of the feature [tense]. This is largely predictable, but cannot be regarded as simply redundant.

This interplay between the features [tense] and [voice] can only be accommodated by feature proposal A in chapter 2. We clearly deal with parallel representations. It has been shown that the feature [tense] is a separate entity, and it can be manipulated independently from the feature [voice] in the case of bicastrates particularly.

Feature proposal B, formulated in terms of the classification of languages by Giustafson (1986), fails because it does not allow for interplay between voicing and tenseness, only between voicing and aspiration. Although aspiration and the feature [spread] have not been investigated in chapters 6-8, it is important to note that the same kind of overlap between tense tenseness and aspiration indicated in German by Jensen (1998) can be attributed to the relation between tenseness and voicing in Afrikaans. There seems to be a fair number of similarities between the behaviour of the features [voice] and [spread] when the latter is used distinctively in a language. The same kind of environments – syllable-final and in obstruct clusters – seem to reduce their distinctiveness, while the feature [tense] is less subject to these kinds of pressures. However, future research will have to explore the feature [spread] and its relationship to [voice] and [tense] as construct in this study in more detail. No comprehensive account of this feature has been attempted. For the time being, the proposals of Giustafson (1986) and Krifling (1990) on the relationship between the features [voice] and [spread] are accepted.

The finding that constraint interaction is a consequence of the phonetic properties of features rules out one-way systems like those of Kehler (1984) or Kingsland and Dahl (1994). These systems are too general, and cannot account for differences between
languages, except by appealing to constraint ranking in a rather arbitrary sense. The explanatory gain by more refined and detailed feature systems is exactly their power of predicting constraint interactions without arbitrary rankings.

Jansen's (1998) two-way model also fails to accommodate these insights. He investigates German, a language that should probably be characterized simultaneously by [spread] and [tense] in terms of the present proposal. Because of his specific focus, he is able to identify many points of overlap between these two features, and eventually conflates them, setting up an opposition to [voice]. It would have been possible to construct a similar argument that conflates [voice] and [tense] on the basis of the Afrikaans data. However, the possibility of independence of the two features in Afrikaans points to the need to recognize [tense] separately. Thus, feature proposal A is accepted provisionally, but needs further confirmation or disconfirmation from studies on languages with typical oppositional distinctions, perhaps more consistent than the way Germanic languages usually employ aspiration.

On the basis of the CG- notion of negativity, feature proposal A can be conceptualized as a schematic structure itself. The features [spread] and [voice], and many others like [continuant], are prototypes grounded in phonetic realities. These prototypes imply a range of phonetic behavior that follows closely from the phonetic substance of the features. However, languages also tend to abstract a more general notion, across the various prototype features, a more general schema, which is represented by the feature [tense]. This feature has the ability to enhance certain otherwise minor phonetic differences into independently controlled properties that serve extra functions in the phonologies of languages. The non-basic shared feature contains of which Jansen (1998) speaks, have been shown to acquire a primary interpretation.
The primary objective of this thesis was to provide an adequate account of voicing phenomena. This objective was supported by the secondary objectives of determining the most adequate feature characterization and of determining the most adequate theoretical understanding of alternations, specifically in terms of the morphological and phonetic facts within phonological theory.

The primary objective was reached through an entirely new model of phonology, presented tentatively in Chapter 7, and elaborated and refined in Chapter 8. Significant aspects of this model include the use of a highly restricted set of markedness constraints, grounded in phonetic reality, together with schematic networks that express notions of faithfulness. The networks do not only encode the effects of CV faithfulness constraints, but can be used to account for morphologically conditioned phenomena as well. In addition, gradient effects are predicted as a consequence of distance from the prototype schema within networks. The crucial theoretical innovation in this thesis is the use of these schematic networks, containing prototype schemas and extensions, to replace constraint ranking as a device for the resolution of conflict between constraints.

This model was applied to African voicing phenomena. A comprehensive account, incorporating phonetic, phonological and morphological insights was made possible, leading to a synthesis of a wide range of empirical findings and theoretical explanations offered by phonologists working in this field.

To achieve the secondary objective about feature representation, existing feature models were explored in Chapter 2. The existence of one-way and two-way models was investigated. These were supplemented by two feature proposals, of which one was shown to account for the relevant data most adequately. Feature proposal A hypothesizes that the features [voice] and [spread], interpreted in strict phonetic terms, allow for the adequate expression of phonological constraints. Detailed specifications of the feature [voice] lead to the conclusion that the alternations in languages that employ this feature distinctively, can largely be predicted and at any rate explained in a very straightforward manner. Alongside these two concrete features, a more abstract feature [sense] is
pomerane as a superordinate category. This feature serves to account for shared phonetic properties, along the same lines as c. (1998) assigns them to shared non-basic feature correlates. However, it has been shown that this feature also assumes an existence on its own, and was not merely regarded as the happy meeting ground of two-way feature systems. This proposal still has a very tentative character, and requires justification from languages that do not employ the feature [voice] distinctively in the sense proposed here.

The secondary objective was to provide an explanation of the OT constraint included a comparison between OT and GP. Although it was shown that the former accommodates all the relevant data, there are certain areas in which OT fails. The notion of the violable constraint has been identified as the reason for OT's relative success. Nevertheless, both theories contribute a number of insights, and it would be possible to formulate the present model and analysis in terms that resemble either GP or OT more closely.

However, it was decided not to do so, since arbitrary devices, such as rule deriving in GP or constraint ranking in OT are regarded as limitations, rather than solutions. Instead, another line of investigation was pursued, closer to the tradition of CA. A number of assumptions of CA were identified, and these were shown to provide a proper foundation for an adequate account of voicing phenomena in Akw&#233;wa. Future research efforts here definitely include an in-depth exploration of the notion network, prototypic schema and category extension within the context of phonology. They proved fruitful in this study, but admittedly, only a small fraction of possible phonological phenomena was discussed. The use of these concepts in other domains, including non-segmental properties, still needs to be explored.
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Summary

The Relationship between Phonetics and Phonology:

An Investigation into the Representation of the Phonological Feature [voice]

The relationship between phonetic and phonological information within phonological theory is investigated with specific reference to the phonological feature [voice]. Given the often algebraic and therefore arbitrary nature of constraints employed by phonological theory, important generalisations are missed. This thesis proposes a version of constraint-based phonology that integrates aspects of the representation devices of cognitive grammar with the notion of a constraint as conceived in optimality theory. It is shown that an adequate account of Afrikaans voicing phenomena can be formulated on this basis.

The phonological feature [voice], alongside the related notions [spread] and [tense], is defined in phonetic terms. In chapter 2, two kinds of models for representing the relationship between these features are identified in the literature: one-way models that only recognise one of the three features, either [voice] or [tense]; and two-way models that recognise [voice], together with either [spread] or [tense]. Two further models are proposed as hypotheses about feature representation: a three-way model that assigns superordinate status to [tense] and basic level status to [voice] and [spread], and a model with two independent systems, a [tense] system and a [voice]-[spread] system. These models are subjected to evaluation in the subsequent chapters of the thesis. It is concluded that the three-way model accounts most adequately for the voicing phenomena in Afrikaans, as well as various other languages, particularly Dutch.

A few voicing alternations are known to affect the feature [voice]: regressive voicing animation, final devoicing and progressive devoicing. At least three types of accounts are available for most of them: phonetic, generative phonological and optimality theoretic accounts. These three types of accounts are examined separately in chapters 3-5, identifying the insights they contribute, as well as their shortcomings.
On the basis of these comparisons it is concluded in chapter 6 that a unified account for all the relevant insights is not available. Although optimality performs better than generativism in terms of the comprehensiveness of its account, a number of various phonetic findings cannot be accommodated within optimality theory. The notion of constraint in optimality is identified as an important contribution, but constraint ranking is found to be inadequate because of its essentially arbitrary character. Various phonetic findings indicate that constraint ranking should be predictable on external grounds.

As an alternative, it is proposed in chapter 7 that schematic networks, which serve as licensing schemas for the distribution of distinctive features, should be adopted. These networks employ the notions of prototype and category extension, as developed within cognitive grammar, alongside constraints. The constraints are regarded as the primary phonetic devices for category extension. The distance between a particular extension and its prototype is identified as a predictor of the degree of gradient behaviour of phonological units. This model is applied to aspects of the Dutch voicing phenomena discussed in chapters 2-6.

Such an account makes it possible to incorporate phonetic findings that voicing phenomena are both optional and incomplete. It makes possible a statement of the kinds of optional behaviour, as well as the reasons why incompleteness effects occur. In chapter 8, a schematic network that licenses the occurrence of the feature [voice] in the phonology of Afrikaans is proposed, together with a network that explicates the effects of devoicing in Afrikaans, in syllable-final and morphe-internal environments, as well as across morpheme boundaries that are not particularly salient. While most of the networks operate with the feature [voice], the impact of the superordinate category [tense] on the existence of incompleteness effects is identified. A separate network for the feature [tense] is proposed for Afrikaans. This network is employed with the function of disambiguation in the case of phonetic incompleteness effects during final devoicing, and also lies at the basis of morphophonological alternations and distributions among Afrikaans threatices.
Oproving
De verhouding tussen de Fonetiek en de Fonologie:

In Onderzoek naar de Representatie van de Fonologische Kenmerk [stem]

De verhouding tussen fonetische en fonologische indeling kan de fonologiseerde woorden onderscheid met specifieke verwijzing na de fonologische kenmerk [stem]. Onderzoekers die STEM dient de stem van een enkelvoet woord door de fonologische kenmerk [stem] te beïnvloeden, werden belangrijke ontsluitingen mogelijk. Hierop werd onderzoek gedaan naar een definitie van beperkingen gebaseerde fonologie vooral, wat aspecten van de representatiesystematiek van de kognitieve grammatica integreert met de idee van 'beperking' door wat dit in de vertalingstheorie betekent werd. Daar werd aangegeven dat 'toereikende verklaring van Afrikaanse stemverspreidingen op hierdie basis onderzoek kan worden.

De fonologische kenmerk [stem] nam met de verwaante begroep [gespeel] en [geprent], voordat in fonetische termen definieer. In hoofdstuk 2 werd twee modellen vir die representatie van die verhouding tussen hierdie kenmerk in bestaande literatuur geldigheid: eenmodellige wat ies een van die drie kenmerke erken, of [stem], of [gespeel]; en twaalfmodellige wat die kenmerk [stem] saam met of [gespeel] en [geprent] enken. Twee verdere modellen word voorgestel as hoppies oor kenmerkrepresentatie: in drielementmodel wat superieure stem aan [gespeel] toekom en basiese stem saam aan [gespeel] en [geprent]; en 'n model wat twee onafhanklike stemming erken, 'n [geprent]-stemmen en 'n [stem]-[gespeel]-stemmen. Hierdie modellen word tot evaluatie onderwerp in die eerdergenoemde hoofdstukte van die proefschrift. Daar word tot die stemming gekoms dat die driemodellige deel toereikende verklaring bied vir die stemverspreiding van Afrikaans, sowel as ander tale, veral Nederlands.

Elke word algemeen erk en dat 'n paar stemverhouding die kenmerk [stem] behou de regoueke stemverhouding, vloei ontsluiting en onregoueke ontsluiting. Ten minste drie drie voorbeelde verklaring van hierdie kenmerk verhouding: fonetiese, generatief- fonologiese en optimisatiesistematiek verhouding. Hierdie drie drie voorbeelde verklaring word afhankelik onderzoek in hoofdakter 3-2, waarin die intuie wat hulle hydra, sowel as kennisvormings geldigheid
Op grond van hierdie vergelyking was daar in hoofstuk 6 tot die skemas gelei dat daar nie tens 'n vallande -of- verligging van al hierdie deugde beskikbaar is nie. Hoewel die optimalisatietheorie bestaas van die deskundige bemesting, is daar steeds 'n aantal opvallende forseé wasteings waarvoor daar nie plek is in die optimalisatietheorie nie.

Die idee van beperking in die optimalisatietheorie word geïnterpreteer as 'n relatiewe beperking, maar daar word gevolg dat beperkingen aangeneem, ononderkwend is as 'n gevolg van hulle enulasie arbeidsmiddels. Verder kom forseé wasteings dus daarop dat die beperkingen aangeneem op die bedriemende gevalle voorspelbaar is.

As alternatiewe word in hoofstuk 7 voorgestel dat skemasone netwerk, wat dan as licentiaat-skema is, deur die vergelyking van disintegrasie en kromme, aanvaar word.

Hierdie netwerk maak gebruik van die idees van die Prototypen en Kategorie-onthulling, en ontwikkel daar dus die kognitiewe grammatica, na beperkingen. Die beperkingen word bepaal deur die opposities en kategorie-onthulling. Die afstand tussen en die bepaalde uitbreiding en die opposities word geïnterpreteer as 'n voorspel en dit die mate van gevorderde diegnis van forseé wasteings. Hierdie model word voorgestel op aanvank van die Nederlandse sterkampusnetwerk van in hoedstuk 2-6 bespreek is.

So 'n voorspel stel dikwels die forseé wasteings voorspel in die sterkampusnetwerk, soos geïnterpreteer as 'n vooruitgang. Dit maak dit moontlik om die opspioneringe van die forseé wasteings te voorspel en te formuleer. In hoofstuk 8 word die netwerk wat die vooruitgang van die forseé wasteings in die forseé wasteings te voorspel, en dit maak dit moontlik om die forseé wasteings te voorspel. Daar word enkele voorbeeld voor vooruitgang in die forseé wasteings te voorspel.
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